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CRIME AND VIOLENCE IN THE MEDIA
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 13, 083
p

HOUSE OF REPRESENT IVES,
&MOM
EE ON CRIME,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,

%,

Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant .to call, at 9:35,a.m. in room
2237, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Wink& j. Hughes
.

(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

t

Present: Representatives Hughes, Morrison, Smith of Florida,
Sawyer, Sensearenner, and Shaw.

Staff present: Hayden Gregory, chief counsel;, Edward O'Connell,
assistant counsel; and Charlene Vanlier, associate counsel.
;Mr. HUGHES, The Subcommittee on Crime will come to order.

The Chair has received a request to cover this hearing in whole
or in rt by television broadcast, radio broadcast, still photogrd
phy,. or y other similar methods. In accordance with committees
rule
permission will- be granted.unless there is objection. Is;
ther bjection? The gentletpan from WI onsin.
Mr. ENANBRENNER. Reserving the fight to ob'ect, Mr. Chairay at this hearrn n, I assume there.is going to be no violence
in

-

r HUGHES. We are working under thatasstrtdption.
vvithctaw my reservation. [LaughSENSENSRENNER.,,Theti

k
ter.]
Mr. HUGHES. Dearing up objection, such coverage will be permitted.
Thais morning we begin an inquiry into crime and violence in the
media and its overall effect on our society, Particularly what role,
if any, it may play in subsequent criminal activity. Because of the
breadth of this issue, this morning we ,will be concentrating on the
.

t

nature and scope of .the problem rather than any legal. remedies,
with their first amendment ramifications.
In today's hearing we will further concentrate our attention on
televisi6n and recent reports on this and related issues. We will be
particularly interested ift an extensive study published by the National Institute of Mental Health in 1982 entitled "Television and
Behaviot: Ten Years of Scientific Progress and Implication for the
Eighties."
This NIMH report is itself a followup to a 1972 report of the Sargeon General which linked violence on TV and aggressive benavior

in children. We will have extensive discussions on the NIMH
report during this hearing, but there is one partiCular part of the
report which I would like to quote at this juncture. It says:

2

ResearNidenc

accumulated during the

past decade suggests that the viewer
learns more than a gressive behavior from televised
The viewer learns to
be a victim and to lentify,with victims.. As a result,violence.
many heavy viewers may exhibit fear and appr ension, while other heavy viewers
be influenced towail
aggressive behavior. hus, the effects or televised Violencemay
may 131 even more exten.
sive than suggested
earlier studies, and they rimy be exhibited in more subtle

1

forms of behavior tha aggression.

We will delve i depth into these assertions in this

'and subset %teat hearings. In ur initial phase today we will deal with
:these

issues from strikin y different views. One thing, however, I. think
we can all agree ipo is that the media, in general, and particularly .TV, is pervasive in

.

!Aithd report states:

r life.

Extending over all other fin {no is the fact that televiston is so large a part of

our daily life. Within Americ society, television is now a universal phenomenon.
About half the present popul hen never knew a world without it. Television is, in
short. an American institute
It has changed or influenced most other institutions,
from the family to the funct ning of the Government.

As a public officfal, I am acutely aware of this, but I must also
state that other parts of the media have similar effects. In this
regard, I am reminded of a story of a British Mgmber of Parlia-

ment who had read an insulang editorial about hlinself published
in Lord Beaverbrook's newspaper, the Daily Express. A few days
later he met Beaverbrook in the men's room of a London club.
"Dear fellow," said BeaverbrOok. as he rinsed his hands, "I've
been thinking things over and I feel that the editorial was unjustified. I apologize." The Member of Parliament replied, "Beaverbrook, I accept your apology. But next time why don't you insult
me in the men's room and then- apologize in the newspaper."
This vignette emphaSizes that a. sense of timing also can be a
crucial element in any consideration of media exposure..
With this in mind, I will conclude ny statement, except to say
that I look forward to hearing the testimony this morning.
At this time I recognize the most distinguished ranking Republi-

111..

can on the subcommittee, Hal Sawyer of Michigan.
Mr. SAWYER. Thank.you, Mr. Chairman.

c*

I want to commend the chairman for this hearing. I think it is
an interesting one. It is a :little extracurricular. It is beyond t
scope of the bills we may have before
and is designedreall to
give the subcommittee a kind of a better feel for what is goi on

°

out there in the world of crime.
I was just telling the chairman, I hope wo veer offne of these
more passive things and get into some organized crime hearings. I
have been kind of looking forward to seeing some of these \Neu
Jersey and New York people. [Laughter.3
I may just say in tip opening that this has been a real question.
Of course, all of us hare listened to opinions pro and con on whether, in effect, violent .behavior on television rubs off on youngsters
or whether the terror involved rubs off on potential victims.

I may just say that I have kind ,pf a' tentagve view of this, but
before I say that,I .may say that 1 have changed my views as a

result of hearings on many other subject3 here, that as I listened to
people who knew more about the subject than I, their discussions
were persuasive and I changed my point of view. But I go in kind
of tentatively with a doubt in my mind that violencg on television,

6

a

3

in effect, rubs off on people that wouldn't 'have been
, violent
anyway.
On the `her hand, I do feel that the coverage given to violent
.

crime, at
st in some. instances, I believe, tends to spawn it. I
know s.ome years ago, about iiiree Congresses ago, I was oh the
Special Committee investigating the assassinations' of Martin
Luther King and John F. Kennedy, and we had James Earl Ray,
the assassin, before us and questioned hint at some considerable
length down at Brushy Mountain. I became absolutely convinced
that the seeking, of the publicity was a major motivation In ths'
situation. With a twisted point of view, I think, the gentleman felt
that /he would become kind. of a hero in the South and after a
rather short slap on the wrist from a-southern jury would become
a national hero and make hundreds of thousands -of dollars giving
interviews and writing books. Really, if you would have lister ed to
that total testimony, there was little question that, albeit the .product of a warped point of view, was a point of view that was primar.

.

.

.ily aimed at the niedia. I .am sure that happens in many, other *
.cases, orat least at this point 'in time.
I want to again, congratulate the chairman for this se'ries Qf'hearings and I welcome the witnesses today and really look forward to
hearing their more informed points cr view on the subjects we have
been talking about.
I yield hack, Mr. Chairman.
.

Mr. HUGHES. The gentleman from Wisconsin.
Mr. SENSENBRENNER, Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, I,

too, would like to salute the Chairman for calling these hearings

today and to express one concern of mine.
The news coverage, for either acts perpetrated by deliberate ter-

rorists or by people who are mentally derranged, sometimes encourage these people to conimit very gruesome acts, such as kidnapings, murders, attempts to blow up the Washington Monument,

and the like. r think there is ample evidence that in many in-.

stances, both in this country and overseas, when someone does get
involved in the perpetration of this kind of a crime, the first question they ask of the authorities is "Is it on TV" and "I would like.
to see what the news clips are." That may very well .act as an incentive for someone to commit such a crime, simply because they
knOw they would become an instant celebrity as a result of getting
involved in this kind of criminal activity.
I certainly don't advocate the passage of any legislation to put a
stop to this, but I would like to ask our television representatives
whether there is introspection going on 'in teleVision news depart-

ments on this issue, and 'chat perhaps a blackout for a period of
time would certainly act as a deterrent to future crimes of this sort
where other people are thinking of committing them and seeing

what some of their conferrers are doing when ' ey attempt to
kidnap someone, or hold people hostage, or bld up a national
monument.

I thank the chairman for recognizing me and I yield back my

, time.
Mr. HUGHES. Thank

I might say to the members of the committee that it doesn't look
as if we needed that waiver for television broadcast this morning.

,
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4
.

,
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For some reason, we do not appear to have any coverage from that
N. part of the media.
\ 'I just wait to.say,.before we' bring our first witne s up, that,
subcommittee has a number of strictly legislative i itiatives that
we 'have undertaken and wiY1 in the future. I reme er last year
there \were about a ,dozen bills, about five*of which nk with f
veto of the omnibus crime bill, H.R. 3963. Last yea , intertwir.
almost like a Scheherazade theme, we also weaved in a. lOt of 1ings dealing with
unemployment and crime, drug abuse and ;

becadse on' otthe.other principal arils ejurisdietion of th S b.
committee is the area of crime prevention. I think this hearing

today is a natural follow-up on that series of hearings.
I might also say to my colleague from Michigan that, like Micaigait most of our crime in\New Jersey is disorganized crime, not organized crime. .
Our first witness this morning is Daniel ASchorr. Mr. Schorr was
born in New York and attended New YORE City schools and the
College of the City of New'York. He tved as an Army intelligence
sergeant during World War II and\i 1948 began his distinguished

.

journalistic career with the Christ'an 'Science Monitor and later
joined the New York Times for
ignmente in The Netherlands,
Belgium, and other West European countries.
In 1953 he began a long career with CBS, which ended in 1976.
From 1976 to 01979 he was a regent's professor at the University, of
California at Berkeley. He also has broadcasted commentaries for
the National Public Radio and wrote a book, "Clearing the Air." In
1980 he became senior correspondent for the Cable News Network.
He has had a3most .distinguished journalistic career, and on
behalf/of the Subcommittee on Crime, Mr. Schorr, we welcome you
herethis morning.
We have a copy of your Prepared statement which, without objection, will be made a part of the record, and you may proceed as you
see fit. Welcome.

.

I,

STATEMENT OF DANIEL SCHQRR, SENIOR CORRESPONDENT,
CABLE NEWS NETWORK

Mr. SCHORR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I'

Some of the opening comments anticipated what I had to say and
leave me with less to say. The bas# issues I wanted to raise have
already been partly raised.
Let me mention in passing that I come
come here with some trepida;
Lion because one of the last times I appeared before 4 House committee it was with every prospect of going to jail myself. That was
the House Ethics Committee in 1976 and it involved a matter of
the first amendment and disclosure of sources. I feel' much moreA
comfortable before this committee, except to say that I have also
thought about whether reporters, in general, should spend much of
their time testifying before congressional committees. I think we
have our separate functions in our constitutional scheme of things,
and it is only because I think, in addition to being a reporter, I am
also a citizen with certain responsibilities that I am very happy to
appear before your committee.

8
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You will be hearing on the general subject of television 'and violence from people much more qualified than I to talk about it. I am
going to talk about a collateral matter, not about violence in televi- .
?lion entertainment, but about my part of television, myoworld, the
r part of. reality television as it is called, the. part that has to do with
news and docuMent,
and actuality, because I think my part of
televtsion'also sets up 'some perverse incentives to viblence.
A most drarnatic case in point is Joh'n W. Hinckley, Jr., addicted
previbusly to movie and television violence. On March 30, 1981, he
set out to crash the media hall of famOy what he called the historical act of shooting the President in the presence .of video cameras. We know-from having looked through records that his knowledge of the Kennedy assassination' had taught him how television

would respond; that is, by preempting all the programs listed in
TV Guide, a copy of which he had lefts behind in his hotel room.
Hinckley's first question to Secret Service Agent Steven Colo,
who was interrogating him that evening, was "Is it on TV?" finding himself transported to courtrooms in- helicopters and plice-es.corted bullet-proof limousines, he wrote, "I feel like the President
now, with my own retinue. We both wear bullet-proof vests now."
Now, Hinckley may be legally crazy, but he ain't stupid. Objectively, he in Tact accomplished his purpose of establishing his iden-

tity in a most spectacular way. We must not underestimate the

function of television today as the most pervasive arbitk-r of identity. Television is a target for those who want to find some way of
achieving identify. What he did was to manipulate a medium that
celebrates violence to become himself a media celebrity. Anybody
who can make Dan Rather aLid Frank Reynelds come to work in
the afternodn has to be a very important person. LLaughter.]

The video tape that recorded his act since that time has been
played and replayed countless times, at normal speed and at slow ,'
motion, stop action, almost like watching a spectator sport event,
with hypnotic effect on other potential Hinckleys. At the very least
it tends to lower the threshold of shock for those who have to
watch that act.
'
Indeed, Hinckley himself told Agent Colb, when advised that his
attempt on President Reagan's life was all over the networks, he
said "That's too bad, because it's going to affect other people.' That
was the other side of Hinckley who could see these things.
Marshall McLuhan wrote, in 1977:
.

.

Violence is one of the manifestations of the quest for identity. When you have lost
your identity, ydu become a violent person looking for identity.

It is' in television today that one looks for it. Increasingly, the
media have become a target of that search for identity
and it mani.
fests itself in many ways.
I have some examples here that I will go through very rapidly,
beciausei you have my testimony. Reg Murphy, when he was editor
of the Atlanta Constitution, was kidnapped, afid, he reported later
his abductors immediately went to an apartment and turned on the
TV to see whether the kidnaping had gotten on the evening news.
Or the prison rioters in Attica, NY, whose primary demand was
that their grievances had to be aired on television. Another incident of that kind was recently in a Brooklyn hospital where a pris.

6t.

t

I

6

oner 'took hostages a d demanded to see a newspaper reporter,
radio covtrage, nd

and a radio and TV s

arance on WABC's ."Eyewitness News,"

in ordeeto be able to enjoy all- of those i

O

I will skip some other incidents, which you will find in my testimony, and come to the Washington Monument siege last Decem:
ber, which was clearly iXaged as a media' event. Norman Mayer
made clean at the outsgt that he didn't want to talk to the police;

he wanted to talk' to the media. He had a lot of unfocussed demands for an end to nuclear war, but the most concrete demand

was that 51 percent of TV time be devoted to a dialog on the nuclear peril. When he was not walking around the monument, he was
apparently. spending `part of his time in his van Watching the f;lnylong coverage-on his TV set. Maybe it wasn't just coincidental that
4

it was precisely at 7:30 p.m., as the network news ended; that he
got into his van and began to move in 'some direction, for some
reason that we shall never know.
Organized terrorists have also learned that to vision is an easy
prey, or can be bent to their will. The recent NBC movie, "Special

Bulletin," which has become controversial in itself', may have exalt -.
gerated the point it wanted to make, of reciprocal manipulation between, terror and television, but let's 'go to reality, as we like to call
it, to provide its own evidence.
When the radicaAaader-Meinhof Gang in West Germany kidnapped a politician in 1975, as a hostage for the release of.five im,prisoned comrades; the group forced German television to show
each prisoner boarding a plane and to broadcast dictated propaganda statements.
When Arab terrori4s seized the headquarters of OPEC ,in 1975,
killing three persons land taking oil ministers homage, their plans

/

called for. their occupying the building until the TV ameras arrived.
Similarly, when the so-called Symbionese Liberation Army in
San Francisco kidnard Patty Hearst. And then, to come back to
Washington, the H. nafi Muslims',hostage-taking occupation of
three locations here, in 1976, that was a classic case of media-age
terrorism. Their leader, Hamaas Abdul Khaalis, spent much of his
time giving telephone 'nterviews while his wife checked on what
was being broadcast. "olice expressed fear that TV cameras would
give away their deployment.
One of the three ambassadors of the Moslem countries who mgo-

tiated the, end of the occupation later told me that the ambassador's central fear was that media interviews on the telephone
might stimulate the terrorists to violence against their victims.
The former head of the State Department's Office for Combating
Terrorism, Anthony Quainton, with whom I talked, associates the
increase in casualties during hijackingp and,hostage takings with a
desire to insure media attention. Deliberate acts of terror, like the
tossing out of slain victims, are planned as media events.
There is kind of a symbiotic relationship between violence and
television, and it comes as the climax to an era in which our
medium, my medium, unintentionally but nonetheless systematically has managed to select the most dramatic, encouraged demonU

0

stKaCve and theViggressive, and finailly, to encourage violent behav-

ior..
My own expe-rienceif this seems like a form of true confessions,

so be it. My own experience covering urban unrest for CBS during
the 1960's was that threatening rhetoric tended to overpower mod-

erate rhetoric, because it was regarded as more newsworthy,

simply more interesting .
When the everend Martin Luther King .came to Washington in
1968 to di ss plans for the Poor People's' March, which he did.not
live to 1= d, I was one of the reporters who encouraged him, by persist
questioning, to allude to the possibilities for disruption of
' traffic in Washington over the, bridges and other various menacing
possibilitiesit's a way of getting the story on the air.
I' have no doubt that television journalists, myself among them,
helped to build up the militants like Stokely Carmichael and H.
Raft Brown within the. black community by giving them preferred
expbsure over the more moderate, the "less-newsworthy" black.
leaders.
I recall that, 4t a community meeting in Watts, Los Angeles in
1965, after the fil at night of rioting, most of the speakers appealed
for calm. One teenager seized the microphone and demanded that
"we go -after the whiteys." This was the "sound bite" featured on
the local TV *news programs in Los Angeles that night. Later; a
moderate h1Qrk commented, "Look to me like the white man want
us to riot. Another ore said, "If that's the way they read it, that's
the way 'we'll write the book." I have no doubt that was a factor in
what followed in the riots in Watts.
Television offers incentives not only to destructive behavior but,
on occasion, to self-destructive behavior. I don't know how many.
remember Paddy Chayefsky's movie satire "Network," in which an
anchorman announces on the air that he is going to commit suicide
because he wants to improve his slipping ratings. Well, that was a
movie and it might be exaggerated.
But in real life, as we still like to call it, in Sarasota, FL, in 1974,
Chris Chubbuck, qn anchorwoman whose ratings were slipping, announced on the air, "In keeping with channel 40's policy of bringing you the latest in blood and guts in living color, you are going to
see another firstan attempt at suicide." The woman pulled a gun
out of her shopping bag and shot herself in the head, fatally, on
television. It improved her ratings, but I am afraid it didn't have
any long-term benefits for her.
But there is another side to this that concerns me. I don't know
how to put it. I wish you had some of the mental health experts
who could help me with what I am trying to grope for. That is that
television has had the effect of lowering the line between reality
and unreality to a point where it is possible to do something without understanding that it is real and has real consequences! Even
after years of seeing people get shot, and after the last commercial
walkout of the studio, to finally, lose a sense' that there are real
consequences to real acts becau-P that line has been so blurred.
Cecil Andrews raised a pain! u I question for television journalism
last month when he set himself' on fire in the town square of Jacksonville, AL, in the presence of e TV camera, to protest against unemployment in America. A lot of us in television have discussed at

.#
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great length an ethical issue, whether they cameramen should have
intervened earlier than they did to put out the fire.
Well, that is one question. There are other questions. Andiews
called the focal television station: four times to say _he was gotng to
do this. Question: would he have done it if the news dire1tor had
tdld him that under no condition would television cameras be sent?
In fact, what hdppened WAS that the camera crew was delayed 70
minutes, by car trouble an& Andrews waited for the camera crew to
arrive before he did set hiniself on fire.
Another question: Would we' beless-likely to have future inci-

dents of that kind if. the station had 'not then gone ahead and.

2,

broadcast some of the video tape, which iwas really "socko" video
tape, which they had'exclusively?.
In providing ell these inducements to demonstrativeness, from
handwaving to hijacking, rom assassination to self-immolation,
what hath television wrought and how do we get it under control?
Now, though "I appear efore a legislative subcommittee, you
would n- lxpect .me to advocate legal remedies, My life has been
spent trying to avoid legal actions in fields like this, What. I hope is
that forums like this subcommittee will help to stimulate self-examination in the news departments 'bf television stations ane net-

1

/

works.
t.

In the wake of the 1968 riots during the Chicago Dernociatic Con-

vention, the networks took a terrible beating in the public press

and, among the-public. They responded with guidelines inteinded.to
avoid stimulating violence that might occur by 'the. very presence of
cameras.
and a broader look at a

Well; maybe it is time to have another

policy of self-restraint. Here are some of the issuesand let me tell
you, I don't have the answers to the ipuesbut these are some of
the issues:
First, should live coverage of terrorist episodes be restricted to

the minimum necessary to report/the news? I cannot agree to a
I
blackoutI wish that'Congressmii Sensenbrenner was still here.
get-,on
think
blackouts
are
what
yon
cannot agree to a blackout. I
of the
the other side of the Iron Curtain. They lead to a distrust
too
far.
But I
news media to deliver the news. I think blackouts go
what
is
necessary
to
report
think self-restraint can go to covering
the news, without exploiting it, .without getting into competition
with other stations, without stationing people outside buildings
where nothing is seen happening, just in order to say we have been
on the air longer than the other station, or a9. one ABC station in
New York recently said, in the case of a hostage situation, "Tune
in to WABC, your hostage station."
Second, should direct contact with terrorists by telephone or by
other means be avoided in order not to provide ego satisfaction and
further stimulation?
Third, should the replaying of scenes of assassination attempts
and other violence be limited to real requirements of news in order
not to make such acts seem tche commonplace and inspire possible,
copycats?
Fourth, should news directors make conscious efforts- to avoid
emphasizing threatening and extreme utterances out of the context
of more moderate rhetoric? That goes back to Watts.
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Fifth is a tough question, and I would not give you an easy
answer to thisshould television executives refuse terrorist demandi for air time, even when that is accompanied by threats

against hostages ;,A really tough question,
We know that no television would like to hold itself responsible
for the killing of a hostage, and yet you know that every time you

give in to a demand, you know there will be further demands of
that kind.
,
This is an uphill battle because violence, like walks in space and

like flaming volcanoes, is made to order for television. Competitive
... presstires are heavy. There are very feW kudos for young reporters
and camera crews who come back to their stations and say they
left the blood and guts to tiox. other station.
I believe, however, that the public can provide incentives for another kind of competition than the current ratings' race. I would
like to see the reaction to the first.station that announces, on the
air, in the midst of some hostage situation, e`We will report developments on this hostage situation as they occur, but we will not

keep cameras posted there in order not to encourage these and
other terrorists."
Thank you.
[The statement of Daniel Schorr follows:]
r.

STATEMENT ST 'DANIEL SCHORR,.SENIOR CORRESPONDENT, CABLE NEWS NETWORK

1

Over the years a wealth of evidence`has been accumulated suggesting that fantasy violence on television tends to encourage aggressive behavior. I would like to
focus on an area less exhaustively researched-the way my own world of reality televisionnews, actuality, documentaryunwittingly sets up perverse incentives to
violence.

.

A dramatic case in point is John Hinckley Jr., who, addicted to movie and television violence, set out on March 30, 1981, to crash the media hall of fame by the
"historical deed" of shooting the President in the presence r' he video cameras. His
knthivledge of the Kennedyassassinations had taught , '-r 'My television would re0:4

spondby preempting all the programs listed in TV

'ide, which he had left

behini ,n his hotel room. Hinckley's first question to S.
Service Agent Steven
Colo, interrogating him that evening, was, "Is it on TV?"
ing hiMself transported to courtrooms in helicopters and police-escorted bullet-In-L -A limousines, he wrote,

"I feel lil

..

vests now."

the President now, with my own retinue. We both wear bullet-proof

Hinckley may be legally crazy, but he is not stupid. Objectively 'he accomplished
his purp..re of establishing his identity in the most spectacular manner,--by manipu-,
lating a medium that celebr tes violence to become a media celebrity. The video
tape that recorded his act has, ince then, been played and replayed countless times,
at normal speed. slow motion a -.cap-action, with hypnotic effect on other potential Hinckieys. Indeed, Hirckley told Agent Colo, when advised that his attempt on
President Reagan's life was all over the networks, "That's too bad because it's going
to affect other people."
Marshall McLulian wrote, in 1977, "Violence is one of the manifestations of the
quest for identity. When you've lost your identity, you become a violence person
looking for identity." Increasingly, the media have become a target of that search
for identity that manifests itself in many ways.
In 1974. Reg Murphy, then editor of the Atlanta Constitution (more recently publisher of the Baltimore Sun) was kidnaped, and his abductors immediately sped to
an apartment, turning on a TV set to see if their act had made the evening news.
In 1971, prison rioters in Attica. New York, listed as a primary demand that their
grievances be aired on television. More recently, in October 1982, a prisoner in a
Brooklyn hospital took six hostages, and demanded, in succession, a newspaper re' For identification only The testimony is personal.
/1'
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porter, radio coverage and an appearance on WABC's Eyewitness Newsand a
maNN

.

radio and TV set so- he could enjoy his apptarances.

In 1977, in Indianapolis, Anthony Geote Kiritisis wired a sawed-nff shotgun to
the neck of.a mortgage company officer, led him out in front of the police and TV
cameras and yelled, "Cet those goddam cameras on! I'm a goddam national hero!"
The Washington Monument .siege last December was apparently staged as a
media event. Norman Mayer made clear at the outset that it was the media; not the
police he wanted to deal with. Of his various unfocussed demands for an end to nu:
clear war, the most.concrete one was that (s1 percent of TV time be deviited to a
dialogue on the nuclear peril. Wheti he was not walking around the monument, he
was apparently spending part of his time in his van watching the day-long live coverage on his TV set. It was perhaps not coincidental that at 7:30 p.m., just as the
network news ended, he began moving his van, for reasons that we shall never

L.

know.

Organized terrorists have alklaplearned that 'television is easy prey, or can be bent
to their will. The recent NBC movie, "Special Bulletin," .may hve exaggerated its
point oT reciprocal manipulation between terror and teleVision, but reality provides

its own evidence.
When the radical Baader-Meinhof Gang in West Germany kidnapped a politician

in 1975 as hostage,ftir the release of five amp ironed comradesm it forced German
television to show each prisoner boarding a plape and to broadcast -dictated propaganda statements.
When A,rab terrorists seized the Vienna headquarters of OPEC in 1975, killing
three perions and taking oil ministers hostage, the terrorists' plans called fer their
occupying the building until the TV cameras arrived.'
The so-called Symbionese Liberation Army, which kidnapped Patricia Hearst in
S n Francisco; had as a central feature of their plan,.forcing
radio apd television to
,
lay its tapes 6d broadcast its messages.
The Hanafi Muslims' bostage-taking occupation of three locations in Washington
in 1976 was a classic case of media-age terrorism. The leader, Hamaas Abdul Khaalis, spent much of his time giving telephone interviews while his wife checked on
what was being broadcast. Police ex/pressed fear that
cameras would give away
their deployment. One of the ambassadors of Moslem.cinintries who negotiated the
.

.

end of the occupation later told me that their central fear was that media inter-

views might stimulate the terrorists to violence against their victims.
Anthony Quainton, former head of the State Department's Office for Combating
Terrorism, associates the increase.in casualties during hijackings and hostage-takings with a desire to insure media attenttan. Deliberate acts of horrorlike the tossing out of slain victims=are planned as media events.
The symbiotic relationship between violence and television comes as the climax to
an era in which this medium, unintentionally but nonetheless systematically, has,
by its process of selecting the most dramatic, encouraged demonstrative, aggressive
and, finally, violent behavior.
My own experience, covering urban unrest for CBS during the 1960s, was that
threatening rhetoric tended to overpower moderate rhetoric because it was regarded
as more iewsworthy. When the Rev. Martin Luther Ring, Jr. came to Washington
in 196m to discuss plans for the "Poor People's March" that he did not live tolead",
I wa one of the reporters who encouraged him, by persistent questioning, to allude
to
sibilities for disruption of traffic and other menacing possibilities.
a e no doubt that television journalists (myself among them) helped to build up
militants Ike Stokely Carmichael and H. Rap Brown within the Black community
by giving tflem preferred exposure over the more moderate, less "newsworthy" leaders.

%:

.

At a cr.:,imunity meeting after the first night of rioting in the Watts area of Los
Angeles ii 1965, most of the speakers appealed for calm. One teen-ager seized the
microphone and demanded "going after the whiteys." That was the "sound-bite"
featured on the local TV news Programs. A moderate commented, "Look to me like
the white man want us to riot.' Another said, "If that's the way they read it, that's
the way we'll write the book."
Television offers incentives not only to destructive behavior, but, on occasion, to
self-destructive behavior. Some of you may remember Paddy Chayefsky's movie
satire,"Network", in which an achor man announces, on the air, he will commit suicide to improve his slipping ratings. But in real life, as we still call it, in Sarasota,
Fla.. in 1974, Chris Chubbuck. an anchor woman with slipping ratings, announced
on the air, "In keeping with Chanpel 40's policy of bringing you the latest in blood
and guts in living color, you're going to see another firstan attempt at suicide."
Then she pulled a gun out of a shopping bag and shot herself fatally in the head.

4

C.-

a

Cecil Andrews raised a pionful question for television journalism last month when
he seta himself on fire in the town square of Jacksonville, Ala., in the presence of a
television camera to protest against unemployment in America. The question discussed at great length is whether the cameramen should have intervened earlier
than they did to put out the flames. But there are other questions. Andrews called
the local teleinsion station four times, to say he was going to do it. Would he have.
done it if the news director had told him no camera would be sent? In fact, the
camera crew, delayed by car trouble. arrive il 70 minutes late, and Andrews did not
!iet hiinself afire until the camera was ther. And would we be less likely to have
future incidents of that kind if the station had not broadcast some of the video tape?
In providing all these. inducements to demonstrativeness from hand-waving to hijacking, froin assassination to self-immolation, what hath.television wrought? And
how do we get it under control?
Through I appear before a legislative committee, you would not expect me to advocate legal remedies. What I hope is that forums like this subcommittee will help
to stimulate self-examination in television news departments.
In the wake of the 1968 riots during the Chicago Democratic convention, the networks took Na terrible public beating, and responded with guidelines intended to
avoid stimtilating violence by the very presence of the cameras. It is time to hairy
another and broader look at policies of self-restraint, with.these as some of `the,

.

rt.

issues:

.

1. Should live coverage of terrorist episodes be restricted' to the minimum necessary to report the news?
2. Should direct contact with, terrorists, by telephone or by other rn3ans, be avoided in order not to provide ego-satisfaction and stimulation?
3. Shodld the replaying of scenes -if assassination and other violence be limited to
real news requirements in order not to make such acts seem commonplace and inspire posSible copycats?

4. Should news directors make conscious efforts to avoid emphasizing threatening
and extreme utterances out of the context cif more moderate rhetoric?
5. A tough question: Should teleyision exlecirtives-refuse terrorist demands for airtime, even when accompanied by threats agajnst hostages?
This is an uphill battle because violence, Mite space walks and flaming volcanoes,
is made to order for television. The competitive pressures are heavy. There are few

kudos for young reportersand camera crews who come back saying they left the
blood and guts to the other station.
I believe, however, that the public can provide incentives for a different kind of

competition than the current ratings race. I would like to
the reaction to the
first station that announces, on the air, "We will report develo ents on this hostage situation as they occur, but we will not keep cameras posted t ere in order not
to encourage these and other terrorists."
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A Veteran IV Reporter Asks What 'Television Is Doing to Our Children,

to Our Country Does It Sanitize Killing and Reward Violence?
By Daniel Schorr
M14-

going to see another fintan attempt at
suicide." 'Wheat pun,she pulled a gun
out of a shos-ping bag and shot henelf
fatally in the head
These Incidentsthe list could go on
and onwere all aspects of the ;Mena's.

napped He 13)5 his abductors Mine.
didely sped to an apartment anifturned
on a TV set to lee whether their act had
made the evening flew.
,
In 1971 prison rioters In Attica. New
York. listed as a pnmnry demand that
their gnevances be aired on 7V.

anon of the mass media' at grand arbiter

In 1977 In Indianapolis. Antilany

of idenf y. validatof of extstente. Dos.

t say today. "I appeu on
therefore I arlt"

broadcasting for CBS. People asked,
solichousl y. every thing was all right
as though. being off tile air, I had ceased
to be in some existential sense.

"Getting on television" has become
preoccupation of people In go' CM.
Tent, politics, and industry. not to men-

tion all manner of stnekdssue ads puttee. Candidates will fachion their
campaigns around "photo opportuni.
tier." Senators will be drawn by the

(iesirge kintsis wired a sawed-off shot.
gun to the neck of a mortgake company
ol titer. led him oldie front of the police
and IV cameras, and yelled. "Get thos:
goddamn cameras inn' I'm a goddamn

cartes

nation31 hem

"I Sew you on television!" One even

In 1974 in Silf3SOta. Florida. an an.
charwoman on television station WX1.1
s wt.on their, "In keeping w ith Ch an nel

gas Inured to being hauled over to meet
somebody's teillIVCS.* is at though the

TV personality has an existince or its

40's policy of tonging you the latest in

State Depanntent's Office for Combat'

own. 1 eapenenced the other side of this

$ blood and guts in Irving tutor. you're

phenomenon in 1976 when I stopped

lop Terrorism, associates the Mcrease in
casualties during hijackings and hostage-

relent a

One becomes accustomed, after work-

MI along time In the medium. heads:
strangers remark. without elaboration.

presence of cameras to legislative hear.
lilts they othenwhe would skip.

Many people will do almost ',tithing
to get on TV. Some *Ill men kill.
Anthony Qualnton. former head of the
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zle

ainothac 1 and if Rap

IV71

a

41.
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Is Itke trying to control proliferation of
nuclear weapons after distributing nu
clear reeler% over a prolonged period.

aye reirmism The leader, Harnett Abdul tshaal it. spell much of MI Ione inv.
my .ntersicas by telephone while his
wife chrried on what
s being broad-

and had to be reminded that it IVA a

Ts

A penonal espetienct Mouth! hoote

In me the inilintry's tenson ii) to the
In January 1969 ms repent for

telecast %Lanni...a/my
the .r.tersM findings of the N at tnnal Colt*

*olese. e. atiet4 shoots be,nc au
woe at the doekrion tit ItioUrd s sat.

ar

15
3

ant. prewloot of C BS Nos,. to chums tit
a roman nt a51It 16k:smug% 51w it.s.ape

toydethe co:nnasetup's cw that while
most persons will cwt kill after teeing
a single siolen't retortion program... .
It is syssible that many team ionic of
their Wind:, about sinlence from years
IN esposura and may be likely to
For management
so, age in s tulence

/

to eerrld: the newt judgment of the
-Clonla, show" was eausmely rare

Riots and assearnations would bring
the site perlodstall) to the fore. but the
teseareh hid been gold; on for a long

away illthey had wen films showing

Bradley Greenberg cod Joseph
Oommisk, studying klichigurr.public
school pupils. found that "higher es.
1;051;m to soles Won violence Ienter

aggiessitoWtoald be more Ugly to pond

Omens was associated with

At Stanford those:shy, Prufessor
Atka Barstow retorted that children Three
to sir years of age whose toys were taken

an intlatect doll itytheir (mutation than
children who had trot sten such films.
A Canadian study by R.S. Walter*
and E. Liewvilyit Thotrei ford that high
school students who had visored sates.

sive films were more likely than ahem
to administer wtong electric shocks te
students making errors on en miens

3p.
thus al of sroLince wet greater w tlingness

to use it in teal life."
Dra. Dorothy and kro; In Singer of
Yale University concluded from an es.
boustive series of Interviews that the chit.

Men who watched the most teles igen
were likely to as most aggressively in
Although they could
(unity
it "smoking gun" that work!
sot prod

time. For more thar. a &toles of a century

el,An experiment conducWd in May
lanerfOr the National Instate of hfental

wield scientists fuse studied the el.
(eels of %Arm:gne. ing espet.:ally on

Health found serious fights hr seism more
common among high school shaken who

that they had eliminated every other foe.

chddren

watched violent TV propene.

Matson between aggressive behavior end

...1.1..

Mum. the TV industry. they thy .4

lot that could account for the high con.

At a re, the Patients ThosIge Mid* Via Nute

\

the Anage American watches tele-

in tolerance to John Hthckley.

s mon So four hours and 30 seconds

The Cote Residence in Northeast DC

nu), dt) , according to A C. Nielsen

ts 'group home for boys 16 to lb who
are awaiting trial for minor offenses.
Rick BAclier, aiiistant administrator,

figures W,Vcarien witch the most: four
hours us 4 7 minutes a day, Men watch
four hou and sot inmates. Children
aye' Iwo I % eleseq, witch three hours
*day. and children age
aril 32

mei, e to

estmeen watch the kW:

three hour, and its enteen minutes

No marty Wasrungtomans. oleviwoo is kepi; in as proper place and per-

sr-siise. Fiesech shows that Wash.
logtoruans head mote aril watch less
Mies:mon jinn reorients of any other

up no reltrietiols cc yliced,on tel.
*vision viewing. Eticher says the soil'
encourages tesidests to watch special
programs, particularly those that focus
on black issues. Sports programs are
popular, as well as neawbrk programs

festoon black odors, such ts Th. le
tenon,. What will oe watched is de-

termined by majority rule.
Inmates at DC's Lorton Reformatory
are pc:milted to watch unrestricted tel
irraprr ea)
the country But tales/41011
is used iogreaeingls as a lgthysitter or . erosion The net Is on every day horn
an opia'e In tool: ions To hod out around noon until 11 mt. except when
inmates are being c. anted. Salanda
/.... moth ter:sown is wreehed try those
Whitfield. a Lorton administrator, says
ii So it ,coq hair rouble disc nominating
each dormitory has a 2$ tech color set
b peen !ties !men and real life, we
wise) it tt.: TV habits at fooarea and the mmites vote un what to winch.,

Because inmates work on different

Ii: a 1011005.

ratify adolescents, moot modeled in
what they watch. ilowever, e busy
schedule, which includes a full day of
neb001, leaven little time for ielevlst .
Stein adds that the center drawl as went

43 shelter patients fro% normal activi,

ties and that the time end effort of
monitoring television could be put to
baiter use by the staff- Like Bergman
at St. Elltabeths. Stein expresses concern that televiston hinders patient in.
semetion.

Stein tags the Patients prefer com-

edies such as AlASil and Fatualy
Maui to drama sod action s: rows. They

teed to ;sold programs that contain
excessive violence, sod tievnio, ant.
ken whets sulk program, are en Ac
cording to StelislAchicorgreelepatsents
acts think the televiS' Is talking to
ot about them or sending them special
messages.

for children aged four to ten at the

AI SI Ellt.thelh5 Hospital. mental

schedules. someone is watching wit.

Fairfax Brewster School. a prisote

p ants ae vomited to waist, 'ohm.
1.-3 W.:, istoo Soca: worker Helen

vision all dentine. Sons operas. sports.

school for normal Itudents at Baileys
Crossroads, the Dukes of Hu::errl is

MI 'scan s, ho dears v. oh men and
w ,.inn aged 23 to 33. says the tele
s , an Is on a, the patient lounge all
da 1,,,ig Patents 55 Jteh soap operas

most papellar Stone of the inmates watch
tile local clews to find out who gat caught

st.anne the 5115 And in lire escrow; they

s, .ho th, fa's a confb.t over which
.1..

..., 0 .e.h 14.3;01.111 .11 % 15.1 mot

Id. ale vpst he e ices,. e so)
.,, . and than ,r,.r of the more J.;
1 .0%, d 7.. .
IV the tele...ion and
... ., it a She 07,
......., .,.
p
i

.aear
..1.-..o:

ash!, r htlo r.1011 1,:,,,.e .1
1,e paler tyetaLlton Ulu oat!

1.. ',h, , JS S Mr ,,,,el,,,ees w awn a.
in, h 1'. .r tee 1,..i.mts and 4nold he
,..,h .pi.) It I..t use Of, ins..1.1ed
l'akeltr. a: 4 :Os mt.reed n

I. 1r .15 .55

....., .,,, .,.. " en, 1,41..

I 1 ) 10

1.1.1.1. d

t..nratt

tt

l

,...taye III the

01,0E0%. Flo yrrt,n rzr ,115 It .1 one r,
1.

it ore-4,e,1

hes , w a. he no,.

police, and adsenture stows ate the
dotng what, browye they often know
the people tessolved in area -kimc
easrunally they speculate on g ho might
he the perpan atm of an ursolved crime.
When the Supreme Com is In session,'

twos intnates watch the hlonday.iht
nuns to we tf an) decisions alleet.og
th.,1 eases lose bruit handed claim
%Anglo:Id says Inmates aditure the

the overwhelmingly favorite show.
Nearly all named a character ow drat
tho,f when asked who they would be
if they could be a television character.
Spans were also popular. along with
Deg, Yonne. Woody Woodper,tr, and

Ike fir most amedonalreo. The (hit.
Men disliked Oft news shoring). snap
op:cas. and The Inr(kbk Jhdk (dumb).
Out of wesco doh:herd trelii One hal a
pnreria who spot...ft:J(1u program-. she

flashy ts pes- in wont thn55 He
doasn't thoO. larann inmate. eV it,

could and could net watch. Most

Ph,i1Vitsli enough to pick up any nos
ak as iftsIlt telh isian ,rloonals. thtoain
thus noyht you a nets -vatokle

dies and more 111311 half frequent!) are

1).

Slantn Stem' an ;dounisteattu at

the Iltanonton Ps), Mane treatment
( ctn., tra F.ml (Burnt sit). the use of
r. I., 1.1,1w

to the

.

tl r1)

..n .11,3
51;1 I

meern
11,:p.11CnIs 0,

watt hat soot; prograins with ihefifamdinner or I
When as' c,

enjwsed me

tried shit.

aelivitiori.

13134 nf program he

one nmyear old said
ts .hreh tuntruera .ere

shot or pll 11V,1 s er OM, hee.nas,

neat hos the) don't bleed er get

tun"

tie slot R Pianist
Ur err, fill 14 11.1111.n.4. 11)
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of -astcw oriented' slums
tSr Leaned Red-oath, of till l rat

ve rosy ul Wisconsin. in two emwriments

writiear, apart. found that thirdgmibts
watching a treat many stulentyrograrns
.rote likels to be mod by %sawn burro.
,n high in aggressive tit has kw and th:R--;-'

at nineteen. most of !kern were still de.
9

scribed a "Caressive" by their peen.
la tact, tepoetcd Dr. Ifetkossita. the
'newt of telesIsion slowed at the age

tf
rr

of nine is -one of the beg peethetor. of

whether a person still to found to to
48Illtsgse to later life."

s

Congress took an early Interest In the
question of violence in TV programs In
1952 the House Commerce CornMittee
held ficuings on excessive sec and tin.

vompmme

s .- :"";;;;,..=...
71.17.:.=.-17. .1.0,01,1Lo...1111111.1.0.....",..../.10/

SC G. et tar corn.ort and beauty of Arleta natural nom.; futnith-reas
't it (..1 1.n (Jesup'. Supencit somkgi ondquArtty a't'J rot;opurpose mule

A University of Wisconsin
study shows that the
amount of television
watched at the age of nine
is "one of the best
predictors of whether
a person will be found
to be aggressive
in later life."

Cx Hi WM natural nu:emits are used fa rrtaxmum cartel

OPENING CELEBRATION SALE

15% off all Items September 27 October 11
aI

u,. 'in Nu: lets/tot Diet bedding
t

,t 2.VS

filmdom decotouse po1ostas .
lamps riteessooes

11.1%.(d1 b0^.1SteepweN

Geo, getown Park Ill,..consai and M Streets ?Di/34/.158r
op.n Mon Sat TO 9. Sun 12 .1,
Sims in Unston.tgre, tots. and New Jerse,

4
knee on television. Senate hearings on
TV violence and juvenile deliquenc .
etinclueted by Senators Estes Kefauser
of Tennessee and Thomas Midst of Con
Kellett!, stirred episodic public intete,t.
late howtpt transcripts mike a tall stack.
adding up to fifteen yeah of emigres
donut alarm over tele. i gon. and indO,4
try reassurance that it as o I addressing A:

problem.

$.

Theseontretersy flier television as.
,anted a new dimension of national coo

noti......itsn-ce

cosign the wake of the urban riots a:4
am-Air:awn of the 1960s. In 1968. after

the assassination of Robert Kennedy.

Pnesiddat Johnson nontol a comoliasion.

bcodycl by Dr. Miltn Easenhoiser. to
inquire into the causes of siolcnce, .nd
boss it might be pievenactl.
Ocivi eat Orlubcr and December 196s.
the Eisenhower C:ontriti41041 held beer.

uses on tcles ision. questioning social
is lent los. and industry esecutis es about

the intent In which the medium rnivit

Ass

l

be the inhgatsa or Allot of %Udall .1. t.
One Loom:smut, itiernbcr. Leon lawn: ski. later In is: the %Vat; rgalc posse:iris.
espresso the Nalict that talc, ision
base
ocrnan.lous rclonsibslii)
5111lell, a' in Anicric,,
'11w tele,isn.n artworks i1C no. I
edged no such responsibility.. N two

17
oar
.

Jemo.r asked
in...loner Alban
.005, ..15,,: dcp.4.,vn kir tiolcnce has

an cu .tit upon the si.:*er." Dr. Fran
canton. presi.kni of CBS. replied: "ft
to, 01 niat na have That is the QUCI,
'on ur don't lime 11n answer to."

ak

",

6

4

Nes a ?helot, the cotrunission dacided

to foribulate an anion. After a long
&bah: --front which Lloyd N- cutlery_
the occutise dirrctur. ditiaualifiest him

s:if beeause of his la* lion's TVIn

ey

dmirs clients- the panel declares) In ill
find lei, .1 th.11 it *at "deep!, troubled
by tet,oron's constant ponrayal of vier
Icact
. pandtruns ta a public Fete.

1

en a

empataso vath violence that taints:on Mt!?
has

:Iptd to generate.**

I

The panel's report concluded: "A

I

conmtnt diet of violence on TY has arc
adscr.e effect oa human character and

amide.

Vtolence on television en.

violent form; of behm lot and
fosiart moral tad social babies In daily
sshich are unacceptaWa Ina ci,ilirest.

swats, We do not suggest th.lt tckv ,
ston is .1 ptincipal cause of violeitce In
our society. We di, suggest that it In a
cow, annul 4.1:10/
A twosolurno tePort of the etirninIW
son's -Task Here cm Mass Media and

401

concluded that. st a short.
chart, Mote who see violent sets
p tray ed kern to periftif fro them end may

tm.l.de (Lehi In similar tiluatkM, and
Owl. as s
effect. exposure to
trolls soden 'toes:dins audit IWO in.

ut it.e norms. miners. and tattles for
stoilnec
The Eisent,:at er Coministion' report

vr lele5 strm hod belle impact -it was
wichtirdowed in the news media by Its
r

From initial design concept to finishing touch...
Petro Nurseries builds

role tiesill.remal in; findings about

gardens of distinction.

11.t. s,vd 050N:thence. and police btu
ta.I The networks acted to reditec the
s iici..e in ammated cartoons for ehddtco soil tailings in ildsitt programs. and
:re 10hOnp;Clure industry mildly MTV
',eroded h triercosing the in:idcnee and
.....loess of its bfoodietrinp.

decks. patios and pools

How es et . Comaets.Am the
of ROW. I 'land Senator John 0 pasture.
Ions mambos:Enos of ban ision. mused

our full range of

r. manila', a comp'etely new ins east
*do. c slim:: on the 1.:S Surgeon Oen
t a report m, i V and s iederKe, that
w-iolif .0 effect. par Wed the report as-
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ohm might Melee Intth
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ts

wIlt the hosehaZit tale
. and (oar
%kb ',Agit testittoils
iOtt of oleo,.
Doer )Cant ard Sri 'Milani later. tin

conimittee produced

Ira

report.

, -Tokootclon and Growing ; Up: The Ino

No of Tekvival Violence." supported
by live volumes of kshnkal studies. The

full repel. read by kw. on:sided telling
data on the ride of TV viotence sc in.
.00, Of iflC11i5*5 in 'Milt people.

Ninth Cantina, plysumied pros,j,:oi
f.'situr's Surgeon General. Dr. Julio,
Richmond. to "%send+ an ad !vie con.
oinks: to prepare en updated I Crsitel Of.
Ine iv?! Suct:CuA tleneral's report sin
.mh anntsersaty. late stdumes of new
iCal skittles base already been eons.

pikel. The conclusions are yet robs %m-

em. bi)t thee.: Is hoduoht that they will
re infore's+and etpand the original tintidly

s,

stead findings
Due Hung the new,report will do. Dr.
Rubinstein saki. ft to lay to rest the the.
bnaqut and ambiguous, after In intense. nry that deptilied violence eon ectu.ny
but to nineteen pare summary due would
determine the pv
i.serCeplion erne reed

/

"Under the cin:umstanegs," it said.
watching violent fare on television could
cause a oung person to ac t aggressively,

but "children imitate and learn from

Grand Par alNel$W110 Iry tot
isseounanco born their dim

catt)thing they see." The research chid.

its. it sild,ttsdkated "a modest AVM.
dation Moan s 'ening ofyekvIsion and

((let WI ortlpsy too much at Make Ps
r.511 Snag contrOtVuOugh I hint Or

%Iolence among at least some c hi klren,"
but "ICIee11104 is only one of the many

on I patch of unriert Davensent

Than why they dove eadi mama,
with kotas.

factors which Its lime may precede ag.

etessive bchalior."

In Ina Oast Maven years. more

(NM 152 (Pend Prie rornots n
taw tend 11 i mute svottriChanv
vole have crosses) the Snags ant to

eats trooped wean Mite
You. 100. telat.161M141tatom:
ticaentious CoNPS. raai so.ASIO

tots rays. and buffpe and tough
You con nande them 84 with

taloa' kratjhu cotifdenea'ot a
Grand Thu dmr. ter.ttrie tilti SW.*
ogh slanfttfs 01 anciasear.na anti
wo:kmant.tbn
Mato %OM the

hØ netoirdit e!

tack go coo

each and every SAW
toed
0p;tc.thuns
Faa shmli 0 CoSt04111,-Prn TIM
to Lt yout ear and r.et.dos Ito
K(3111 palefled

pages of the New Yort Times. 11 front.
page stray on dinuary. 1.2. 191.1. Mud

on a teak. wan headlined Tv stsittocii
Hit,' twitioisoci. To 101311. But when
the report:min officially released a
Islet the rimet they cid, '" e Study

shoos for the for time a causal coo.
orstion hem ren violence shown on tel.
titsd subsequent behas tut by

General Jesse Steinfeld. presenting his
report at s hearing Conlucted hs Senator

souse n1 good,

4u., woos

PaO0ft. "that the causal relationship
between televised vioRnse aid antis°.

n tot aS KIN
as svo own
sour car

coal behavior is sufficient tO warrant 211.

propnate ar.d tent:dial action "
..vbealite at

tuctRoovr.E,
Ateartor

Li! "(peaty moarring
aCelessories- in the

!Adis Manic Stahl*.

There was 14 sq,nitieent retneth.d acwham inlemv
and assasssnvnin ebbed. to' issue of tel

tion As the tleittiz
evasion violero

faded. to color bock

another day P el anothet day would bilog

v.. in
e`..1.14,Milrodygyei
231a Jefertan noels Rig
Alexandria, VA 223l3
7t11835-41143

the theory that depleted
violence can deereus'e
aggression by serving

as a "cathartic."
I.

Surgeon General, v ftl,t1 concluded that

Okra %;n,"no tvidzn . to scat* a en.
tharsis interpretation." The updated rc.
part, citing ma, empirical studies, will
make that point mots suongly.
"A tnrmendnus amount of work has
been done oser the past ten yews. and
the volume of literature has probably to.

p.:d." Dr. Ruhinitein Sark, "It nnS
mistake was made son seals ago, it u as
to be too qualified about the telaticyhtup

between TV siolenee and eggressise

nets. We hose a lot of item. Pliderue
Stout causality. and about %hat coma-

lute. causality. WC know much more
about how television produces mire..
st,e balsas Its:. We Limo more about Ida

fantasy can *stood oot reality. and de
specific influeneesof television on do.

max.! minis.

"1k fundamental s;ientific esfideme

murher repel

indicates Out tekordoo alfects the viewer
In ntoo. Sit)'. than we meanest

1.... to Whit

You oil! weal! that the original smokin;
and heal Mild) as Nutted to the lune.
and later it 41% learned ho s cuu,ciii;

00310( ant (abet
the letcst incidents of I

flute a new inapt) nad snobvl Dr LIt
o numnsicin nal sot. :ntr
Stircon locncral's commits/ Of 0 MC
chaunioi fish !tot the Navonal bottom: ol Mental lleahn It,. ...peoeme
with the tvit,,ligstion 1.1.1 Ito t lo
the ,tto.4 of lit, I i.e., means I is titre,

NW

INhal,IClit qv, !N.A.,

Mm tO 1,11.).h+Avtl,
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the thio,toi) of

0

will do is to Iny to rest

decrease aggression by acts ing a, a
"cathartie"the cleansing and purging
tent television has a cause/ relation to of an aodionce's emotions that Ariootts
aggressive behavior, Amish 'neither in. held to tie the filsbtat tpst of Tragedy.
dtvolualfy nor collectoely are the find- Arisen:cd by some behavioral ecientist
mg's concfusive "
studying tel
the theory was es.
The ambiguity was mirrored loathe emitted during the 1971 study for the

collitten "
"11 is clear to me." said Surgeon

evallto:. *au A

r,

,

One thing the new report

lhe summary danced around the mu
ciaiNsue a causation. "Several findings
of Mc survey studied can be cited to sustain the hypothesis`dist viewing of vicl.

evasion

Icalkde etch arq+.1
Conptuthlron

.,

struggle within (1w etaturnatO.

.

Regoin Control of
Vow Cot ot Truck

elects 'he heart and other putt, ttl
hod) In the snit was we IiiI5 hr.%
that the tuigntal
on TV %l,'
ktur was lot) narrow. tete.p.ion artc:1,
not Ohl) a Ardi,r0.11141110Soett, V,
knze . but the whole Nola: of social and
insshokkj4o1 ales elopincnt of the >suns::
goilswation

(I.

mt.
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the new Surgeon flenerat's upon.

How tospend a classic weekend
in Newyork for just $
00 a issie New Yoek

scheduled fix release by the Reagan ad.
ministration in 1982. Is likely scs beetle!.

.

1:nied tk. the IV Industry with all the
s Igor ifiCgskiyed by the tobacco lobby when
COP
imposing the teporion snwil.12

for clues
cm tries Rally. it will be re
to violent behavior of people like Juno
Hinskiey.

u eel crud ry Elled only

1)

unevecved tottihey
of luxury. Itestily E at

60% el *onetimehim X CC11p41.

enenrary book.(
wine. TN% Meet w I th

your breakftu in bed.
or Munch
Rendes-Vous Ante
location that putsalf
rise elei:ernent tithe
Cafe theatir. thee-

4

ahwee a/ family. peer. and school

relatanthips. tetevillua becomes the
moo cmaratible sebitPete fat reatqe

wet Atte

National Commotion °sae Craws and
Prevention of Violent...0969J

Who mods Hinkley different. whit mark
him shout the President ate u'limately

matters,for psychiatry and the law to
determine. But the "media ranee" played

rtirt.
As Hinckley withdrew from school and
family life. he reuraled programs ely ksto

ping. end entertainemu discrkts or soue

a waiting world of violent fantasy,

beet and call Call toil

television en exciting companion that

fete 800Zta.212 I.

made no demands on him.

spending more and trove tiro. skew with

But television was not the only part
3 lit) t/Z nsll.a Frits, ant. at
puperrenirkubleatus.ancy
ISan.mlly an. It bawd an

ar,....bb.t =10 Tuts and
g.,tu:net ad, rat 'ouluded

BERI6HIRt MACE 6
nOthrtst.assic wen

MadoeitAin a Ma tow. N.-. VorI.Nr tut 1J311
11th IIISflOwollereeSa0.1/8.11/

of the media working to merge fact and
fantasy for Hinckley. He wassunanyly
influenced by Tell Driver, a motion pie.
Lure about a psychopath who found the
answer to his anxieties through his ob.
session with siolence. Like the taxi ?alter,

Hinckley oscillated between wanting to
kill a public figure to Impress the object
of his affections, and warding to "rescue"

her from "evil" surroundings. Paul
SChil4kr, author of the screenplay, tells
ate that the moment he heard that President Reagan had been shot, his reaction

was, "Theo, goes another taxi driver!".
Husekley was also affected by fan
frenzy, a special manifestation of the
media culture. It focused not only on

Jodie Foster. the female lead in Tad
Derby. bit also on former Bonk John
Lennon. whose musk he played on the
piker. Last New Year's Eve, after I ennon's murder, Hinekky taped a monologue. In his motel room near Center,
in which he mourned: "John and Jodie,
and now one of em's dead

"Sometimes," he said. "I think I'd
rather Just we Aft

.

. not on earth

than being with other guys I wouldn't
1

winos stay on moth without bet un earth
led base lobe some kJ rid of pact between

at

Jodie and me."
And the influences working on Hind.is extended be) ond the sisual media.
the idea of a suicide pact was apparently

drawn from Thr Fan. a nos el Is) Bob
Randall that Hinckley had borrowed
aloft; with books about the Kennedy
family and auction Liddy's wall from
public library In Eserpretn. Colorado.
In the book. the paranoid fan of a Broad
way star. feelmit teyected to his ads anges
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Mr. Humus. Thank you very much, Mr. Schorr, for a very excellent statement and one that presents. a lot of very insightful issues
and ramifications of the overall problem.
Mr. Schorr, yeu indicate that the subject of your testimony is a
little bit different from that which we will hear shortly. That is,
yoti emphasize that sensational news is an impetis to what I would
characterize as copycat crimes, rather than. a . esis that overall
violance, particularly on a cumulative basis, leads to antisocial or
aggressive acts in children and others.
One .of the common themes in both areas, however, is the obscuring of the pain and reality of violence. the blurring of the critical
distinction between fiction and fact. Should TV make a reality of
the pain and suffering of violence? I would venture to say that on
occasion, when it is not so obscure, like the execution of a Vietnamese on prime time TV, there is an overall revulsion to the violence
which would tend to make people reflect on that violence.

Would you comment on that?
Mr. SCHORR. Yes. It is very difficult because I believe the function of television news is,' in fact,,,to mirror reality. In fact, it is the

last refuge of reality on television. Therefore, to obscure the fact
that there is real pain coald, in itself, be counterproductive.
One of the harmful effects, I believe, of.what has ,happened in
television entertainment, after it began to react to too much blood
and guts, was to eliminate the blood and guts and to have people
shot and die off camera. I think there is a corresponding danger in
making it appear that people don't hurt, that people, when shot or
set on fire, don't hurt. I think as much as possible we should try to
mirror reality. It can, however, be done with taste. It doesn't have
to be infinitely repeated, and some of the worst shots which are
simply in bad taste can be eliminated. \
I would not, however, try to disguise the reality that there is real
pain in being shot.
Mr. HUGHES. A good example of that would be the after effect of
the assassination attempt on the Pfesident, the pain, the long-lasting pain, suffering, and disfigurement of Mr. Brady, the press sec-.
retary.
Mr. Scuoaa. That's light.
We have a word we use in television called "generic footage."
That is, when something becomes so general and so useful to illustrate certain situations, you just use it all the time. The scene of
the shooting of President Reagan in front of the Washington Hilton
Hotel was really a very good piece of television tape. It had a lot of
drama to it. It is very tempting to producers and correspondents to
keep using it all the time, every time you mention the fact that the
President was shot in March of 1981.
What I suggest is that when it happened, and when it was a/vailable, it had to be shown. You could not deny that. to the public. But
does it have to be repeated with such hypnotic effect so often every
time you mention it? Isn't it enough that people have already seen
it?
Mr. HUGHES. We are going to hear testimony later this morning

from a panel of television people that suggest. I think, the bottom
line, that the case has not been made for the connection between
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violence t
bility.

TV and crime, and dismiss it, Avitt there is nd responsi-

What is the responsibility of the profession to exercise se
straint,. to develop guideline's in this area, and to try to deter
if there is some dOgree of reality? Lsuspect that we will never
a "smoking gun," if that's what they are looking for. So what is the
ultimate responsibility of the profession that we know as journalism?
Mr. SCHORR. Th e

.

dilemma for television hews todayI come

from a long history of newspaper work. I am old enough to have
gone through all these cycles of journalism. In the old days something happened and nu stood around and you went -and reported
it. More and more today in the television age things will happin
because of television and things will happen because television is
there. Therefore, television can no longer claim to be et neutral bystandpr and observer. It isn't, Aid it kvpws it.isn't.
In 1968 it realized tielt every time dUring the night that a mobile
camera truck went out and turned lights on somewhere, there was
likely to he a riot, becausef the camera lights were on and 'peoPle
wanted a riot in the presence of those cameras. Therefore; if television becoMes a stimulator of these things, television has to accept
its responsibility:whether it would like to or not. It cannot blind
itself to the. fact that people will wave hands or demonstrate or kill
to get on television.
One has to start, therefore, by saying that while we would like to
consider ourselves neutral in covering the news, let's face the fact
that a lot of that news would not happen if we weren't there. 'Once
that is so, you face a terrible, terrible burdeji of deciding at what
point arc you simply covering the newsand that's "just the facts,

S

ma'am"or at what point are you responsible for an increase of

violence in society. We are not just reporters, which is why I am
before you today. d begin to realize that we do have some larger
responsibilities than getting one more rating point over the next
stationt

Mr. HOGHES. Thank you.

The gentleman from Michigan.
Mr. SAWYER. Just a couple of questions, Mr. Schorr.
I know, for example, that your first name is Daniel, and you may

,

or may not know that my name is Harold, and I know the chairman's first name is Bill, but I don't know anybody'-: middle name..
Yet, we have so dignified these Presidential assassin that we know
.

them by all three namesJohn Wilkes Booth, James Earl Ray
a-vis Martin Luther King, and Lee Harvey Oswald. You know, it
kind of says something. We have stressed it so much that we have
not just gone by Lee Oswald or James Ray, that it is
Mr. SCHORR. Have you learned Hinckley's middle name?,
Mr. SAWYER.
will.
Mr. SCHORR.

ou know, that's kind of peculiar. We!..probably

e. will.

Mr. SAWYER. I am sure we will start developing that.
Mr. SCHORR. It's "W." That's all I know.

Mr. SAWYER. I don't even know the President's piddle name.
You know, .John Wilkes Booth shot Abraham Lincoln, but I don't
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know whether Abraham Lincoln had.a .middle name, either, but
you sure know John Wilkes Booth did.

But getting back to the essence of it, aren't we really bucking a
problem like we were in prohibition, or currently in the case of
drugs, that wire there is a demand there is always, a purveyor to
meet the demand. Isn't the basic problem that this is the news that
the American public seeing* to want? And as long as they seem to
Want that kind of news, with those kinds of detailsJ.-like Stokely
Carmichael as opposed to a moderate, less-newsworthy spokesman,
if you will. Isn't there.always going to be somebody to give them
the,news that they want?
Mr. SCHQRR. Congressman Sawyer, first. of all you can't classify
all Americans as all the same way, or even individual Americans,
as reacting the same way in different situations. It is true that at
the lowest level, in the level of sensory perception, Americans like
to have their senses titilated. Nothing titilates the senses more
than violence or the threat of violence, and nothing will send a
tingle through the heart of a white American more than to be told
that a black Americtg,n might come around and burn his house
down. That is very tit ly and very entertaining in a certain sort of
way. .
5,.
But Americans are also something else. Americans
will also sit
back and realize what 'the consequences of some of these things
are, and they can set up different incentives for television stations,
which I guess was the main point that I never got around to expressing. If Americans can organize to get better cartoons for children on Saturday morning, and if Americans can form organizations, not all of which I necessarily support, to organize boycotts of
companies doing a/kind of entertainment they don't like, what I
would like to see is Americans also exerting a little bit of pressure
on television stations by telling therp "we don't ask you to stick
with every hostage situation to the last minute when nothing is
happening; we don't ask you to have your reporters try to get
scoops by calling up people holding hostages in order to ask them
whom they are going to kill next and all the rest of it. On the contrary, we may turn to the other station if we think you are not
.

being a responsible public citizen."
Mr. SAWYER. Let's look at something we have all just come off of

watching and listening to, and that is this debacle in Chicago,

which was probably one of the world's rottenest electionsracially,
personally, every other way. That was because the media picked
out all of those parts and played them up and got a whole national'
audience. You know, I am watching to see who is mayor .of Chicago
this morning. Normally I could care less, or just ho hum, so and so
won the election. If they talked about better police service. in Chicago, ,fetter fire service, better rnaintenp nce of the streets, better education, nobody in the Nation would have paid any attention to that
election unless they lived in Chicago, because certainly we get
those kinds of legitimate issue arguments in virtually every major

city mayoral election.

,..

But because the media picked out these racial overtonesthe

nasty overtonesI dare say everybody in the country was watching
that election to see how it came out, and was interested in it.

0rI
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That speaks for what the people are interested in. The media
could have given more attention to that election, talking about the
legitimate issues, and I assume there were legitimate issues discussed, although goodness knows what they were because nobody
ever mentioned them on the media.
But assuming they talked &out thingi like Chicago police protection, fire protection, schools, public services, street cleaning,
education, and whatnot, the media could have harped on that just
as much, just as long,t and just as heavily as they did about the
issues that were there, and everybody would have gotten bored and

said, "why are they telling us all these stupid arguments about

Chicago? We don't live in Chicago."
Doesn't it tell you kind of how you get, the audience and how are

you going to stop .the media from doing it, when that is what the
audience seems to be looking for? You -are able to convert a little
Chicago mayoral election into something like a national 'Presidential election, as far as most people's focus of interest was concerned, all through that smear-type thing repeated by the media.
Mr. SCHORR. Congressman, let me try to separate out several
.issues. If we want to talk about the politics of it and as to whether
this elec :ion was, a little municipal election or one with national
significance, let's leave that one for later, because I don't agree

with you--

Mr. SAWYER. But only because of the racial overtones.
Mr. SCHORR. I think it was a very important election in many re-

spects. But let me' get down to the side I am most qualified to talk
about.

When you talk about the media making of this or the media
making of that, I found it very interesting that both of the candidates denounced the media for smearing them. Both of them said
they had gotten an unfair shake. Maybe the media must have been
doing something right to have gotten into trouble with both of the
candidates. Neither felt well served by it, which is kind of an interesting phenomenon in itself.
You will not soofi remake the media to a point where it will deal

only with what you consider to be constructive issues. That is a
utopian vision. As a matter of fact, I am not sure we want it to
happen because then we wailed lose the interest of our audiences.
There comes a point where you cut off people.
I always remember that I have lived for a period of '3 or 4 years
in societies where constructive news is emphasized and destructive
news doesn't get on the air at all. That was in tlie Soviet Union, in

Poland, and in Czechoslovakia, and Asia result, nobody pays any
attentioti to the media in these countries.
Mr. SJWYER. You see, there you are making the very point I am
making. If you just limit it to the local issues, the legitimate issues
in a mayoral campaign, you wouldn't have had any big audience,
and therefore, with these other tempting little things you know
they're going to get a national audience, the media plays it I'm not
blaming the media. I'm just saying I don't know how you stop this.
It did have national impact, but it only had national impact because of the racial overtones in it. Had it been a legitimate debate
between even a white and a black candidate, if they had stayed
with the issues; it wouldn't have had those overtones. But as they

-
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made it a racial issue, then you threaten an independent black candidate for President and everything else. But that all grew out of
the racial part of it. That was played to the hilt by the media.

-

Mr. SCHORR. There is noAuestion that--Mr. SAWYER. Because that's where you got the national audience.
Mr. SCHORR [continuing]. There are certain issues that transcend

the local. If you are dealing with a racial issue, that is a national
issue. If you deal with potholes on LaSalle Street, those are not national issues. Clearly, when it verges on something of interest to
the whole country, it becomes of national interest.
Mr. SAWYER. That's the whole point I was making. I think that
while we aren't talking about violence there, it has some similarity
in appeal to the general audience. I don't know how we quite avoid
it.

I yield back, Mr. Chairman.
Mr, HUGHES. Thank you.

Just following up, first of all, I happen to believeand I am willing to listen to be persuaded otherwisethat the media could have
made other issues in that Chicago election the issues of the day.
Perhaps the Chicago election did not deserve the type of national
treatment that it received. I knoW, having been a candidate a few
times, candidates endeavor to resppnd to the things that are of inerest, and I think the media, perhaps, has some responsibility in
t
area. That's a part of the issue.
During the latter part of the Roman Empire, -bread and circuses
became the issues of the day. The cynics suggest that that is inherent in our society to some extent, that we have a little bit of that
tendency to want to focus in on the more despicable side of human
endeavors. I think that part of the issueand I thulk that my colleague from Michigan has focused in on it somewhatis just what
is the responsibility of the media.

I would like to believe that Hal Washington and Mr. Epton

would have focused in, not maybe on potholes, but un other issues
that were relevant, if, in fact, that would have generated the kind

of media attention that they, perhaps, sought. So, I have some
question as to what is the responsibility of the media in these
areas.
Mr. SCHORR. Mr. Chairman, I think one of the problems with this

is that when you say the media do this and the media do that, the
media make this the issue or make that the issue, is that this tends
to obscure the fact that the media don't do much of anything. The
media are more done to than doing. The media are there. They can
be manipulated, they can be appealed to. If the candidate "chooses
to put out a commercial with racial overtones, it will be noted, and
that will become an issue. If another candidate chooses to do something else, that will be noted. There isn't any central media group
that says, "Let's make this the issue today." They are basically
passive. They are basically reactive to what is happening. They are
much more manipulated than manipulating. It is how the candi-

dates aot and what they do that will determine whether it is a

local issie4 or a national issue, or whether it is on issues of municipal finance, or if it begomes an issue of race between the two. They
made their race for4n5yor, and they made their race a racial issue
in the way they acted.
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The media becomes an. enormous megaphone which amplifies it.
That cannot be avoided. We have national radio and national television in this country and it is not possible to keep the decibels
down once the thing happens. That magnification will take place.
Mr. HUGHES. Well, just briefly, your suggestion as to what happened at Watts, where the moderate blacks, by and large, called for
moderation, but these lower voices, that wanted to settle the issues
peaceably, were overwhelmed by one individual suggesting that
they take to the streets and kill the whiteys, which became the hue
and cry that was publicized. Is the media reflecting the news of the
day or creating it bry giving that individual the platform?
Mr. SCHORR. In at situation, by taking it out of context and not
indicating how atypical it was, I have no doubt that they helped to
stimulate it. I hope that would not happen again. One of my reasons for singlin# it out is to hope to sensitize news directors, so that
when a thing like that does happen, and they go over the young

reporter's edited tape of that, they will say: "Wait a while, this
meeting went on for a couple of hours; mere_there--other-vieW-

points? Can_your-scripts say that only one person.talked this 1.tvay,

and give a couple of sound_cuts.-of-other-people-alkiiig in other
ways.

I don't mean to censor these things out. I think you can't avoid
them. I only suggest that news directors should be more sensitive

to context in the existence -of' countervailing forces.
Mr. HUGHES. It might be -interesting for this subcommittee in a
future hearing to hear from Harold Washington and Mr. Epton on

just that issue. The suggestion appears that, perhaps, since both of

them took on the media this morning, that there may not have
been a degree of balance in reporting. It, al§o might suggest that
text of the overall campaign their
both of them feel that in the
positions were distorted. Ma ..)e that would be an area that we
could explore.
The gentleman from Florida.
Mr. SHAW. Thank you, Mr. Chairmaa.

I very much appreciate your being here, Mr. Schorr. I have oven
a fan of yours for some time, and it is an honor to be able to have

this oppoltunity to hear from your directly and have this ex-

change.

I think there is no question regarding the results themselves,

which show that race was very much an issue in the Chicago elec-

tion. In reviewing the returns, we currently know that, and also
whether it was the candidates' fault :or not, the voters certainly
split that way. So, I think the results are very obvious.

I think in looking at when we talk about responsibility of the
mediaand you have used that term several timesI think it, perhaps, breaks into two areas that we should consider. One, is the
media a form of entertainment, or a resource of knowledge, and
how is that viewed? Would you care to comment?

Mr. SCHORR. Yes. It seems fairly clear that there has been .an

evolution from the day of the Eimall newspaper, which was basically

a source of informationalthokigh after a while it added entertain-

ment features to itinto radio, and finally into television. Television is. by its nature, mainly an entertainffient medium, a large entertainment "dog" with a small journalistic "tail" on it. That tail
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finds it very difficu:t to wag the dog. Not only that, but by its very
nature, since you have to use the tools of television, you get
dragged onto the television stage and find yourself a little bit part
of that entertainment world, fighting it all the time and yet forced
to use lighting and makeup and tape editing and all the rest of the
things that telqvision does.
,,
It takes stroltg journalistsand, thank heavens, we have a good
many of themto hold the position of reality when they are
having to share a stage with a basically unreal world of entertain menu. But, obviously, television is basically an entertainment
medium.
Mr. SHAW. You made a; point in your testimony_that-you-would

like to see a television station _say that.therifen't going to have-a---camera in a _certain -place because of theprobems-it-wrairdcause.
---Vm-afraid ---and I am sure_you-would-agreethat such a network
would_ probably-end-4 last in the ratings, because everyone would
be going around trying to see which one is showing the blood and
foguts or whatever.
Of course, as you are well aware, we had the problem in my district in Dade County, FL, where we had the riots, and there' is no
question in my mind at all that the extent of the.. riots was caused
by the extent of the coverage. All you have .to do is to take a TV
camera into an area where there is unrest and you're going to have
rock throwing. It is a very real problem.
Of course, there is no way that we're going to be able .to limit it,
or would we want to limit it by law, because it is a basic freedom.
But, perhaps, the media should bear some responsibility or maybe
it does and it has just not been tested, some responsibility to a merchant who has been burned out or to a pedestrian who has been hit
with a rock, by the fact that the media itself might have caused
that fire to be set or that rock to have been thrown.
Would you care to comment on that?
Mr. SCHORR. Well, yciu are beginning to get close to the area
which I had hoped to avoid, which is legal restraints arW legal
action. I know, for example, I find it very interesting that there is
now a lawsuit against the manufacturer of the gun that shot Jim
Brady and President Reagan on the grounds that you are responsible for your product. Clearly, every citizen and every company in
our society bears a certain responsibility for what it does. Further

than that, I would really not wish to go.,
Mr. SHAW. Thank you.

I yield back, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HUGHES. The ge.itleman from Florida, Mr. Smith.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My apologies, Mr. Schorr. I would certainly echo the comments
of my colleague from Florida. You are a very distinguished gentleman, and I have had the pleasure of watching you over the years.

However, while I have had the pleasure of watching you and
other of your colleagues, I have also had the displeasure of watch-

ing television over the years, and it seems to me that we have
fallen into a pattern on television. I single that out as a very

unique media because as you indicated, it is a media that is mostly
entertainment as differentiated from newspapers, magazines and
radio, which are more newsoriented and less susceptible to having
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their product moved by virtue of sponsorship to one philosophical
bent or another, or one particular form or another.
I am curious about your comments in answerto some of these_
ques,tions. To some degree they differ slightly from_those of- -your
prepared text--and I apologize-for not_being here-during the time
that you gave the text. You-have-alluded to the_fact-that
-the media should have covered one_persorrald-iOme news editor or
news reporter should-have- Eh-idThe guts to stand up and say:"Look,
that-was-only1 man and there- were 50 of the others," maybe we
shoul'd cover the 50 and leave the 1 aside, or--

ybe
am

Mr. SCHORR. Not leave the one aside.

TN

Mr. SMITH. Or give the one the second that he, or she deserves in

the context of percentage of what it was that all the other people

were doing.

I am curious as to whether or not that could ever be achievable
in terms of what people who are on television have to deal with as
the outside motivating factors of sponsorship, ratings, and the like.
I would like to know whether you feel that could ever be achieved,
because then I went to jump to the other media, which I feel hold
almost as much blame and yet can't use any of the shields that television might have in the way of excuse.
Mr. SCHORR. Mr. Smith, with all due respect, I think you exaggerate the effects of sponsorship. That may have been true 20 or 30
years ago, that television stations and networks were so dependent
on sponsorship that sponsors might affect their decisions, That is
hardly ever true today.

Ratings are a very important influence. I can't remember any

recent case where any station or any network did anything for fear
of a sponsor. Sponsors on the whole don't dare any more to try to
intervene, and if they did, they would just lose their commercials
and the space would be taken on the air by others. Ratings are a
somewhat different thing. Ratings are very important to stations
and networks and they fight very hard for'thern.
My point in saying this is, if you follow the line of least resistence, if you follow a kind of Aggressions more in which the worst
tends to drive out the best, we will get what we get on television
both on entertainment and sometimes, at least locally, in television
news.

suggest, however, that the public is at a point where it can

create different incentives. Stations and networks are very responsive to organized groups of Americans, to the mail they get and to

the telephone calls they get. In the case of the Hanafi Muslims

,seige' here, some stations were criticized for the way they behaved
and they are not likely to behave that way again. They don't like
being in trouble in the community. I think that the countervailing
values to ratings can be set up by public pressure, not by legislfttive and not by governmental pressure, but by the way it is done in
the American wa)i. Americans get mad.at things and they say "we
don't want you contributing to violence" and they let stations know
it. I think stations react to that.
Mr. SMITH. Let's take that one step further, because the media is -4

certainly not limited to television. We have news in the print
media and on the radio, which I don't think anyone has ever accused of inciting to riotnot in recent times anyway. At least to
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some degree WE' are saddened by the fact that most of our young
people don't seem to 14ead newspapers all that much. t
If you look, as the chairman indicated, and as Mr. Sawyer indicated, in the newspv: ors let's leave television asideyou are very
hard pressed to find written media coverage of the issues in the
mayoral race in Chicago. Everything was devoted on how Mr.
Washington was being politically abused by some of the local political institutions, or what Mr. Epton was doing in terms of, his problems about investigations of his law firm. I read the ilewspaper
almost every day and I couldn't find, even in the newspaper, what
the issues were.
Isn't there anybody out there who is willing to try to redirect the
news at all to the areas which are probably the most legitimate

function of the newspaperthat is, to report ultimately what is
going on in terms of what our long-standing political structure

thinks ought to be going on? This is what pailas me. Even the magazines, they all-talked in terms of the tangential issues. Nobody
talked about what we in America would expect in a political race '
the differences of opinion on how to run the city of Chicago. That's
N just an vxample.
Is the' any other explanation? There aren't ratings for newspa-

pers. Generally, the local department store will advertise in the
newspaper unless it is espousing some radical overthrow of the
U.S. Government. Generally, the local department store, the local
hardware stores, the tire stores that rungtheir sales, they are in the
newspaper. I'm a little depressed by that.
Does that depress you? Does what I say make any sense at all?
Mr. SCHORR. Congressman, it is only with certain hesitation that
I cross the constitutional barrier that divides your function from
my function to discuss news values. But let me sey this, with all
respect to those on your side of this barrier; that in almost every
baseback at CBS several years ago when I was there conscious
efforts were made, because of these kind of pressures, to cover the
issues. Walter Cronkite went in and interviewed all the candidates
and got their positions on the issues and devotedly, almost doggedly, put them on the air.
One of the troubles is that today, for some reason, when politicians talk about the issues, they don't. have much to say. They take
a poll and find out what the public w$ts to hear and get somebody
to write e position for them which will sound bold but ..-)t will be
very safe. The trouble is, I would like to see somebody on the issues
where the politican on the issues really made some news, instead of

repeating a safe position .that didn't add anything to the public

debate.
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Schorr, you are not supposed to make news with

the political position on an issue. You're supposed to report it factually. Why do you have to think that you have to make new- in
stating your position on an issue? That is news. Anytime you come

but and say "I think we ought to fix the potholes in the street,"
why do you have to do it by saying "and we're going to have to
take the money out of the grandmothers and widows fund?" That
would be news. But the reporting of fixing the potholes is also supposed to be news. That's a position that a person wants to take.
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You see, what you have just said seems to me to be the attitude.
If it's the ho-hum, mundane stuff, of talking about funding education, or talking about fixing potholes, or increasing the fire department's capacity, it isn't news any more. It's nothing. It's zero. It is

the attitude that' all the media hasthat that is now worthless reportage. That is what bothers me.
Isn't there anyone out there who wants to bring it back to what

used to be the .traditional value of reportage, and that is, whit a
candidate says, Or when an accident occurs, what the parties have
to say about everything, not just the fact that a car blew up, but
maybe why the car went off the roacrin the first place? I mean,
doesn't anybody have that lack of timidity? It is very depressing as
an average citizen, not as a politician. I am not bleeding this out as
a politician at all. I find it to be a quite frustrating process to read

the newspapers and read alland watch television and see allof
the portions of it that try to make something out of something
other than what it is, because it might be boring otherwise. That is
what pains me.

When you say it is not news to report your position on something, I disagree. I think that is news. I think it is not news to try
and portray that in a way that tries to make somebody havean
opinion about it. This is what disturbs aie.
I sat here and made a casual comment to the chairman while
you were responding to Mr. Sawyer's questions, "I think some kind
of comment about the whole hearing is the fact that there is no
media here at all." He said he had arready made that comment
and I should bring it up again, so I have. We have hearings on a
whole bunch of fancy and lofty subjects in Congress, and many of
them are covered. very severely by. the media. The Immigration
Reform bill, a whole bunch of other issues that thisicommittee has
sat on, and I am sure when it gets to the full committee all 'the
cameras will be rolling and all the lights will be there and all these
thingsand it is an important issue. Yet, this, which is an impor-

tant issueyou have chosen to be here and I think you feel it is
fairly importantpractically nobody is here covering this at all..

TV's and .miss are not here. I don't really understand why.
Mr. SCHORR. Isn't it comforting for you to know how little atten-lion a media figure attracts here?
.

Mr. SMITH. Shall I answer that question? [Laughter.]
Mr. SAWYER. Would the gentleman yield just a moment?
Mr. SMITH. Certainly. I would be happy to yield.
Mr. SAWYER. I just think that the comment the gentleman from

Florida was making, that while the media can say they are only a
passive conveyor of what, in talking about political campaigns,
what the politicians say. You know, you underestimate the intelligence of the average politician if he doesn't know what the media
will run.. If he says something dealing with the -potholes in the
street, he knows that is not going to make the media at all. After
all, that is the only w,ay we communicate with our potential voters.
None of us could go th%und in.anything as big as a congressional
district, let alone the *pity of Chicago, or a State, and talk individually to enough people. You have got to rely on the media to get
the issues out:
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On the otherliancif you said we're goii.g to fill all the potholes
in the street, you would never make any/of the news at all. Buf.IVP''
you say you're going to take the money from the widows and 'or-

phans fundsthat wouldhl be a popular thing to say, but you
know it would make the media.
Mr. SCHORR. When you say your opponent is going to do it.

Mr. SAWYER. Right; then yOu would make the media.
Mr. HUGHES. That's manipulating the media.
Mr. SAWYER. As the chairman just mentioned, he was at a meet-

ing at the White House with the President yeste"iay on some

issue, and when he came out the national media were there, and
they were iinterviewing people there iind said, you know, "Do you
feel the Ptesident is being dishonest ?' Well, he -didn't feel the
President was being dishonest, but he was certainly acute enough
to know, if he .wanted to make national newsand he s a Democrat, you know, io it's not going to be
to himhe could
have said, "Yes, I think he is Laing dishoest---

Mr. HUGHES. That would be the end of our crime bill..[Laughter.]

Mr. SAWYER. lie would hays been on the national media right
away because that's what they're looking for. Of course, the politicians know that so that they, in effect, encourage what they criticize. They are not quite as -passive as you would have us believe,
Mr. SCHORR. I recognize what you are saying, Mr. Sawyer, and 1
guess what I will have to say is the relationship of the news media

to politics bears roughly the same relationship as television. to
crime. It is a process of muttial manipulatior..
Mr. HUGHES. Just to pick up; I don't entirely agree with the sug-

gestion that the media does attempt to discriminate. That hasn't
been my experien,ce. They have been very balanced, by and large.
The great overwhelming bulk of the news people that I have dealt

with have been very balanced. I have had opponents over tiln years

who have just made outrageous statements when they had no

chance of winning the election, just to try to get the media attention, knowing that that's what you had to do to get attention, and
had the media report that in a very balanced fashion, with a response, and even' at times with some editorial comment suggesting
how outrageous the statement is. So; I don't subscribe to the view
that the media doesn't assume some responsibility in.an attempt to
be balanced, because I thinlethat they do.
Mr. Schorr, back in 1976, in an article you wrote for the Washingtonion magazine, you alluded to the testimony of David Rintells,

then president of the Writers Guild in Los Angeles. Mr. Rintells
stated that the networks not only approve violence on TV, they
have been known to request and inspire it.
We are going to pursue that line of questioning with other witnesses, but I wonder if you would give. us your opinion on that
score.
Mr. SCHORR. Well, I know David Rintels, and have a lot of respect

for him when he was then head of the Screenwriters Guild and he
spoke with great passion. As often happens when you speak with
great passion, it came out in a very vigorous way. But I am sure
there was some truth to it.
This is a field which I know less about. We are now talking en-

tertainment, which I have tried not to make my field. And yet
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David Rintels undoubtedly had some truth when het said back in
1976 that as you write scrips fr televisioaothen, at leastI think

there have been some changsthat you find that scripts with

more violence tend to get selected !or production over scripts which
didn't have violence. That was hiF point and I think his' point was
valid.

Mr. HUGHES. Finally, ni the Washingtonian, you quote E.B.

-White in 1938 as saying:

I believe television is going to be the test of the modern world, and that in this
new opportunity to see Oeyond the range of our vision we shall discover a new and
unbearable disturbance bf the modern peace Or a saving radiance in the sky. We
shall stand or fall by televisionof that I an quite sure.
'

In what direction are we heading, Mr. Schorr?
Mr. Se HoRr.. I haven't seen a lot of saving radiance.
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you. We appreciate your testimony. It has
been very insightful. In the 'context of your teE,dmony, the question
of the Chicago race I think points out some very interesting areas

that perhaps we will explore with the two candidates for mayor,
the new mayor and the challenger, Mr. Epton,

Thank you very much.
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman, may I make an-observation before the
witness leaves?
Mr. HUGHES. The gentleman from Florida.

Mr. SHAW. Perhaps you, sir, as well as the other people that
report the news faithfully to us each evening are nothing more
than a reflection of us; that is, that you are. reporting the news that we want to hear and what we are curious about. Perhaps
when we criticize you, the media,.we are really criticizing ourselves

as citizens for having a thirst for that type of knbwledge, -rather
than a thirst to know about the potholes and the financial condition of the. city of Chicago.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HUGHES. The next witnesses will be a panel consisting of
David Pearl, Ph.D., Chief of Behavioral Science§ Research Branch,
National Institute of Mental Health; Thomas D. Cook, who is professor, department of psychology, Northwestern University; Linda

S. Lichter, Ph.D., graduate program in science, technology and
J

public policy, George Washington University; and Leonard D. Enon,
professor of psychology and research professor of the social sciences, University of Illinois at Chicago.
I wonder if the panel would come forward at this time.
We have your statements which, without objection, will be made

a part of the record in full. I do hope that you will be able to summarize as best you can for us.
Why don't we start with you, Dr. Pearl, since you are the first
one, unless you have agreed upon some other order of testifying.
Dr. PEARL. That's fine.

Mr. HUGHES. Dr. Pearl, we are delighted to have you with us this
morning.
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STATEMENTS OF DAVID PEARL, PH.D., CHIEF, BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES. RESEARCH BRANCH, DIVISION OF EXTRAMURAL RE-

SEARCH PROGRAMS, NATIONAL, INSTITUTE OF MENTAL
HEALTH; THOMAS D.. COOK, PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY,
URBAN AFFAIRS AND PUBLIC/POLICY, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY; LINDA S. LICHTER, PH.D., GRADUATE PROGRAM IN
SCIENCE, TEOINOLOGY AND PUBLIC POLICY, GEORGE WASPINGTON UNIVERSITY; AND LEONARD D. ERON, PROFESSOR OF

PSYCH LOGY AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR OF THE SOCIAL
SCIENCES, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT CHICAGO

Dr. PEARL. Thallii'YQ11, Mr. Chairman. L. am pleased to testify

before this comnittee on what behavioral science and mental

health research have learned-regrarding television's influences on
viewer behaviors and functionirigi,vrticularly as these relate to
aggressiveness, violence, and antisocialvcts.
The research mission of the National iistitute of Mental Health
is to increase knowledge regarding factors and 'processes which
derlie mental and behwirioral disorders or whic h contribute to

mental health. Studies of the development, determinants, and

maintenance of behavior have been one major aspect of the NIMH
programs. For this reason, the Institute was selected to provide the
setting and staff during the 1969-71 period when the Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committee on Television and Social Be-

havior functioned and published its well-known report. This assessed the relationship of television watching
and the violent be,
haviors of young viewers.

Following that report in .1972, the Institute 'was given the lead
responsibility within the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, now the Department of Health and Human Services, for

further research on television's behavioral influences. The Inakitu
since then has supported a small number of key studies on media
behavioral influences judged through peer review as being sciegitifi-

cally meritorious. It also has served as a catalyst for other research.

The 1972 report of the Surgeon General's committee Confirmed
the pervasiveness of television. It focused on aggressiveness and
violent behavior. Its major conclusion was that there was fairly
substantial experimental evidence for a short-run causation of aggression among some children viewing televised violence, and less
-,,evidence from field studies regarding long-term causal effects.
Since then, a large number of ttudies regarding media influences
have been conducted in a very broadrange of behavioral topics.
ReseaiChers suggested in mid-1979 to the then Surgeon General,
Dr. Richmond, that it would be worthwhile to collect,' review, and
synthesize this expanded knowledge and to determine its import.
The Svrgeon General agreed and encouraged the National Institute
of Mental Health to undertake the project, which then was initiated at the end of 1979.

I directed it with the aid of a small distinguished group of consultants, who included behavioral scientists, mental health re-

searchers, child development experts, and communications media
specialists. It was our view that we wanted to conduct this ,project
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as a scientific enterprise and to call the shots as the evidence indicated.

..

Comprehensive and, critical evaluations of the scientific literature on numerous aspepts of television's behavioral influences were
commissioned from 'eliding researchers. The update project group
assesspd and integrated these contributions, as well as additional
pertinent data.
Most of the studies considered involved children and youth.
These assessments of the current state of knowledge were published in 1982 by the National Institute of Mental Health as a twovolume report titled "Television and Behavior-10 Years of Scientific Progress and Implications for the Eighties." Only a partof the
report is given over to televised violence and potential influences
on viewers. The unanimous consensus reflected in the reportI
must emphasize here, the unanimous consensus is that there is a
general learning effect from television watching which is important
in the development and fthictioning of many Viewers.
While television also has potential for influencing socially desirable behaviors, the learning and expressing of aggressive behaviors

or attitudes on these also are major aspects of its influence. The
unanimous consensus embodied in the report Was that the conver-

gence of findings from a sizable number of studies, on balance, indicated a causal connection between televised violence and later ag-,

gressive behavior. The conclusions reached in the 1972 Surgeon
General's report thus were strengthened by the more recent research. Although this area of research is difficult, our certainty has
been increased by this followup.

The report also concluded that television effects were not just

due to its programmatic content, but in part may also be due to the
structure or the form of the medium. This includes such aspects as
the program pace, the action level, and camera effects, which may
stimulate higher physiological and emotional arousal levels in the
viewer, and thus a greater readiness to respond aggressively under
appropriate instigation or cues.
Now, the majority of both experimental and the more naturalistic field studies coalesce and are mutually supportive in indicating
that there is a linkage between the viewing of televised violence
and aggressive behaviors. Most behavior scientists who have stud.

ied the question agree in this regard. I want to repeat that. Most
behavioral scientists who have studied this question agree in this

regard.
Early studies suggested that it was mostly those individuals' who
preferred and were attracted to action programs involving violence
who were susceptible to subsequent increased aggressiveness. More

recent research, however, has pointed to the critical relationship
between the extent of viewing violent programs and later aggressiveness, rather than to the initial attitudinal preference for such
programs. This means that persons who are heavy viewers of such

programs can be influenced even though they didn't start out
having a liking for such programs.

It is important here to stress that the empirical support for a

causal linkage does not mean that all aggressive or violent behaviors in the real world are television - influenced. Some critics of the
NINTH report have misunderstood this. The causes of behavior are
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complex and determined by multiple factors. No single factor, exclusively by itself,.probably makes a person seriously aggressive or
antisocial. Under some psychological, social or environmental circumstances, television may exert little or no influence. But with
other conditions, it can play a very highly important role in shaping behavior style when and how violence, aggressiveness, or other
antisocial behavior gets expressed,
Some also have discounted potential effects shown by past re-

search on the grounds that even if real, these are still not large
enough to be meaningful in a practical sense. But it is appropriate
to point out that even comparatively small effects can have a
major social significance. Even if only one of a thousand viewers is
influencedand it may very well be more than thatthe huge audiences for many programs would still generate a sizable number

who ary influenced in some way.
Consider also cumulative effects thoughou(the year for those
who watch extensively. Even if only a small number of antisocial
incidents are precipitated in any community, these may be sufficient to be disruptive to impair the quality of life for citizens' of
that community.
Even in this difficult area of research, we can identify four kinds
of television-related effects. Most research has dealt with the first
two that I will mention.
The first involves the direct imitation of observed television vio-

lence and antisocial behavior. This includes the so- called copycat
behavior, in which the showing of violent or antisocial acts seems
sometimes to have a contagious effect in bringing about imitative
behaviors. We know a considerable amount about this kind of imitational behavior.
The second type of effect is when television violence triggers off
or instigates aggressive acts which the viewer had learned previ-

ously and are not just replications of what the viewer had just

watched the hour before or the day befdre.
The last two effects to be mentioned concern the psychological effects on some viewers of a diet of heavy watching of televised violence. The third of the four effects involves the shaping of attitudes
in which viewers may begin to accept a higher level of violence or

antisocial behavior in their lives as normal. To repeat, in which

viewers may begin to accept a higher level of violence or antisocial
behavior in their lives as normal.
This frame of mind is apt to result in a greater tolerance of vio-

lence when it occurs, a decrease in empathy and an increase of
The fourth type of influence relates to the possible fanning

apathy relative to those who are victimized.

viewer fearfulness of being victimized. For example, the viotence\----profiles issued yearly by the University of Pennsylvania's Annenberg, School of Communication have indicated that a disproportionate percentage of televisioniportrayed victims are the powerless or
have-not individuals in our society, including older citizens. Viewers then may experience fear and anxiety on the basis of identification or perceived similarity to such victims. Studies by the Annenberg School have found generally that heavy viewers of television

tend to overestimate the amount of violence and danger facing
them. Other surveys have typically also shown that older citizens
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are heavy viewers of television. Programming then which potentially exacerbates expectations of violence and tcauma in these
viewers could be considered as leading to unwanted effects for
some of the elderly, such as heighteping of anxiet)Pand increasing
the fear of bing away from the home.
I would like to conclude with a caution, a caveat. The research
evidence is based on studies of groups and does not permit one to
make a definitive prediction that a particular individual is violence-prone or antisocial just on the basis of the heavy viewing of
televised violence. Whether such 'a heavy viewer will act aggressively or be antisocial will also depend on other aspects of his back-

ground, and the existence of environmental instigators on restraints or his acting out. The extensive watching of televised vio-

lence is an important considerationI have to stress that it is a

very important consideration for many. But still, it is only one of
several factors in the equation.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman., and members of the com-

ti

mittee.
[The statement of David Pearl follows:]
a

STATINRNT TO TIN

PRISE
N CLIMB
HOUSS CONNITTIE ON THE JUDI

SUWON

by Dr. David Pearl
Natioasl ingtilote of Mental asolth

I as pleased to have thia opportunity to testiiy before the Subcommittee
on Crime of the Committee on the Judiciary and 'hare with you what behavioral
science and mental health research learned regarding television's influences
on villein behaviors and functioning, particularly as theme relate to

aggressiveness, violence and crime.

While there remains such to learn about

factors influencing behavior, research has given as a good knowledge about many
aspects.

The Institute's research mission is to increase knowledge rkgarding factors
and processes which underlie mental and behavioral disorders or which contribute
to mental health.

Studies of the development, determinants and maintenance of

behavi:r have been one major aspect of the 11U

programs.

Within this context,

the Institute over the years has supported or stimulated research on television's
behavioral, psychological and psycho:metal influences and their mental health
aspects.

The Institute provided the setting and staff during the 1969-1972

period when the Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committee on Television
and Social Behavior functioned and published its well known report (1) which
assessed the relationship of television watching and the aggressive and violent
behaviors of viewer..

That 1972 report confirmed the pervaeivenees of television.
conclusion with unanimous concurrence by its members was:

It' major

"Thum, there is a

convergence of the fairly substantial, experimental evidence for a short-run
causation of aggression among some children by viewing violence on the screen
and such lees certain evidence five field studies that exteneive-violence viewing precedes some long-run manifestatilms of aggressive behavior.

The

c

"

......

as
convergence of the two types of evidence constitute some preliminary indication
of

causal relationship, but

good deal of research remains to be done before

one can have confidence in these conclusions.' (1)
Following that report, the MINS was given the lead responsibility within the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (1111), now the,ilepattment of

alh

and lumen Services (BIS) for further research on television's beheld meal effects:

Research grant support since than has been provided to a number of project:. on

soda influences which vete judged'through peer review as being scientifically
meritorious.

These represent a small fraction of research studies on television

influences conducted on a broad range of behavioral topics by Investigators Who
had become convinced of television's emergent importance in American life.
r 50 percent of all publications of research on television influences have
aced in the lest decade --over 2,500 titles.

because of the outpouring of research, leading investigators in 1979
suggested the tisellness of an update of the earlier Surgeon General's Report
through a critical assessment and integration of this burgeoning literature.
The Surgeon General and the National Institute of Mental health agreed and the
project was initiated in late 1979.
Initially, comprehensive and critical evaluations of the scientific
ID

literaturi on numerous aspects of television's behavioral influences and effects
were commisaidned from leading researchers.

these included one report on what

vas then an unpublished panel study by the National Broadcasting Company (NBC)
social scientists which centered on the topic of the medAun and aggressive and
violent behavioral effects.

Srbsequently, the update project group which

included a number of distinguished behavioral scientists, mental health researchers
child development experts and commun1cstion,media specialiate, assessed
and integrated these contribution, as well as additional per'inent data.

After

extensive discussions. the update group achieved consensus on the current state
of kuowledga, vlpe, and continuing research needs.

,1 2

This integration and
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assessment is contained

n an 'ostensive, documented report, released in 1982 as

Volume 1 of a two volume publication.

Volume 2, also published, incorporated

edited versions of the state of knowledge papers commissioned earlier(2.3)s
Only a part of the report is given over to considerations of televised
violence and potential influences on viewers.

A major part of the report covers

other considerstioni such as television's health promoting possibilities and
such other aspects ass

cognitive and emotional influences, prosooial or socially

desirable behaviors, creativity and fantasy, sucialisation and conceptions of
social reality, television and the featly, educational achievement and critical
television viewing skills.

The unanimous consensus reached by the update group wee that there is a
9

general

effect from television which is important in the development

and fundtioning of many viewers.
,

influence in our society.

Television has become virtually a universal

Practically every American home As a television

set; many have multiple sets.

The medium is a formidable educator whose

effects are both pervasive and cumulative.

One can no longer maintain the

illusion that television is merely innocuous entertainment and just a casual
part of everyday life.

Surveys hove indicated that each person, on the average,

vetches television for approximately 25 to 30 hours a week.
watch such more.

Soma, of course,

Viewing times for individuals may range from one or two to

many hours daily end some keep the set on all day long.

One survey found that

for large numbers of people, television ranked third among all activities
(after sleep and work) in the number of hours devoted to it.
This general learning influence, of course, has been implicitly subscribed
to by the broadcast industry with respect to the effectiveness of television
advertising.

While the mediva has potential for influence on socially desirable behaviors,
the learning and expression of aggressive or violent behavior., or attitudes on
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these, also are major as

cts of its influence.

The NLRB update groupogreed

that the convergence of

Lading. from a sizeable number of studies,

supported the inference

f a causal connection between televised

later aggressive behevio

The conclusions reached in the 197

Import thus have been st engthened by the more recent rower
by which aggressive bete for is produced have been axamia

balance,

°lance and
Surgeon General's

and the processes
further.

The

update group also coati

ed that television's influence/Or effects on aggressive

behaviors are not attri

table solely to its programeatic content but may, in

part, be due also to t

structure or fore of the/medium.

/

This includes such

aspects as prograa pm e, action level, and Altera effects which Stimulate
higher physiologi,41 and emotional arousal levels in the

ievsr, and thus, a

greater readine s to respond aggressively under appropriate instigation or cues.
The reli

on talevisi

ility of results from basic laboratory or experimental studies
influenclm generally are well established and provide more readily

.acceptable causal inferences than are data obtained outside the laboratory.
But laboratory studies have cove under some questioning as to their generalisability
to real life aggression sad violence.

Field studies, osethe other hand, are

more naturalistic and reeliStic though they are less precise and less interpretable
regarding causal relationships.

Longitudinal studies of subjects over a number

of years and investigations regarding theeffects on communities of the
introduction of television are aeons those field studies which give significant
data on television influences,
in common with experimental research, the majority of observational or
field

studs

and surAs indicate also that there is a significant positive

correlation be,4men television viewing and aggressive behaviors.

The

strength of th s relationship differs between field studies on the basis of

differences inSubject staples and procedures for assessing both viewing and
aggiessiMi behaviors.

But there can be little doubt that experimental and

field findings coalesce and are strongly supportive of the positive relationship

4
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between the viewing of televised violence and subsequent aggressive behaviors.
Several of the earlier studies, prior to 1972, reported data indicating
that it was viewer preference for television action programs involving violence

-which was causally linked to later aggressiveness.

Mere recent research,

.however, has pointed to the critical relationship between the extent of television

viewing of violent programming and aggressive behwhor rather than to the
attitudinal preference for such programs.

Thus heavy viewers of such programs

can be influenced even though they'do not have an a iriori preference for
violent portrayals.

The possibility that there is

also must be bouldered.

bidirectional causal effect

The path analyses of d4ta iron recent longitudinal

coordinailitrudies in the United-States and ?inland (40) did support such an
interaction.

These investigators concluded that extensive viewing of televised

violence by children instigates greater aggressiveness and the!his effect
does not occur

only for those initially highly aggressive. Reciprocally, than,

for children Who thus became more aggressive, an increased interest in and
preference for programs with violence and high action is engendered.

Data from

this project's large sample of American children indicates too that the positive
linkage hold, for primary school girls as well as for boys, contrary to earlier
findings in the literature that such a relationship held only for boys.
Considering the research of the past decade in this country, it is clear that
the linkage holds for the entire child-youth spectrum, having been reported for
stud) temples ranging from pre-

4,001 through the adolescent years.

Su9k empirical support for the linkage does not mean, of course, that all
aggressive or violent behaviors in the real world are televisige influences.
Some critics of the Report findings have misund

stood this.

The causes

of behavior are complex and are determined by m tiple factors.

The viewing of

/televised violence is only one in a constellati n of determinants or precipitating
factors involved in antisocial or aggressive behavior.

Probably no single factor

O
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exclusively by itself makes a person seriously aggressive or antisocial.

Add

certainly, under some psychological, social or environmental circumstances,
television may exert little or no easily discernible influence on behavior.
But with other conditions, it may play

significant role in shaping behavioral

*style, when, and how violence, aggressiveness or other antisocial behavior gets
expressed.

Television viewing also may function as

triggering or releasing

mechanism for overt behaviors which otherwise sight be inhibited.
Some critics also have discounted the antisocial effects shown by past
research on the grounds that such effects or relationships while statistically
significant nevertheless are not large enough to be meaningful in a practical
sense.

But even if it were so, that the extensive watching of televised violence'

had only a comparatively smell effect on viewers, that ,ffect could still be of
majo, social significance.

Consider the situation if even only one out of a

thousand viewers was affected (there may well be a higher rate). A given prime)

tire national program with an audience of 15 million would generate a group of
15,000 who were influenced in acme way.

Consider also the cumulative effects'

for blowers who watch such programs throughout the year.

Ivan if only a small

number of antisocial incidents are precipitated in any community, these often
may be sufficient to be disruptive and to impair the quality of life for citisens
of that community.

rurthermore,,me know that television presentations of various antisocial
or violent acts have instigated imitations or what some have called "copy-cat'
behaviors.

This has occurred for airplane hijacking, and more recently, in an

increase of poison threats inv4ving tampering with over-the-counter drugs.
Documentary or semi-fictional presentations, as well as fictional dramatic
programs and movies on television, have stimulated imitations of antisocial
acts or threats of violence.

One documented illustration (6) involves reports

by airlines in various cities and countries on extortion threats to blow up

aircraft through an already implanted pressure sensitive bomb.

These were

imitative threats which systematically and quickly followed the shoving of the
television play "Doomsday flight" in there cities at different times.

Prior to

the showing of this television drama which involved a similar plot, there had
been no extortion threats of this kind in any of these communities.

Numerous

self -Inft44\ad deaths and woundings involving both adults and adolescents also

have been reportad'all over the country at different times following the showing
In the victims' communities of the movie on television of the "Deerhunter."

This has a prominent 'Russian laulette episode.
Your kinds of television related effects can be identifia4. *its first
involves the direct imitation of observed violence.

This is the effect that

first springs to mind when one thinks about television violence.

There are

many examples of the learning and overt imitations of viewed violent or aggressive
actions.

The medium often has provided tutoring or ttaining on how to do it--

how to burgularise, physically manhandle an opponent, and so forth.
reported in a newspaper involved the arrest of
break open

pay-phone coin box.

One example

youth in his first attempt to

as had learned the technique from a television

ells* show which, however, had failed to explain thik such phones had a built.$1
in silent alarr system.

The outcome of this episode was a criminal labeling of

the youth and jailing with possible lung lasting consequences.
A second type of effeqp occurs when the television violence serves to
instigate or trigger off overt acts which are not imitations of what had been
immediately observed but rather relate to earlier learned aggressive or violent
tactics.

The other two effects concern the psychological effects on some viewers
of a diet of heavy watching of televised violence.
and insidious and should be of concern.

These influences are subtle
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Viewer hebitUation or desensitisation to the occurrence of violenciis a

Children especially, but Ouch and adults too, may learn

potential outcome.

that violent behavior or aggressive tactics are appropriate under many
circumstances.

Some who spend significant amounts of time watching programs

with high action, violence and antisocial behaviors may begin to assume that

these are reflective of **similar rate of such occurrences in the world.

Such

. viewers would learn gradually to accept aIsigher level of violent or antisocial

behavior as being normal. A number of studies with children (e.E.I7.641'
have provided data which suggest %that the development of this frame.of mind
attitude asy result in a greater tolerance of violence when it occurs, a decrease
of empathy toward others in distreis, or an increase in apathy relative to the
helping of victims.

Two recant studies with adults provide a clear indication

of how exposure to films may infiiiiMa.,,ettitudes of greater acceptance of

violence againit women.

Zilleann and Bryant X9) have found from an experimental

study that the more extensive the viewing of erotic.filme, the sore significantly
affected are the attitudes of viewers on sexuality and dispositions, toward
women.

Viewers

of

such film in contrast to comparable control subjects became

more calloused and less compasionate to hypothetical rape victim. Extensive
viewing of these erotic films trivialised and'shifted attitudes so that rape
0

became perceived as a lees serious crime.
Studies by Donnerstein (10) and Malamuth (11) concerned the effects of
films on viewers.

Donnerstein found no increase in violent or sexually. violent

attitudes by men toward women when a neutral or en explicitly sexual file was
shown.

Dot both a violent film and even more so a sexually violent film resulted

in a considerable increase in viewer willingness to administer pain to women

4,
and to report an increased likelihood of raping a woman.

Malasuth, on the

basis of several studies, concluded that violent, non-sexual films of the kind
often appearing on television did increase the acceptance of aggression against
women.

8
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The, fourth type of influence involves the possible impact of televised

violence or antisocial sets on :ismer fearfulness.

There is considerable

evidence that television is influential in the learning of behaviors other than
4,

aggression pnd in the shaping of viewer, knowledge and attitudes.

As one aspect,

some viewers may learn to identify with portrayed victims kaf televised violence.

The violence profiles issied yearly by Gerbnar and hie collo:116s (12,13) have

indicated that a disproportionate pimentos: of television-portrayed victims
are the powerless or have-pot individuals in our society, including older
Viewers then, may experience fear end apprehension on the basis of

citizen'.

identification or,perceived similarity to such victems.

Gerbner has reported

generally that heavy viewers, as contrasted to light vioware, tend to' overestimate
the atacasat of violence and danger facing them (12,13).

To the extent that this

is a valid finding', it should have pertinence for many viewers, particularly
the elderly.

Surveys typically indicate that older persons are heavy users of

television for entertainment, as time markers, and for eontsct with what is
going on in the world.

in large assure, is due to their decreased

This

physical mobility and to their often restrictedincosee.

Crime statistics

realistic basis for analety.concerning possible

.reveal that there is

victimization for large numbers of older citizens,in cities, any living
marginally.

Television programming which exacerbates expectations of violence

and trauma thus could be considered as having unwanted mental health effects
such as hlightening anxiety over being victimized and increasing the fear of
being away from one's home.

With

growing number of elderly in our population,

quch effects increasingly wilt demand attention.

A number of studies, mostly experimental, have delineated those viewing
circumstances where televised violence was most likely to influence behavior.
Aggressiveness is most likely to be emulated when:
(1)

it pays off:

that is, the actor or model solves his problem, achieves

his goal, or satisfies his need;

9
3.-

six

4

(2)

it is tat pumishads

're

.;uniequence tothe actor
'

(3)

is no retribution, censure, or unfavorable
a result. of the use of violence;

context; that is, the violence, threat or
\
injury meted out is justifia by the events end the victim merited
it is shown in a justif

This typically.

such behavior.

(4) it is socially acceptabist

rectoriess police shows;

thi

@solve behaviors are presented as

acceptable to the portrayed TV plays a in the contest of the social
practices and attitudes characterising the setting and plot of the
program'.

An example would be the hat.41

of a rustler in a wild west

program;
(5)

it appears realistic rather than be

seen

a segment of a fictitious

program;
(6)

it appears motivated by a deliberate intent to inure the'victia;

(7)

it is expressed udder cinditions, cues, or circumat

0

cos similar to

those experienced or lived in by the viewer; and,
(8)

it is perpertrated by a model mho the viewer perceives as similar to himself.

Just a media influenced behaviors can be facilitatei / there also are
erve to inhibit acting out.

Aspects which
(1)

retri

tion and punishment following violance--e clear indicator that
does not pay;

cri

sequential shoeing of the destructive and painful consequences of

(2)

aggression; and

/

(3)

reminders that such behaviors are contrary to ethical or moral
principles.

bar of field studies of the lest decade involving children and youth
dose

special attention.

(14) in 1972 was
conclusions.

The longitudinal study reported by Lefkowits, at el

key study leading to the Surgeon General's Committee

It found that preferences of eight-year-old children for watching
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televisioti,violence assessed in 1960 contributed to the development of aggressive

habits as wasared tan years lath in 1976 Mien subjects were 18 yrs. old (13).
`4.followup an these subjects Mow that they are in their early 30e currently is
being made.
4

finger andilingar (16) in two shorn -taro longitudinal studies t4lowed
middle-olass and lower-iocloscanonic class three and tour year olds and assessed
both their television viewing and behavior at four different times.

Multivetiste

analyses led the researchermito conclude in both studies that watching violence
.

on television was a cause of heightened aggressiveness.
McCarthy and colleagues 4n 1973 (17) seas to the same conclusion as a
result of a five-year study of 732 children.
.

Several kinds of aggressive

.

behaviors, including conflict with parents, fighting, and delinquency proved
positively associated with amount of tileVision viewing.
Greenberg in'1973 (1S) found correlations between violence viewing and
aggressive behaviors. in a sample of London. school children to be very similar

to those reported for American children.
In a Canadian study reported by Williams (19), aggressive behaviors of
primary school children in s'emall community were assessed before and after

\

television was introduced: These data were compared with that for children of
two other towns which lreedy had access to television.

Increases in both

verbal and physical aggression occurred after television was introduced and was
significantly greater here than in the two comparison coenunities.
Swansea, Lagerspets and Iron (4) collected data on 71(1 first and third
grades for each of 3 years through an overlapping longitudinal design which
then provided data for grades 2 to 5.
in.rinlend.

Stellar data was collected on 220 children

Analyses revealed that violence viewing was related to calicurrent

aggression end significantly predicted aggression levels several years later
A

for boys in both countries and for girls in the United States.

5I

Both thp frequency

.

.

r

with which violence via viewed and the extent of violence in the programs
watebed contributed to the causal relationship.
A further study by Buasmann and colleagues (20) involved 169 first and
third grads children who had a high exposure to television violence.

Expert -

Mental techniques aimed at changing children's attitudes about the realism of
television violence and whether watching television violence was harmful resulted
in a significant reduction in the propensity of these children to act aggressively.
This did not occur for similar children who did not receive these interventions.
She Investigators c
occur it the vi

uds that the success of these interventions could not

once viewing-aggression causal relationships were spurious or

due to some third factor.

Adolescents were the subjects of a study reported by Bartnagel, Maven,
and NcIntyre'(21).

In this, they found a significant though low correlation

between violence-viewing and aggressive behaviors.
'

A noteworthy research project by Belson (22,23) supported by the Columbia

Broadcasting System concerned 1650 teenage boys, 13-16 years of age.

These

Wye were evaluated for violent behavior, attitudes, sociocultural background,
and exposure to television violence.

After being divided into two groups on

the basis of amount of exposure to televised violence, the lighter and heavier
exposed@ were equated on the basis of a sizeable number of personal characterisrics
and background variables.
t:

The results strongly supported Bel:onis hypothesis

that long-term exposure increased the degree to which boys engage in serious
violent behaviors such as burglary, destruction of property, infliction of
personal injuries. attempted raps, etc.

Belson reports that boys with

heavy exposure to televised violence were 47 percent more likely

ran boys with

light exposure to commit the above acts, and were eleven percent more likely to
commit violent acts in general.

The reverse hypothesis that violent boys were

mote likely to watch violent television program was tested and did not hold
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up.

Belson also reports that the viewing of certain program types messed more

likely than others to lead to serious beholoral o ffenses.

These included

programs involving physical or visual violence in close personal relationships,
programa with gratultais violence not germane to the plot, realistic fictional

/violence, violence in,a good cause, and violent westerns.
In a striking contrast, Milaveky &Wills colleagues in a National Broadcasting
Company panel study (24) concluded differently.

They collected data at several

points of time over e 3 year period for 2400 elementary school children and
from POO teenaged high school boys ip two cities.

Peer nominations of aggression

were collected for the elementary school children while the te,Iers gave
reports.

The results obtained through the use of a recently developed model

for causal analysis (Lisrel IV computer program) showed that there, were short-

term smell positive correlations between viewing measures and aggressive behavior
taken at the same point of time.

They did not find any long-term effects and

they concluded,that short-term effects did not cumulate and produce stable
patterps of aggressive behavior in the real world.

The seeming excellence of this stay's data and analysis would seem to
pose a serious challenge to the conclusions of the MINH report regarding a
causal influence.

However, this study was considered by the NIKE update group

which concluded unamiiously that, on balance, the research evidence supported /
the causal inference.

The fact that a negative finding regarding the existen e

of a phenomenen or a relationship customarily is accorded less weight than

positive findings was a considerationassuming that the studies generatin
poiltive findings were well designed and rigorous.
definitively prove the "null hypothesis.'

Logically. one cannot

There may be various reasons

or a

study's negative finding other than, the non-existence of what is being/Studied.

Indeed, the full appropriateness of the analytical model used in thistudy has
been questioned.

A reanalysis by Cook (25) led him to conclude the/ the NBC
.

study conclusions were faulty and that

more tepable conclusion

on the data

50
was that television violence

well increase aggression, along with other

factors, in children from 7 t

years of age.

fa

A recently published study (26) provides an additional finding which is
consistent with the thesis that television is a potent influence on viewer
behaviors.

This study used interrupted time series datito exeminethow the

introduction of television in American, cities at different times affected FBI
crime indicators.

The research ma possible because television reception by

communities throughout the country began at different times.

This artificial

staggering resulted from a Federal Communications Commission frees, on new
broadcasting licensee between late 1949 and mid-1950.

Areas receiving television

before the freeze could then be compared at different times for levels of cries
_____.__ --with communities only provided television after the frees*.

Sophisticated

analyses did not reveal a consistent effect for all crimes but did show that
the introduction of television conclusively increased larcenies and less
definitively, auto thefts., its authors believed that these increases were
probably laigely due to attitudinal and motivational changes.

Their analysis

of early television programing *indicated that these were most likely due to
the arousal of consumption appetite, for many young viewers, by thi portrayal of

middle class life styles and the heavy advertising of consumption gdods.
A caveat is in order as I conclude this sampling of important research
studies.

The research evidence is based on studies of groups and doei not

permit one at this time 1 make a definitive predlition that a particular
individual is violence prone or anti - social just on the basis of heavy viewing

of televised violence.

As indicate& earlier, behaviors are complex and
....

multidetermined.

Television influences are imp

potential influences at work.

Whether

tent but there are other

parti ii
ular heavy television viewer

will act aggressively or be antisocial will also depend on other aspects of his

,

background and the existence of environmental instigators or restraints on his
acting out.

The extensive watching of televised violence has significant

54

Langone' on many viewers and is inpoiiant, au yet, is only one of onvesal
factors is the equation.

by

A
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Mr. HUGHES. Thank you, Dr. Pearl.

What we will do is hear from all the witnesses and then we will
question at,the conclusion of all the testimony.
Dr. Cook.

Professor Coo& Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and committee mem-

bers.

Last November I was asked by a committee of the National Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences to review the
research on television and violence, paying particular attention 'to
the-NIMH-rapoft-that is being discussed here today. I did so, looking at all the literature;- paying special attention to two naturalistic
studies that have recently been completed, one by Milaysky and his

colleagues at the NBC network, and another by Huesmann and

Professor Eron at the University of Illinois.
These studies were special because they lasted for 3 years and involved the repeated measurement of children's aggressiveness and
television watching.
They are interesting because, despite the differences in sponsor-

ship, they reached very comparable findings. As I interpret the
findings, and as I interpreted them to the committee, they 'were
twofold: First, watching violence on television is associated with
changes in aggressiveness that are not due to the initial aggressiveness level of children. The second finding is that the change in aggressiveness was larger the longer the time period over which children had been watching violence on television.
Now, the crucial issue is whether-these relationships are, indeed,

causal. The research by Huesmann and Eron attempted to probe
this by looking at alternative known 'causes of aggressiveness, and
when they entered those into their analyses, they could not make
the relationship Between watching television violence and changes

in aggressiveness disappear. When Milaysky and his colleagues did
the same thing, in all of their analyses except one, the relationship

between television watching and changes in aggressiveness, also
did not disappear. For a number of reasons, outlined in more detail

my testimony, that one particular analysis is flawed and a

better analysis was conducted by Huesmann, using more appropriate measures of the socioeconomic .status of the home. That also
failed to shbw the relationship between television and violence disappearing.
I am also disposed to see the relationship as causal because, in a
large number of laboratory experiments where causal relationships

are easy to demonstrate,it has been shown that watching filmed
violence leads to increases in instability and boisterousness among
children. The laboratory is, of, course, the wrongesetting since we
we don't want to generalize to laborktory experiments. However,
the laboratory offers a clear causal Ttemon.tration with ordinary

children.

Also Mr. Schorr spoke to the rare cases of imitative violence in
our society, where somewhat abnostral people have copied events
that they have seen on television and have a few days later committed kidnapings, hijackings, and the like. Here is also clear evidence of a causal connection in the right setting, the real world,
but with the wrong group of people in the sense that they are certainly not typical of the mainstream United States.
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So I am prepared o conclude that the 'relationship between television violence and hanges in aggression is, in fact, a causal relationship. However, o caveats have to be introduced immediately.
The first is that b conventional social science criteria the size of
that causal relati ship, however consistent it may be across children om many different backgrounds, is small, if not very small.
Of the c uses of viAnce in our society, I-cvould-not-think that television is one of the major ones, at least not over the 3-year time
period studied in the research to date.
Now, what is special about television violence, of course, is that,
technically at least, something can be done about it. It is much
more difficult to kanything abort most of the other causes of via
lence in our society.

The second caveat is that most of the studies of childrenthese
large samples of children from different home backgroundshaye
measured aggressiveness and violence as pushing, shoving, using
strong language and the like, what some commentators-would call
incivility and boisterousness rather than inflicting physical harm.
The crucial issue, to which I believe Professor Eron will .speak
later, is to what extent these measures of boisterousness and inci-

vility predict to getting ir,'.o trouble with the criminal justice

system many years later.
I am prepared, therefore, to cottclude from reviewing the literature that there is a small, consistent generalized causal impact, but
it is small.

There is a second issue involving television and crime that is
worth raising. Most of the scholarly debate is about the effects of
television on violence. There is beginning to surface sbme evidence
that television may affect larcenies and perhaps auto theft, crimes
of property transfer. The evidence is, in part, historical, in that
when television was still being introduced into the United States
between 1949 and 1952 the FCC froze the issuance of new station
licenses. That meant that some towns and cities could not get television that wanted it.
Thirty-four towns and cities throughout the United States were
studied which had television before the FCC freeze. It was shown
that when the television saturation of households exceeded 50 per-

centcloser on the average to 70 or 80 percentlarcenies increased by more than 5 percent. When a different set of 34 towns
and citiesagain all across the United Statesfinally got televi-

sion after the freeze was lifted, there also, when saturation was
way over 50 percent, larcenies increased by more than 5 percent.
The same thing happened when you studied, not towns, but States
that got television sooner versus States that got television later.
Now, the data are from one set of investigators only. They are
obviously historical and don't necessarily apply to the. 1980's. Also,
we don't understand why there is a relationship between television
saturation and larcenies going up in the communities, with perhaps auto thefts also going up. There is no evidence though that
television saturation affected .assaults or burglaries.
Now, what is important about that study is, I think, two things:
First, the measure of crime used was the uniform crime reports of
the FBI, one of the standard measures used in our; society for monitoring the incidence of crime. The second thing to note is that if
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one wants to look at television and crime, then one s to do more
than look at television and its causal links to v' lence Television is
about consumption.. Not everybody, can co me equ ly well and
not everybody consumes at the levels
rayed in advertising and

on shows. There is therefore the possibility of a causal link between television and crimes of larceny.
Thank you.
[The statement of Thomas Cook follows:]
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The core of my testimony is contained in Appendices I and II that I want
briefly to summarize.in order, to make two major points.
.

First, that orr a

three - %ar period viewing violenoe on television increases the incivility of

children from a wide range of home backgrounds; and second, that when it Was

first introduced in the late,IZO's and early 1950's, television was
#

associated with an increase in larcenies of mope than 5% as. measured by FBI

Uniform Crime Statistics.
With reerieet to the first point, after reviewing the literature on

television violence and aggression by ohildren, paying particular attention to

recent three-year studies by Ailayskyet al. oonduotad for NBC and by Hueamann
et al. conducted with fends from MINH, I am willing to conclude on the basis
.

of the striking similarity in data patterns between the studies that

(a)
,,

viewing violence on television causally contributes to the aggresiivenees of
ohildren, as measured by the investigators; and (b) that the effect of
television violence on aggression is larger the longer the time period over
which aggression is measured.

However, these demonstrated effects are very

small in magnitude, and it is not likely that three years OnnWing violence
on TV is a major cause of violence In our society.
effects may be larger, but we do not know that.

Over longer periods the

Also, it is worth noting that

the measures of aggression by children reflect more boisterousness and
incivility than the inflicting of physical harm that many people in fur

.

'7"

misty consider to be central to definition, of children's violenoe or
aggressiveness.

The Crucial item 13 how the measures used in the/research I

reviewed relate to violenoe in later life.

I believe that Professor Eron will

speak to this, with data over a ;0 year period that he interprets as showing a
rilaZionship between inoivility in childhood and problems with the law as an
adult.

I believe that he will also speak to the issue of whether effects are

larger with longer time intervals between:maasures of aggression.
M4f interpretation of the. study by Milavaky et al. oonfliote somewhat with

the authors' own firolusions.

They claim that the relationships they obtained

: between watching television violence and ohangea in aggression are artifacts
of a social dynamic that impels poorer children both to be heavier watchers of
television violence and also to beciome ever more violent as they grow older

when compared to children frpm more affluent homes.

That ia,the authors

claim that the association between watching violenoe and ohangea in aggression
may he due to poorer children becoming increasingly more aggresaive over time
for reasons that have nothing to do with watching television der se.

For

reasons ennumerated in Appendix I, I find their analysis unconvincing because
(a) half of the children in their analysis were aasigned SES scores equal to
the average -child in their school rather than to the SES level of their own
home; (b) the offeotii of watching television violenoe were clear for the

majority of girls studied who attended schools that the inveatigations
themselves charaoterized as "middle class;" and (c) the authors conducted many
analyses using different variables to try to make the relationship between
'television watching and increases in violence disappear.

Of the many they

tried only SES made the relationships disappear and so it is possible that the
disappearance of the relationship may be due to chance.

This last possibility

is strongly suggested by the most important piece of information of all.
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When

'
so
they examined the relationship between watching television violence and

changes in egression, Huesmann et al. obtained Mon the same pattern or small
but oonsistent effects as Milaysky et al.

But when Huesmann et al.

la

rrtroduced

a child - specific , SES measures into their analysis, the relationship between

viewing violenoe and increases in commiting violence did not disappear as it
The evidence to date

did with the flawed SES measure of Milaysky et al.

suggests to me that Milaysky et al: have not demonstrated that the
relationship between watchingtviolence on TV and inoreases in violenoe are due '
to differences in home SES level and not due to televiaion watohing.
Drawing conolusiona about causation always requires judgment and
inference.

For the reasons mentioned above, I am now willing to conclude that

a very small causal relationship is consistently apparent that gets larger the
longer the time interval studied.

However, the maximal time interval in 4
v

)1/41
studies I reviewed was three years, and most children view violence for longer

than this.

The second point I want to make concerns television and its possible

effects on FBI measures of larceny, which are crimes primarily involving shoplifting, bicycle thefts, thefts from automobiles, thefts of automobile
accessories,, and thefts from homes where the perpetrator had lawful reasons
for being on the premises.

The claim outlined in Appendix II, is that in four

out of four tests the introduction of television was assoolated with about an
\titincrease of dt least 5% in the larcenies reported to the FBI.

involved two sets of towns and cities throughout the USA.
34 towns and cities, the percentage of homes with
1951.

1

The study

In the first set of

TV set reached over 50% by

In that year, larnencies increased in the towns and cities more than

in the control group of cities that did not receive televisionvo4gnals until
1953, when the FCC lifted its freeze on the issuance of new station

r.

k 1
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licenses.

After 1953 the second.set of 3i cities finally received to

aion,

and in 1955 the peroentage.of homes in them with television was also
of 50%.

ex ess

In 1955, larcenies inoreased by about 10% itithe seoond set o

ties

that ¶ad just gotten TV when ooapared to the oities that had gotten TV
earlier.

In other words, larcenies repeatelly increased by more than 5% the

year that television saturation of homes increased to a level above 50%.
These results have not yet been independently replicated; nor applied to
more repent times.

Consequently, my conception of social responsibility

impels me to believe that we should treat them as Auggestiverather than
definitive.

Nonetheless, there are some things that probably do not account

for the findings.

This effect is not likely to be due to thiavga stealing television sets
as they became more available in communities that had just gotten TV.

'1,rst,

most sets are presumably stolen in burglaries and not larcenies; second, it is
not easy to imagine shoplifting early TV setr which were encased in heavy and
bulky consoles; and third it is also difficult to imagine one's children's
friends (the mayor perpetrators of larcenies from homes where lawful entry has
been obtained) walking o

with heavy consoles.

110*

One scholar has arguet_to me informally that the effect may be due to
poorer persons getting television last in their community and stealing, not
because the content of television impelled them to steal, but because they
wanted to be able to buy a television sett

This explanation may be true, but

it has to counter the widespread belief that, in its earliest years,
television was associated with individuals visiting neighbors on their block
who already had sets.

Non-ownership was not the same as non-viewingt

Some have also argued that the association between larceny and the
introduction of TV may be due to early police shows making citizens more aware

3
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of their duty to report arise, thereby

inoressing reporting but not criminal

behavior mike. This explanation may also.be true.

But if so, it has to

account for the fact that the introduction of television did not affect
litly should there be an increase in reporting

burglaries or assaults.

laroencies but not burglaries or assaults?
P

speculation at this time is that the effect, if it is real, may be due

to television's presentation of

consumption patterns, both. in advertisements

and the content of entertainment shows.
like y to commit larceny) TV continually
of t
per
co

mainstream of Consumption.

For poorer Americans (a group more
reminds them that they are not part

Adolescents and young lidults (the major

tratorx of larceny among the poor) may react to this marginality as
umers of the things that TV offers and portrays by.steeling, for th6; have

not yet learned or accepted the mechanism' nioh other poor Amerioans, as they
get. older, develop in order to reoonoile themselves to the lifestyle and

consumption patterns they actually experience which fall below the lifestyles
and consumption patterns held out by TV as "normal" or ,Vesirable.p

In summary, my evidence indicates:

That, over three years, violence on TV has a very small oausal impaot on
boisterouseness and incivility among young children--an effect which gets
larger the longer the time period over which, hoisterouaneaa and inoivility are
measured.

That the introduction of television has been associated with increases in
the rate of larceny as measured by FBI Uniform Crime Reports,

However, the

and no convincing
study in question has not yet been independently replicated,
the pbenowen,

evidence exists relatin

%

theoretical mechanisms t
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Mr. HUGHES. Thank you, Professor Cook.
Dr.. Lichter.
Dr. LICHTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

.

I would like to speak about the context in which much of TV violence occurs,' that of crime. For every:Anierican who is victimized
by crime, several experience it vicariously each night on their television sets. But while cops and robbers are a staple of TV entertainment, we know comparatively little about how. TV portrays
crime and the law.
To address this issue as part of a larger study Of how television
.

portrays American society, my colleagues and I examined the

nature of crime and law enforcement on 6 weeks of prime time programs, 263 shows, from the 1980-81 television season. Prime time
television creates a fantasy world that is frequently dangerous and
violent. Our study identified 417 illegal acts, an average of about
1.7 crimes per series episode. MOreover, lawbreakers on television

tended to engage in the most serious and violent crimes to an
extent that bears little relation to reality. Every fourth Crime

shown was a murder; one in six was a violent theft. Overall, a majority of all illegal acts portrayed were crimes of violence.

All of this is in sharp contrast to FBI statistic, showing that

most crimes are such mundane offenses as drunk driving, larceny,
disorderly conduct and drug abuse. gven serious crime in real life
tends to be directed against property rathenthan persons. But television entertainment largely ignores most aspects of real crime in
America, focusing instead on the most serious, violent, and, life-;
threatening offenses.
.

If prime time crime bears little relation to the genuine article,
television criminals are equally far removed from their real life
counterparts. TV introduces the viewer to two types of criminals
the professional deviant who leads a life of crime, and the apparent
pillar of the community who turns to crime to maintain or better
his standard of living. Criminals on TV are usually middle or
upper class, white males over the age of 30. As mature adults, they
rarely act on impulse. Instead, their lawbreaking is carefully calculated to advance their own interest.

The vast majority of televised crime is predicated on the pure
greed of the "haves," who, unlike criminals in real life, are far removed from a culture of poverty. On TV, wealthy characters are
over twice as likely to commit crimes as those identified as poor or
middle class. Along these lines, the stock criminal type is the businessman whose selfish pursuit of profit leads him into illegal activity. The notorious J.R. Ewing of "Dallas," who, by the way, is currently engaged in illegal oil. salea to Cuba, is not the exception, but
the rule in TV crime. Businessmen and their underlings account
for almost one in four lawbreakers with identifiable occupations on
television. They constitute the largest criminal group aside from
professional gangsters.
But substantial numbers of criminals are drawn from other sectors of the establishment, as well, including educated professionals

6
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and the police themselves. In fact, one criminal in eight was drawn
from the ranks of those sworn to uphold the law.
In general, television's crimestoppers, handled their jobs in a
competent manner, although a significant minority was inept or
positively criminal. About one law enforcer in six fell into these
categories. Among the "bunglers" familiar to TV viewers are the
police officers on the "Dukes of Hazard," while crooked cops in;
elude Sheriff Titus Simple of "Flamingo Road," involved in blackmail and bribery.
Mr. HUGHES. Dr. Lichter, I wonder if we can take a break here.
We have a vote in progress and only have about 6 minutes to get to
the floor. I am going to recess the subcommittee for about 15 minutes.
[Whereupon, the subcommittee was in recess.]
Mr. HUGHES. The subcommittee will come to order.
Dr. Lichter, you may proceed.
Dr. LICHTER. A major finding of our study was the privileged po-

Wow

sition of private investigators relative to other law enforcers. In all
the programs we viewed, not a single private eye played the
"heavy.' By contrast, the crooked cop and greedy lawyer prIvided
recurring negat(ve images. More often than not, ordinary law enforcers ailed to catch the crook, or played a mere supporting role
for the lamorous private eye. The phenomenal success of private
eyes such as Magnum, Nero Wolfe, and Dan Tanna of "Vegas" was
part of a broader trend involving the need for outside help to enforce the law.

In addition to that quintessential outsider, the private eye, the
police often required the help of the private citizen to foil the bad
guys. Their assistance did not take the form of merely providing
evidence or identifying suspects, but of actually solving the crimes
themselves. In brief, effective law enforcement was often the province of the outsider who bypassed the law enforcement establishment.

On television, the police, the G vernment and the legal profession are often shown as competent, if uninspired, upholders of the
law. But these law enforcement professionals often need the help of
a lone outsider, the private eye or citizen detective, to bring evildoers to justice. Surprisingly, often on prime time, the insiders
break the law and the outsiders enforce it.
I would like to discuss just briefly some possible ways of accounting for the alternate reality that television creates in its portrayal
of crime and law enforcement. My colleagues and I believe that
program content reflects not only commercial pressures but also
the homogeneous social values of Hollywood's creative community.
This conclusion is based on the results of our recent study of over
100 top television writers, producers, and industry executives.
Three out of four members of the Hollywood elite believe that TV
entertainment programs sh9uld portray society realistically. In this
case, why is crime on television shown in an unrealistic fashion?
Presumably, program creators are constrained by audience tastes
in the form of Nielsen ratings. Yet ratings cannot account for the
entire disparity between real life crime and television's version.
We believe that televi4ion's antiauthority portrayal of crime and
law enforcement, in part, reflects the social and political alienation
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of TV's creators. For example, two out of three believed that public
officials don't care about the average man. Two out of three believ ed that the very structure of our society causes alienation. And
nearly half think that our institutions need a complete overhaul.
Audiences may like "shoot 'em ups," but the polls show that the

average American is not nearly as alienated from social institutions as is the average television producer. Further, members of
this Hollywood elite do not regard themselves purely as entertainers, but also as social reformers. Two out of three agreed that TV
entertainment should be a major force for social reform. In short,

television's creators are not in it just for the money. They also seek
to move the audience toward their own vision of the good society.
But, perhaps, this offers a ray of hope for those who would like
to see life on television become less violent and crime-ridden, for
ironically, most of the writers and producers we surveyed agreed
there is too much violence on the programs that they create for
America's nightly consumption.
Thank you.
[The statement of Linda Lichter follows:]
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This study examines the aature of crime and lam enforcement
portrayed in L63 prime -time programs from the
1980-81 television season. It differs from most research on
TV violence by focusing on the content in which much vie- .
pie employed a scientific contest analysis to
lence occurs.
analyse types of crimes characteristic of criminals, and
This is part of an
portrayils of law enforcement offidials.

ongoing study n. nom television entertainment bas portrayed
Our major
American society over the past thirty years.
findings follow.
The study
crime pervades TV entertainment.
First,
identified 250 criminals, almost one per show. They coasitted 417 crimes, or 1.7 per show.
Second, crime on 2V is far more violent than in real
Border is by far the most cream) crime on television,
occurring on average once every two and one half programs.
life.

Serious crime on TV is over 200 times more likely to involve
murder than in real liff, according to FBI Crime Index stanoreover, a majority cf TV crimes involve viotistics.
and TV crime is almost twelve tines as likely to be
lence,
violent as real life crime.
Third, TV criminals tend to -come from the Nestaulishlawbreakers are middle or upperMost prime time
Businessmen are resclass white males over 30 years old.
other than
any group
more crime than
ponsible for
stock criminal "type" is the
A
professional criminals.
wealthy businessman motivated by greed.

ent".

policemen are
but
Fourth,
most crime is punished,
Almost all TV criminals are caught or
rarely the heroes.
Private eyes and even
thwarted, unlike crime in real life.
private citizen.. are portrayed as much, better crime fighters
A
majority of policemen are shown posithan the police.
tively, but a substantial minority are either corrupt or inSurprisingly often on
competent, and heroic cops are rare.
TV entertainment, the insiders break the law and the outsiders enforce it.

Television's portrayal of crime and law enforcement
the attipressures and
probably reflects both commercial
Our survey of top
tudes of Hollywood's creative community.
writers and producers revealed that they agree that there is
At the SdlIE time, they are
too much violence on television.
strongly critical of political and social authority, and
they believe TV entertainment should be a force for social
reform.

'
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LIMPROI4M

Every
Crime has become a major concern for most Americans.
year one household in three is touched by crime. In 1979,
the National Crime Survey determined that over 40 million
people across the gaited States were victims of attempted
This kpcluded over six million people
criminal offenses.
terrorized by illegal actiOity involving the threat or act
of violence.
A.

possibility of
Nor is there any safe haven from the
Crime cuts across the boundaries of age,
being victimifed.
sex, race, class and geography. Despite the well documented
vulnerability of the elderly tc street crime, victimization
rates are far higher for young people thantor senior citizAlthough women are uniquely vicitimized by crimes such
ens.
as rape, males are more likely to be the targets of most .viNonwhites are more vulnerable to crimes cf
olent crimes.
thieves prey on all racial
but
violence than are whites,
poor people are most susceptible to
groups aeout equally.
but the wealthy suffer the highest rate of
violent crime,
Finally, while crimes of violence are
personal larceny.
suburbanites are just as
lost prevalent in central cities,
in fact, crimes such as aslikely to be plaToed by theft.
sault, larceny, and butg:,ary are more common in small cities
than in Major metropolises.

Yet for every American unlucky enough to be touched by
crime, several experience crime vicariously every evening on
Cops and robbers, sheriffs and bantheir television sets.
underworld violence. have always
dits, private "eyes" and
For all the atbeen staples of television entertainment.
we
violence,
tention that has been lavished on televised
know very little about televised crime. 'let, crime prcvides
the context for much of the violent and otherwise antisocial
Researchers have
behavior that appears on the small screen.
found that heavy television watchers perceive the real world
Altdt; more violent and crime ridden than it actually is.
houlh the implications of this fact have been disputed, it
televised crime may influence
raises the possibility that
the attitudes and behavior of audAences in ways that are
still unknown. I
--------------"Living with TeleviGerbner,Georle, dad Gross, Larry.
Journal of Communieation,
The Volence Profile."
sion:
For criticism of their findings see Ea41
1976,26,171-199.
Hirsch, "The Scary World of the tionviever and Other Anoma-4,11.11
1980,7,403-456;
conaunication Rosearch4
lio:;."
Hirsch, "On Not LParning from one's Own mistakes." Communication ueseAkch, 1981,6,J-37.
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We cannot begin to chart the possible effects of crime
on television, however, without first understanding the role
it plays in entertainment programs.
the purpose of this
study is to examine systematically
the extent and nature of
crime and law enforcement as they are portrayed on ptinetree television entertainment.
Out approach is to ccnbine
the social scientific technique of content analysis with
relevant illustrations from the programs themselves.
Me
shall focus first on the types of illegal behavior portrayed
and thee on the portrayals of those who commit crimes.
'Finally,
in a companion piece, we -examine the other half of
the cops and robbers tandem,
the natnre of law enforcement
on television entertainment.

Using a six-week program sample, of prime-time series
from the 19d0-81 television season, specific categories were
developed
to code multiple cbaTacteristics of each crime
committed,
as well as each criminal and law enfOrcer ortrayed. A listof all shows coded is included in the a
endix.

ee

All programs in which at least one crime was committed
or a law enforcer appeared were coded.
Programs were identified according to series title,
broadcast date, network
and general program type (comedy vs. adventure/drama).
A
criminal was defined as an individual who knowingly or unknowingly violated any local, state,
or
federal criminal
statute.
A law enfcr,:er was coded if be was identified as
vorking in an occupation directly related to law entorcemeet
at the local, state or national level, either through information that he or other characters supplied or through the
televised work setting.
The content analysis system used for the study took a
"conservative" approach.
A character. was coded as a criminal or
law enforcer only when identified as'such in each
show.
If a character was so defined in
one episode,
but
this as not mane explicit in another segment, be was coded
wily in the first episode.
One could not assume that the
television viewer would identify a character as a criminal
or law enforcer unless this status was established in each
episode.
All characters were coded as individuals.

.
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The sex and race of each character were also coded.
The latter allowed for all major racial groups likely to to
portrayed on television, including whites, blacks, HisIanics
Age was categorized is
and those of Oriental extraction.
those
those 18 to 30,
those under 18,
four major groups:
While age could not to
aged 30 to 50, and those over 50.
it was possible to
determined by strict objective criteria,
easily fit people into these .categories on the basis cf
those on television
(Of course,
their general appearance.
may seen younger than their actual age.)

The relative economic status of a character was coded
These categories included wealthy, middle class
and working class or poor. The continuity of characters was
'bother they were major stars of a sercoded according to
ies, plaited minor roles on a continuous baaas or made cnly a
This status was easily established fres
single appearance.
which specitied these distincthe showes opening credits,
when. keoen.

tions.

All criminals were classified according to occupation
These categories rewhen such information was provided.
flected the nature cf criminals' economic endeavors on television rather the' any comprehensive listing of actual occategories
included
occupational
These
cupations.
"professional" criminals, their flunkies, police, businessmen, professionals such as doctors and lawyers, blue collar
included such
workers and a diverse residual category that
characters as a carnival announcer and a motorcycle racer.
,

Each law enforcer was also classified according to his
general occupational position. The range of these positions
reflected the particular diversity of law related occupaLaw enforcers fell into
tions in television entertainment.
First, there were various types cf
six general categories.
lawyers, all coded into a single category, .since television
Secoften failed to specify their particular affiliation.
ond were judges at all levels of the judicial system. Thitd
The fourth catgegory
were myriad private investigators.
the beat" up the
contained all police, frog tee "Cop
hierarchy to the police ccnmissioner, hs well as sheriffs
Fifth were other government agents inand their deputies.
and special investigative perclulinq the F.B.I., C.I.A.,
sonnel from other government agencies, such as the internal
revenue service, who were involved with criminal c,nd law enFinally, a residual category conforcement activities.
tai.ed law enforcers whose general occupations were not porcategories.
justify i....earate
enough to
Aten
trayed
Security luaid wore classified in this group.
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to
according
coded
individually
were
Crimes
definitions provided by the PeIls Uniform Crime reports.
dapting the FBI's latest comprehensive list of crimes, I we
also grouped all criminal acts on television into the folViolent crimes include murder, robbery,
lowing categories:
kidnapping, aggravated assault and rape;serious crimes include these violist crises as wall as burglary, larceny and
motor vehicle theft.

Criminals were also coded according to whether they
were first time or habitual offenders. The motive that propelled each ccininal to Omit his crime was noted where
a deOng these motives were
such information WAS evident.
greed or some other form of self interest, mental imbalance,
perpolitical, sexual, sympathetic or* altruistic motives,
sonal veniettas, aad acciden.t4 acts.
The outcome or plot resolution of a character's behavior was coded where known. These outcomes included success,,
Success defailure and various types of character change.
noted achieving oae's intended goal, such as getting away
Cefeat occurred
the criminal.
with a ,crime or capturing
when a character did not succeed in hisi endeavor or was punFinally, a character could have a change of'
ished for it.
ultimately express
a criminal could
For example,
heart.
to turn over i new
genuine regret and declare his intention
In such cases, the outcome was coded as repen.uuce.
leaf.

2

Federal Bureau of Investiga&slime in the united sties,
Government Printing Office,
1980 (Washington D.C.:
all references to
Unless otherwise specified,
1991).
crime statistics ate from the document.
U.S.

tion.

Department of Justice,

Uniform prise bukus:

Dom3 This category was adapted from one used by Joseph R.
inick in "Ciime and law Enforcement on Prime-time televNo.2,
me
sion," Public 2.pluipa nuarieriY, Vbl.37,
1%73,pp. 241-250.
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of 250 crimiThe 263 programs we viewed contained a total
nals who committed 417 crimes. That orks out to almost. one
criminal and 1.7 crimes per stow a oss the entire evening
that trine is a
then,
There can be no guestic
Schedule.
0:evelant activity on televisioa entertainment.
. mine out of ten crimes occurrejl_au.,deasee,-iike"thips"
and "Dynasty", although that genre accounted, for only a siThe prevdrence of comedy
,nority of the vograss viewed.
shows during prise time is accounted for partly. by audience
any more sittaste an'd partly by scheduling constraints.
coos than dramas fit snugly into thirty minute time slot:.
so there are more comedies scheduled,, althcugh proportionately more time pet program is given over to dramas.

Some crimes did occur on situation comedies, such as a
"Barney hiller" episode where an irrate restaurant customer
Most
assaulted a waiter who demeaned his looki (3/12).
These
crimes, however, were committed on auventure series.
included programs like an episode of "The Greatest American
Hero" whore a nusiness executive, who manufactured "classicomaitted treason ty
fied" equipment for the government,
selling secrets to an enemy country 0/15), as well ;as tors
And robbers shows like "Hill Street Blues," whicb.teaturee a
variety of crimes ranging4tom common pickpockets (4/4) to a
as in a local park(3/28).
rapist who stalked his vi
Just as str ing as the sheer number of crimea wert
Television scripts rarely
the types of cri e portrayed.
deal with the un ue and humdrum activities that occupy the
Beal policemen spend much of their time
cop on the beat.
unkeness, didealing with such "low - profile" crimes as
fy
sorderly conduct, breaking and entering, an vandaLism.
their television counterparts ar confronted with
contrast,
an overwhelming tide of murders,.. muggings, and essauite.
the bulk of crime on televisicn is far more
In short,
serious than in real life. It consists largely of vicious
This
attacks by calculating criminals on innocent victims.
which enumerates the variis shown graphically by table 1,
Murder, the
ous types of crimes portrayed on television.
most serious crime cf all, iF also by far the most commcn
our study recorded over a hundred
television.
crime on
murders, or roughly one homicide every two and one half pronever seems to flag
The ingenuity of scriptwriters
grams.
Thus, a
when it comes to concocting settings for homicides.
psychopathic lairdresser on the now defunct "veg-s" murdered

1'
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several of his female customers (3/4).

on "Hart to Hart", a

shipa captain, who used his pleasure cruiset_to-distributAl-----counterfeit money to unsuspectlag-passengdie, similarly disposed of a 20,14te-Asirestrgitior who infiltrated
14/14i

4

his opera-

Overall, such 'larders accounted for almost one crime
The preponderance
in tour shown on prime-time television.
of homocides sets the tone f"c televisionlaportroyal of
illegal activity. All,the commonly depicted crimes involved
In add4the threat or use' of force agailmt other people...
tibn to murder, these, crimes 'winded robbery, kidnapping
these tour categories 4
logai.Ler
and aggravated assault.
No other
crime added up to 57 percent of -ill those coded.
singlet category made up as much as five percent ofothe total.

After murder, robbery mak the most prevalent form of
unlawful behavior, accounting for almost one crime in six.
For
xasple, a team of nuggets accosted the elderly on an
,pis de of "Mork and Mindy" (446), while an armed teenager
Robbel up a grocery store on "Hill Street Sides" (3/28).
always
ber , as defined in the PSI Uniform Crime SepOrts,
This reliance on acinvolves force or the threat of forcd
tual. or threatened violence dieting abes it from simple
iarceny(theft) and burglary.

The other two most common offenses during_ rime tieek--------kidnapping and aggravated assault,maciraccoVeted for about
one crime in twelve. ---The-rormer was illustrated by a eliamtasy Island" segment on which a young man kidnapped'his own
girlfriend to extort money from her wealthy father (4/18).
The latter was exesplified by a "Dynasty" script that called
for a hired thug to administer a brutal beating to an adversary of series star Blake Carrington (3/4). Just as robbery
is a more serious and violent crise than simple theft, aggravated assauat is quite different from a simple fistfight
It consists of ao attack aimed at inor shoving match.
flicting severe injury, often involving the use of a weapon.
Simple assault, by contrast, ievolves neither a weapon war
serious injury.

In sum, the majority of crimes shown on prime time television were quite serious, involving personal attacks that
carried at least the potential for serious injury or death.
of course, many other crimes were portrayed, some more seriMine additional categories each comprised
ous than others.
between two and five percent of all instances of televised
In descending order of frequency, ..they involved bricrime.

drug-t,iated
and entering),
burglary (breaking
offenses, blackmail, fraud, gambling, larceny or theft, extour* of
/ortion and rape.
When coabimed with the big
that
robberf,- kidnapping and aggravated assault,
makes thirteen categories that account for 86 perbent of all
By contrast such everyday *garden variety
televised crime.
crimes as prostitution, drunk driving, receiving stolen
minor sex offense and weapons offenses each acproperty,
counted for lens than one half of one percent of all prise
tine crime.
bery,

5.
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the more
Relatively few types of crime, especially
serious crimes, account for most of the illegal activities
To
television uses to entertain its prise time audience.
indicate the extent to which this behavior is weighted toward the cost violent and dangerous crimes, we can compare
these findings with FBI data on actual crime in America.

Direct comparisons are mot easy to come by, since most
FBI statistics are based cn arrest. records- rather than-reportd of crime.. Unlike much real-life crime, however, televised crime usually leads to arrest, so the figures are
roughly comparable in this regard.
The relative frequency of real life orines is indicatIt suggests that, after an evening spent
ed ny table 2.
watching television, a trip to the precinct house sight be
At the top of the FBI's list are
something of a letdown.
drunk driving, larceny(theft without violence), drunkenness,
which together account
disorderly conduct, and drug abuse,
Compared toTVos
for a majority of all arrests naticnvide.
concentration on murder, robbery, kidnapping, and aggravated
In
these transgressions seem positively prosaic.
assault,
the drunk and disorderly,
descending order of frequency,
thieves and drug abusers are followed by such relatively minor malefactors as those charged switb burglary, simple assault and fraud.
The first of TV's high-visibility crimes to appear on
It ranks ninth, accounting
the list is aggravated assault.
Even so, serious asforonly three percent of all arrests.
Forhble thefts
saults are fax more common than robberies.
compcioo only one percent of all arrests in real life, comVet even
television.
in every six crises cn
pared to one

f.

robberies are far more comsoi than murders, which dominate
crime on the airwaves.
In 1980 cnly one-fifth of one percent of all arrests were for Border or non- negligent manAs a proportion of all crises, that means surdslaughter.
ere are over twelve times more frequent on television than
in real life. As for kidnappings, they occur so infreseently
that the PSI doesn't bother to list then as a separate category.

of course, a policeman's life may not be dull; but
One could
neither is it always entertaining to others.
to revolve around cases
hardly expect may television plats
while drunkenness may be a'
.- 'of vandalism and littering. And
major health problem, how many ways can you film *The Days
of Vine and Roses*? Sine hours of nightly prime tine quickly consumes an aweeose amount of plotting and dialogue, and
interest with dastardly
it's easier to maintain audience
deeds than with the relatively humdrum stuff of everyday
*Dragnet's Joe Priday just
Over the long run,
police work.
can't compete with Janes Bond.
And yet, even given the need to sotortainiand titillate an audience increasingly' jaded by the whirl of *modern
life, television's fantasy world remains a surprisingly danattention to the
Sven when we restrict our
gerous place.
television selects out the darkest and
most serious crimes,
most violet: side of Yuman behavior for its stories. To dewe seed only examine the melatiore incidence
is,
monstrate
of the most serious catewies of crime in real life. Serious crimes are those that comgrise the PSI Crime fades,
which serves as the basis for most of the FBI's yearly reIncluded in the crime index are
ports on the crime rate.
forcible rape, robmurder and nonnegligent manslaughter,
bery, aggravated assault, burglary, larceny, and motor vehicle theft.

In 1980, these serious crises accounted for 23 percent
In the
exciadisg incx traffic offenses.
of all arrests,
the
programs we viewed from the 1980-81 television season,
Of the
same offenses accounted, a majority (57 percent)
which
with the addition of kidnappings,
crimes portrayed.
are too infrequent tc even appear on the 10BIls list, serious
crimes make up 66.7 percent, or precisely two-thirds of all
Even more striking is the discrepancy
prise time crime.
between the relative proportion of violent crime on television and in'real life. Violent crises (murder, rape, aggraaccounted for only
vated assault, robbery and kidnapping)
five percent of all arrests in 1980; on television they acSo televised crime
counted for 59 percent of illegal acts.
was almost twelve times as likely to be violent as was real,

O
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life crime,4 as seasured,by
time period.

arrests during roughly the same

The ultimate violent crime, murder, an through a variety of series.
On "Vegas", a stockbro er,
who "ovaed" a
highclass call girl, ring,
killed two of his eeployees because they wanted out of the operation (4/1).
On "Nalking
Tall", an industrialist .ordered the murder of an employee
illegally dumping toxic
who discovered that be h ad been
wastes (3/24).
Aad on "The Greatest American Hero," rightwing terrorists killed an eat agent who investigated their
'plot to seize control of the country (3/18).
The sore uadane but pervasive real-life crises were
largely neglected.
In fact, drunk driving was portrayed on
only ope program in our sample,
an episode of
"Cbips"
0/19). According to National Highway Traffic Safety Administration estimates,
alcohol is implicated in as many as
half the traffic fatalities each year.
That means that
mixing driving and drink is responsible for more deaths each
year than the total number of homicides.
Yet on television,
murders are portrayed aboo. one
hundred times as often as
drunk drivinl.
.

4

we can examine the
To fine tune these comparisons,
frequency of eech major offense as a porportion of all serious crimes on television and in reality.
An advantage of
this procedure is that the FBI publishes totals of all reported offenses, not simply arrests, for serious crime only.
Table 3 reveals the very different proportions of major crises that appear on television and in the the real America.
It shows that most serious crime is directed toward
property, rather than people and does
not involve the use or
threat of force.
On the 1980 FBI crime index, almost nine
out of ten offenses are burglaries or thefts that involve no
physical danger for the victim.
Only one serious crime in
Murder, rare and kidnayping each acten inolves violence.
Agcount for less than one percent of all serious crimes.
gravated assault and robbery, i.e.
theft involving force or
Its threat, each account for only about one serious crime in
twenty.

D.:; Department of Transportation, National Highway Traffic
safety Administration.
Fatal Accident 'keening System
Government Printing Office).
1)J0 (washington o.c.:
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Os television, the proportions of crise against people
Crises of vioand property are almost erectly reversed.
'while
lence sake
up seven out of eight serious. offenses,
for only one crime in
theft and burglary together account
.

ti

The audience did witness a few crimes of sort the that
law enforcers, such as a
usually occupy the attention of
simple purse snatching on
Street Blues." (4/21). However, they were far more likely
to be treated to such fare
as a "Magnum,
PI" episode on which a man killed his girlfriend when she tried to leave him (4/2) ,
or a "flamingo
Hoed" segment on which a lionan
tried to murder her awn sister as the outcosp/Of a romantic triangle (4/2).
The differences between fantasy and life are sharpest
Simple thefts
at opposite ends of the crime index spectrum.
alone account for nearly two thirds of the FBI crime index
At
but only six percent of serious crises on tel.vision.
the other extreme, murders elope make up oveone-third of
all serious crimes on television, but only a miniscure oneThum,
sixth if one percest of the FBI crime index figures.
even after all but the most serious crimes are excluded free
the cosparison,
prime tine crise is over 200 times more
likely to involve homicide than is real life crime.
crime on television is more dangerous,
In summary,
more violent, and sore likely to be directed against persons
The latest f BI statistics indicate
than is actual crime.
that the most common offenses are rarely seen on television,
while the cost brutal and injurious crimes appear far out ef
proportion to their occurance in everyday life.
.
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Television's portrayal of criminals also *iverges markedly
According to the latest FPI arrest reports,
from real lite.
crimes are disproportionately committed by males, young peoThey act out
and the poor and unemployed.
ple, nonwhites,
of 3 wide variety of motives, and more often than not their
crimes go unpunished.
In the fantasy world of prime time television, most of
The-bulk of prime tide
these relationships are reversed.
middle
but they also tend to be white,
criminals are male,
Their trancressions usually stew dior upper class ,adults.

4

-
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and they are usually thwarted
rectly from simple greed,
before the closing ^tedits. We shall consider each of these
characteristics of .d criminals in turn.

7.
a

Rost crimes in Mastics are committed by males, and television accurately reflects the disproportionate tendency of
men to commit illegal acts.
Is Table 4 shoes, males secounted'for 84 percent of all arrests in 1980, includimg.90
The proportions on
percent of arrests for violent crimes.
television are about the same. About nine out of tea crimi-*
regardless 'of the severity of the offense.
nays were. males,
Bale criminals ranged from a parse snatcher en"Bill Street
Blues" (4/Z1) to a male involved in a drug related murder on
',Hart to Hart,' (3/3) .

Ail

offenders have been such in the news of late.
Especially disturbing is the rise in serious and violent
crises among teenagers. Is 1980, young people not yet eighteen years old accountod for over one arrest in five across
these teepagers and subthe country.
Eves more ominous,
percent of those arrested for FBI index
teens slide up 36
crises - serious offenses ranging from robbery and larceny
mostly
young people,
to rape and murders.
More broadly,
young males,
are implicated in the vast majority of crises
The eighteen to twenty -nine year old
in the United States.
age group alone accounted for virtually half of all arrests
people not yet thirty years old totalled
in 1980.
overall,
70 percent of all recorded arrests for that year.
Youthful

Arrest records for serious crises are Skewed even nor
The under thirties grou
heavily toward young offenders.
aade up 82 percent of those arrested for offienses that con
Finally,
individuals still i
prise the FBI crime index.
their teens or twenties sade up nearly three out of tour at
rests for crises of violence.

These statistics sake it tenting to reverse the adage
of 19h0ls protestors that you can't trust .anyone over thirOf course, those arrested make up only a miniscule proty.
Nonetheless,
it is clear that
portion of their age group.
the vast majority of serious crimes are coaaitted by teenagers and young adults.
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shows, the relationship betoe television, as Table'
Thee vast majority
ween youth and criminalitrwae reversed.
This held
of criminals were atur4 adults over age thirty.
eon-violent
crimes,
as
well
as for
true for both violent snd
A majority of criminals
both serious and minor offenses.
including 59
was found in the thirty to fifty age group,
and violent
percent of those responsible for both serious age fifty, as
Another
one
in
five
criminals
was
over
crime.
By contrast, only about
'w,s one in six violent criminals.
of the
under thirty,
one criminal in four was
seriousness of the offense.

regardless

In real life, a majority of those arrested for violent
In the
crimes is between the ages of eighteen and thirty.
shows we rioted only 18 percent of. the criminal characters
Equally striking is the near sbcame from this age group.
Characters not yet
youth crime on television.
seeee of
six percent of, all
for
only
old
accounted
eighteen years

criminals, seven percent of the who cossit serious 1:rimes,

percent of those guilty of illegal acts el viea single teenager under eighteen committed a
Not
'eve.
on
the
263
shows we watched, although this age group
* under
accounted for 1,742 murder arrests in 1980 or almost one hoAicide clearance in ten natio,. ids.. Bather, the norm on te-de!e.aged real estate managlevision was represented
and a
b Bear - 3/10),
swihuiee
(R4
in
land
er involved
to
necessary
who
found
drug
dealer
similarly aged
There were
(Hart
to
Hart
Hart
3/3).
keep his business going.
such as the !evolvement of three teenens,
Apb crimes by
More coss,..0
agers in a cir .heft ring on "Chips" (9/13).
were crimes Lv those over 50, such as an aging police serg(4/15), who pushed heroin on the side, and an
eant on "Silos
Hero", who
aebitiows poli'ician on "The'Greatest American
assesineLion
of
murder
dud
an
attempted
was involved in both
the President (3/18).
and eight

.

'

for both law
In sue; youth crime is a major concern
In the fantasy world of
enforcers and the general public.
Instead
it is hardly ever a 'protlem.
t,levision, however,
of
mature
adults.
crime is largely the province

9
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The causes of the disgioportionate concentration of crime
among nonwhites have been much debated.
Economic deprivation and a aniguely shameful legacy of societal discrimination clearly are major factors.
In 1980, 25 percent of
those arrested for crimes were black, another two percent
were Asian or American ladies and th% remaining he percent
were white.
Blacks accounted for 33 percent of those arrectid for serious crimes, other nonwhites two percent,
and
whites 65 percent.
Arrestees for violent crimes were 44
percent black, one percent abet Inwhite, and 54 percent
white.
So blacks are arrested abou
,twice as often as one
mould aspect on the basis of their diitribution in the population.
for serious crimes this factor r..'ietS to nearly
three to one, and for crimes of violence almost `Wt to one.
Simi e: results can be obtained from FBI victimiiitios statistics (victims' reports of suspects' characteristics), s
making it unlikely that these arrest totals arp greatly in-:
flated by racism as the part of the arresting cfficerm.

It should be noted, of course, that blacks are disprpsytioneely represented among the victims as well as the
perpetrators of drimes.
As Lee Caniels recently
wrote in
1212311AP. ')Iscause the poor are more victimized by crime than others, blacks, who represent a disproportionate percentage of the poor,
are sore likely than
whites to be the victims of violent crimes." Daniels also
points out that blacks are particularly vulnerable to street
crime,
and "the primary reason
for most "black on black"
crime ... is that most street
crimes are committed by poor
people out of desperation, impulse and opportunity."
Beyond this,
we
lack the competence to eater the debate over
the societal causes for this differential crime rate.
Our
far more
limited purpose is to compare these figAres with
complkable data from prise -time television.

/.--e'the 12M 12SA

Studies have shown that by the late 1960's black characters were written into television programs roughly la proportion to their distribution in the actual population,
i.e.,
ten to twelve percent cf all characters.
we found
that they make up about the same proportion or criminals on
prime-time shows.
As Table
6
indicates,
nonwhite
10'

s U.S.

Depatment of Justice. Bureau of Justice Statistics.
al Victimization in the United States, 1979 (Washington D.C..
Government Printing Office, 1981).

Rio

Lee Daniels, "Black ;trine,
Elack Victims," Wel Lock
Ragarine, May 16, 1982, 39-44.
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characters, almost all of them nlark, accounted for twelve
The Frcpercent of all criainals as the shows we viewed.
portion dropped to ten percent of perpetrators of violent
Illustrative
crime and onl: three percent of the murders.
drug dealer ca
of the relatively few black crisinals vas
and a hotel said u., stole the tips
"Barney Miller" (4/16)
of Ober 'aids on "The Jeffersons" (3/19).

what are we to Like of this disparity? we would hardly rec mend that television scriptwriters assign more uroers t6 black characters for the dubious purpose of bringing
Eat the very absurdity of
telev sion closer to "reality".
sugestion raises an important point about the social
sash
It is very difficult
content of television entertainment.
to interpret the relative paucity of televised crime (especially violent crime) among blacks as either a reflection cf
Instead these
reality or a resporae to the profit motive.
figures seem to reflect concerns of television writers, pro-

ducers and network executives to avoid reinforcing negative
whether
stereotypes and producing negative tole models.
individual or
such concerns are conscious or unconscious,
institutional, they illustrate the point that the social visolely aimed at
lues of television entertainment are not
maximizing profit.
br is there necessarily anything invidious about this
criticism from the black community,
partly
It was
after all., that led to tie disappearance of "Stepin Fetchit"
characters in popular entertainment and made possible a serwhether or not the relatively low violent
ies like "Boots".
crime rate among black characters reflects conscious conit suggests that the creators of TV encerns of this sort,
tertainment cannot ignore their role in comeueicating images
laden with social values.
fact.

10.

QUA/VION

Bost criminals iu telev4%iou belong to relatively few occuOf those whose occupation eas identified,
pational groups.
tit into one of four cateover three out of four criminals
prufessiunal criminals, tusinessmen, police, and
gories:
flunkies who do the dirty work for someone else.
primethe occupational prcfile of
Table 7 presents
First and foremost were people whose only
This group included members cf
profession is crime itself.
urysnized criee 4s well as iudeppndent gaay5 of thieves.
trite criminals.

82
Twenty-eight percent of ell pr e-time criminals were people
the proceeds of their evilwhose satire income derived fr
doing.
lunkiea raises this gtoup's
The addition of their
total to 36 percent or more thee one prime the criminal in
three.
So Te pictures a world inhabited by legions of
tull-time criminals who earn their livelihoods at the expense of law-abiding citizens.
These groups of. ',professional,' deviants were ilium-trated by a drug smuggler on DJ and the Hear" - (3/24) and
reaped the profits from a wida gang iead'r on ',Chit's,' who
'typical of the flunkies or
espread car theft ring (9/13).
underlings of professional plea was a thug hired by "0ynasty's634,64 Carrington XII beat up his daughter's suttcr

(3/9)

wAke',

Yet by ho metes is all or even most TV crime the product of social deviants or criminal subtultures.
Instead it
can be bared to established figures in the social order
above ell,
such as well-off professionals, policemen,
and,
business men. About one criminal in eight was idemtifiedas a
As we found wish professional criminals; howbusiscsaman.
ever,
this group became coasiderably larger 'hen their
The businessman who diflunkies were taken into account.
recto 3tberc to do his dirty lark was a stock character in
the shows wa viewed. Basinesseen and their flunkies together a'-counted for 2r percent of all criminals with identifiafar exceeding any other legitimate occupable o^cupations,
tional group.
For example,
the owner of a -computer firm and his
flunky were involved in shipping illegal explcmifes for proand the Hear - 4/14).
Similarly, a theater owner
fit (BJ.
on "Lobo" (3/3)
and his ruthless underling not Oily embezzled company funds,
but comaited a murder to cover up the
theft (3/J).
We have already: noted the busieess executive
who tried to sell "classified" equipment to an enemy country
(Greatest American Hero - 4/151
and how aD7nastym executive
hired
Blake Carrington bad his adversaries beaten up by
Other examples include the stockbroker who
thugs (3/9).
murdered his call girls (Vegas - 4/1), a casino owner who
skiamed the profitsf(Vegas - 4/15), .the owner of a chemical
company who falsified records and attemped murder to coverup
(Malting Tall his illeyal duspin.; of toxic substances
3/2Y),
the head of a world wide conglomerate -who killed a
competitior (Nero Wolfe - 3/27), a bank manager who arranged
reto have his own bank robbed (Lobo - 4/7), the owner of
cr.:11 company who stole recordings from other companies (Lobo
-ki/21),
a theater owner who embezzled compary funds (Lobo the owner of a dating service who blackmailed employJ/J),

1,
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*es (BJ and the Bear 1N4/7)
company who organisedl land

and the head
mvindles (iv

3/10).

of a real estate
the Beat -

and

our Cecelia study of busieesseen in TV entertainment,
found that a high proportion of business characters are portrayed as crisisals.
s Vs nom
find that tisk converse is
true as well; a substantial segment of Tills crehinalopulatitan is drawn from the world of business.

Policemen cane nest in the line-up of offenders.
On
television, the upholders of law and order made up .13 percent of those who broke the law, cr (about on one criminal
in eight.)
Included here were a a police officer on *Megnum, P.I.", who accepted a bribe to look the other way during a traffic 'iolation(4/23) and a police lieutenant on the
"Greatest American Hero" (9/3)
who attempted to steal sone
"hot* diamonds from the original thieves.

41's

They were fu
red by professional _people such as doclawyers, a._ architects,
who together accounted for
eight percent of the A Criminals.
Typical of then was a
doctor on wHart to Bart" who ran a counterfeiting ring operation (4/14), and a laver on *Vegas" who drew his profits
from pornography (3/25).
tors,

1

The occupational group lesa:.t irkely-ia contain law-,
breakers consisted of blue calla[ we .cars,
who comprised
only five percent of all crisinals. .:lose occupations were
known.
Among the few blue collar criminals ths a gardener
on liagnum,
P.I." who pilfered already stolen money from a
gang%of criminals (4/16) .
The remainder was scattered asong such characters as a
model who murdered her husband to collect money be had already stolen (dart to Bart - 3/10, and a carnival announcer
who ran fixed qambling games (BJ and the Bear - 4/7) .
in sun, of criminals with known occupatio'ns,
over one
third were professional criminals cr their flunkies, another
on
in four
were businessmen and their 'underlings, one in
eight were policemen, one in twelve case from the educated

Li

Lichter,

S.

Hobert

Lichter,

Show uusiness Shows Business,"

apd Stanley -Bothman,
PubAjc ekioion,
Nov/
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professions and only use in twisty held blue'c011at jobs. So
television focuses at more oa criminals near the' top of the
social hierarchy than on those whose activities stem from a
culture of poverty- The Hollywood gangster of 193081 films,
who turned to a life of crime to escape the hopelessness cf
Even
Hell's Kitchen, has no equivalent on television todaythe professional criminals Are Usually members of lucrative
organizations, and most other lavbreakers a.a either pillars
of the community or those sworn to protect it.
A
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places is reinforced by the
The image of evil-doing in high
To
economic status accorded characters who commit crimes.
the status of most characters could not be clearly
ne sure,
cue in four could be reliably coded as
only
identifiedthat left 5t
However,
'piddle class or poors
either rich,
criminals with a clear place in the economic hierarchy. And
this group was strongly weighted toward the toF as Table 8
Sixteen percent of all criairils were clearly
demonstrates.
wealthy, compared to only fournpercent who were middle class
a
and three percent lobe were poor or working class. Thus,
viewer was about five times more likely to see a wealthy
the number of wealthy
,Moreover,
criminal than a poor one.
criminals was w'Ire than double that of middle class and lower class orLsivals combined.
Typical of wealthy criminals was the notorious Boss,
who ised blackmail to illeHogg of "The Dukes of Hazzard",
The even richgally obtain a piece of valuable art (3/13).
er and equally notorious Blake Carrington of "Dynasty", who
knowingly allowed company
inhabits a luxurious mansion,
Among the middle class
funds to be used illegally (3/9).
offenders was a medical examiner on "Quincy" who was an acAmong the few poet
(4/8).
cessory in covering up a murder
Blues" who
characters was a ghetto youth on "Hill Street
tried to hold up a grocery store (4/21).

Thk data for homicide's were even more striking.
Eighty percent of the murders were committed by characters ,
twenty percent by wealthy
with no clear economic status,
characters, and none by either middle class or poor haracSo amlng those characters whose economic status was
ters.
In
Frovince of the rich.
murder was the exclusive
known,
crime is associated with low social
of course,
real life,
According to Department of Justice
and econoLic state.;.
one, in three inmates in state prisons was unemStatistics,
Among those who
ployed in the month Frior to their arrest.
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had income frul any source, the average income was almost 50
percent /over than that of comparatle groups in the the general population.
How such crime is directly and indirectly caused by
poverty is a matter of interpretation.
Hut no one world
dispute that crime is associated
with poverty and unemployment.
Yet the 11 watcher rarely sees this kind of crime.
Instead the viewer is primarily exposed to stories about
well-to-do criminals or those without a clearly defined econosic status.

12.
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In addition to establishing a iemographic profile of prime
tine criminals, we were 'Antedated in the number of recidiviSts,
or repeat offenders.
Television portrays two types
of lawbreakers,
the first offender amd the habitual original.
There seems to be no middle ground; a character either,
commits a crime for the very first time or be is committeeto a life of crime.
Is. might be expectd from the high propyrtion of professional criminals, most fell into the latter
category.

As table 9 showsc habitual criminals outnumbered first
offenders by more than a four to one margin.
44 percent
of the cases, the plot didn't sake clear vhethe- _he bad guy
was a first timer or a repeater.
Another 46 percent, almost
halt of all criminals,
were clearly identified as recidivists.
only 10 percent were shown covitting their first
illegal act.
For example, "Fantasy Island" featured a young
woman whose crime debut was to aid her boyfriend in an extortion scheme against her own Lather (4/18).
any more,
however,
were repeat offenders,
such
vobstet on "Magupon his relaase fray
num, P.1.
" who,
son, engaged in
robbery and murder to obtain already s
len
money (4/23).
the
Another recent parolee on
"Hart
t, Ha tN kidnapped
show's heroine for a fat ransom fr.,11 her 'wealthy husband
(4/70.

op.cit.,
see U.S.
In addition to Uniform Crime Beretta,
Department of Justice, Law Enforcement liosIstance Administration.
(Washington
Myth§ and kehlitieg About crime
r:overnment Printing Office),,
U.C.:

A

relative to first
The high proportion of recidivisi's,
suggests that prise -tine .-aininnis are rarely
offenders,
portrayed as the victims of ill luck or transient emotion.
Bore often they habitually violate the lay, often in pursuit
of a criminal lifestyle.

Of course many of the crimes in real, life are commitAn FBI study found that, of over
ted by repeat offenders.
250,000 people arrested for serious crimes during the period
64 percent baa been arrested at least once be1970-1975,
These repeat offenders had been acTested an average
fore.
But even
of four times apiece over a peciod of five pars.
it we were to Consider all repeat offenders as career csimitheir incidence would
mals, whica is clearly sot the case,
Among the
not equal the picture presented on television.
prime-time characters who were specifically identified as
82 percent
either first offenders or habitual criminals,
fell into the latter group.

13.
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'so far we have concentrated on who commits crimes in televinow to the question of why
be tarn
sion entertainment.
crimes are carried out. In real life motives for crimes are
often murky, mysterious, or multiple. Often the.perpettator
himself can't sort out the tangled strands of motivation
that led him to break the law.

one motive
On
television entertainment, however,
stands bead and shoulders above all others is acounting for
That motive is greed. On tecrimes of almost every sort.
levision, as Table 10 indicates, greed alone was the motivation of three out of four criminals or 74 percent overall
including large majorities of every crime category except
Every single embezzler and drug dealer was motivated
rape.
along with at least four out of five gamblers,
by greed,
and robbers and
bribers
extortiidsts,
blackmailers,
This
greed
was
often
calculated
and
cruel, as with
thieves.
a youeg man who robbed a bank cm "lobo" and took'some of its
and a dogbreeder on eller°
(4/7) ,
customers as hostageS
then carefully
Wolfe" who feigned concern for his cousin,
executed her guider to inherit her money (3/6).

Federal Bureau of InvestigaDepartment of Justice,
g U.s.
AnliSa
ip
Unifory siiAP Aepos_4:
tion.
(Washington D.C.:

Government Printing Office)
a
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other motives occasionally surfaced, alt4ough no additional category explained the behavior of more than a
Fifteen
small proportion of the 250 criminal characters.
as a
.uch
criminals were carrying out personal vendettas,
who assaulted an opposing
Oboist"; on main Street Blued
op trouble for series hero
gaag eeber specifically to stir
He felt Purillo was all talk and no
Captain Frank Purillo.
action in getting politicians to pay attention to the neighborhood's problems (4/4) .
Another fourteen acted out of some sexual motivation,
Each of these categories acincluding all seven rapists.
counted for only about six percent of all criminals.
Anothsuch as a computer
er four percent had sympathetic motives,
operator who, on pain of losing his job (and with a pregnant
wife to support), reluctantly falsified a report to the EPA
. hiding the fact that his boss was illegally disposing tclic
wastes (Walking Tall - 3/24).

Only three percent were lasane or mentally unbalanced,
such as a disturbed Vietnam veteran on "Chips' who vandalized small farm pesticide sprayers because he bad been a pilot releasing defoliation chemicals on innocent Vietnamese
civilians. He was turned over to a Veterans hospital for
treatment (4/5).

.

one pArcent, or three characters, broke the law by acfhe motives of the remaining four percent were not
cident.
All these categories were obviously
cads clear by the plot.
dwarfed by the 184 criminals who acted on the basis of avarthe motivations of actual
ice.
Precise comparisons with
However: the FBI does
criminals are mostly unavailable.
publish statistics on
the motives and circumstances surAlthough their categories differ frcm
rounding homicides.
ours,
they provide some ineicatioo of the different motivations of murderers in real life and in TV entertainment.
On television the motives of murderers weren't very
different from those of other criminals. An overwhelming masine percent
jority, 75 percent, killed because of greed.
victims as the denouement of a personal
dispatched their
Six percent of the killers bad some sexual ovendetta.
tive.
The motives of four paLcgrit were never explained .
That left only six percent who killed for'ne,y other reason.
to the 11816s 1980 staThis bree4,1441 can be compared
They show that by tar the
tistics summarized in Table 11.
were committed in
half,
almost
laige:,t number of murders,
.

MI
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,
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the course of arguments.
Another one in four were proven cr
suspected to result fro* some other felonious activity such
as robbery, rape, etc. Fifteen percent of homicides were of
unknown motivation,
and a slightly larger proportion were
brought together (tatter the catch-all category of mother motives." Pros this entire list oily about one in seven murders could be taken at face value as the product of greed.
That represents the combination of elevmspeccent of murders
attributable to robberies clad a scant Niles percent that resulted from arguments over property or money.
Although
greed my
be a hidden element standing behind many of the
other categories, it is clearly not the major cause of most
homicides, as it is on television.
On prime time, them, criminals rarely act out of momentary passiom,
mental imbalasce, political conviction or
Any of the other myriad causes that lead people to break the
law.
In television entertainment,
the laOlismaker usually
rants 11./40 one thing -- he wants more.

14-
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'Criminals an televtsion are a bad lot.
Bost are the perpe-'
trators of particularly brutish, acts which they consciously
choose to commit on the basis of pure self-interest.
Viewers will be relieved to learn, however,
that spat yet their
just desert before the filial credits.

is Taule 12 shows, over two out of three criminals in
our sample were defeated - either arrested, killed, or otherwise thwarted in their aims.
Coppared to the 68 percent
who suffered defeat, success was achieved by a miniscule
eight percent, or one criminal in twelve. Another four percent ,resolved
to change their
ways, and the remaining 20
percent came to no clear plot resolution. A common fate for
criminals was exemplified by a drug dealing police sargeant
tOn "Enos!" who was captured by his own men (4/15) , and an ex-Aortipnist on Vegas whc was killed ni- his even greedier
partner (3/25).

If

the..:e results are reassuring to law and order advocomparable figures for serious crimes provide
even greater relief. About four out of five 14wbreakers who
committed PBI index crimeserere defeated, and only five percent were successful.
The figures for homicide were virtually identical: 81 percent defeated, only five percent successful and 14 percent unresolved.
cates,

the

2

.
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Anyone faintly taiiliar with the criminal justice system is aware that these figures bear little relation to the
realitites of crime and punishment in America. The cost recent FBI crime index figures indicate that, in the majority
of cases, crime does pay. Table 13 shows that, of all serious crimes in 1980, fewer than one in five resulted in an
this "clearance" rate of 19 percent for
Moreover,
arrest.
whether the actaal
index crimes does not take into account
perpetrator was the one arrested, nor whether the arrest ulThe Folice.did somewhat better
timately led to conviction.
achieving a clearance rate
in the case of violent
crimes,
of ee percent.
Ter even that arrest rate means that a substantial majority of violent crises 'went unsolved.
even combieimg the sucOn television, by contrast,
cessful perpetrators of serious crimes with those whose
fates were not resolved produced only one in six who escaped
punishment. The results for violent criminals were virtually identical.
Of course it is hardly surprising that TV
scripts punish the
perpetrators of violent mad evil deeds.
we note only-tbat the self-iapoied principle that crime must
not pay during prine time brings the scriptwriters into 'Conflict with real life.

3.
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law enforcers appeared in the programs we
Law enforcers could be sou regularly on three netSlightly over'phalt, of
works andhoth comedies and dramas.
all law enforcers, 54%, appeared onSBC, 27 percenit on ABC,
and the remaining 19 percent on CBS. Au overwhelming major81 percent, appeared on adloatures or dramas such as
ity,
19 percent
"Magnum,
P.1." and "Bill Street Blues, while
Barney Biller" and "Threel$
were on comedies such as
A total

of 373

viewed.

patsy."

These guarliaas of justice were not Solely confined to
percent ay.,
thirty -five
typical cops and robbers shows.
pearee on series whose major characters were not.polipe'or
Law enforcers more spcead about evenly-among
private eyes.
Thirty perCent were
the three major types of characters.
series stars, such as police captain Prank Wino of "Hill

street Blues," And private eye Thomas Maw, from the show
minor continuing,chiracters, such as the
of the sane name.
police chief on "Lobo," constiketel 41 percent of the samFinally, 29 perceet-erAde only a single appearance.
ple.
Such characters included -4-district attorney on "Nero Wolfe"
and a police sergeant on "The Greatest American Hero."

Televisionon'protectore of law and order comprised a
varied collection of occupational groups, as table 14 shows.
The single largest group, 71 percent, were represented by
gvarious ranks of police, troll the captain oa "Boos" to the
patrol officers of "Chips." Lawyers, such as public defender
Joyce Davenport of "Hill Street Blues'," made up 17 percent
Seven percept were private investigators
of the sample.
such as the title ckaracter of "Hero volfe." Four percent
such as P.B.I.
of all law enforcers were government agents,
agent Bill Bagwell on "The Greatest American Hero." The repercent were included in a residual category
maining one
represented'by such professions as security guards.
Most private eyes, 69 percent, were series stars, whimajority of both lawyers and government agents made
they were
When police appeared,
only a single appearance.
nost likely to be minor series regulars, (49-percent), while
29 percent were stars and 22 percent sada. a.single appearle a

ance.

Law enforcers on television were predosinately white
Eighty-nine percent were male
prime of life.
males in the
The remaining
and near'y as many, 85 percent, were white..
non -white groups were
Ho other
15
percent were. black.

94
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represented.
Sixty-three percent were between the ages of
30 and 50, while the-rest were about eguallY derided between
those under 30 and those over 50.

d

Most
law enforcers were one disensicnal characters
whose roles revolved around getting their job done.
Two out
of three were shown enoaging b rerely occupational tasks.
By contrast,
only
six percent were featured in a personal
role,
and
27 percent combined elements of their work and
personal lives. Some shows did preieut the private lives of,
law enforcers: For example, in an episode of "Soap," a police officer and his girlfriedd argued abbut the seriousness
of their
were rare.
relationship (3(16).
But such cases
'feelers were ;Lich more likely to see private detective "Nero
Wolfe" solving a crime or police captain ollarney Nillerg"
juggling the problems of fellow Officers aid New York City
Stars,
residents.
',hose characterizations have the best
chance to be well developed on TV, were sore likely to involve themselves in varied activities than other types cf
characters.
They were shout twice as likely to engage in
personal activities or to :osbiue occupational and personal
tasks as were.minor regulars Jr single appearance characPrivate eyes, the group most likely to be stars, also
ters.
had the greatest chance at a more well-rounded role.
Thus,
the murder,. of a
private eye Dan Tanna of ',Vegas', stalked
woman to whom he had a deep personal attachment (4/4.

however, strictly law related activities
In general,
conasmed the most time of all characters..
Perhaps this is
why the audience received very little information on their
economic status.
Eighty -nine percent of all law enforcers
were of unknown economic status.
Three percent were vealthy,
eight percent middle class and none were working class
or poor.

16.
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law enforcer's role deals
crucial aspect of the
were law enfcrcers
with the general nature of his funcOon.
the dedicated protectors of justice and order, or were they
themselves lawbreakers? Did they possess the skills to evecute their jobs properly, or did crimes go unsolved due to
their incompetence?
The most

although they
law enforcers
In general,
fared well,
were somewhat tainted by incompetence or even illegal behavTanle 15 shows that 54 percent were portrayed posiior.

f,
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tively, 28 percent negatively, and 18 percent played neutral
Representative of the positively portrayed law enroles.
the sane name.
forcers was Sheriff Lobo, floe the show of
In one segment be worked oat a plan to capture'bask robbers
By
who bad taken a group of customers as hostages (4/7).
contrast, a sheriff of less noble motives, 'Titus Simple cf
*Flamingo Road,* was involved in blackmailing and bribery
Typical of the neutral la* enforcers was an attorney
(4/2).
on "Pero Wolfe* who bristly discussed a case with the series
star (3/6).
Although this general picture of law enforcers held
true on both comedies and dramas, there were differences ca
Those on ABC and
the three networks, indicated by table 16.
the time (62 percent and 56
NE:: were positive a majority of
percent, respectively), but on CBS, negative law enforcers
positive ones (39 parceat4o 37 perslightly outnumbered
somewhat rosier picture than the other
ABC painted
cent).
two networks, casting only 15 percept of its law enforcers
as bad guys.
Many other characteristics were involved in the porFor example, as tatrayal of a character's plot function.
ether types cf
stars
fare
such
better
than
ble 17 shows,
An overwhelming majority of stars (80 percent)
characters.
vete positive, coapared to a/slight majority of 50 percent
for iaor series regulars and a mere 32 percent for those
These single appearance characters
guest shots.
caking
Thirty-eighiK iercent'of them were shown
fared worst of all.
minor continuing characters were close behind
as bad guys.
In
contrast, only 14
percent negative rating.
with a 31
percent of stars were cast as tad guys.

.

Among the majority of stars who ade a brave showing
rlre police officers Baker and Povcherello of "Chips," who
tried to protect a can from the threats of his deranged enewho were also usually positive,
Minor regulars,
my (4/5) .
included a police detective on "Hill Street Blues" who vent
undercover in 'an attempt to capture a drug dealer (3/21).
who did not fare so
Among single appearance characters,
"Different Strokes"
gruff
i.olice
detective
on
was a
well,
who arrested an innocent woman on theft charges (4/1).
Younger and nonwhite law enforcers also fared Letter
We see from table 18 that 68 Fercent of those
than others.
coepared to 53 percent
under 30 were portrayed positively,
tot those aged. 30 to 50 and 40 percent for those over 50.
were about three times as
the older age groups
Those' in
were
the young law. enforcers.
as
had
guys
to ue
likely

a

.
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a
polic4Oletective appr:Iching retirement on "Hill
Street Blues," helped cover-up a politician's involvement in

Thus,

a young girl's murder (3/21) .
116

/ Aeon.) nonwhite law enforcers, as table 19 shows, 64
percent of portrayals were positive, compared to 52 percent
whites were more than
Even sore siciking,
among.whites.
13 pertwice as likely to be portrayed negatively (31 vs.
cent.)

Some types of la,e enforcers also made a better showing
The differences are shove in table 20.'
vate eyes far outstripped all other groups in theie pbsitive
these one-man guardians of
Ninety-three percent of
image.
justice were shown favorably,.and not a single character was
a bad guy.
The remaining seven percent plated neutral
roles.. Otherwise they were a varied lot. Along their ranks
%alas the pc(rtly "Nero Wolfe," young and stylish Dan Tanga cf
"Vegas'" and tough Thomas Magnus from "Magnum, P.I."
,,ttan others.

.

A
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portrayed greup.
Police were the next mostfavorable
30
A slight majority oi 53 percent .played positive roles,
Typical of
percent were negative and 17 percent m"utral.
positiye images, of ,police was Dan Tallness friend, the dediNegative police
naive Nelson of "Vegas."
cated Lieutenant
were core likely to resemble a vicious and corrupt captain
on "B.J. and the Bear,"kwho accepted bribes and was ,involved
in, drug deals (4/14, 3/2i).
altLawyers fared somewhat less well than policemen,
For hopsh a plurality was portrayed in a favorable light.
percent
31
our percent received positive portrayals,
were shown as negative, and the remaining 25 percent played
They ranged from admirable characters like
neutral roles.
Joyce Davenport, the tireless .putlic defender (and Captain
Purina's love interest) on "Hill Street Blues," to shysters
fact several ended up on the wrong 4sicke,of
In
and worse.
like a lawyer on "Nero Nolte" who was respon&rble
t0 law,
for a murder (4/17) .

Government agents were the only major group \with as
4C percept.. ton each
many negative or positive portrayals,
Even the good guys were otOt ofthe
side of the ledger.
heroic variety; more representativevas 1ki4A
.,square jawed
Maxwell of "The Greatest American laro,".a.competent but Unpolished F.B.I. agent. This group was just as likely to in-'
etude an incompetent C.I.A. agent who was toe concerned with
agency red tape.rto notice the clues to a kidnapping
("Greatest American Hero - 4/8).
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The portraits of \these law enforcers become more revealing when we examine the particular types A positive and
'""'negative functions that they performed.
taw enforcers were
more likely to be positive than negative,
but when they did
err,
their transgressions were fairly serious, as table 21
illustrates.
Twenty-nine perceht of the bad guys committed
illegal acts,
and an equal number were
professionally incompetent.
Lighted percent were foolish, an egualoumber
were *reedy, and the remaiaing six percent veva malevolent.
Moreover, as table 22 reveals, the different types of
law enforcers were gniltyart quite different patterns-of n9r
gative behavior.
Lawyers vho erred were Most likely to be
greedy (40 percent)
mad least, likely to be professionally
incompetent (10 percent).
In contrast, police usually committed a cries themselves (3 percent) °retailed to perform
their jobs competently (32 percent).
Half the bad government agents were incompetent,
and A third were greedy.
Among law enforcers who turned to cane was a police sergeant on "Enos" who dealt in drugs (4/15).
Incompetence was
demonstrated by a police officer co "The White Shadow" who
beat up an unarmed. suspect while arresting him (3/2).
In
another demcnstraticin of occupational incompetence, an officer on "Hill Street Blues", exacerbated an argumemt between
two see involved in a fender-bender by losing his own temper
(4/4).
we see from table 23 that positive law 'enforcers
were a more uniform lot.
Two-thirds of them 65 percent)
demonstrated professional competence,
27
percent were
friendly or helpful) and only eight percent went beyond the
call of duty.
The critical differences among the types, of positives
acts performed were accounted for by the different types of
characters and occupations.
First,
as table 24 indicates,
stars were most likely to be competent or heroic.
Seventytwo percent of stars who were postiviely portrayed performed
their jobs well,
compared to 65 percent of minor series te,gulars and
54 percent of those aking'a guest appearance.
Both minors and guests were more likely to be merely friendly than were stars.
Fifteen percent of these stars pkrformed some heroic deed compared to only one percent of minor regulars
and three percent of
single appearatce
characters.
Overall, stars were responsible for 87 percent
of heroic acts performed by law enforcers.
Along these
roes was police captain Frank Furillo of "Hill Strmet
Bluer, who not only negotiated to save a group of hostaves
from sure death,
but used his personal time and connections
to have a misguided juvenile placed in a private rehabilitation center (4/21).
In another heroic deed, police captain
Barney ei%ler refused
to divulge the identity Of an inferint and went to jail to preserve the credibility of his.0epartaent (3/19).

.
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half were friendly sod
of lawyers who were positive,
percent of .giveznment
flighty -three
half were competent.
agents were competent and 17 .percent (only one casterfteroic.
27 percent
wart competent,
about two - thirds
Amteeg police,
Private eyes vete mostly
fri1adly and eight percent heroic.
yak 11 percent friendly and seven
82 percent,
competent,
pedeent heroic.

Finally, table 25 combines all the various positive
end negative functions. into a single comparison to provide
an overview of how law enforcement is portrayed on primetime television,
The most frequent portkayal was one of
Over one in three characters who enforce
simple climpetence.
-Feb law were shown doing tBeirlobs adequately, if not herFor that is the flip side of television's emphasis
* oically.
Only four
on the competent cop (or other law enforcer).,
noted beyond the call of
or one in twenty-five,
percent,
In factelor everY,law enforcer.mho performed heroiAuty.
cally,- two performed incompetently and another two actually
'broke the law themselves. .Incompetente and illegal activity
each accounted for one characterization ie twelve among law
To be sere,
both categories were
enforcement characters.
outweighed by competent characters, as well as those who behaved in a friendly or otherwise sympathetie fashion. As we
noted earlier,;, positive portrayals far outweighed negativa
But egUally noteworthy mas,the dearth of heroes among
ones.
d group whose occupations make them prime candidates for any
nufeles, of heroic scenarios.

17.
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Beyond staple plot function, we examined other aspects of
we were inthe why law enforcers performed their duties.
terested in characters wbf bend the rules to get the job,
done.
The unorthoddx dr .ader of justice who rarely does
things according !PI "the book" is a stock entertainment devSuch characters conform to the spirit but not the letice.
have to fight, the system in
ten
ter of the law, and the
order to pake it work. Th is tradition. is at least as old ,as
Sherlock Iolues and as contemporary 43 "Beretta" and "Koportrayals of law enforcers
jak." So we analyzed current
Specifically, in upwith this time-honored theme in vied.
holding both the law and principles of justice' do law enforcers themselves "bend the rules" in the greater pursuit
how far do they bend the rules and how
If so,
of justice?
does this affect their portrayal on television?

tl
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We found thati a relatively small'part of the sample,
only eight percent, bent the rules for any reason while remaining on the side of the angels.
On the light side, such
behavior included two "Hill Street Blues" police officers
Who appropriated for their barbecue a bullet-ridden side of
co
beef that-ras to be used as evidence (4/21).
On the sale
, 'series,
a dedicated police detective became (mall enthusiastic during an interrogetion and bit the ankle of an assaiLint. He was quickly leatured by his superior, Fran$ Furillo,,,pon preserving criminals' rigits,
and he promised not to
1. reikeatsuch behavior'(3/28).
.

Moony other unorthodox law enforcers,

I

private eye Dan

Taunt; of "Vegas"
searched a hotel room to find information
on a murderer 141-14_.
F.B.I.
can Bill Maxwell,
of "The
Greatest
American Hero," was an accessory to' "borrowing"
F.B.I.
filesiconcereing a Case he in whibb be was entrieed
(4/8) .

In a more
serious vein, .sheriff Bufford POsser from
the short-lived series "Walking 'lane% burst into a building
without a warrant and destroxed the equipment for a drugmaking operat4pn (3/31).

Those vhd

did bend the riles were most likely to he
and the two groups of series regulars
together constituted 87 percent of the rubbendinq.
Interestingly; these rule benders fared somewhat' better as a
group than those who walked a straight line.
Of those who
bent the'rules,
64 percent were pdrtraxed positively conpared to a 56 percent positive rating for those who rent by
the book.
Government agents were more than twice as likely
as any other
occupational group to bend the rules;
twenty
percent did so.
But this total was lay
y accounted forty
the repeated escapades of Bill Maxwell,
he not-se-typical
P.b.I. man on "The 4reatest American Hero.
stars,

(47 percent)

4
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SOLVING CBILIS

we usually think
of crime solving as the chief business of
law enforcers.
Pursuing criminals rather than tending to
sore mundane activities certainly makes for more exciting
television.
'Surprisingly,
though, almost half of all law
enforcers (49 percent)
were not involved in crime solvinl
activity, even if they
performed other tasks related to
their jobs.
Twenty percent were prilary agents in solving
crimes,
and 13 percent lent sec onday assistance in this enti
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Eighteen percent of these -involved in Ltiackieg
criminals failed to sole, crises
4 i
deavor:

ly among
involvement in arise- solving retied considerjbly
rceot cf
forty -mine
the differeat types'of characters.
all stars were primary agents in solving crimes compared to
only dive percent amom minor regulars' and 11 percent of
Oily five. percent of stars
those making guest appearances.'
failed t solving' crimes, compared to 24 percent of miner
.4
series regulars and 22 percent for 4uest characters.
N

e

A character's hole in crime solving was closely linked
Table 26 shown that 98 percent
'with his overall functiodc
of the primary crime solving agents were positively perIn conas ware 84 percent of secondary agents.
'trayed,
only 38 percent of those not involved in crime !plytrast,
.ing were shown AS ositive, as wake only 27 percent Of those
but didnot'solye the
who were involved in
i
investigations,

Q
,

'

crime. forty-nine percent of these to iast group wete'shown
S

in a neg-ative light.
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Dexterity in salving crimes was also related to .a lati
enforcer's occepotion, as table 21 indicates. The key finding Vera was VA high success rate et private eyes relative
Sixty-tic) percent of the private eyes
to al keether groups.
were portrayed as vat ping the bad guy. themselves, a kuccess
rate over three time
.) as high as that enjoyed by any other
BI contrast, only 196percent of pc4Icenen P functioned-4
group,
as primary case salvers..

.
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Thum : the roies`cf private eyes 14ke Dan Mena, Thous.
Magnum and Nero Nolfe'usu0.1y focused On crime. splvinili
Even when other law enforcersessisted them; these e beivate
.

./

.

..k

.

.eyes ineiitlibly ended up in the Sherlock NoAtes roles.-as maswhile their companions Owe relegated to
ter crime dbiveu,
the role of second rate Doctor Vatsodssow
-

9

.

.

-
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The priiileged position of private eyes helped mask
enforcers' tendency toward failure as ;crime sol
Every other group actually failed to get their an
more.otten than they succeeded as primarlicrime solvers. 44 Ey
contrast, private eyes proved almost incapable of failure in
catching criminals; the seven percent who did so paled in
comparieon to the b2 percent who were primary agents in
The unexpectedly high failure rate of most
soliing crimes.
law enforcers, combined with the fantastic success of priis one of the most strikipng findings of the stu%tato eyes,
the man in the trenchonce again it is the outsider,
dy.

otos
ver
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law
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who saves the d ay when Ordieaty Jew 'enforcers proVe
unequal to the task.
coat,
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The ievOlvement in cri me - solving along with a host of Wier
factors, affected tt/h4way characters fated in the plot resolution,.
The results. are shown it Table 28. Not surprisinsly,
95 peccent-of'the primary crise solvers and 87, percent
of the fecondary ones were ultimate', successful compared to
only about a third of those who were either not involved in
crime-solving or those who were involved,
but did not solve
a crime themselves. The latter grcups were defeated 32 per-cent and 48 percent of the time, respectively.
.
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0
.
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Overall,' law enforcers-yore successful 58 percent ef
the time and defeated 21 percent of the time. Two percent
underwent 'a chatacter change and 19 percent had an unresolved oucast:.
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t surprisingly, stars, who were more likely to e
pqpiti
and primacy crime solvers,
were aka° the most succebtf.
As table 29 indicates, 76 percent of all stars.
'were successful, compared to 59 potent of minor regulars and
only 31 percent of those,hho made a single appearance. This
last group was the only one acre likely to be defeated than
to succeed.
Thirty-seven percent of these Oest chhcactecs
were defeated, c pared to 25 percent of minor regulars and
only five perc t of stars.
knong the sucress'.ul stars was
therLFf Lobo who captured .bank robbers- and rescued those
they badhe d hostage (4/7).
Likewise, a police detective,
who played a 'minor continuing role on "Hill Street Blues,"
succeeded n capturing a drug dealer(4/4).
But among single
appear
law enforcers,
a police
on- Bnos"'who
dealt 1:11- drugs, was himself capticed. by ot k pc ce (4/15).
r b-,

J

^
ti
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overall, success was enjoyed by positi a
portrayed
1 w enforcers,
while evil 'or foolish one
re defeated.
ghty-five percent' of positive character %) were successful
and
four percent, were defeated.
The remainder was eon
reso1
.
In contrast, 59 percent at the bpd guys failed?'
and only tel&eercent succeeded.

.°\
Differences in outcome wer.ef5lso evident among various
occupations, as tafile 30 reveald.
Private eyes received the
lion's share of success 4fith a 100 percent success rating in
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Thin diminished to 59 percent for police,
plot resolut.kom
34 perbent foril
yetis and. 33 pmtceat for government ageits...,,
This last gro0 '..as defeated trice es -often as ib'succeededo
while police and lawyer's were each defeated about JO pecent typical ceprivete investigators was Dan tanof tiertime.
na, who miraculously captured Teurdererc even though he was
temporarily blinded (3/18). In cOntrprt, a police deteOtive
on."Hill Street &rues's-ignored all of his other responstZtlup a laueeasat on the Aide.
ties because 'be wanted to set
investment were dissolved -Chez '
But.hibepas
s
end
the propeFty he purchased for bis business was destroyed
(3/2t). .4td, of .course, he most egregious of bad guys, like
a drug deeling cop cn "Bnos,"'got a taste of the law and
- N.
order he failed to uphold (4/15)...
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thuefar we have dealt donly"swith chaJecters who were law enBut Wu television, citizens play an
forcers by profession.
Here we :Alan docuaent their
lying.
active role tp cri
these citizens. relate to law enforcers
role and. examine h
in the fight agii st crime.
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r
A. total of 37 citizens took
.

)

some active

art

in crime

ng in th4'series we coded. ,They atcountedlor lust unso
of all characters involved in law enforce
der en percent
any did so because the crimes somehow affected them
sent
il,liomairekJohathan
For example,
cracked a counterfeit4g- ring that
wasoperating en a ship Ae owned (4/10..

or their acquaintances.
Hart of "Hart to Hart"

K---4.44C1"7

.

citizRelative to the law.tenforcement pcofessionals,
Eighty-one percent of
ens were '-more likely to be s rs.
tiws were series stars like J nathaa and Jennifer Hart cr
Hazard."
"Tile/fasts '$f
on
boys
Dike
ehe
private.ieyes4were mo t
,
law enforc
Among professic141
4
likely to be stars (69 percent).
F

*

than othothCitizens were also more positively poE
411 citizens inIn fact, 'trayed
er law enfOrcfment"charitters.
The most
volved in solving crimes were shown positively.
positively portrayed law enforcers were private eyes, anothBut from there it
er group o "outsiders," at 93 percent.
is quite a drop to the 53 percent positive rating for police.
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e
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100

r

0
shirty 'percent of citizens bent the rules,
a higher
proportion than any group or law enforcers.
But this did
not tarnish their positive Image al
all.
Thus,
a high
school teacher, who led a double life as "The Greatest American Hero," "flew" into the F.B.I. .to "horror"
files on i
top-secret case
(4/8) .
Hero Jdnathan Hart broke into an
apartment to find information nn a murderer (3/17) .

1

3
La_

Further, citizens were more likely to be the primary
crime solvers than any gtoup of law enforcers.
Sixty-eight
were primary crime solvers, as were 42 percent of4private
eyes.
Vet only 20 percent of police and 19 percent of gc-

vernment agents were the primary sclvers.
Not surprisingly,
'almost.,arll citizens.
97 percent,
were successful in their endeavor.
Only Hos enjoyed a
slightly higher success rate of 100 percent in plot resdlutions. -j is was quite a contrast to the next highest rating
of 59 pekeent success for police.
Thus, "citizen" Jonathan
Hart captured a murderer (3/24), /and broke-up a counterfeitinh ring (4/14),
white "The Greatest American Hero" saved a
yofung couple from the clutcOes of Soviet spies (4/8).

.
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In our study of 263 prime-time programs from the 1980-81 television season', we examined the nature of crime and law en-.
forcement.
A
ontent analysis system was employ/640o analyze
the
ty es
of
illegal
behavior
shown, y the
characteristics of cri inals, and the portrayal of
,en*
forcemeat officials. o these programs.
A

I/

Prime-time television creates a fantasy world that is
frequently dangerous and eiolent.
Our study identified 417
illegal acts, an average of about 1.7 crimes per series episode.
Moreover lawbreakers on television tended to engage
in the most serious and violent crimes,
to
an extent that
bears ittle relation to reality.
Every fourth case shorn
was
murder; one crime in six was a violent theft.
a a ority of all illegal acts portrayed were.criies of viole

e.

All this is in s arp contrast to FBI statistics showthat most crime are such uadane offenses as drunk
driving, larceny, di orderly conduct, and drug abTse.
Even
serious crime in reel life tends to be directed against
ing

I

)

101
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roperty rather than persons.
But televisioi entertainment
largely ignores most as ..ts of real crime in America,
fccusihg instead on the most serious,
violent; and lifethreateoing offenses.
By sensationalizing crime in this
Way,
TV misses an opportunity to educate the audience about
the true dimensions of America's crime problem,
which the
public views with growing alarm and frustration.

A.

.
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If primk-tine crime bears little relation to the gen:
,
nine article,
television's crimi als "rare
rare equally far removed from their
Octal life counterpa ts. Television introduces the viewer to
two types of trim I)als - 'fliii professional deviant who lives
a life of Crime,- and the apparent pillar lof the4coadunity
who turns to crime to maintain tit better his standard of
living. 'Criminals on prime-time are usually .middle or upper,
.

'class white alek over age 30.

As

"mature 'L adults,

they

rarely°act on imphlse.
Instead
theiclawbreakiWg is careT
fully calculated to advance their cwn interest.
.

,

.,..

.

The'vast majority of televised crime-is predicated on
pure greed, and wealthy characters were over twice astliXely
to cohmit crimes than
those identified as poor or fiddle
class.
Along these lines, a stock criminal, type is the businessman athose selfish pursuit of profit leads him
into

Bumittesmand 'their underlings account
illegal activity'.
or almost one id four lawbraukkers with identifiable occupi"...
tions.
They constitute the largest ctimital ..ilroup aside
from
gangsters.
But ,substantial numbers of
criminals' are drawn from other pillars of 'the community, kncluding educated professionals and the police themselves. In
fact, one criminal' in .eiglit was drawn from the ranks of.
\those sworn to uphold the law.
4

This portrait of crime and. criminals is perhaps most
notable for wh4t it fai0 to hqv about the crime problem
thatApday pgeoCcupiea the American public.
we rarely see
the j1enile delinquent or the youth gang.
Nor are we exposed to the culture of poverty , that is directly or indirectia respnsible far so4auch crime. similarly, the black
community's increasingly public concert with street crime is
rarely in evidence.
1

A

.

Just as the locus: 'on well -to -doh lawbreakers ignores
the relationship between poverty and crime, scythe CSIDCentration on dk14ulated self-interest bypak.ses the role cf
other motivations from emotional flare -ups to mental ill-'
MISS.
a.

V
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stream of 'murder,.
Finally,
television's aightlic
mugging, and mayhem obscures the less dramatic but such More
common threats tolav-abiding citizens from spcb unspectacudrug abuse, and burglary.
lar sourcet as drunken driving,
there ls no'crime oprob, But then, in at least one respect,
In the fantasy world of TV entertain.1emolva television.
ment, cost law± breakers are thwarte, and crime is rewarded
Like 'Cost other aspects.of prise-time
with punishsent.
crime, this too bears little relation to rculity.

Television's crime stoppers were the 373 dh ranters we idenOver two- thirds. ere police, with
tified aslacenforcers.
th6 remit:der divided asoeg private eyes, lawyers, 'judges,
An additionel 37 private citizens
andlevernment agents.
such as capturing a
perfareed law-enforcement functions,
criainal.
Law enforcers appeared fsegdently on comedies and draboth contieming and
in
mas alike, on all three networks,
Most were white males; 15 percent
single appearance roles.
were nonwhites, and only 11 percent were women.
In geubral law enforcers were .ortrayed in a positive
Pifti-four
although "supercops* were rarely seen.
percent functioned as goad guys, 28 percent as villainm, and
abaft
The largest number,
the rest pplyed neutral roles.
one in three, were portrayed as doing their Jobs An a CompeBowevecovvety, few w re cant in a heroic light.
tent manner.
Only four percent meet beyond th call '.of duty, rather than
just performing competettly. - No oven, significant minorities were portrayed as either ine t or' positively criminal;
six f 1 into these categories.
, \ about bne law enforcer in
in general, but they were
So law enforcers fared rathe r
,
and even illegil behavior.
tainted somewhat pry incompete
i
light,

I
l!P

A major finding was the privileged poSitio of.stivate
enforcers.
investigators elative to all other groups of 1
Ninety-three 'percent of priva,,'Aeyes functioned as good
guys, compared to only 53 percent of police and fewer than
In all the programs
half the lawyers and government agiintsi
not a single private eye played the heavy. t`By
we viewed,
contrast, the crooked cop and the greedy lawyer provide4 recurring negative images of law enforcers.AP

Private eyes proved almost gadlpie in their crime
solving gbilities, while other law enforters were often porpqrcent of the private
Sixty -twc
traye4 a?' mere mortals.
eyes Were the primary agents in.solvir4 crimes, awpare4 to
only 19 percent of policemen. Ip fact every group other than,
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private eyes actuallyofalled to solve crises mete &ten than
they succeeded,
though they s ometimed assisted, others in
sakin the collar.
Sy contrast
private eyes succeeded allost aisle times as ofteg as the y. failed.
So ordinary law
enforcement officials Ore pre seated as highly fallible.
sore often than not, t141.11/eithe
failed to catch, the crook
or played supporting r es for the glamerous ',private eyes.
The "supercops is al*** and well in prise-time, but be hag

traded hi, badrisea treechcoa t.

s

The-sakenomenal saes
of private eyes was part of a
broader tread-involving
e need for outside help or (oarthodoxieans to enforce the law.
In addition to tat quintessential outsipx, the private eye, the police often required the he-1-0)Of private citizens to foil the bad guys.
Their assAstince dill not take the form of providing evidence
or identifying sbispLets, but of
actually solving-the crime
themselves:
Privets citizens actually edged ost private
eyes as the most effective group of crime solvers.
Finally,
law enforcers who bent the rules vete over twice as likely
to solve crimes as those who went by the book.

'

L--

In sum. oeither-Dick-Tricy sor Joe Priday provided the
model-law-entiorcer for today's cops and rubbers shows.
We
found few square jawed "Slue Ku ights" weo captured the vil!lains'snd comforted the victims.
Nor did televisionlfavor
the ethsadical and mundane inves tigative style of "Dragnet's
dedicated cops.
In fact,
po lice did not fare as well as
one might expect.
1 slight maj ority were #ortrayed favorably,
but when they did err,
th eir transgressions tended to
be quite serious.
Moreover,
they rarely played primary
roles in solving crimes.
Law yers
and government agents
fared no better.
The glamor bo y of ler enforcement was the
private dye whose !Wine:lion ab ilities often. consigned the
law enforcement professionals to the role of Doctor VOLSOA.
.

\ More broadly,
effective 1 all enforcement was often the
province of the outsider who b ypassed the law enforcement
establishment.
On television,. the police, the government
and the legal profession are oft ea shown as competent if un-inspired upholders of the law.
cut th.se law enforcement
professionals often need the hel p of the lone outsider, the
private
the citizen-detec tive, to bring evildoers to
justJce.

ens, --"'

#

Now can one account for th e 'alternative reality" that
television creates in its port rayal of crime and law anforcemeat? we believe it reflec ts both commercial pressures
and '47 social values of doll yWoodes creative community.

,
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ThiS-conclusion in.'s:tramp trot the results of out...survey of
over 100 top writers,
producers, and indmstryrexecetives.
(Complete results are presented in Ak.peadiX D.)
For example,
nearly three out of five 'ethers of the "Pollyvood elite" theeselves agree that there is too much violence on te-,
levision.
Moreover,
three out of four telieve that TV
entertainment"should portray society realistically.
.

.

In this case why do they portray 'crime ii such a'vioand unrealistic fashions
Presumably
they are cobstrained by audience tastes, ib the form of.ilielsen ratings.
Vet-ratings cannot account for. the entire disparity between
real life ,trime and teletision's version.
Audiences may
Pike "shoot-em-ups", but they are o not alienated fres the
authorities that are consistently cdenigrated during
dim
prime
lent

time.

,

.

8k ether public faith in authority is justified or isit is not reflected in Ti's portrayal of crime as
the prolince of businessmen, educated professionals, and the
police.
These portrayals instead seem to reflect the orientations of television's creators, who are very skeptical toward our 'social and political institutions.
For example,
three out'of
four say our legalsystes favors till wealthy,
and nearly two-thirds, believe that the very stincture of American society causes people to become alienated fror it.
They are just as critical of those in positions of authority.
Just under two-thirds-agree that public officials are
not interjested in the average citizen, and 82 percent reject
the notion that those in authority know best.
Almost bait
disagree strongly that ooe'should.defer
those in autbri-ty,
and nob a single persoln expressed. strong confidence in
authority.
placed,

Given their widespread rejection of both American social institutions and their guardians, one wqvld suspect
that many in the television elite would like to see sustaetial changes im our society. in fact, a substantial minority of 43 percent endorses a complete overhaul -of American.
institutions.
In line with
this sentiment,
thepeicelve
ousiness leaders .as one of the most influential gro-ops-in
American society;
they would prefer to drop
business from
the top to the middle of the pecking artier,
behind consumer
groups, intellectuals, blacks, and Leninists.
Our studies suggest that television's content may reflect, in part, the 'attitudes of television's creators.
But
aren't they simply responding to
the demands of the marketplace?
we
round that the Hollywood elite dc not regard

O

.
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butes social reforamers
.themselves purely as entertainers,
Two out of three agree that teleiision entertainment should be a major force for sccial reform. At the same
time, only one in eight believe that TV ill too critical of
traditional vaiues. In short, television's creators are nct
in it just for the money.
They also seek to move their audience toward their oavvision of the good society.

as well.
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TABLE 1

Crises Portrayed on TV Entertainment Progress
Crime
iL211.9.A21
101
Murder
65
Robbery
3T '
Kidnapping
Aggravated Assault 35
Bribery
19
Burglary
18
17
Drug-related
14
Blackmail
-

PraudtZtp

GambAing
Larceny (theft)
Extortion
Rape
Embezzlement
Auto Theft
Vandalism
Liquor Offenses
Loan sharking
Other

Note:

24
16
9

8
5
4

3

3

14
12
10
7

3

2

2
2

C4

7
6
5

.

/

,

5
4

4
37

2
1

J

417

PecCentages in tables may not sum to
100 percent because cf rounding.

110

1
1
1

9
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TABLE 2

Total Arrests, All Crises 1980 FBI Statistics.(K)
Drunk Driving
Larceny
Drunkenness
Disorderly Conduct

12
11
8

a Drug Abuse

6
5
5

Burglary
Simple Assault
Fraud
Aggravated Astau4t
Vandalism
Weapons OtfInses
Runaways
RObbery
Motor Vehicle Thefts

3
2

2
2
1
1

Rape
Murder

Kidnapping
Other

25

Total

1001

Leas than one percent

4

Source:

Crin 1g Aeerica 198V, comOln.
by the FBI and
w.

-----tie-V1411*ilfrliiiiiing. Office.'
1

Unless otherwise noted, this is the source
of all FBI criae statistics cited in this report.
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TARLE-44.

SericAlS Crimes oa 1981 TV Entertainment
prograns compared to 1940 Reports (%).

'
Murder
Rape
Kidnapping

Aggravated Assault
Robbery
Bur4lary
Larceny-Theft
Total

Violent Crime
property Crime
Total.

TV
36

*

3

*

13
13

*

5

23

4

6

28
62

1001

100%

.

88

10

12

90

100%

100%

Less than one percent
Note:

Figures are percentages of all
FBI crime index, liskings; larceny
category includes motor vehicle theft.
talt

6- %.

...111=71
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TABLE .4

j

r
Crime Rate by Sex Comparison of IV
Entectainmenland FBI Arrest Reports (%)
.k

All Crime
As*

11

!Male

89

Female

Violent Crane

X81
84

lv

Lai

90

90

11

16

10

10

loot

100%

.

1001

las

O

..S.M.1111 111111

1.1,,,Utlfuntrre11111 Mad rat...1.41,;,-....04....:1/01,1,1mremmumbirmrs lawsulmbr,",a,we
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4

n

-

84

-

8

1

110
ZABLE 5

Crime Bate by Age Group.
Comparison of TV Entertainment
,

and PEI Arrest ileports,(14,

Serious Crime

All Crime

AAA
Under 18

u
6

I

21
49

18-30
30-50

18
57

Wirer 50

19

'23
7

100%

100%

7
18

59
16

4+6.74

Violent Crime,.

MI

21
36
46

8

'19

18

15
3

59

,55
23

15

3

100%

100%

I

100%

..asom

44710.

J
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TABLE 6

r..=4

1

a-

I

Cane Rote by Mace. Comparison of TV Entertainment
and PRI Arrest'Repoits.
.....

I

.

I
I

All Crime

I.

II

Liss.

I

White
Nonwhite

t
I

II

Serboss Crime

ill

21

/AI

90

12

65
35

10

54
46

ito%

100%

100E i%

100%

88

74 ,

21'
88

12

26

7,11_
'

Violent Cri

I

10.0% 100$ \

1

I
I

,M1.11111MIMMEN

.-

a V:

j;.

.

,4,,-.4(7,1 v..11,

cr,,11rnieNarilatalna

11 It...Va.,

t

5

0

k

crime rate distribution by occupation ore,
TV entertainment programs (X)
Moeicj.ds

Ala ilia
'Gangsters*

36

31

Businessmen*

2*

26

Police,'

13

Professionals
Blue Collar
Other Plinkies

8

6
11

21.4.9.1

5

5
11

5

9

19

100

100

.* Includes flunkies who were
ordered to commit crimes by
bosses id these blpcupatidnal,
categories..

/t;

Soy,

...Po,. Mr.*

smer.yol,.

-

Melilla: Aloak 4.61.,tt rap l waft: /1"Walf111111MIMIIIIIMmell

4

e.

a
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TABLE 8

r
Crice Hate by Econosic Status
on TV Entertaisien t Erograms ( %)
o

status
Poor

wolf

3

fiddle Class
ealthy

Onkhows

"-

Ski.

19,11gicle§

4
16

a
20
72

.77

l#4.

4'

.

100%

-

.

1001

magieranrn V,..71.mmover.IrarsttMMIMILAILILLOOA10....,"1:.71iiIMNIMLNIMINEMMellinuMMINGINIIMMYMINSOMMIlii

PPIIMEIVEMMISi Mt?'

a
f

et/
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117

114.

4
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TABLE 9

*

Cries Bate by Decidieis on
the TV Entertainment Programs (I)
First Offender

10

8abit4ttifinal

46
44

,Unknown

100J

ati

t-

8

.

t
.

*1.

TAUB 10

.101

V

Crime Rate by native on TV Entertainment Programs
Motive
1U SSABSA
Greed
74
Pecsonal Vendetta
6'
Mental Imbalance
3
Political
Sexual
Sympathetic
Accidental
1
Unexplained
4

A

(I)

salads75
*

1

6.

.

2
2

.s

4

4

1001

98%

J

V

11

1

1

3
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TABLE 11

f

41111.

..

ativ.sm

Murder Circuesthaces/Motimos, 158n FBI Statistics

ffigal
Robbery

.gr

10.8
1.7
1.5
3.7

.

Narcotics
Sex Offenses
Other Felony

ao,

§.7

lanktsisA .19199x

kissmsal I4

.7

2.3
Rocantic Triangle
4.8
Influence of Alcohol/karcotics'
2.6
Property or Roney
35.0
Other Arguments

.0211.121 !WM 0

YAWNS

ciEWItaacis 15.2
15.9

-.1

.

S

A

u

0

r

1 X.4.1
I

ta
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TABLE 12

Cane. Rate ty Plot insolutioq
on TV antertainsent Prograns (1)
if

SLIASA
Success

Defeat
Character Chg

,

Unresolved

MLA2.98 gLIAAM

8

5

4

68

79

80

4

.

20

100%

.....

4'

4

12

12

100E

Tolii

.

L

121

.4,

118

Crises CA's
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TABLE 13

ed by Arrest, 1980 FBI Statistics

Serioug 4i:sea
Arrest

19

44

.

11.9.1.22.1 ciAll

44

.

s

No Arrest

81
.

100%

56
100%
p

a

I
ti
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TABLA 14

Prime lime Television ChOracters
with Law Enforcement Occw lions M .

%

114.

MASS

71

0

,;

Patrolman
6
Sergeant
?
Lieutinant
1
Captain
Detective
Chief
Deputy Sheriff
Sheriff
Other

10
8

.

-

Luna
Private Practice
Public Interest
District Attorney
Judge
Other

v
---4..

7
6
9
3
8

7
9

IA
2
2
(3

2
7

/rivets Investing 121!
ttz.

gcvsrnms21 Agents

4

Other

1

Total

1001

Number of cases

373

123

120.

a

tun! 15

Plot Function of Lam Enforcers IS).
70

60

54%

SO

40
28$

30

18%
20
10
0

Positive
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Types of Negative Functions
Performed by Law Enforcers (1).
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All Functions Performed by Lay Enforcers
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Cries Solving Activity by Occupation (I).
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Crime Solving Activity by Plot Besolution (%).
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Plot Resolutign by Character's Role in a Series (I).
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The following programs were coded for crime and

risinals:

ABC

Hart to Hart
March 3,181
March 10,081
March 24,181
April 14,tiO
April 21,481

April 8;,081

April 15,181
Sept. 30,081

Fantasy Island
March 28,081
April 18,041

Soap
March 9,081
March 16,081
April 20,'81

11,181
18,181
25,'81
1,181
15,081

13,181

Dynasty
March 9,081

240-Robert
March 21,'81

Vegas
March 4,181

March
March
March
April
April

B481/112;:ch

Barney Miller
March- 12,'81

Iasi
April 16,'81

/

/

/

The Greatest
Americas Hero
March 13,181

I' a Big Girl No
April 10,'81

/

Three's Company.
April 14,18/

March
March
April
April

19,'81
2b,'81
2,'81
16,'81

Mork and Mindy
April 16,081

NBC

Facts of Life
April 15,;81
Sheriff Lobo
March 3,181
March 10,181
March 24,'81
April 7,'81
April 21,'81
Nero Wolfe
March 6,'81
March 20,'81
March 27,'81
April 10,481

Balking Tall
March 24,'81
March 31,081
April 7,081

li

i

Chips
March 29,101
April 5,081
April 19,481
Sept. 31,181

Flamingo Road
March 3,$81
March 10,1.81

March 17,'81

1 -4 0

BJ and the Bear
March 10,081
March 17,081
March 24,181
March 31,081
April 7,181
April 14,181

Gangster Chronicles
March 21,181
April 22,181
Quincy
April 8,481

137
April 17,081

April 2,081

Bill Street ales
March 21,681

Marc 25,'81
March 28,681
April 4,681
April 21,'81
C83-

Magnus P.I.
March 19,681
March 26,081
April 2,681
April 16,081
April 23,681

The Jeffersons
March 29,'81

The Inredible hulk

House Calls
March 16,181
April 6,681

Lou Grant
March 16,681

Palaerstown,0.S.A.
March 31,'81
April 14,081
April 21,681

Knots Landing
March 26,681

Moos
March 18,181
April 1,081
April 15,681

Trapper John, M.D.
Sept. 6,'81
White Shadow
March 2,681

Nukes of
March
March
March
April
April

Haezard
13,681
20,681
27,681
3,181
10,681

March 6,681

Nurse
Sept. 30.681
.

April 17081

4

188
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the following.prograss sere coded for lar eaforcera:

AMC
The Greatest

BaaCkaa Were
!larch 18,181

April adal
April 15,181
Sept. 30,181
Vegas
March
March
March
March
April
April

4,181
11,181
18,181
25,181
1,181
15,181

Bart to Hart
March 3,181
March 10,181
March 17,181
March 24,181
April 14,181
April 21,181

Pastasy Inland
March 28,181
April 18,081

Beason
March 13,181
April 10,181

three's Colima/
April 14,181

240-Robert
March 21,181

Soap
March 9,181
March 16,181
April 28,181

taxi
April 16,181

Aloha Paradise
April 15,181

Ifs a Rig Girl Vow
'arch 20,181
Mork aad Riady
April 16,181
Dynasty
March 9,181
April 20,181

BBC
Quincy
March
March
March
April

lisp Wolfe
March 6,181
March 20.181
March 27,181

4,181
11,181
24,181
8,181

Ai.ril 10,181

April 17,181

BJ and the Bear
March 1o,1131

March
March
March
April
April

Sheriff Lobo
March 3,'81

17,'81
24,181
31,181
7,181
14,181

March wet
March 24,181
April 7,181
April 21,181

;
4,

`22

Bill Street Blues
!larch 21,181

March
t March
April
April

25,'81
28,'81
4,181
21,181

Balking tall
March 24,181
March 31,'81
April 7,181

;
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Chips
March 24,181

!Wpm Valley P.T.A.

;

/

April 5,e81
April 19,181
Sept. 130.81

larch
larch
larch
April

6,181
20,181
27,181
17,181

Planiogo
larch
larch
larch

load
3,181
10,181
17,181
2,181

Pacts of Lift
April 15,181

I

Litt?, loose on
the Prairie
larch 9,181

Apr

Gangster Chronicles
larch 21,181
April 22,181

Brady Brides
larch 27,181

CBS

Magnus P.I.
March 19,181
March 26,181
April 2,181
April 16,181
April 23,181

The Jefferson's

Palenrstorn U.S.A.
larch 31,181.
April 14,181
April 21,181

Vilite Shadow

larch 2,181
March 16,181

Bosse Calls
larch 2,181
March 9.181

Silos

larch 18,181
April 1,181
April 15,181

Trapper John, N.D.
Sept. 6,181
,

Dukes of
BArch
Match
larch
April
April
April

Hansard
13,181
20,181
27,181
3,181
10,181
17,181

Park Place
April 16,181

larch 29,181

The 'altos*
larch 19,181

..,

Lou Brant
larch 16,181
April 13,181
Archie Busker's
Place
March 29,181
Sept. 211,861

Dallas
larch
April
April
April

27,181
3,181
10,181
17,181

The Incredible Bulk
larch 6,181
One Day at a Tine
Sept. 20,181

Vte

OP

I

3
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The raging debate over television's effects on its
huge national audience has sparked interest in how various
groups are portrayed.
Women, blacks,
bispanics, and the
'.elderly are among those whose portrayals have been examined.

The
can life
portrayal
attentige

business world is an integral part of both Ameriand television entertainment.
Yet
television's
of businessmen has not. yet receive4 the extensive
accorded other groups.

Television's
notion of a businessman may bring to
mind the scheming J.B. Being of "Dallas," the CBS drama of a
troubled Texas oil family.
But
in this consummate bad guy
representative of businessmen on television, or is be the
exception in Hollywood's world of good-natured hard-working
men and women,
whose businesses serve as the socially and
economically productive foundation.of American life?
To answer this question we analysed the portrayals of
businessmen and wosen during eight weeks of prime-time programs drawn equally from the 1979-80 and 1980-81 television
seasons.
Our "content analysis is descriptive and does not
attempt to determine the causes behind the televised image
of businessmen.
Be are simply explaining' in a systematic
and reliable fashion,
what viewers see when presented with
Hollywood's version of businessmen.

Businessmen proved to be a staple of prime-time entertainment,
appearing in almost oue out of every two shows we
viewed.
We coded 226 in all, of whom 43 percent appeared en
CBS,
33 percent oa ABC and 24 peiciant on IBC.
Most were
iddle-aged males who tended to be very wealthy when their

0
10 Reprinted from Linda Lichter, S.R.Lichter,
and S. Rothman,
"Hoy show Business Shows Business," public apillion,
Oct/Mor 1982.
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b economic at tus was known.
According to Hollywood, the typical ()seines pen inhabits .a beautifully furnished estate, is
pampered
la
byIrvants,
and sports expensive jewelry and
clothing.
No a single businesman in the study was working
class or poor.

p

fa TV's continuing Oruggle between the forces of good
businessmen cane down sguaiely on the side of the
bad guys,
Sixty percent were portrayed negatively compared
to only 28 percent who were shown as positive.
The retaining 12 percent occupied neutral roles.

and evil.,

,

Moreover, this overview probably understates the negative image of the business world that is beamed nightly into
America's living rooms.
This becomes appaOpt Oeuvre examine the specific types of negative and posiCive portrayals,
for TV's bad businessmen are mistier than good businessmen
are admirable.
Among those portrayed positively, only.10
percept showed that their work as businessmen contributes to
society's economic cr social benefit.In one of the few
such instances, illionaire Jonathan Hart of "Hart"to Bart"
financed a project to increase world food production.
But
this character's connection to the business. world is tenuous
at best,
since his main activity is not running his lucrative enterprises but globtrotting in a tireless effort to
solve crimes.

Another three percent of businessmen wade some scrt cf
charitable contribution.
Most (87 percent)
merely engaged
in some form of sympathetic or helpful behavior.
For exam-..
ple, Hrs. Pynchon, the newspaper owner on "Lou Grant," coaxed a young reporter'toward a reconciliation with her mother.
Businessmen's negative 'traits were somewhat
more diof the bad guys, the single largest group,
35 percent, did something illegal.
In fact TV's businessmen were
seven tines more likely to break
the law than to contribute
to society's economic well-being.
Another sizeable group,
32 percent, were greedy or otherwise self- centered.
Twen,ty-one percent played the fool,
mainly. in sitcoms,
and the
remaining 12 percent were portrayed as malevolent.
verse.

4

Among ousinesseen on television there is no shortage
of criminals.
On a "Barnaby Jones" episode, for example, a
coffee importer fronted for a group of violent revolutionarie,.,
while a bank manager on "Lobo" plotted the robbery cf
his own bank.
on an episode of "Enos" an owner of sevOtal
bars knowingly purchased
onshine to sell to his customers

145
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that

was

both illegal and dangerous.
4 owner of a
lucrative conglomerate om the now defualt "iv/. and the
Bear" dealt in illegal explosives and tried o abotage one
of his owl; ships to collect the insurance.

The. greedy entrepreneur was eximplifieS by U pompons
Mrs. Oleses who, with her husband, runs the general tore. of
"Little House on the Prairreen
She reneged on as ag gement
to buy honey from some children, forcing them to accep only
half of the price she originally promised.
Elsewhere, "Alice's,' son begged her to seek another job beca!se of the entremely low wages paid by hew boss, who runs a dicer.

eb

Television also offers a wealth of foolish businessepitomised by bar owner Archie Dunker.
According to
the philosophy of Bumkerism, for example, if every, person
shot one criminal,
we could cut the crime rate in halt.
Then there is opinionated George Jefferson.
In one episode
he claimed that housewives lead liven of luxury, then nearly
destroyed his fancy apartment while. trying to babysit for
his granddaughter is his :Fifes absence.
men,

Finally, malevolence is a specialty of J.V. Ewing of
"Dallas." In one segment, J.M. used his enormous influence
to insure that a political missy,
whom he h
already bested, did not get a needed job.
Elsewhere a- tel manager on
"The Jeffersons" voiced ardent dislike for, lacks and expressed sadistic delight in firing employee&

In general, big businesses n fared worse than small husinessneo.
Executives and mama gems topped the list of bad
guys with a 74 percent negative rating. Among presidents and
heads of large companies and co rporations, 6t perceig were
negative.
small businessmen far ed somewhat better, although
a majority (51 percent)
were ab own negatively.
Similar' 0
small business received the big hest positive rating of 3
percent.
Still, this pales by c osparison to the predomin et
negative rating for those on all
rungs of the business lad-

i

der.
1.1

It would seem that no specific group of businessmen
could escape the onus television
bestows upon their profession.
Buethis does not convey the full story,
for different types of businessmen engaged in varied kinds of negative activities.
The worst offenders were the heads of big
businesses. over half the corporate'Vleaders portrayed is a
negative light (53 percent) committed an illegal act. Thus,
the owner of a chemical company on the short-lived "Walking

I

Tall" used his facilities to manufacture and distribute
illegal drugs. Of course, J.M. lying of "Dallas" roweled in
crimes ranging from illegal had deals and political dirty
tricks to prostitution.
He told one sexual partner that be
liked his women on a *cash and carry basis."

In contrast, the negative activities of executives and
managers were about equally divided among illegal, malevolent, foolish and greedy acts.
Of all businessmen,
this
group vas the most likely to be driven by pare malevolence.
Among them was the odious Louie,
the cab company manager an
*Taxi." He encouraged one of his cabbies to pursue as unsuccessful boxing career even though he knew it would 'edamgeethe man's health. Another cabbie, who supposedly enjoyed
Louie's good opinion, As dubbed "aardvark nose."
Approximately two-thirds of small businessmen, shown as
negative were either foolish or sell-interogted, and 23 percent committed a crime.
Among these self-cinterested small
entrepreneurs was a licentious dry cleaner owner on "Nurse"
who unsuccessfully harrassed his female customers.

Rich businessmen were portrayed in a slightly more oegatiie light than their middle class counterparts, although
thedifftzence was not overwhelming.
The onus of wealth is
evident, however, when viewed in light of their specific negative traits.
Almo,igt half the negative rich businessmen
did something illegal, while about half the negative middle
class businessmen were merely' foolish.
Accordingly,
the ultimillicnaire owner of a football
franchise was enmeshed in a web of illegal financial transactions,
kidnapping and murder.
Compared to this example
of high finance, Archie's wilunkerisms" and George defter.son's social climbing are far &Jill' on the scale of offenses.

The context of a businessman's activity was auother
key to
understanding his portrayal.
Businessmen were at
their worst when performing purely business functions. Sixty-seven percent of
those engaged in business activities
were negative,
compared to 44 percent of those involved in
purely personal circumstances.
In fact,
those in personal
circusstaaces were actually slightly more likely to be positive than negative (43 percent vs. 44 percent). Thus, Nrs.
Pynchon, the newspaper publisher, served as a volunteer at a
rescue center after a widespread disasterous fire.

.41
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In contrast,
only nine percent of those in a purely
4 business cbotest wire positive.
More representative were a
casino owner who ram a rigged game, a store owner who practiced deceptive advertising, sod a stock broker who dealt in
murder.
Those combining business and personal activities
fell between the two,
with 54 percent negative and 36 percent positive.

Moreover, businessmen commit their lost ngregAous offenses while on the job.
This is confirmed by examining the
types of negative behavior associated with their work.
When
doing something negative while working, bueiasfsmen were
most likely to commit the worst. type of offedse-a crime
(44%).
When they erred in their personal lives, their be-

havior was most likely to be fish (45 percent).. When business and personal activitiesr were combined;
characters
were most likely to be greedy or otherwise self-interested
(37 percent).

One of the moat crucial aspects of any character's
,portrayal on television is how he fares in his endeavors.
Regardless of how he behaves,
his ultimate'sucoess confers
legitimacy on his acts, while defeat punishes both the evil
doings of bad guys and the admirable intentions of good
guys.
When businessmen did something positive, they were
rewarded with success 85 percent of the tile.
Only 5 Esccent of the good,guys were defeated. Coeversely, bad guys
gere much more likely to be defeated than succeed - 58 percent defeat compared to nine percent success. The rest were
unresolved or repentld.

Examples of businessmen who set with success included
Murray Klein, Archie bunker's business partner, who finally
convinced the narrow- minded Archie to join a committee
fighting Anti-Semitism.
When the benevolent Harts of "Hart
to Hart" tracked kidnappers and Borderers, their detective
work invariably paid off.
Negative businessmen, however,
almost inevitably met with defeat.
A real estate salesman,
who smugly belittled
the difficulty of housework to his
wife, managed to dump a pot of spaghetti on his head when he
tried to cook dinner.
similarly, the owner of a health focd
ousiness who changed the expiration date on his vitamins and
sold wheat germ that "moves" bad his store closed by the 'coal health department.
To summarize, in the struggle between good and evil on
television, businessmen cast their lot with the bad guys.
Most were shown in a negative manner - as criminals,
tools
or malevolent or greedy creatures.
Fever than half as many

1 -I 8.
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were shorn as positive,
and most of these were merely
sympathetic or friendly in their personal lives, rather than
as competent enterpreneurs or managers with a socially productive role.
In fact, the closer a businesa character's
plot function was linked to his occupational role, the worse
he was portrayed.

-

The wealthy and big businessmen received the blackest
eye of all.
When big buSinesesen erred,
they were most
likely to commit a crime.
Small businessmen fared only
slightly better, as they were sore likely to be foolish cr
greedy.

While television rarely showcases the virtues of America's capitalists, it shows no similar reluctance to discourse on the failings of capitalism. For example, in an episode of "Taxi," thu drivers complained that their cabs had
deteriorated into a dangerous condition and demanded that
management Raw the needed repairs. But Louis, the aanager,
planned to dulttor the company book
o management would net
be held responsible in the upcming u ion hearing. When the
cabbies protested Louie's underhande
tactics, he defended
himself by telling thee, "Every
gr at businessman has done
it."

Apparently,
even children understand the exploitative
nature of American business.
On an episode of "Different
Strokes,".:two young boys started
their own business selling
brownies.' After accepting an order too big for them to handle,
their sister
offered to help if they made her a full
partner.
Although
they desperately needed her assistance,
the boys refused to include bar in the partnership.
Instead,
they offered to pay her a.meager salary as their employee.
They told her their rationale: "That's what business is all about.
You do the work and ve get the profits."

Even the the "work ethic" that gave impetus to Western
capitalism is ridiculed as "workaholism."
On an episode of
"The Jeffersoos ", for example, Lionel Jefferson was "beeped"
fro. his office then raced off to work on the day of his new
daughter's christening party, leaving his sobbing wife'and
disappointed guests behind. he was eventually brought back
to the party by hiS father, who warned'hia,
"Never put work
abgve spending time with your family."
sometimes the results of such obsessive behavior are
more serious,
as depicted in an episode of "Cne Day at a
Time."
career-minded Ann Romano,
the series'
heroine,

146
worked herself into a heart attack. Threaded with tubes and
surrounded by heart Monitoring equipment, she received a
stern lecture from her doctor on the virtues of moderation.
The workaholic say also work himself right out of a. job. Cs
as episode of The Ropers," a real estate salesman drove
himself so hard to win a promotion that be fell asleep during the crucial job interview.

If American business has redeeming social values, they
rarely surface on prime-time television.
Bather, businessmen are cast as evil and selfish social parasites whose efforts to secure "more" are justly condemned and usually
thwarted.
Television has blurred the important ,distinction
between selfish and self-interested behavior.
According to
television,
what is good for business is not likely to: be
goad for Aserican society.
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"I think there should be ac mistake about
the
sense of responsibility vo carry ... and this has
led us to believe that we can, within a framework
of good shhetanshipo advance valid social comments,. valid ethical concepts, valid generalizations,about the human condition which have meaning
for the audience.*

Sheldon Leonard
Televison Producer

Conservatives aid liberals harmonize on few issues,
but thet are equally vehement in criticizing television entertainment. On the liberal side, women and minority groups
claim that television's unflattering portrayals of thes
perpetrate negative stereotypes.
Conservatives .object to
the-loose morality which they vier LA: undermining the traditional American values of family, b rd work and patriotism.
Lad myriad groups, from the P.T.A. to the National Institute
of Mental Health, worry that pervasive television violence
is breeding aggressive individuals or even criminals.
Disagreements over the political messages of television programs and their relation
to the *politics* of their
creators have been equally sharp,
although little hard evidence exists to bolster either side.
Typical of those who
view television as a conservative voice is a researcher at

II Reprinted from L.
Lichter,9.
Lichter,
and S.Rothman,
*Hollywood and America-- The Odd Couple," public, gs1212n,
Dec/Jan 1983.
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the prestigious Annenberg School of Comiunication who concludes, ,"The basic reality of the television world is the
reality of the setican middle class establishment; its morality is the conventional and rigid Sunday-school morality
of the middle class."12

For many who adhere to this line of thought,
the personal poLi-'cs of television writers and producers are simiconsequence because their
of small
larly conservative or
product inevitably supports conservative values.
ID this
view, "The
production and manufacture of television drama
Conare rooted to business interests 10 the United States.
sequently,
the content must be plbduced by people who are
either milling to suppress deep-seated dissident
values cr,
agreement with the sysby people who are fundamentally i
.

tem°13

on the flip side of this question,
Michael Robinson
writes that television programs reflect the liberal values
of program ciestors on such topics as homosexuality, inter:acial marriage, and the social position of women and minorities.g.
Similarly, Ben Stein claiss that television has an an"establishment figures" and an accompanying
tipathy toward
Based on interviews
sympathy for the poor and minorities.
with Hollywood writers and producers, be concluded that,
"...the attitudes of the people who create television coincide almost exactly with the piczure on television."'*
debate,
there are twc crucial quesIn this ...Jugoing
tions to answer.
First,
what are the attitudes and values
of the people who create television entertainment?
Is television's creative communtity a homogeneous group concerned
with either' protecting their industry's business interests
Or are they a diverse
or with promoting social reform?
group of individuals whose different backgrounds and perspectives cancel each other out? Zqcond, are their views on
Does television ensociety reflected in program content?
tertainment contain messages about
the achievements and

12 Larry Gross,
"The b al World of Television ",
conaunications, p. 86.

PLine-Tice Television
Muriel Cantor,
Cal.: Gaye, 1980), p. 19.
t, Michael Robinson,
"Prime -Ti v Chic",
Mar-May 1979, pp. 42-47.
iu

Journal of

(Beverly

Hills,

Public Qp_iplon 2,

tis-n Stein, The View from Sunset uoulevdpd (New York:
!.ic Books, 1975) ,

p.

105.
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failings of American society?
If so,
do they constitute a
potpourri of competing values or a systematic perspective
that adds up to a quasi-ideology?
To answer this question,
we are currently examining television's social perspective'
by systematically analyzing large cumbers of programs broadcast over the past three deceides.16
In this essay,
we consider the first point at issue.
who are the creators of TV4entertainment?
What are their
backgrounds? what do they think about American soci,ty, and
bow do they react to the criticisms levelled against their
product? To find out, we interviewed 104 .of Hollywoods most
influential television writers, producers, and executives,
ari-pettot.a.largeXSted1:-.0f_elite groups. Since formal titled mean little in this
constructed a "reputetional" sample by asking industry "insiders" for the names
of kw.; people.Those who assisted us ranged from Ben Stein,
author of /he flew rges Sunset Boulevard, to editorial staff
members of TV Guide.

We selected only names on whose importance our sources
were agreed.
we then eliminated those who had not been associated with the development, production, or selection of
two or more successful prime-time series.
the
final list
consisted of approximately 350 names,
from which we sampled
of 172 individuals. who were contacted, 64 refused
randomly.
and 104 (60 percent) agreed to be interviewed.

The 104 individuals interviewed represent the cream of
television's creative community.
The
sample includes
15
presieents of independent production companies, 18 executive
producers,
43 additional producers, 25 of whom are also
writers, and 10 network vice-presidents responsible fcr prcgram development and selection. The remainder gave such titles as executive story consultant,
program director, and
stury supervisor.
Among those surVeyed are some of the most
cxpr
enced and respected numbers of the craft.
Many have
peen
honored with Easy Awards,
and a' few are
household
names.
Most importantly, this group has had a major role in
shapii4 the shows v5cse theses and stars have become staples
of ou popular culture.
The social and personal backgrounds of the televiscn
summarized in Table 31 This grcuE is populated
also:;[ exclusively
by middle-aged white males.
Over nine
out of ten are male, and all but one out of the 104 surveyed
--------------------elitfa are

F

16 For some initial findinls, see L.
Lichter, R.
Lichter,
and S. Rothman, "How Show Business Shows business," Eublic gkinion
Oct.-Nov. 1982, pF.
10-12; L.
Lichtei and
O. Lichti, Prime-Time crime
washi:)yton L.C.: The media
Institute, 1983).
(
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are white. Most age in their forties and fifties; the average age is 49.

TABLE 31

Backgrounds of the IV Elite

I.

white
Hale
Prom metropolitan area
Pros northeast corridor

995

rather voted Democratic
Father graduated college
Raised in Jewish religion
College graduate
Family income $200,0001
Political liberal

88

Religion *none'.

Regular churchgoer

98
82
56

4

35

59
75

63
75
44
7

By and large they represent an urban and cosmopolitn
sector of society.
Very few have roots in middle America;
instead, they were raised in big cities on the east and west
coasts.
Seventy-three percent bail from either California
or the Boston - Washington northeast corridor, with Over one
in three coming from Mew fork state alone.
Eighty-two percent grew up in large metropolitan areas (over 100,000 population),
leaving less than one in five who made the fabled
journey from small town America to Hollywood:

In many other ways, however, television's top creators
have travelled far from the world of their youth.
Relative
to their, parents (and to the average American),
they are
well educated, extraordinarily well paid, have adopted secular outlooks, and are politically very liberal.
They come from diverse socio-economic backgrounds,
although few were forced to staLt at.the bottom of the ladder.
Only 15 percent come from the blue colikr backgrounds,
and the lar;est nuaber, 42 percent,
say theMfathers were.
businessmen.
A aincrity of their fathers, 4
percent,
had
some college training,
and only 35 percent obtained a degree.
When asked to rate their family's economic circumstances during their youth as below average,
average, or
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above average,
they were evenly divided,
three choosing each category.

with about one in

Not surprisingly, these writers, producers, and executives are such better educated than their parents.
Over
nine out of ten attended college, three fourths received degrees, and 31
percent had some graduate training.
Ihese
educational advances pale before the dramatic rise in their
economic status.
Of those who responded, one in four reported a 1981 family income in excess of halt a million dollars,
and almost
two
thirds
(63 percent,'
earned over
1200,000.
Only four percent reported incomes of less than
175,000.
Granting that these are the most successful practioners of their craft, few occupations otter similar financial rewards.
By contrast,
the average American family
earned $22,000 in 1981.
Moreover,
these figures probably
'understate the wealth of this group. In unusually high proportion, 22 percent,
refused to divulge their incomes.
Of
this group,
most were associated
with shops currently running in prime-time or in syndicaticn.

ft

The television elite have traversed considerable distances in
their attitudes as well as their circumstances.
In the sphere of religion, they have moved
toward a markedly more secular orientation.
Linety-three percent had a religious upbringing, the majority (59 percent)
in the Jewish
faith.
An additional 25 percent mere raised in some PLotestaut deneailiation,
and the remaining 12 percent as Catholics.
CurOgntly, however, 45 percent claim no religious atfiliation whatsoever,
more than six times the number of
those whp were not raised in any religious tradition. _ihis
is also greater than the proportion who currently ascribe to
any particular religion.
Defections have occurred from all
religions, so that only 38 percent now call themselves Jews,
12 percent remain Protestants, and 5 percent have retained
their Catholic faith. Moreover, most of those remaining affiliations appear to be purely nominal.
Minety-three percent say they seldom or never attend religious services.
Politically,the television elite is drawn from liberal
and Democratic backgroupds.
A plurality grew up in politically liberal households where politics was a common topic
of disclipsion.
Forty-Aix percent characterise their tatherfs political views as left of center, 18 percent as middle of the road, and 36 percent as conservative.
Of course,
children's judgements of their pareuts' attitudes are often
Lecollectious of parental party affiliations
are more trustworthy, and less subjective.
Over two thirds
(be percent)
recall that their fathers were affiliated with
the Democratic party. only 19 percent were Republicans, and
the resiineer were either independent or adherents of minor
parties.
In addition, many of their families were Folitirally oriented.
Two out of
three recall that their parents

4 n, r.
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discussed politics at least occassionelly,
including
26
percent who remember politics as a frequent topic of can ernation-.
Only
32 percent say that political matters w re
seldom or never discussed at. home.

Whether or not their parents imparted their
wn coma large majority of the television elite ow' onsider themselves liberals and regularly vote Demo atic.
Seventy- five percent describe themselves as left of center
politically,
compared to only 14 percent who place themselves to the right of center, This contrasts sharply with
the national picture.
In a 1982 national poll, only 27 percent of the general public classified themselves as liberal,
32 percent termed themselves conservatives,
and the Cesainder called themselves moderates.
In response to similar
poll questions over the past two decades, self-described
conservatives have always outnumbered liberals, and the latpercent of those
ter have never accounted for ware titan 29
questioned.

itments,

The television elite's ideological self descriptions
are reflected in their political
tehavior.
Table 32 shows
In the
how they voted in presidential elections niece 1968.
past four elections, among those voting, Democrats outpolled
Repuelicans by margins that never dropped beloi.three to one
No Republican presidential canand rose above five to one.
didate received more than 25 percent of this group's totes.
Nixon racked up 62 percent of the vote nationwide,
In 1972,
but acoog the television elite the landslide flowed in the
other direction-they supported McGovern by a margin of 82 to
15 percent.
Ia,1980, there were substantial defections from
the gesocratic'eanks here as elsewhere, and Carter received
only 50 p'ercentVof their votes. Out the beneficiary was not
20 percent of this group.
Ronald Reagan,
who polled only
Instead, the disillusioned Democrats switched to John Anderson, whose 27 percent total put his well ahead of Reagan.
The television elite's liberal self-image and presidential selections are consistent with their attitudes on a
issues, as Table 33 rewile range of social and political
we questioned thee on four kinds of topics: economic
veals.
disadvantaged
political and social authority,
issues,
groups, and sei and morality.

these wealthy liberals do
In the realmof economics,
not'reject the private enterp.ise system,
although many favor expansion of the welfare state.
Seven out of ten bereduce the
the government should substantially
lieve that
the poor,
a
policy which
income gap netween the rich and
would surely reduce their own incomes, and 44 percent think
guarantee employment to anyone who
the government should
rants

i

job.

F.'1

t)

I
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TABLE 32

Presidential Voting Record of the TV Elite:1968-80
1968

Nixon
Humphrey

17%
80

Nixon
McGovern

82

Ford
Carter

25
72

1972
15

,

1976

r

1980

Reagan
Carter
Anderson

°

20'

49
27

Tihree to four percent voted for minor party candidates

For most, however,
this economic liberalism does not
shade over into radicalis
Instead they support the ',xivate enterprise system t
has been so good to them.
Ninety -f our _percent
suppor
he
notice that people with more
,ability should earn nor ,
implicitly rejecting the Marxist
principle, *from each according tc his ability to each according to his teed." Eighty -one percent reject public ownership of corporations:
indeed
almost two thirds believe
less government.regulation of business would be good for the
country.
Finally, over two out of three see the American
private enterprise system as fair to workers.

If the television elite pledges allegiance to welfare
capitalism, it is far more skeptical about the social and
political
institutions allied to this economic system.
Three out
of four indict our legal system as favoring the
wealthy,
and nearly two thirds believe that. the very structure of iserican society causes people to become alienated
from it.
They are just as critical of those in positions of
authority.
JuSt under two thirds agree that public officials are not interested in the average citizen, and 82 percent reject the notion that those in authority know best.
Almost half disagree strongly that one should defer to those
in authority, and not a single person expressed strong confidence in authority.
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TABLE 33

TV Elite Attitudes on Social Issues*
Strong
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strong'
Disalree

Economics

Government should redistribute income

248

452

las

14$

Government Should
guarantee jobs"

8

37

26

30

Sig corporations should
be publicly owned

6

13

14

66

Private enterprise is
fair to sackers

18

51

25

6

Less regulation of busLoess is good fot U.S.

20

45

25

1

62

32

'5

1

8

35

28

29

Structure of society
causes alienation

16

46

25

12

U.S. legal system
favors wealthy

39

37

16

8

/

r

People with more ability should ears sore
Political, 14111lialsa

U.S. institutions need
complete overhaul

Public officials don't
care about average man

23

Peopll, in authority
know best

0

42

32

39

18

3

43

-coot-

Given

their widespread rejection

of

both

American
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TV Elites on Social Issues* - cent
Strong
Agree

Agree

AIMAAIABIAJAA 9rouEi
Vaasa are better
off at hose

0

8

17

75

Women should get
preference in kiting

4

24,

39

33

28

45

20

7

1

17

19

63

Black gains come at
white expense

2

1

.19

78

Blacks should get preTerence in hiring

4

39

32

25

Whites and nonwhites
should not marry

2

13

23

62

Discrimination can
be ended

5

8

23

64

13

48

31

8

91

6

1

2

Homosexuality is wrong

5

15

31

49

Homosexuals shouldn't
teach in schools

6

9

20

66

16

33

,32

19

Blacks lack education to advance
Blacks lack motivetion to advance

Poor people are 'ixties of circumstance

Disagree

Strong
Disagree

Sel And doEalill
Woman has right tc
decide on abortion

Adultery is wrong

Figures in tables do not always sum up to 100% because
of rounding

1

tr)
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social institutions and their guardians, one would suspect
that many in the television elite would like to see mutstantial changes in our society. In fact, a substantial inority of 43 percent endorses a complete overhaul. of American
acceptance of`the economic
In short,
their
institutions.
system is tempered by a deepset alienation from the social
and political system.
If the ,television elite's political alienation coiit is
.trasts sharply wi*.b the/r.soderate economic views,
They express
quite consonant with their social liberalism.
strong support for the social advancement of vomen and
blacks, two groups who have often criticised their portrayOver nine, out of ten reals in television entertainment.
argument that women are better off staying home
ject the
Three out of tour disagree strongly,
than having careers.
and no one strongly supports the notion that a woman's place
This sympathy for women's career aspirais in the hose.
tions, however, does not extend tc support for preferential
Seventy-two percent reject this type
treatment in hiring.
of affirmative action.
This group also pictures society as unfair to blacks,
whose underpriviledged position is seen as no fault of their
Almost three out of four agree that blacks are denied
own.
the educational opportunities they need to advance up the
An even higher proportion, 84 percent, deny
social ladder.
(Ms sentiment
that blacks lack the motivation to advance.
Sixty-two ''percent agree
extends to tile poor in general.
that most poverty is due to circumstances beyond the control
An overwhelming 97 percent affirm that
of poor people.)
black gains do not case at the expense of whites.
Their liberalism on racial issues extends to the some Eighty-five per-.
times volatile guest4on of intermarriage.
cent believe whifter4and nonwhites should be free to marry if
feel strongly about this
and two thirds
they so choose,
Such strong sentiments notwithstanding, a majorprinciple.
rejects preferential hiring as a means of assisting
ity
Pourty-three percent support this poliblack advancement.
cy, a larger proportion than those who supported affirmative
Perhaps reaction for women, nut a minority nonetheless.
most
flecting the difference between sentiment and policy,
are not sanguine that social discrimination can be ended.
only 13 percent belieVe that racial and religious discrimi7
nation can be endedd in their lifetimes.

The television elite's social liberalism is also evianother focal
denced by their views on sex and morality,
On such issues as abortion,
point for television's critics.
homosexual rights, and extramarital sex, their views diverge
Ninety-seven percent besharply from traditional values.
woman has the right to decide for herself
lieve that a

10 )
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whether to have an abortion; even more striking, 91 percent
agree strongly with this "Fro-choice" position. Four cut of
five do not regard homosexual relations as wrong. Only five
percent feel strongly that homosexuality is wrong, compared
to 49 percent who disagree ostrongly.
An even greater proportion,
86 percent, support the rights of homosexuals to
teach in public schools.
Finally, a majority of 51 percent
refuse to condemn adultery as wrong. Moreover, the majority
ofthose who feel strongly about this issue take a permissive stance; only 17 percent strongly agree that extramarital affairs are wrong.' From this evidence, it would be difficult to overestimate the clash of values when television's
creative coeaunit,y locks horns with fundamentalist Christian
critics like the Moral Majority or the Coaltion for 8et4er
These
findings suggest that [be television elite's
political alienation is rooted in the social rather than
economic issues.
It is their social liberalism rather than
their economic views that
cost clearly distinguishes them
from the general public.
To probe this toEic core deeply,
we inquired into their hopes for the future, as well as
their assessments of the present.
We asked them to choose
goals for America to pursue for the next decade,
by selecting the most important and least important goals from the
following six choices:
1.

Maintainidg a high rate of economic growth

2.

Making
rorces

3.

Seeing that
the people have sure ay in how things
get decided at work and in their communities

4.

Progressinj toward a less impersonal, more humane scctety

5.

The light against crime

b.

Progre:..sing toward a society where ideas are more important than money

sure that

this

country

has strong

defense

For the past decade, political scientist Ronald Inglehart has teen presenting such choices to sub)ects is America
and Western Europe.
He classifies such choices as economic
giowth,
national oaten se and crime as traditional "Lustrumental" values.
A humane society, participation, and placing fleas above money,
on the other hand,
are "expressive"
"post-uourjeois" values that are gaining strength among
new elite sectors in post industrial societies.
In most major social groups,
"post-bourgeois" choices still represent
a minority
nositicn.
Among leading journalists we inter-

'7..'<'..
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viewed,
a very
liberal elite on most issues,
col!, one in
three chose "post - bourgeois" gals as most importamt.
Cor-

porate executives, a mar
goals by an eight to one

conservative elite,

rejected such

rgin.

In sharp contrast, th television elite prefers "post bourgeois" or mexpressiveRivalmes over goinstrusental ones
ay almost a two to one margin, as Table 35 indicates.
Of
the 63 percent selecting "post - bourgeois' goals,
by far the
largest group, 43 percent, see a more humane society as our
top priority.
That is more than double the number favoring
economic growth,
At the other
the next most popular goal.
end of the scale, only three percent place such impqrtance
in a strung defense, a high priority of the Reagan administration.
The other side of the coin is equally telling.
when asked
which goal is the least important,
60 percent
chose "instrumental,' goals.
Once again,
national defense
has the dubious distinction of being considered least important by the largest number- it is the lowest priority for 37
percent.
By contrast, only six percent regard a more humane
society as America's least important priority.

TABLE 35

.

TV Elites Choices and Goals for American Society
Goals

National Defense
Economic Growth
Fight Crone
Humane Society
Ideas, Not Money
Community ParticiFaa

Most
AND0r1A131
5%

Least

ilkortlAt
371

19
13

13

43
14

6
14

6

20

17%

61%

63

440

11

/Alia
Instrumental
Expressive
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The television elite's strong, preferences for expressive over instrumental social goals places them at the cutting edge of what Inglehart calls a "Silent revolutioam
transformiag the political culture of advanced industrial
societies.
It now beCoues clearer why many feel alienated
from traditional social and political institutionsthey
share a value orientation fundamentally different Iron that
of the general public.
If this elite seeks new directions tar American sociewould also prefer a change of directors. Ile asked
them to rate ten leadership groups in terms of the influences each wields over American life.
Then we asked them to
rate the same groups according to the amount of influence
each should have. The groups include such traditional.forces in American life as business and labor,
government agencies, the ilitaryb and religion,
along with such rising
contenders as the news media, blacks, feminists, intellectuale, and consumer groups.
We calculated the average influence ratir.4 assigned
to each group on a scale ranging from
111, meaning very little influence, to '7', representing a
great deal of influence.
they,

The findings confirm the impression that the television elite is deeply dissatisfied with the direction our society is taking and would like to alter it in profound ways.
They perceive America's paver structure as dominated by the
media and business, who tinish'in a virtual dead beat at the
top of the heap. These groups are followed, at some remove,
by government agencies,
labor unions, and the military.
Consigned to lower rungs of the ladder in their view, are
consumer groups, religious leaders, and intellectuals, with
blacks and feminists at the very bottom.
when this grouF is asked for their preferences, the
picture changes dramatically.
The new kingpins would be
consumer groups and intellectuals, followed by blacks and
feminists.
Business and the media fall from the top to the
middle of the pack.
Lowest in the pecking order would to
government, religion, and the military.
It would be bard to
Imagine a more thoroughly. indictment of the social order.
The television elite would diminish the influence of each of
the tive east influentials groups;
they would increase the.
influence of four out of the bottom five groups.(See Table
36) They give short shrift to all the traditional sources of
influence- busit;ss and labor alike, -government, religion,
d the military.
Instead, they champion the emergence ct
sumers,
intellectuals, black leaders,
and feminists as
ne elites in American life.
Our results seem all of a piece.
Television creators
emerge as upholders of the "new liberalise" that surfaced

1 (3 3
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TABLE 36
,r

TV Elites Ranks cf Influence Among Leadership Groups
Perceived
Influence
1. Media
Business

2.

Government Agencies
Unions
5. Military
6. Consumer Groups
7. Religion
8. Intellectuals
9. Blacks
10. Feminists
3.

I:.

Preferre4

Consumer Groups
Intellectuals
Blacks
4. Feminists
'56 Business
6. Media
7. Unions
8. Government Agencies
1.

2.
3.

10. Military

among upper status cosmopolitan grteps in the 1960"s.
The
.crucial question,
is whether this perspective influences
their work.
In short, does this social portrait of television's creators tell us anythimg about their artistic output?
Ultimately, this can only be determined by systematic
analysis of television eAtertainment. For example, we found
that businessmen are mainly bad guys on TV entertainment;
this is consistent with the attitudes 'held by the people who
create these shows.17 But much work regains before we will
have an overall piclture of television's social vessage.
In
the interim,
we asked the
creative community what they
thought about the social implications of their work.
Do
they see themselves as pure entertainers, or as ethic:stars cr
even social reformers?
no they necessarily disagree with
complaints that sex or violence permeate prime-time?
The results shown io Table 37 are clear and consisThe television elite believe they have a role to play
in reforming American society.
They reject conservatives'
criticisms of TV entertainment, while giving credence to liberals' complaints of television violence.
First,
television's creators make clear their preference for realism over
escapist fantasy.
Fully three out of tour believe that TV
should portray society realistically.
and those who tevi
tent.

gY

Lichter, R. Lichter, and S. Bothman.°How Show Business
Shows Business" Rublic 0.0.11an, Octplow 1982, pp. 4247.
L.
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TABLE 37

TV Elite Attitudes Toward TV Entertainment
Strong

Agree

Disagree

inee
TV should promote
social reform

21

45

21

13

TV should be realsitic

17

39

12

12

1

11

32

56

There is too much sex
on TV

10

20

32

38

There is too much
violence of TV

21

38

27

14

TV is too critical
of traditional values

'

Strong
Disagree

strongly agree by more than a three to one margin,
Moreover,
two out of three believe that TV entertainment should
be a
major force for social reform.
This is perhaps the
single most striking finding in our study.
According to television's creators, they are not in it just for the money.
They also seek to move their audience toward
their own vision of the good society.
Thus, they reject the criti,;is that television is too
critical of traditional values by an eight to one margin. A
majority strongly disagree with this argument, and only one
person strongly endorses it.
Similarly, 62 percent disagree
that there is too much sex on TV, as fu,damentalist Christian groups have charged.
8y contrast,
nearly 60 percent
agree that television is too violent.
In sum, they view TV entertainment largely as we might
expect on the basis of their social attitudes.
Like many
other liberal, cosmopolitan,
upper status Americans, they
believe sex is less of a problem than violence on televiand they see the medium as a source of needed social
sion,
reform.
The difference is that they are the creative force
behind that very medium.

The television elite is a homogeneos.; group of mostly
middle-aged white males.
Their backgrounds and outlooks are
very different from tilos° of the middle Amexican audismces
that they entertain aichtly.
They hail from urban areas of
both coasts, from the coatortable homes of liberal, iddleclass parents, many of Jewish background. They are secular,
ell-educated, and enjoy enormous financial comforts
'ich
few liericans share.
Their, strong
self-avowed liberalism is reflected in
their voting records and views on social and political issues.
They are consistent Democratic voters
and strongly
favor expressive over instrumental goals.
They view a humane society as America's most important priority and national defense as leas important.
They see society as most
influenced by the media,
business,
labor, and government
agencies.
By contrast, they believe that the most influence
should reside in consumer groups, intellectuals, blacks, and
feminist leaders.
They are very liberal on major social and
moral issues, including race relations, abortion,
homosexuality,
and extramarital sex.
They are alienated from society's institutions and place little faith in politicians
or others in authority.

Finally,
their liberal parsFectives are reflected in
bow they view their own medium.
They dispute conservative
claims that television is too critical of traditional institutions and
shows too much sex, although they sympathize
with the
objection that TV is too violent.
Perhaps most
significant,
they
believe TV entertainment should reflect
real life and be used to promote social reform. The crucial
question remaining, is whether the television elite's liberal world
is systematically reflected in TV entertainment.
We have already seen that
their dislike of businessmen is
evident on prime-time shows.
we must yet discover what other elements of this world view ace structuring the content
of America's chief means of entertainment.
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Mr. limille.s. Thank you very much, Dr. Lichter.
Professor Eron.
Professor ERON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have been engaged in the study of aggressive behavior for over
25 years. Many of those studies have dealt with the effect of television violence on aggressive behavior. As Professor Cook and Dr.

Pearl pointed out, it has been demonstrated consistently in the
many studies, over and over again, that there is a relation between
television violence and subsequent aggressive behavior on the part
of the viewer. Also, I think there is liitte doubt that this relation is
primarily one of cause and effect.

It is true that the relation is not a powerful one that explains a
major portion of the variance. However, the correlations usually
obtained are certainly as high as those found in any other research
with personality variables, and the fact that the association holds
up under a wide variety of experimental conditions and different
measurement operations increases confidence in the validity of
these findings.
While, as Dr. Cook pointed out, you can never demonstrate cause

and effect with certainty from nonmanipulative field studies, the
integration of field studies with laboratory experiments leads to a
conclusion that television viewing and subsequent behavior are
causally related. Laboratory studies have shown conclusively that
aggression can be induced by television viewing. The results from
field studies are naturally less clear because of methodologicalcomplexities. However, causal effects in longitudinal studies have been
reported over 10 years in the work that I have done with Lefkowitz
and Walder, over 1 year in studies by Singer and Singer at Yale,
and over 3 years in six different countries in work that Huesmann
and I have done.
Milaysky and his associates, in a multiyear longitudinal study,
funded by NBC, found remarkably similar results using the same

analysis techniques. While their conclusion was that a "causal
effect was not proven," their results are actually consistent with a
cumulative causal process that produces only small changes over a
few years.

For example, their causal coefficients increased as the longitudinal period increased. The same effect was found in our six-country

studyin the Netherlands, in Poland, in Finland, in Australia, in

the United States. The size of the correlation between television violence viewing and subsequent aggressive behavior increased as
children got older, from age 6 to age 10, indicating there is a cumulative effect of continued watching of violence on television.
Ot her i n vest igators have also demonstrated that violence viewing

can affect behavior in this cumulative way at even earlier ages.

Singer and Singer, in a study funded by ABC, followed a sample of
3- and 4-year-olds over the course of a year, measuring a number of
variables at four different times, and concluded that violence is a
cause of increased aggressiveness even in children at that age. The
Singers state, our data reflecting a third or fourth of the life span
of preschoolers. seems to point to a causal link between watching
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TV, especially programs with violent conten't, and subsequent aggression. Certainly our results stem to argue against attributing
the later watching of violent TV fare to an aggressive trend in personality or to some third underlying factor."
s.

Further, there is no evidence from any of our own studies that
only those children who are already predisposed to being aggressive will be affected by aggression and violence on television. Children at all levels of aggression are affected. We found this to be
true in our 10-year longitudinal study done in New York State, our
3-year study done in Illinois, and in the replications of that study
done in five other countries. In each case, if you hold the previous
or characteristic aggression level of the subject constant, the relation does not diminish. In fact, in our 10-year study, if you consider
those subjects who at age 8 were not aggressive but were watching
violent television, by the time they were 19 they were significantly
more aggressive than those subjects who at age 8 were highly ag-

gressive but were watching less violent television.
In our earlier study, the 10-year study, when we observed the tel-

evision habits of 8-year-old children in 1960, and then restudied
these youngsters in 1970 when they were 19 years old, we found
the TV violence effect was true only for boys. In our more recent
studies With 6- and 8-year-olds in the late 1970's, we found that
girls, too, are affected now. One reason may be that there now are
many more aggressive females on TV whose behavior can be modeled. Also, in society at large, aggression has become a more positively sanctioned behavior for females. At any rate, while earlier

we found that only 50 percent of thc, population of youngsters were
vulnerable to the effects of violence on TV, now we have 100 percent of our youngsters vulnerable to this effect.
Intelligence is often invoked as a third variable which might explain the relation oetween television violence viewing and aggression. Certainly intelligence correlates with both of these variables.
However, in most observational studies the researchers have measured and partialled out the effect of intelligence and still detected

a significant relation. fn our 3-year followuo, when achievement
was partialled out, we still found a significant relation between tel-

evision violence viewing and aggression. For boys, the partial correlation between violence viewing and aggression, controlling for intelligence, was lower than the raw correlation, but it was still significantly positive. Essentially similar results were obtained in the
liv(4 other countries in which he study was replicated.

Like intelligence, social class is a third variable which is often
invoked to explain the relation between- two other variables. However, in our 10-year longitudinal study, partial correlations holding
social class. as measured by father's occupation, holding that constant did not alter the relation between television violence viewing
and aggressive behavior. Similarly, in the recent 3-year longtudinal study, the correlation between television violence and gressive behavior is not diminished when social class is controlle

The same was true in the other countries as well. The recent
study by Milaysky and his associates is the one study ielding

somewhat different results for social class. These sociologic s. using
an unconventional measure of social class, found that th.0' relation
bet (P11 tPleyision violence and aggression disappeared /4.hen they
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controlled fur !iocial class. It should be noted, however, that this
was the only one of many analyses they did controlling for possible
third variables, which showed a significant diminption in the relation between violence viewing and aggression. Thus, the confidence
in our consistent finding that no third variable studied thus far can
acount for the relation between television violence_ and subsequent
'11rgression in children is not diminished.
What is the effect of the area of the country or the part of the
world where the study is done'? Our 10-year longitudinal study was
conducted in a semirural minty in upstate New York from 1960 to
1970. Our recent 3-year study was done in a major urban area of
the United States, Chicago, and was replicated in five countries in
order to obtain wider variation of sociocultural factors and to test
the generalizability of these results. While a number of researchers
have reported results from other countries comparable to the ones
I have reported, only a few have studied the effects of television
violence with comparable methodologies in more than one country.
this is what we did.
The countries from %:hich we have collected data in the cross-national :i-year longitudinal studyAustralia, Finland, Israel, Nethelands, Poland, and the United Stateslie in widely separated
areas of the world, have different political and economic systems,
and vary in the degree of governmental control over television programming. Although there are a number of differences in the findings from one country to another, it can be concluded that, in general, the relation between the viewing of television violence and
subsequent aggressive behavior on the part of the observer is not
limited by sociocultural environment. In each of the countries a
positive relation between the two obtains Further, in each of the
countries the size of thy relation increases as the children get
older, which is evidence of a cumulative effect, the same kind of
cumulative effect that Milaysky and his associates also found.
The variables I have been talking about so far have been with
relatively stable factorsage. gender. IQ. and social statuswhich
act as potential limiters of the relation' between television viewing
and behavior. However, there are other variables, perhaps more
modifiable, which also intervene in the relation between television
violence and aggresSion. These have to do with the youngsters' sacalled television, habits, how frequently he watches, how much he
identifies with television characters, and how realistic he believes
television to be.
A violent program that is viewed only once in a while would not

be expected to have as much effect as a violent program viewed
regularly. Indeed, we found that the more frequ-wItly_a
ter_
watches violence, the more frequently he watches his favorite violent programs. the more aggressive he becomes. These results suggest, I think, why the movies on which those of us in older generattons were raised did not have the same de;,it-rious effect on us as
television is now having on young people. The serials that we attended. the Saturday matinees, they
.. :re violent. The
shoot -era p westerns. the Three Stooge
in their reruns are
still among I he I: .ist aggressive progran.:. on television, were with
us then But the children weren't exposed as -);tun as youngsters
are todaN. It 1:- the incessant, inexorable. ti!

4.
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to-day television exposure that appears to have a profound effect
on the socialization of children.
We found also that the more youngsters identify with television
characters, the more effect the television has on their behavior. We
found also that the less able they are to distinguish between fantasy and realityand this is a point that was brought out this morning by one of the Congressmen, I believethe less clear distinctions

they make bkween fantasy and reality generally, between what
they see on television and realism as it is in life, the more they are
affected by television violence.

would like to summarize this now. Television violence affects
youngsters of all ages, of both genders, at all socioeconomic levels
and all levels of intelligence. The effect is not limited to children
who are already disposed to being lggressive, and it is not restricted to this country. We have demonstra ?d that children of at least
five other countries, with different political and economic systems,
varying in degree of control over television programing, are also affected in their aggressive behavior by the violence they observe on
television. The fact that we get the same finding of a relation between television violence and aggression in children in study after
study, in one country after another, cannot be ignored. The causal
effect of television violence on aggression, even though it is not
very large, exists. It cannot be denied cr explained away. We have
demonstrated this causal effect outside the laboratory, in real life,
among many different children.
We have come to believe from our studies that a vicious cycle
exists in which television violence makes children more aggressive
and these more aggressive children turn to watching more violence
to. justify their own behaviors. Statistically, this means the effect is
bidirectional. Practically it means that if media violence is reduced,
the level of interpersonal aggression in our society will be reduced
eventually.
The one study in the face of all this contrary evidence which purpOrts to show no causal relation between television violence and aggression bases its conclusion on one analysis in a whole series of

analyses. It is the contention of those investigators that the relation disappears when social classes control. However, we reiterate,
that in all of our studies, in New York, Illinois, five other countries. controlling for social class did not affect the causal relation
between television violence and aggression.

Finally, our studies have been criticized because it is said that
the kind of aggression in children that seems to be affected is no
more than boisterousness and incivility. It is true that our original
criterion measure of aggression as manifested in the classroom
does not directly measure violent crime. However, this measure of
classroom acting out does predict t,ver 22 years to the number and
seriousness of criminal arrests, the number of traffic accidents and
moving violations, convictions for driving while impaired, and
extent of spouse abuse. Thus, the measure of aggression used in
these studies with children does reflect the kind of behavior with
which this subcommittee is concerned.. These are not just trivial behaviors. They are predictive of violence and crime.
Thank you.
[The statement of Leonard Eron and Rowell Iluesmann follows:)
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Statement of Leonard D. Eron, Ph.D. and L. Rowell Huesmann, Ph.D.
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The Role of Television in the Develepment of-Antisocial Behavior
v.

We.hava been engaged in the study of aggresstye behavior in children for
over 25 years. One of us published the first repert of a large scale field study
implicating television violence as a likely cause of aggression in children (Eron,
1963). One of us wrote the chapter on television ,iolence and aggressive behavior
for the NIMH report on Television and thaviorl Ten years of scientific value's
(Huesmann, 1982), and both of us were coauthorp of the research which has"been
characterised as "seminal" in the original Surgecn General's report on Television
and Social Behavior fLefkowitz, Eron, Welder and Huesmann, 1972). Ibis study
documented the effect of television violence over 10 years on a large group of
young persons first observed when they were eight - years -old. Our research on the
effect of television violence on behavior continues into the present. We have
recently completed a three-year follow-up study of 700 youngsters in Illinois.
This study has now been replicated in five other countries, Australia, Finland,
Israel, the Netherlands, and Poland (Eron, Huesmann, et Al 1983; Huesmann, Eron
et al., in press; Iluesmann. Lagerspetz and Eron, in press).
We also have recently
' completed a 22-year follow-up on the subjects described in the Surgeon Ceneral's
Report (Eron and Huesmann, in press). 'Ue will be referting to all of these audits
in this statement as well as to research done by a number of other investigators.
That there is a consistent relation between television violence viewing end
subsequent aggressive behavior on the part of the viewer is no longer disputed,
having been demonstrated mazy times both in the laboratory and in field investigations (Huesmann, 1982; Lefknvtiz and Huesmann, 1981).
Also, there is little
doubt that this relation is primarily one of cause and effect. True, the relation
in not a powerful one that explains a major
of the variance. However, the
om e<relations sually obtained are certainly as h gh as those found in any other
research with
sonality variables, and the fact that the association holds up
under a wide vari
of experimental conditions and measurement operations increases
confidence in the val dity of the findings:
Uhile one can never demonstrate cause and effect with certainty from nonmanipulative, field studies, the integration of field studies with laboratory
experiments leads to a conclusion that television viewing and subsequent behavior
are causally related. Laboratory studies have shown conclusively that aggression
can be induced by television viewing.
The results from field studies are naturally
less clear because of methodological complexities. However, causal effects in
longitudinal studies have been reported over ten years (Eron, Huesmann, Lefkowitz,
and Wilder, 1972), over one year (Singer and Singer, 1981) and over three years
in six countries (Huesmann, Lagerapetz, and Eron, in press). Hilaysky,-Xessler,
Stripp, and Rubena (19/12), in a multi-year longitudinal-study, funded by NBC,
found remarkably similar results using the same analyst!: techniques. While their
conclusion was that a "causal offset
is not proven", their results are actually
consistent with a cumulative cAuaal process that produces only small changes over
a few years.
Tor example, their cau..al coefficients increased as the longitudinal
period increased. The same effect was found in our six-country study.
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Obviuttely, television %defence does not have the came effect on everybody.
Some high Jiolence viewers are unaggressive and some low violence viewers are
aggressive. Under what conditions, and by what processen, does the effect
of
terevision on aggressive behavior beanie manifest, and how is the effect exacerbated and/ox mitigated? The factors we have investigated are age, gendqr. IQ,
social status,Nand socio-culeural environment. Also important are the amount
of time spent viewing,television (frequency of viewing), identification of viewer
with TV characters, and how realietic'the viewer believes television programs °
are. We will briefly summarize the evideace for how each of
these variables
influencen the relation between television violence and
havior.
.

Age
From results of our earlier ntedies (Eron, Hues nn, Lefkowita, and Welder,
19.72; Lefkowitz, Eron, Welder and.Huesmann, 1977) in which we followed a large
group of subjects from age 8 to 19, ve surmised that there must be a sensitive
petiod in a child's development, probably around age 8 to 12, when youngsters
are especially susceptible to. the influence of violent television. This surmise
was bilged on our fil.aing-that there was no relation between the violence of programs these subjects watched at age 19 and their aggressive ;ghavior at that time,
although. there had been it significant contemporapeous relation for the -ma subjects at age eight. Further, the correlation over time was larger than
the early
'contemporaneous one. This suggested there might be a, cumulative effect
at least
intolate childhood or the early adolescent years.
'
To check on these suppositions and to determine the boundaries of -this
sensitive period, we undertook a new three-year longitudinal study in which we
investigated the television habits and aggreasive behaviors of a group of 672
youngnters in Oak Park, Illinois, a socially and-economically-heterogeneous
suburb of Chicago, and 85 children from two inner city parochial schools in
Chicago (Eron, Huenmarn, Brice, Fischer and Mermelatein, 1983i Hucsmann, Eron,
Klein, Brice and Fischer, in press). Half of the subjects were in the first
grade (age six) and half in the third grade (age eight) et the beginning of the
date collection.
During the first year of the study, the youngsters were tested
in their clannrooms with a variety of paper and p&tcil procedures and their parents
were interviewed individually. The children were subsequently tested again in both.the second and third years of the study with the same procedureta._.With this overlapping, longitudinal design, it wan possible to separate age-iffects from cohort,
effectk and trace the development of both teleViiion habits and aggressive behavior
an well as the relation 1-nweervtteizt from age six to age ten.
Thin study has been
or in now_being.repliented in five other cnuntries, Finland, Poland, Australia,
_________----tire-Niltherlands and Israel (Nueemann, I.agerspetz and Eron, io press).
.

in general, we found that indeed the relation between television violence
viewing and aggression is already eme.rginft at age six, hat the relation is not as
solaa.tial and consistent ncronv samples of that are as in earn ; ,es of 9 to 11yea--olen. Stirh a finding is consistent with the theory that
the effect of violenve is cumulative (Frun, lluesmann, Brice, Fischer and Mermelatein, 1983).
other investigators have also demonstrated that violence viewing can affect behavior at even earlier ages.
Singer and Singer (1981) foraowed a sample of three
and four-year-olds ever the course of a year, measuring a }cumber of variables at
four different times and ..nneluded that ViOlface is a cause of increased aggressivenos, even in children at that age.
The Singers state, nom data reflecting a third
or fourth of the life span of preschoolers seems to point to... (a) causal link
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between watchifig V. paper/Ally plugraX with violent content and subseqUent
aggression. Certainly, our results seem to argue against attributing the later
watching of violent TV fare to an aggressive trend in personality or to some third
underlying factor." (Singer and Singer,
p. 115).
.

.

7

As for the-upper end of this susceptibility age range, we had argued (Eron,
et al., 1972) that-once an individual has reached adolescence, behavioral ;mediapusitions and inhibitory controls would have become so crystallized that ;. would
be difficult for television to influence patterns of characteristic behavior such
as aggression. Weever, more recently, Belson (1978) collected data an 1650
teen age boys in London and concluded that "the evidence is very strongly supportifre of the hypothesis that high exposure to television violence inetesses the
degree to which boys engage in serious violence (p. 15)."
Also, in - -tudy of
adolescents in the United States, Hartnagel, Teevan and McIntyre (19f:1 founds
significant, though low, correlation between violence viewing and aggressive
hksvior. Thus, it seems likely that television violence is a cause of aggressive
behavior over a wider age spectrum than previously suspected.
However, because of a number
converging developmental trends,, as demonstrated in our recent developmental study (Eron, Huesmann, Brice, Fischer, and
Hermelstein, 1985), it is likely that children around age eight in the United
States are especially stisceptible to the influence of violent television. From
grades 1 to 5, children are becoming increasingly aggressive: also during that
period the amount of television violence viewed increases from grade 1 to 3 and
then starts to decline. However, the child' perception of televised violence as
realistic decline,' free grades 1 to grade 5
Thus,-in the United States, the
third grade may be the center of an enpecia ly sensitive period when the factors
are just right for television violence to h ve an effect.
Some of the strongest
relations between television violence and
th simultaneous and later aggression
have been reported for children about this Age (Chaffee, 1972; Lefkowitz, et al.,
1977). Interestingly, however. the .developmbntal trends for aggression, violence
viewieg and realism are somewhat different in some of the other countries investigated. Thus, one effect of the specif.c socialization processes employed in a
culture may be to alter the time of the sensitive period when television can have
its greatest effects:
Predisposition to Aggression
There is no evidence from any of our stud,es that only those children who
ace already predisposed to being aggressive will be affected by aggression and
violence on television. Children at all levels of aggression are affected. We
found thin to be tree in our 10-year-loneiiudinal study done in New York State,
our three-year study done in Illinois and in the renlications of th4it study done
in five other countries.
in each case, if you hold the previous or characteristic
ggresqlon level of the subject constant, the relation does not diminish. In fact.
In ..er 10-year study, if you consider those subjects who at age 8 were not eggres-Ode bur were watching viehnt television, by the time they were 19 they were significantly more .2 .eresslve than those subjects who at age 8 were highly aggressive but
were watchtnF less violent television ( Lefkowitz, Eron, Welder and Nuesmann, 1977).
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Gender
What are the limits on the relation between television violence and.ageression
set by gender? In our 1960 to 1970. longitudinal study, we had found a significant
effect for boys but not for girls. During this same period, Schuck (1971) had
found similar differences between boys and girls in aggressive behavior afterlistening to
violent radio broadcast. One explanation for this differenCe in
effects on boys and girls was that in 1960, when the measures were taken originally,
there were no female Aggressive models for girls to imitate.
From an observational
learning point of view, all other things being equal, the most effective models
would be those most similar to the observer.
Agd,.in 1960, females on television
served only as obleute of violence or passive observers. A more complex social.
learning point of view would implicate the kinds of behavior which are reinforced
in young girls as they grow up to become adolescents and adults.
In the United
States, at least during the period. that these girls were growing up and learning
their social. rotes - in the middle or late 50s - girls were discouraged from being
aggressive and participating in masculine like, large muscle activities. Thus,
aggressive behavior was not relevant for them and would not easily be incorporated
into their repertoire of problem solving behaviors.
Also, girls Oho, as has been
known, learn to speak and read earlier than boys are more apt to engage in fantasy
type activities and. imaginative play. As Singer and Singer have demonstrated (1981),
prnsocial imaginative play'is related to reduced aggression. Also, the increased
use of fantasy may lead to a greater annreciationof the distinction between fantasy
and Teality. In 1960 and 1970. girls believed television was less realistic than
did boys (Lefkowita et al., 1977).
Further, those girls who believed television
was realistic were more aggressive than girls who did not believe television was
realistic and were more like boys in other ways (e.g., they preferred boys' games
to girls' game and like to watch contact sports on television). Thus, it would
seem that? gender is a limiting factor in the relation between television and
aggression to the extent that girls adopt traditional roles and eschew masculinetype activities.
.

.

I

In our more recent three-year longitudinal study, we included measurementm
to evaluate the relative merits of the observational learning and gender rola
learning explanations for the discrepancy between the boys and girls in the television violence- aggression relation. However, we found that now there is an
overall significant positive relation between the violence of the television programs a young girl watches and how aggressive she is judged to be by her peers.
Even though boys in general obtain higher aggression scores than girls and also
watch significantly more violent television, the correlation between the two
variables is now actually higher for girls than for boys indicating they are now
even more affected by television violence than are boys.
Further, a multiple
regression analysis indicates that no matter what the initial level of aggression
of girls, those who watch more television violence are likely to become more
aRressive rhan those who witch less. However, as mentioned above, these more
recent data do net support a LoRcluslon of undirectional casuality. Regressions
predicting TV violence viewing from aggression revtled that those girls who are
more aggressive also are more likely to become heavi f violence viewers regardless
of their initial level of violence viewing.
he hidirectionality of the effect
suggests that a simple observational learnin
model is not sufficient to explain
the correlation between violence viewing and egression for girls. It should be

I
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tutted that while Akre were similar finding of a positive correlation for girls
in Poland and the Netherlands, the finding was not replicated in Finland and Irr
in all grades, although it was in some grades.
It doom not seem likely thet,thscorrent relation between a girl'a aggression
and her violence viewingts-aUS to the presence of more aggressive female models
..51/--priaerains now than when the previous longitudinal study was done, although
there are indeed many more such models. To test the influence of Render of TV
characters on the obtained relation, television progrrek were scored for the WM=
of violence perpetrated by males'end females. We found.that,regardless of the
child's gender, there were higher correlations between the child's aggressiveness
and the child's viewing of a male character's violence than
0
tween aggressiveness
and the child'. viewing of a feusle!character's violence. Th s apparently
greater influence of male models on children has been detedte in the data from
other countries as well. Thus, it'dees-not sees reasonable
attribute the
emergence of a relation between violence viewing and aggression in girls to the
more recent appeirance of aggressive female models on TV. Out why should the
correlations between television viewing and aggressive behavior now be even
higher for girls than for boys? One possibility fie that girls, who have a such
lower average level of aggressiveness and are exposed less often to aggressive
models in their everyday interactions, have a greater potential ler television
violence to change their behavior.
intelligence
Intelligence in often invoked as a third variable which might explain de
relation between television violence viewing and aggression. Certainly, intelligence correlates with both these variables. However, in most observational studies,
the researchers have measured and partialed'out the effect of intelligence and
*till detected a significant relation. in our three-year folloexup, when achievement was partialled out, we still found a significant relation bAeoen television
violence viewing and aggreesioa. For boys, the partial correlation between violence viewing end aggression, controlling for achievement, was lowerdAban the raw
correlation, but it wan still significantly positive. Essentially sdallar results
were obtained in the other countries in which-the study was replicated.

Social Statue
Like intelligence, social class is a third variable which -is often invoked
to explain the relation between two other variables. However, illour.10-year
longitudinal study, partial correlations holding social clans, NW measured by
father's occnpation,constant did riot alter the relation between television violence viewing and aggressive behavior. Similarly, in the recent three-year
longitudinal study, the correlation between television violence and aggressive
behavior is not diminished when social class in controlled, The same was true
in the other countries ae well. The recent study by Hilnvsky ex al (1983) is
the one study yielding somewhat different results for social class. These
sociologists, using an enconventtonal measure of Racial class, found that the
relation between television violence and aggression disappeared when they controlled for social class.
it should he noted, however, that this was the only
one of many analyses they did. cotheolling for possible third variablee,which
showed a significant diminution 'ft the relation between violence viewing and
aggrennine. Thus, the confidence in our consistent finding that no third variable
studied thus far can account for the relation between television violence and subsequent aggression in children i) not diminished.
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Soeio-Cultural EnvronMent

a

What is the effect of the area of the county or part of the world where the
study is done? Our 10-year longitudinal study was conducted in a semi-rural
county in upstate NeW.York from 1960 to 1970.
Our recent 3-year study was tone
in a major urban area of the USA (Chicago) and wan replicated in 5 countries
in order to obtain wider variation of 1:nein-cultural factnrs and test the generalizability of the results. While a number of researchers have reported results from
other countries, comparable to those reported above for the USA (e.g., Belson, 1978;
Gransberg 6 steinbring,,1980:
Krebs and Nrovhel, 1917;
Murray and Kipprix, 1977;
Williams, 1978:
only a few have ntudied the effects of television violence with
comparable methodologiee in more than one Country (e.g., Parke, Berkowitz, Leyens4
West and Sebastian, 1977),
The countries from which we have collected data in the cross - notional threeyear longitudinal study.(Australia, Finland, Israel, Netherlands, Poland, and
USA) lie in widely separated areas of the world, have different political and
economic systems and vary in degree of governmental control over television programming.. Although there are a number of eubstantial differences in the findings
from one country to -another, it can be concluded that in general, the relation
between the viewing of television violence and subsequent aggressive behavior on
the part of the observer is not limited by socio-cultural environment. In each of
the countries, USA, Finland, Poland, Australia, the Netherlands, and Israel, a
ponitivu relation hetween the two obtains.. Further, in each of the countries, the
nize of the relation increases an the children get older - which is evidence of
a cumulative effect' the same kind of cumulative effectthat Milavaky and his
aneociaes (1983) also found.

So far we have considered some relatively stable factors (i.O., age, gender,
IQ and nodal statue) as potential limiters of the violation between television
viewing and behavior. However, there are other variables, perhaps more modifiable,
which also intervene in the relation between television violence and aggression.
Thiele have to do with the youngsters' so called television habite, how -frequently
he watches, how much he identifies with the television characters and how realistic
he believen television to bee

Intansi_y of Yi 'wing
One important mediating variable obviously would be the intensity with which
a child watches television in general and particularly the intensity with which he
or the watches violent programs.
A violent program that is viewed only once in a
while would not he expected to have as much effect an a violent program viewed
regularly. While older studies (Eton, 1963: Fran et al., 1972; Robinson and
8netimin, 197?) had found no relation bet en tetl amount of viewing and eggrene'en, MuCArthy, Langer, cernteln, Eipenhers and Orxeck (1975) reported that frequency of viewing wan related to aggression.
Similarly, two studies, which were
done in area-. where television WAS recently introduced (Cranzberg and Steinbring,
1980; Williams, 1978). both suggeqted that frequency of viewing was a crucial
variably.
In these and the 4cCarthy, Larippr, Gerstein, Eicenberg and Orzeck (1975)
study, ze-lount of television viewed appeared to he a critical potentiating variable
in ell, ting the relation between violent televinicn and aggressive behavior.
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In our more recent thugs-year lengitudinal studsy, the Termite support this
interpretation of frequency ns a potentiating variable. The correlations between
intensity of viewing and penrnominated aggression were nositive and significant.
A program thst is viewed once in a while does not have a significant effect on
a
child's uggreSsiveness, no matter how violent the program is.
In fact, it violence
viewing score unweighted for frequency did not correlate at all with aggressiveness.
It may he, as some arousal theorists have argued, that excessive viewing, regardless of content, stimulates aggressive behavior.
Studies cited by Dort' (1982)
indicate that aggressive behavior may result as muchfrdm arousal produced by
hectic sistnences'in both the commercials and the prngramn as from specific imltat off of aggressive acts. Singer and Singer (1981) demonstrated that
children
who were consistently heavy viewers of the more frenetic type of progamming
ouch
ag the "tong Show" and cope "Sesame Street"
showed increasq0sAggreesive behavior
in the nursery school three months or more later.
These results suggest why the
movies, on which older gnnerations were raised, did not have the same deleterious
effecton young moviegoers as television. The aerial movies, the Saturday matinees
were certsfely violent. The 'Ainot 'eta up Westerns", and "The
Three Stooges",
which in their reruns are stiff Among the most aggressive programs on television.
were with us then; but the children weren't exposed an often as youngsters are
today. It is this incessant, inexorable, ubiquitous
nature of day-to-day television
exposure that appears to have a profound effeci on the socialization of children.
,

topulasit,y.

InSivideal differences in popularity among onen'peers may also play a role
relation.
Previous
ntudivr (Schramm, Lyle and Parker, 1961) clave shownsthat youngsters with poor.
social relations spend more time watching television.
Thus, it would be expected
that children'wLs are not popular nmong their peers watch more television.
In
our ten -guar longitudinal study, we indeed found that the less popular child turned
to watching more and more telovisiOn.
At the same time, the legs popular child
tended rn be a more aggressive child.
In the current cross national study, we
found sisnificant oegative cnrrlations
between rnpulnrity and aggression in almost
all countries and grades in both genders.
One oily hypothesise that the less popular child, lacking social reinforcements, watches television to obtain vicariously
the gratification'; dented in social interotIons.
lingitudieal regression analysis
indicated that for tenth genders,
unpopularity indeed led to an increase in television violence viewing.
as n medlar fitly, variable In the aggression /violence viewing

wit 1, Yv ChSfSCY'J:g

while tin. +ought of evidence wee to indicate that all viewers are most
to imitAte sn heroic, white MAI, actor. IndivIdot differences should
not
I,. truhr.I.
It nay II- Out sici rhIldi.n idvntIfY much more with
some actnrn
cni this:
mdiaton tho relation between violence viewing And aggressivene-s. tie, h Au fdentiticatien would be imporrant
not just in An observational
Isarning model her also to a model uhich cmpha,ld norms or standards of behavior.
ILe sore th.
Idowtfio,1 with tine actor, who sty sgtessors nr victims, the
m,r
th 011; to
istisse,-thy the !.none, believing that the behaviors
tc appropriate and to he oxpottcd.
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To tesethis theary in our three -year study, we asked each child how such
he/she was like several characters ontelevision. The characters included -two
aggressive wales, two aggressive females, two unaggressive males, and two unaggressive females. From their respOniii;iiiiable identification scores were
derived.

Not surprisingly, the identification with aggressive characters score correlated significantly with aggressiveness, particularly for boys. Hers interse-'
tine was the discovery that identification with aggressive TV characters interacted with vfolenco viewing to establish an even stronger. xelation with aggression.
Those boys who watch violent television and idebtify-with aggressive TV characters
are predictably more aggressive two yeari later regardless of their initial level
of aggressiveness.
Identification with aggressive characters seems to be a catalyst substantially increasing the effect of television violence on boys. Identification with aggressive TV characters by itself is a good predictor of aggression,
but Tint as significant a predictor as its product with television Violerlte viewing.

a

Fantasy-Reality Discriminations
Another potential mediating variable in the relation between television
violence and aggressive be vior might be a child's ability to discriminate
between fantasy and reali
as portrayed on television.
Violent scenes perceived as unrealistic by he child should be less likely to affect the child's
Some evidene for this effect has been provided by Feshbach (1976).'
behavior.
As a result, nnp night .xpect thit individual differences on this variable could
he very important in
termining who would be most affected by television violence.

In the three-y.ar longitudinal study, we measured children's perception of
as fantasy or reality by asking them "how much do you think
'program x' tells about life like it really is? Just like it really is? A
little like It
?
Not at all like. it is?" They wore asked this,question about
ten violent programs, and their scores were the sum of their responses for the
shoWs they had watched.
television violent'

In the earlier ten-year longitudinal-study (Lefkowitz, et al., 1977) it
had been found that girls thought television was significantly less realistic
than boys.
It wah hypothesized that this might be one of the reasons for the
lack of A significant longitudinal relation between violence viewing and aggression for girls at that time. In support of this hypothesis were data indicating
that the more aggressive a girl tins at both .:ott 8 and 19, the mnre realistic she
thought television was.
In our current study, Lnwever, we have found that girls
and boys now perceive television violence to be equally realistic (Hnesmann a d
Eton, in press).
These positive correlations ranged from 'Al to .25 depehdin
on the gender and grade of the subjects, and there were no systematic differs C66
though, an indicated previously, the child's perception of TV violence as re istic declines dramatically with age. This adds validity to the theory that fantasyreality discriminations also mediate the effect of TV violenaelir ogeression since,
as pointed out above, girls and boys now display an equally strong relation between
violence viewing and aggression. Thus froPusncv of viewing violence, identification
with TV characters and the tendency to interpret television as realistic would seem /
to he significant mediating variables in.the relation between telebision violence
anti aggressive behavior in boys.

a
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tantasy

ti

One final mediatih, ariable'that should be considerd in the ehild's
use
of fantasy.
Some theorists have argued that a child who reacts to tolevisictoV
violence by fantasizing about aggressive acts night actually been's(' less;aggressive (Fenhbach, 1964). Vhile no research has
ever reported finding sett' negative correlation in a field stue.y, this
variation of a catharsis thedry dill
raises its held from time to time. A mein compelling argument exists that fnntwitting about aggressive acts observed on '0 through daydreaming or imaginative
play should inereane the probability
that the nggressive acts will he performed.
In support of thid theary, Singer and Sieger (1981) report that children who
engage
in more prosocial imaginative play and fantasy are less aggressive.
The hypothesis is that these ebildrer 11%ve rehearsed
pro/metal behavlore-aufficiently for them
to become dominant r-sponses.
In the current tt..1.-year c,roes-national

study, aggressive and active-heroic
fantasy were measured w.:h the Children's Fantasy Inventory. (Rosenfeld, linesmanns
Eranond Torney-Pura, 1'32). On this 45-item questionnaire, children
report
how often they engage in iifferenE types of fantasy activity.
In the Chitago
samplb, we foilnd significeit
positive'correlations between peer-nominated stereosion and both fantasy variables for boys And girls.
The correlation between
aggression and active - heroic fantasy wan the highest for girls (re.17, p
.001)
and the correlation hots:con aggression
and aggressive fantasy was highest for
boys (r -.20, p
.001) (Reesman and Eron, in press). These results are consonant
with the hypothesis that. aggressive fentasizing serves as a congitive
rehearsal of
aggressive acts and increases the likelihood of their emission.

A Process Mod./

op

We have been considering a number of variablen which define the limits
within
which the effect of viewing television on the aubsequent social hetr
children is operative.
We turn now to a connideration of a likely s
exnAdi
how
this effect comes abour.
One aspect of the model has to do with arousal effects.
Renea.:hers have
alluded to this process as important in artivating aggressive behaviors,
It hits
beery hypothesized that a heightened state of to.A In including n strong physiological component, resdlts from frequaeLeaseem, .n of high action sequences.
Arousal here is seen as both a precureierCid
onsequence of aggression (Ituesmann.
1982). Another aspect of the model has to de
ith the rehearsal of the behaviors
the child observes on the nart or his favorite
characters.
The more frequently
the child rehdarsen the eluenee by continued
v owing, the more likely is it to.,
be remembered and reenacted when the youngster is in a situation perceived
to be
similar. -Further, by consistently observing
aggressive behavior, the youngster
comes to believe these are expected, appropriate
ways ni behaving moil that most
people solve problems in living that way, Norms for appropriate behavior
are
established and nttitudes are formed or chanced by observation of other persons'
frequent behavior, especially if that behavior is sanctineed by authority figures
(Tower, Singer, Singer and Biggs, 197:). The child who has been watching
programs with primarily aggressiv contnt conies away with the fmprtinion Chet the
vr,rld is a jungle frauehc with dangerous
threats and the only way to nurvtve is
to be on the attack.
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However, tetev,..lonse triflueoce rennet be explained solely in terms of
arousal nPebservational lenrr.ing end the setting Of norms of behavior. An
we've said before, aggressive behavior is overdetermined, and the variablen,
we've been discussing all contribute their effects. The proses', however, seems
to be circular. Television violence viewing leads to heightened aggressiveness
which in turn leads to more television violence viewing. Two mediating variables
which appear to play a role in this cycle ari the child's academic achievement
end s4cial popelarity.
Children who behave aggresnively are less popular and,
Perhaps because their relations with their peers tend to be unsatisfying, less
.popular children watch more. television and view mere violence.
The violence
they see on television may reassure them that their own behavior is appropriate
or teach themnow coercive techniques which they then attempt to use in their
interaction with others.
Thus, they behave mote aggrennively which in turn
makes them even less popular and drives them bask to television. The evidence
support,, a similar rule for academic failure.
Those childre.i who fail in
schnol watch mote television, perhaps because they find it more sattnfying
than schoolwork.
Thus, they are exposed to mote violence and have more opportunity to learn aggressive net.
Since their intellectual capacities are more
limited, the easy aggressive solutions they observe may he incorporated More
readily into their behavioral rretrtnire. In any case, the heavy violence
viewing Isolaten them from their
ticere and gives them less time to work toward
academic success And of course, any resulting !nem 40 in aggression itself
diminishes the child's popularity. Thus, the cycle continuer, with aggression,
academic kfilure, social failure and violence viewing reinforcing each other.

-

one final point ban to el with the type of antisocial behavior being predicted in'th-ese tudies.- A criticism'that has been levelled at nur criterion
measure of aggression as weal al the measures used in other studies is that they
do not tap serious antisocial or criminal behnvior but nt moat reflect such
Ileilavinrs as hoi,reruunnne and incivilit.'? True, our original criterion measure
of aggression tap;: into the kinds of aggrr>ive behaviors which show un in the
elasaroom and, although thie measure samples physical fighting, stlalig, and
verbal abuse, it doeL not directly mna/6e violent cr'me. However, we know from
our 22 icir longitudinal study Oat this measure of Llassroom acting out is
predictive of number and Lerioudnesh of ctiainal arrestsnumber of traffic
accident: are FIX ving violations, convictions for driving while impel d and
extent of saduse abuse-Mon & Huesmann, in press).
Thus, the me. urns of
aggression tp:ed in these stodicatr.ith childri.n does. indeed iodic. to the kinds
of behavior site which thin subcommittee is concerned. These ere not junt
trivial behaviors, they at, predictive of violence and crime.
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Mr. Humus. Thank you very much, Dr. Eron.
First I would like to ask the panel if they would like to react to
any other ,participants' presentations? Ar" comments on
Dr. PEARL. Since I was first initially, perhapit I should be the ff
first to comment.
I agree with most of the remarks that have been made. I think it
is appropriate, as Professor Cook pointed out, to understand that
effects need not be huge in order to have a significant impact. The
fact that Professor Eron points out, there is consistency in all kinds
of research with respect to these effects I think lends serious support to the importance of the problem and the fact that these conclusions can be used as a. basis for further consideration.
I do think, as was pointed out, that television portrayals can 'set
the agenda for the beliefs of individuals concerning what they will
experience in the world in the nature of law enforcement and the

--

.

.

.

kinds of crimes that are apt to occur, and that these may be, as

portrayed on television, far from reality.
Mr. HUGHES. Anybody else?

I.think it was Professor -Com. that concluded from his studies and

observations, that although there is a causal relationship between
violence on TV and actual violence or aggressiveness on the part of
individuals, that it was a factor, but not a major factor, in the overall crime problem. WoUld you all agree with that?
.

Professor ERON. Yes; I certainly would. It would be silly for us to
say that television violence is the only cause of aggression and violence and. crime.

Mr. HUGHES. Not enly that it is not the only-Proferior ERON. But it is of significance. I think, in study -after
study, we find that television violence, independently, can explain
about 10 percent of the variance. Now, 10 percent is not a large
number. It is. small, and there is 90 percent that is not accounted
for.

Mr. HUGHES. What are the major factors from your observations?
Professor. ERON. Oh, I think the behavior of parents, the models

that parents themselves present, is a factor. There are certain

kinds of deprivations in society that might be a cause. Frustration,
all kinds of things that youngsteri learn from their peers, not just
from television, all of those are factors. But television, in and of
itself, independent of anything else, %in account for 10 percent of
the variance.
Mr. HUGHES. Are there any other factors such as the parent
model that attributes for more of a percentage?
Professor ERON. No; I 'don't know of any other factor that contributes, in and of itself, more than 10 percent.
Mr. HUGHES. Would you agree with that, Professor?

Professor Coon. It depends onwhat you mean by a cause. Unforiinately, I would think that issues of drugs, rate, and socioeconomic
backgfound account for a lot more of : variance' han the 10 percent Professcr Eron has told you about.
Professor hRoN. I would think it is not particularly race or socioeconomic factors, but the kinds of behaviors and things that individuals learn in different socioeconomic backgrouids themselves.

But there are different behaviors that are learned and it is these
that. are important.
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Dr. PEARL. I think there is a verycomplex
interaction between
socioeconomic circunistances 1md what kinds ofbehavior occurs.
Within ;any socioeconomic level there are quite a few
of
behztviqrs, differences'in backgrounds. Families differdifferences
in
terms
of
the k:Vidb of close support they may give their
members, the models
whirbithey portray. I think these are important
within any socioeconomic class grouping. I think it is for that reason
that the whole
question of television and behavior and crime generally
is such a
diffibult one, because there are complexities that involve the
interaction of a number of different. things which may be predisposing
but not sufficient causes and it may take several
constellations in order to really relate to the occurrence..ofdifferent
a
behavior.
Professor COOK. Could I add something on that point, if I may?
Mr. HUGHES. Yes.

Professor COOK. When I stated.that the .effect, in my judgment,
was small, I did note that that is in studies that examined
television and violence over a 3-year period. But during
that
3-year
period, the effect got larger and larger the longer the time period
sti ied.
qw, most children watch
for considerably more.than
3 y6a..s, so the final word istelevision
not in yet as to the amount
of increased aggressiveness caused by, television. My
remarks
were
limited to 3 years of viewing violence on television.
Mr. HUGHES. Professor Eron, you alluded to the conclusions..
reached by Dr. Milaysky in his studies. As I underptand
it, your*
criticism of his conclusions are that, first of.all, the study itself
was
only a very small part of the overall studies, aid
in-his-study
there
was not enough data to reach the conclusions that he ieacheC
I believe, if I understand you correctly, is that social class isolation that provides the inability on youritpart
to subscribe to the
conclusions that he reached. Is that essentially correct?
Professor ERON. Generally that is so: I have a lot of respec
the work that Dr. Milaysky and his associates have
done. It w, a
very careful. beautifully done study. I have no objection
to that.. !tually, there is very little disagreement between his actual
cal findings and ours. It is the interpretation that he putscmpiiihis
findings that I do not agree with. He bases his interpretationon
really
on one analysis in which he controlled for social class, and did this
in half of his subjects by taking the social class of the parents and
in the other 'half using the general socioeconomic level of the
schools to which those children went..
Now, that is not a very good indication of each child's social
classthat is not a measure that is traditionally
used. The usual
measure for social class is occupation of the father,
inconic. that kind of a measure, individually for anyeducation.
child.
That is the measure that we used in our studies. Weone
used
measure in New York State, with 875 children, in Oak Park,that
IL,
with 750 children, and with over 1,500 subjects in these 5 other
countries. And when we are using that measure, which I think is a
better measure because it is related to each individual child, and
the family background which that particular child
those stu.iies we find there is no diminution in has, in all of
the relation be-,
tween television violence and aggression when social
class is con-

trolled. That was my objection to Milaysky's findings.
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Also, as Dr. Cook pointed out, there does seem to be over a 3.,,,ear
period a cumulative effect, that the relation becomes stronger and
stronger, and certainly in our 10-year study we found that.
Mr. &twits. Another aspect of Dr. ,Milaysky's studyand I believe his conclusionwas that even though the antisocial effects of
violence and TV are statfltically significant,- nevertheless it is not
large enough to be meaningful in a practical sense.
What do you have to say about, that?
Professor ERON. Oh, I think 10 percent is large enough- when you

think of all the crimes that are committed. Ten 'percent is a huge
number. And as Dr. Cook pointed out, this is one Area where we
can do something. You can't do anything about heredity, very
much, you can't do too much about socioeconomic conditions of
families, you can't do much about childrearing practices, whatever
it is that causes youngsters- to be aggressive. But oin this area,
which, among all possible causes, still accounts for 10 percent,
there is something that can be done.
Mr. HUGHES. What do you think we can do as a' practical matter?
Profeisor EitoN. I think the level of violence on television has to
be reduced somehow. The television networks have to come to the

point where they admit this and they do something about it. I am

not advocating any censorship or anyt, ,ng of that sort, but I ;
thinkthe television networks have to regulate themselves the
amount of violence that permit to be poi trayed in their programming.

Mr. HUGHES.,AS I understand their testimonyand they will be

testifying very shortlytheir conclusion is that there are no persuasive studies that show that causal relationship. My question

would be, given the fact that we're talking about social. behavior,
which is very hard to measure and not the type of thing where you
will find a "smoking gun" type of evidence, where the presumption
is clear and convincing or beyond a.reasonable doubt, as we like to
say in the legal profession, what additional evidence could we
adduce? We can't take a picture of the human :hind.
Professor ERON. In my opinion, and in the opinion of NIMH, the
Surgeon General and other people, there is enough evidence. The
television networks don't agree, and that's their privilege. But I
certainly think any reasonable individual looking at the evidence
will say, indeed, there is something here.
Mr. HUGHES. Dr. Pearl, I am particularly interested in some of
the subtle .uences of the media, such as viewer habituation, sensitization, and the occurrence of violence. Do you believe, for instance, that a sequential showing of the destructive and painful
consequences of aggression would limit that particular effect?
Dr. PEARL. I think it probably would help in that direction. I cer-

tainly don't know whether, by itself, that that would have that

kind of an effect cGmpletely, but it would certainly help in that direction on the basis of at least some little evidence that has been
generated in the past years. I think in too many programs we have
a sanitized level of violence, particularly it seems to me in many
children's programs, cartooning, for example, in whith someone
gets practically destroyed, run over by a steam roller or what have
you, and bounced back.
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I know it is fashionable
some to say that cartoonsand
such are obviously fantasyamong
and
would
not have this
impact and should not be considered along with the kind of an
other kinds of
programming. But I think there are enough studies which
indicate,
indeed, that children who watch Wavy dietsof cartoons that
have
a good deal of violence are the more aggressive children in
comparslson to their peers who watch less of that.
Mr. HUGHES. Professor Cook reaches th conclusion that it is the
cumulative impact that is really signific t. In fact, if I understand
your testimony correctly, one of the cri icisms directed at Dr.
Milaysky's conclusions is that the cumulative impact is riot taken into
account.
.
Do all the panelists agree that cumulative impact of violence
on
TV over a period of years, increasing as the individual gets older
and comprehends more, as.they intenract with others,
are able to
use those traits that. he or she might pick up from TV and
becomes
more important and significant?
Dr. PEARL. I .vould`certainly say it has a cumulative impact in
at
least two areas, the one that we
are
speaking
about,
perhaps
increased aggressiveness, but as I alluded to, there is a cumulative
impact also in changing attitudes in termsparticularly,
dren, but I think for others, tooin'Ierms of a growing for chilthat a higher level of violence may be normal in one's acceptance
on that basis perhaps a greater readiness to accept that world and
kind of behavior as being normal and not to become indignant with
respect
to those kinds of behaliors, or 'attempt to do anything about
that.
I think that is an effect, also, that is less talked about but which
I think is really not less important, at least for a society's long
range pals and benefits.
Mr. HUGHES. TV has obviously a very profound impact upon individuals, and often it is very difficult to distinguish between fact
and fiction in some programming. How much of the simulation
from TV of what the real world is like is in evidence in your studies? How much, for instance, does the unreal worldthat is, the
high incidence of TV violencebecome a part of the psychic of the
individual? Have the studies indicated anything?
Dr. PEARL. I think there are plenty of studies which indicate that
young children particularly, but not restricted to young children,
even when a program on the basis of those adults that have developed supposedly as fictional, that that is accepted as being real and
a part of many of these viewers. There is enough evidence to indicate that when programs or violence
on programs is seen as being
real, that that has a greater impact when the is a clear
recognition on the part of the viewers that it is fictional,
It seems to me that this is a characteristic that programmers are
going to have to take into account later, not just what
they intend
but what the actual consequences turn out to be. I think
there is
great deal that research can show, that much of the research cana
be helpful, I think, to the broadcast industry and others dbveloping
programs, if they would only use it instead of feeling that research
is adversary ancris really out, in a sense, to pin them in a corner
and to blame them. I don't think there are many responsible
individuals who will say that any of this is the result of a deliberate
r.
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attempt to create certain 'kin& of effects. I don't think So. I think
many of these are untoward effects,' ut they are real effects.
Mr. HUGHES. Dr. Lichter, in your report you state "Of course, a
policeman's life may not be dull, but neither is it always entertaining to others." One could hardly expect many television plots to revolve around cases of vandalism and littering, and while drunkenness may be a major health problem? how many ways cah you film
"The Days of Wine and Roses"? Nine hours of nightly prime time
quickly consumes an awesome amount of stories and dialog and it
is easier to maintain audiebce interest with dastardly deeds than
with relatively hum-drum stuff of everyday police work. Over the
long run, "Dragnet's" Joe Friday just can t compete with "James
Bond."

People from the media say that such a statement is an absolute

response to

uch of your criticism. Would you want to comment on

that?

I

Dr. LICHT . Yes. First I would like to say that do think there
are commercial pressures that are, brought to bear on the types of
programs that are chosen to remain on the air. I would not deny
that. But I would like to make some additional statements.
yFifst, there is at least one study I know that was a very innovative little study, that took an episode of "Police Woman,' which
was .a very violent show, and they showed it two. different ways:
First with all of the violence in it, and then they chopped otfk the
violence: But that's all they did. They basically left the plot \line
intact. They found that when they gave This little test to people,
the people who saw the violent episode didn't like it any better or
ahy worse than the people who saw the episode without the vio-

lence.

So what I am trying to say is I. think perhaps-it may take a little
more creativity on the part of the people who put these programs
together. But I think they can make programs without so much violence that will be appealing.
Furthermore, I have some surveys in front of me that show that

about three-quarters of the American public think there is too

much violence on televisir;i'; that television violence is dangerdus
and that it is not particularly enjoyable. So, perhaps the public is
ready for something different.
Thank you
The gentleman from Connecticut.
Mr. MORRISON. I have no questions.

Mr. HUGHES. Well, thank you. I want to thank the 1)anel very
much for their contributions. Your testimony has been very helpful. quite insightful, and we are indebted to you.
Mr. I itiGiiEs. Our next panel, the final panel of today, consists of
J. Ronald Milavky, vice president, news and social research. NBC;
Alan Wurtzel, director of news: developmental and social research
of ABC; and Philip A. Harding, director, projects research, CBS/
Broadcast Group.

Gentlemen. if' you will come forward at this point, we have your
statements whi h, without objection. will be made a part of the
record. You may proceed as you see fit. We would like it if you
could possibly summarize for us.
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I am going to turn the chair over at. this time to the gentleman
4
I from Connecticut. I have to go over to the Capitol
for: just a few
mMutes, but I will be back shortly.
Mr. MORRISON [presiding). Have
you chosen an order in which
you would.like4to proceed?
Mr. HARDING. I think we can do it as indicated on the agenda.
Mr. MORRISON. If you would proceed, then. Thank you.
)

STATEMENTS OF J. RONALD MILAVSKY, yICE' PRESIDENT, NEWS
AND SOCIAL RESEARCH, NATIONAL BROADCASTING
CO., ,INC.;
ALAN H. WURTZEL, DIRECTOR OF NEWS,
DEVELOPMENTAL
AND SOCIAL RESEARCH, AMERICAN BROADCASTING
CO., INC.;
AND PHILIP A. HARDING, DIRECTOR, SPECIAL PROJECTS
RESEARCH, CBS/BROADCAST GROUP
Dr. MILAVSKY. My name is Ron Milaysky. I
am vice president,

,news and social research, of the National Broadcasting Co. L head
?Abe NBC department responsible for learning all
we can about the
.social effects of television. I hold a Ph.D. in sociology
from Columbia University and have published a major study in thili
discipline.
For the past 14 years, I have directed- NBC's study of the
social consequences of depictions of violence on television, possible
The department began that study

in 1969. That
the same year the
Surgeon General of the United States waswas
directed to conduct an
investigation of that issue.
Until that time, the research aimed at determining whether violence on television causes aggressive behavior
was based on three
approaches: laboratory experiments, field experiments,
veys. Each of these encounters serious limitations when and surapplied to
the issue of television and aggression in real life.
Recognizing these limitations, the Surgeon General's report of
1972 suggested that a longitudinal panel survey might be more
appropriate to get at the issue of causality in real life. An increasing
number of social scientists agree. Our book, "Television and Aggression: A Panel Study"which I have brought with me and I
thi&ik you have h copy ofrepresents the first major studyto be
publiihed using this approach coupled with state-of-the-art analytic
methods.

The key element of the panel survey is repeated
of the television viewing and aggression of the same measurements
at
several points in time. This enables the researcher to individuals
examine
television's possible causal role by studying changes in aggression as
related to prior television viewing under real-life conditions. This
design is the best available to address the central question
of concern to the public Does television violenCe cause young viewers
to
behave aggressively over the long term?
Our project studied :3,200 children and teens of diverse socioeconomic and ethnic backgrounds in two midwestern cities over
a 3year period. Procedures for the selection of this sample were designed to maximize opportunities for the detection of any impact. of
a steady diet of television violence on the long-term development of
aggressive behavior patterns. Because of this focus, short-term
arousal or imitative effects of the sort studied in the experimental
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literature are not addressed. Our study looked for persistent

change in behavior as a result of television viewing.
Concerning young boys, the data show clearly that the great majority are not antisocially aggressive. The problem with aggression
lies with the few who exhibit a great deal of it. Our analytic inves-

tigations focused on searching for evidence that television was

causally implicated in this aggression.
We conducted a considerable number of causal 'analyses to maximize our, changes of producting valid findings and of detecting an
effect of television exposure, if it existed. All these analyses, individually and as a whole, found no evidence that television exposure
has a. consistent or statistically significant effect on the boys.

Our analyses accounted for such possibilities' as measurement
error, which occurs in all studies of this type; for the possibility
that the causal relationship might exist among children with spe-

cific amounts of exposure,.perhaps only those who viewed the most
television; and the possibility that only children who were predisposed toward aggression by virtue of their particular personalities

Or social backgrounds would be affecterNone of these or other
deeper investigations found evidence at .a television effect was
there for elementary schoolboys: "
We also made a study of elementary schoolgirls. The data
showed that girls are considerably less aggressive than boys.
As was true for boys, the basic causal analysis did not show statistically significant indications of a causal influence of television
on girls. In fact, the relationships in these analyses are quite similar to those obtained for boys.

Further, the same sets of additional analyses applied to boys

were also applied to girls. They confirmed that the lack of c9nsistent statistically significant association which was found among
boys is replicated among the elementary schoolgirls.
In our study of teenage boys, we found that, like younger boys,,

most teens are not aggressive. However, we found that there is
more differentiation of aggression among teens than among ele-

mentary schoolchildren. Factor analysis revealed four separate dimensions: there is personal aggreSsion, aggression against property,
aggression against teachers, and there is delinquency, a measure of
very serious aggression.

The analvsig approach for exploring the existence of a causal

connection between television exposure and the three Milder forms
of aggression was similar to that used for the younger respondents.
Agakri, we found no significant causal association between televi-

sion exposure and personal, property, or teacher aggression. The
conclusion was corroborated in further analyses which aimed at de-

tecting causal effects by taking into account each of the large

number of factors which might have hidden the existence of such

.effects.

Of our four measures of aggression, "delinquency" is of greatest
social concern, although it is a rare occurrence even among teenage boys. Because the acts included in the measure of delinquency
are extremely rare, a special approach designed for the analysis of
rare events was necessary.
These analyses showed that the relationship between television
exposure and serious acts of aggression is clearly within the bounds
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of chance and provides no evidence of a consistent significant
association? Nor did supplementary analyses of the
same
type
as
those
done for elementary schoolchildren produce
any evidence of television effects.
The focus of our st.O.dy was on the detection of
effects of television. However, since we collected a great deal of information
about
the family and social conditions in which the children
and
teens
lived, we were able to do Iiinjted explorations
of
the
role
of
suc.h
factors in causing aggression. We found that living in low socioeconomic circumstances, and in neighborhoods and in families where
aggression is commonplace. and. for teenagers having
friends who
use drugs, are factors which do lead to increases in aggressive
behavior over time. Such factors clearly deserve attention in future
research efforts aimed at understanding the causes of aggressive
behavior.
Despite our belief that there is no evidence that .lepictions of violence on television have long- range .effcts on day-to-day behavior,
NBC is keenly aware that it is amedium which is
received directly
in the home. We believe it is prudent to be concerned
about the
depiction of crime and violence on television. We have a Broadcast
Standards Department which reviews all our entertainment programs to eliminate violence inserted for shock
value and not necessary to e: iracter or plot. Also eliminated are detailed portrayals
of
any techniques which might be expected to facilitate a violent act
or the commission of a crime.
For some years we have also enlisted the aid of a number of
prominent social scientists to review NBC's children's
programs.
Among other things, these social scientists review our children's
programs for anything which might harm viewers,
consult
with our broadcast standards department so that their judgments
about what is Olowable can be consistent with'social science
principles.
Now, the issue of television's relationship to real-world behavior
is a complex one. With
our study, we hope and
have substantially contriblited to illuminating it. believe that we
I would like to comment on a few things that were said by the
previous panel as they pertain to our study, because
a few
things were said that were in error and I would like Itothink
clear that
up for the record.
The first thing is that both Professor Cook and
Eron
stated that the only control that seemed to work inProfessor
.the
sense
of
reducing the relationships was the control for socioeconomic
That is not true. A number of other controls aisb reduced thestatus.
relationships considerably, including family religiosity. If you want
look on page 189 and 190 of the book, you will see where that to
is
reported.
The other thing you will see if you look at that
on page
190, I believe, is that it is not correct that the schooltable
SES
measure
worked and that family SES did not. In fact, it is the reverse.
School SES did not work and it is a measure of the family SES that
did work. So Professor Eron is just wrong on that and I would hope
he would look at the book and clear that up in his tnind.
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The other point I want to address is it was said our data showed
increasing effects over time. The coefficients get a 'little larger in
the longer lags only for the boys. We report that in the book.
It is hard to know what to make of that for a number of reasons.
First of all, we are dealing here with very, very small coefficients.
They get larger but they never approach statistical significance. So
they are really beyond the ability of scientists to make judgments
about. That pattern does not occur among the four measures in the
teens or among the girls.
Now, Professor Cook and I disagree on that point. He thinks he
does see certain patterns there. We think he is looking at the data
a Halt- selectively on those points and he is not looking at all the
lile have looked at the data because it is a. very imdata. Other
portant point in our ,study. There are people who also do not see
patterns in those data. As a matter of fact, at the National Academy of Sciences meeting, Professor Sechrest discussed our findings
after Professor Cook did and he didn't see the patterns that Professor Cook sees. We are talking about something that is so small

-

here that it is almost in the eye of the beholder. I think it is/
beyond scientific judgment, and I think you have to judge thes
things by criteria other than scientific principles.

Another point I want to clear up is this assertion by Pro
Eron that television accounts for 10 percent of the aggression in
real life. That is a great exaggeration. None of the data in this
whole body of research shciw any numbers that could add up 'to
that kind of an effect. It is at most a fraction of that.' Finally, it
was reported by Professor Eron that we found statistically significant coqfficients. That's exactly what we did not find. What we did
find is that the coefficients tended to be just on the positive side of
zero. But f hey weren't statistically significant.
With that, I thank you.
Mr. MORRISON. Thank you.

,0 Mr. Wurtzel.
Dr. WURTZEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

My name is Alan Wurtzel. I am the director of news, develop-

mental and social research, for the American Broadcasting Cos. My
responsibilities include the supervision of the social research unit
which encompasses the following activities: first, the continual assessment of prevailing attitudes, values, and behaviors of the society at large and how they may relate to television; second, reviewing the scholarly literature on the social effects of television; and

third, the participation in the research activities of the academic
social science community.

The staff of this unit which I supervise consists of three individ
uals: one with a Ph.D. ;a mass communications, another with a
master's degree in mass communications, and a third with a master's degree in research design and methodologyMy own back-

ground consists of a Ph.D. in mass communications and 8 years experience as a teacher and researcher on the mass media.

In my statement I would like to do two things. First, to outline
ABC's position on the National Institute of Mental Health's report
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entitled "Television and Beha4r" as it pertains to the various
conclusions regarding television i'viole4ce, and secondly, to briefly
describe some of the policieeadd procedures Which are employed
by ABC to ensure that when violence is depicted in programming,
it is handled with appropriate care and responsibility.
I should mention that I will summarize, my remarks from ,a booklet which ABC prepared and distributed earlier this year; entitled
"A Research Perspeetive on Tel"e"vision and Violence." As it contains a far more comprehensive analysis of the issues relevant
to
today's hearing, I would like to submit the entire booklet for the
record.
Mr. MORRISON. Without objection, t will be made a part of Ahe
record.
Dr. WURTZEL. Thank you.

Our review of the NIMH report indicate that many of the studies cited in support of its conclusions are ser usly flawed and that
,the report is marred by inconsistencies and o
ions. Despiteithe
impressiOn created, by the NIMH report that it contain: new re-

search, in fact it is empty a review of the scie ic literature
which 1 been piiblicly available over the past 10 yearsahere are
.

nQ staf ng revelations and no studies which definitively prove a
cause and effect relationship betv,ieen viewing television violence
and subsequent violent behavior. In fact, the only really new study
in this area.is the one that has been discussed today,. the study by
Milaysky and his. colleagues from NBC, which demonstrates that.
this NIMH conclusion of a cpusal relationship is simply incorrect.
Now, in the brief time allotted, let me outline our response to
some of the most important issues that are involved, issues which
have been so frequently Misunderstood'and misinterpreted regarding the research in this field. There are four issues:
.First is the nature of the scientific community; second is how violence is defined; the third is how violence is measured; and fhially,
the question of cause and effect.
The first issue, the nature of the scientific community, is important because we place a great deal of 'faith and crediblity in sci;
ence. For most of us, if a scientist says something is true, we have
no reason, and even less ability, to question that conclusion.
The NIMH says there is a consensus among academic research=
ers that televiSion causes violence. However, in April of 1982, over
400 researchers studying television and its social effects were asked
in a survey by Bybee, Robirson and Turow whether they believed
violence on television was "the cause,' of aggressive behavior. Only-s:
1 percent agreed with the statement. This is hardly a consensus.
Despite th'e fact that the NIMH arknowledges. that no single
study conclusively links television with aggression, the report uses
the idea of "convergence," which means that the NIMH research-,
ers looked at a number of studies which all tended to point in the
same general direction to support their claim. The problem in
using convergence theory is that we fail to question widely held beliefs, and we risk perpetuating a-nuniber of incorrect assumptions
which are all based on a faulty basic premise.
It is also significant in this context that virtually every research
study cited in the NIMH report either did not observe real violence
arAg the subjects tested, or depended upon statistical associations
4
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that were extremely small. Nonethele , the research staff of the
using these data to
-.NIMH and the individual researchers insis
make sweeping conclusions regarding the impa of television on
aggressiye behavior.
nitude
Now, in many social sciences statistical results of tite
.a
reported in the studies cited by, the NIMH repgt would lea
conclusion of "no significant relationship.".Yet in the NIMH stu
ies the same 'small correlations are interpreted as signifying very
important behavioral and attitudinal relationships. The 'point is
that social science depends heavily on the interpretatibn of data in
order to reach conclusions and to determine implications. The adth th behavior observed does not constitute real vioie,nce, coupled with the fact that the -statistical correlations are wk..
tremely low, suggests that .conclusions and inferences are.'being
drawn which go far beyond what the empirical data warrant. In
short, in ABC's view, the research isbeing interpreted enthused in
a way which is simply not consistent With a rigorous and objective

4
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scientific method.
The 'second issue involves the definition of violence oh television.
A frequent criticisnris that the amount of violence on television remains high. The only.way to determine how much violence exists is
to employ a content analysis which is simply the actual counting of
every violent action within a sample of television programs. The
crucial point is, however, that the way in which we define what we
will count as violence mill in large part, determine what we actually find. Let me say that again. The way we define violence and the
counting will determine whet we actually find.
For example, a number of researchers employ a greatly dxpanded definition of violence. For example, they include accident's; slapstick; acts of nature, like a hurricane or tornado; fantasies, such as
a witc4i casing a spell; and some even utilize coder discretion,
which enables every individual coder to personally and arbitrarily

assign more weight to violent acts which in their own opinion are
objectionable:
The point is that using thesp kinds of definitions, the picture
that we get of the amount of Violence bn prime. time television is
terribly distorted. For example, in Dr. George Gerbner's violence
counts, which play a prominent part in the NIMH eport, fully
one-third of all violence attributed to network programming is not
even caused by human beings.
The third issue is how scientists measure violence. This is one of:
the least understood aspects of the research,. When the public hears
that scientists find a link between television and violent behavior,
they naturally think the violence which the scientist refers to are
the murders, muggings, rapes,' and random property destruction
which we hear about in the news every day. In fact, the research
does not measure these things at all. It would obvionsly be impossible for any researcher to systematically observe this kind of behavior, so they have to use proxies for the actual violence.
Among the most commonly used substitutes Tor measuring vio-

in order to'
lence are, administering a questionnaire to subjects
children's
bemeasure their attitudes toward violence; observing
that
making
faces,
imitating
suhavior at play in a schoolyard, so
have
all
been
utilized
as
.perheroes, i push or a shove or yelling,
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measures of real violence; or requesting sulijects in a laboratory situation to take part in some sort of violentectivity..
It should be noted that this request is ofteri.made by the research
authcirity and frequently the subject is assured, that participation
will not actually harm another person. The 'researchers themselves,
in many of the articles that are included in the NIMH report, ac-.
knOyledge that they. are not actually pleasuring "Violence' as the
teri is commonly understood.
The fourth issue, cause and effect, is obviouily at the heart of the
,question. Clearly, the crucial question is: Does television violence
cause vietvers to engage in aggressive behavior?
Now, the NIMH reaches its conclusions by relying on studies
that use a statistical technique called correlation Correlation, as
0

anY statistician will tell you,-can never,be used. to say anything
about cause and effect. It simply says that two things are correlated or interIlated' with one another. For example, thgre is a very

high correlation between the sale of bathing suits and the consumption of ice cream, but we cannot conclude that bathing suit
sales cause people to buy niore ice cream, or that people who eat
ream well by more bathing suits. In fact, it is usually a third
variable --the hot weather during summerthat accounts for both,
In the sake-w , a correlation canno., tell whether violent pro-

-

grams cause childre
behave .aggressively or whether aggressive
children Are more likely to
out violent programs. What is usually more often the case is that_a
variable, such as the child's
IQ, education, level of pOvertk or paren . = ..roach to discipline,
are often found to be the real cause of the behavior W en studies
have attempted to take into account these third variables,
relationship between television and violent behavior is redubed to zer
The only way scientists can truly infer causality is through the
use of laboratory studies. But these involve unnatural testing enviionments. and the use of material which is often .totally unlike anything which -would normally appear on television. For example,
studies have often used clips from unedited theatrical films showing scenes whch are taken entirely out or context. After viewing
these clips, the subject is frustrated or angered by the experimenter. Then the subject is asked to participate in a series of activities,
which are designed to Measure.aggressivg behavior.
One of the most common methods is to l ask the subject to administer electric shocks to someone ustensibly in the next room. Now;
understandably, subjects are often reticent to engage in this kind
of activity, but the experimenter usually assures therh that, first of
all, n t only will 'the administration of shocks not hurt the other
perso , but they will actually help him or her to learn a difficult

task.
won, after being reassured by the. scientific authority figure that
the actions they are about to engage in are socially sanctioned and,
in fact, are not harmful, the, subject does what he is told. This behavior, is measured and then .reported as violent activity.
Tlic ziestion is,- I-low can we generalize from such a socially
sanctioned activikY to actual violent behavior in the real world?
The answer, of course, is that we cannot, at least not without indicatihg a number of important caveats which place the conclusions
into a more accurate perspective.
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Now let me briefly discuss at this point some of the internal pollcies and procedures which ABC utilizes to enable us to depict vio-:
lence within an entertainment program with care and responsibility.;'Special policies applicable to televised violence }Ave been peril?'
odically revised and refined over the years. Influencing these decisidns are, independent social research, our day-to-day experi9nce,
and consultations &Nth independent consultants.

All entertainmeneseries and specials are produced under the
scrutiny of the Broadcast Standards and Practices Department.

Every program script is carefully reviewed by Broadcast Standards
editors and every-violent action within a script is carefully evaluated. The portrayal of violence must be reasonably related toplot development or to character delineation. Gratuitousor- excessive violence is to be avoided and the u 'que or detaTed depictions of violent actions which might be copied or emulat4d are required to be
modified or eliminated.
One of the tools which the _Broadcast Standards. editori.use in '
evaluating program content is the incidentcclapsification and analysis form system, or the kcAy system. Tlie ICAF system was deVeloped by the Broadcast Standards Department in conjunction with
social scientists from the social reseEtrch unit at ABC. It .enables
every editor to systematically categorize, quantify, and weigh every
violent incident within a, program ,and provides editors with a .qualitative and quantitative measusc of a given program's violent content.
The ICAF system is continuously monitored and reviewed by the
ABC social research unit. This procedure maintai s its high levels
ensures that the AF system re- i
of reliability and. validity and ensu

mains a sensitive and athirate instrument forte, identification

,

.

and categorization of violent program content. Used in conjunction

with the editor's professional judgment, the ICAF system is a

highly effective tool for maintaining ABC's standards of acceptability and appropriateness.
In conclusion, the issue of television and, violence is a complex
question for which there are no simple answers. Our analysis of
the research relied upon by gIMH to reach its conclusions demon-

strates that there is no reliable substantiation for the ultimate

NIMH-position. In fact, we believe that there are still more unanswered questions-than there are definitively settled issues.
Research is clearly-a-valuable means by which we can understand more about the medium`u-television and its social impact.
But research is only useful after we ha;iiassessedand evaluated
each study's strengths and weaknesses and placed it into'-its- proper
perspective. The NIMH conclusions are supposedly based entirely'': -upon scientific evidence and, therefore, must withstand the rigor of
scientjfic analysis and review. Our careful examination of the research indicates that the conclusions which the NIMH reached are
unsubst sated and unwarranted whelk they are subjected to scientific ana sis.
Thank yo or affording me the opportunity to share our evaluation of the res ch with you today. .
[Mt. Wurtzel s tatement follows:] '4 4
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SUMMARY OP ,STATEMENT OF DR. ALAN H. WURTZEL

In ABC's view the NIMH study is striouily flaweds

(1)

.

a

it is essentially based'upon research material which is not

0 a'.

'new, but which,is.being .idterpretid and used in amahner.inconobjective scientific methods

(2) the definitions

of-"violence" critical to the studY, produce distortions; (3)
the methods utilized to measure abtual vible1 nce are unrealistic;

and (4) in abtempting to deal with the ultimate question of
cause and effect, the study fails to take into account numerous
-variables z'elevant to human behavior and thus produces conclusions
based, not\upon scientific method, but ,unfounded speculation,
4P

ABC's review of the report indicates there are no startling
revelation's and no studies which definitively prove a cause
and effect between viewing television Ato\lence and subsequent
.

it

behavior.

Nonetheless, as a matter of policy and practice,

ABC has for many years evaluted'all entertainment and special
programming through its Broadcast Standards and Practices Depart%

ment.

Under ABC's procedures, gratutitous or excessive violence
4

is avoided and detailed depiction of violent actions which might

be emulated are modified or eliminated.

'rhd issue.of television and violence raises complex questions

for which there are no simple.answerst Research, in which,ABC
has been and will continue to be an active participant, is valuable.

The NIMH study, however, supposedly based upon scien-

tific evidence and method, cannot itself withstand the rigor
of scientific analysis and review.
4
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Mr. Chairman and Members of. the Subcommittees
.

My name is Alan Wurt

O

1.

DevelbOmental and Social Research
Companies, Inc.

I dm the, Direqtor of News,

amerlcan Broadcaiting

My,responsibilitiee include thetaupervision

go'

,

of the Social Research Unit which encompasses the following
activitiesC, (1) the Continual assessment of prevailing itti

valued,and behaviors of the society at large and how
they may relate to television; (2) reviewing the scholarly
literature on the social effects of televilsion; and (3) par-

ticipation in the research activities of the acadehic social
science communi

ti

4

The stf of the Social Research Unit, which
supervise, consists'bf three individuals:

I

one with a Ph.D in

Mass Communications, another With a masters degree in Mask
I
Communications, a third With a masters degree in Research
,Des tiag and Methodology.

My own background consists of'a Ph.D

in Mass Communications from'New York University and eight
'years e;(perience as a teacher and researcher on the mass media

at both the University of Georgia and the City- University Of
New York.

,In my presentation'today I would like, first, to
outline ABC's position on the National Institute of Mental
Health's report entitled Television and Behavior as its perttains to the various.conclusions regardiAg television violerce
and its impact on behap.ior and attitudes; and, second,

briefly

to describe some of the prZocedures and policies which are

77.
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employed by ABC to.ensure that when violence is depicted in

.programmingp itis handled with appropriate care,and
bility. 'My remarks are summarized from a booklet Witch ABC
prepared and distributed earlier this year entitled A Research
;

Perspecbj.ve on Television and Violence. As
.

.

.it

contaips a far

.

more comprehensive analysis of the issues relevant to today'
hearing, I would like to submit thi entire booklet for the
A.

record.

4

..our review of the NIMB report indidates that many of

the etudies cited in support of its conclusions are seriously
flawed and that,the report is marred,by inconsistencies and

omissions. ADespitethe'impression created bY the NIMH report
p

that it contafts nets research, in fact, it is simply a review

of the scientific literature which has been publicly available

over the past tenyedri.

There aro no startling revelations
-3

and no studies which definitively prove a:Cause and 4:erect

relationship between viewimg/telovision violence and subsequent violent behavior.

In fact, the only new study in the

entire report id by NBC's Department of Social Research and it
actually demonstrates that the NIMB conclusion of a causal

felayonship is simply incorrect.
In the brief time slotted to me this morning, let me
outline ABC's response to some of the most important issues
involved -- issues which have been do frequentl
and misinterpreted.
scientific community,
violence,

These issues area

(1)

(2) defining violence,

t

sunderitood
natu

of the

:3. measuring.

and (4) the question of cause and effect.

A

/he first issue, the nature of. the scientific
00

community, is.important because we place a great deal of faith
ane credibility bn science.

For most of us, if a scientist

says something is true, we haVe no reason -- and less ability
-- to question that conclusion.

The'NIMH says there is a consensus among academic
researchers that television causes violence.

However, in/

April 1982, rreg than 400 researchereActively studying television and its soc.al effects were asked in a survey.by Bybee,,

Robinson and Turow whether they believed violence on ttlew.,

vision was "the cause" of aggressive behavior.
cent agreed with the statement.

Only one per-

This is hardly a consensus.

Despite the fact that the NIMH acknowledges that no
single study conalusIvely links television with aggression,
the report uites the idea of "convergence" -- which means,that
the NIM4 researchers' looked et a number of studies which all

tended to point in the same general direction to support their
a

claim.

The problem if using a convergence theory, however, is

that we fail to question widely held beliefs,'and we risk
perpetuating a number of incorrect assumptions which are all
based. on a fealty basic premise.

It is also significant in this context that
lr

'yirtually every research study cited in the NIMH report either
did not observe real violence among the subjects tested, or

i.

depended upon statistical associations that were extremely
small.

Nevertheless, the research staff of the NINE and the

t, 4
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individual researchers insist on using therm data to make

sweeping conclusions regar ing the impact of.televisien on
'

.aggressive behavior.

In manysocial'sciences, statistical results of the
magnitude reported in the studies cited in the NUR report
o

would lead to a 'conclusion of "no significant relationship".'

Yetin the NIMR studies the same small correlations are interbeha1

prated as signifying very impqrtant

teCiondhips.

vioral)end attitudinal

the-point is that social scienceeepends

heavily on the interpretstion!of the data in orderto-keach
conclusions and to determine implications.

,
.

The admission that

.

a

the behavior observed does not constitute real violence,
coupled with the fact that-the statistical correlations are

P.

extremely low, suggests that conclusions and inferences are
\
..
4
,
being drayn.which go far beyond what the empirical data
I

.

warrant.

to short, in ABC's view, the research is being

interpreted and usEd in a way which is not consistent with

t

rigorous and objective scientiBic method.

The second issue involves the definitiipof violence
on television.

A frequent criticism is that theiamount of

violence on television remains high.

The only wall to deter-

mine how much violence exists is to employ a con ent analysis
which, is simply the actual counting of every vi lent action
%within a sample of television programs.

The\4.

'crucial point is,

however, that thway in which we define what we will count as
violence will in large part determine what we actually find.

4

1
."1
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A number of researchers employ a greatlyixpaneed
definition of -violence.

For example they include Acciderits

(someone trips and falls); slapstick

(a pie in the Mace); acts

/

of nature (hurricane or tornado),f1141Ly (a witch casting a
spell); aria even coder discretion whi

dual coder to personally and arbi

t

enables each indiviz.'

arfly assign more weight to
.

.

violent acts which La-the pinion are objectionable.'
The point is thatusing these-kinds of definitions,
the picture we getof the ambunt of violence on prime time
,

television is terribly distorted.

For example, In Dr. George

Gerbner's violence counts, fully one-third.Ofall violence

.

-. attributed to network programming inot even caused by human
beings.

The third issue is how scientists measure violence.
This is one of the leist widerstood asg4lets of

he research.

When the public hears that scientists find a lifik between
.

television and violegt behavior, they naturally 'think the

violence which tne scientist gofers to amthe murders,.
muggings, rapes, and random property..destruction. which we ,hear
about in the news every day.

In fait, the research does not

measure these thinga at all.

It would obviously be impossible

for any researcher tr., systematically ct..s.cva this kind of

behavior so they must use proxies for the actual violence..
hmong the most comionly used substitutes for
measuring violence are (1) adliniattring a written questionnaire to subjocts in order to measure their attitudes,

X03

(2)

ce

/,

goo
it

ottierving children's play'behavier
faces,

a schoolyard (making
.1

imitatingisuperheroes, an occasional push or shove, or

*yelling haveail been utilized as measures of violence), an*O---%'
°

to take, part
(3) requesting subjects in a laboratory situation
It should bed noted %hit
in some aort.ofviolent' activity.
and frequently
this request is made by the research authority
4.

:the subject is' assured that participation mill not. actually

Often the researchers themselves acknow-.

harm another person.

lgdge that they are/no'.; actually measuring

iolence" as
t.

term is commonly understood.

.

The fourth issue -- cause and effect -- is obviously

-1

w

.

at.the heart of the ontroversy.
%

Clearly thecrucial question
.

1

is:

.

Poet televidion violence cause4 viewers to engage in
1

aggressive behAVioil
`The ND11 reaches its conclusions by relying qn
.

_

corre-I
studies which have used a statistical techhigue called
indicate, can
lation. -Correlation, as any statistician will
6111

never be used to tell anything about cause and effect.

It'

simply tells that two thingsare cOLrelated or interrelated
correlawith one another. For example, there is a very high

)
/

tion between the sale 'of bathing suits and the'consuniptionof
cause
ice cream, but we tan not conclude that bathing suits
cream
ogle to buy more ice cream or that people who eat 'ice
4

0

ll buy more bathing suits.
7 i

In fact, it is*a third variable -- the hot weather
\d/.

during summer -- which actually accounts foi both.

9

4
,

'

In the
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same way, a correlation can not tell whether violent programs
A

cause children to behave aggressively or whether aggressive

children are more likely to seek out violertprograms.. What
is usually fore often the case, is that a third variable such
as the child'

IQ, education, level ot: poverty, or parenial

'approach to discipline are commonly found to be the real rause
of the behavior.

When studies have attempted to tax* into

account these third variables, the relationship between television and violent behavior is reduced to zero.
The only way scientists can truly infer causality is
through the uce of labOrattiry 'studies. .But these involve

unneturel testing environments and the use of video material
which is often totally unlike anything which would normally
appear on television.

For example, studies have often used

clips from unedited theatrical films showing scenes
out of context.

entirely

After viewing these clips, the subject is

frustrated or'angered by the experimenter in some fashion And
then is asked to participate in a series of activities which
are designed to measure aggressive behavior.

One of the most

common methods is to ask the subject to administer electric
shocks to someone ostensibly in the other room.

Often sub-.

jects are reticent to engage in this activity but the experimenter usually assures them that not only will the shocks not
"hurt" the other person, they will "help" him or her to leara difficult task.

Thus, after being reassured by the scien-

tific autho ity figure that<the actions they are about to

205
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(
engage in are socially sanctioned and, in fact,'not harmful,
.

the sublet does what he is told.

This behavior is then

measgred<and.r.eported al violent qctivity.

The'question'is how can we generalize From such a
socially sanctioned activity to actual violent behavior in the
.

real world? mthe answer, of course, isaChat we can not, at
least not without indicating a number of important caveats
wh':h 'place the conclusions into a more accurate perspective.

I would now like to discuss briefly some of the
tz.

'---

internal policies and procedures which Pak utilizes to enable
.

us to depict violence within an entertainment program with
..-

care and responaibility.

Special policies applicable to tele-

vised violence have been periedicalky'revised and refined --

over the yea:.

/nfluen ing these decisions are independent

social research, Our day::)o ryry experiehce and consultations
/

with independent consultan/ted.

All entsrtainm#nt series and specials are. produped '

under the scrutiny oz the Broadcast Standards and Practices
Devartment.

Every program script ib carefully,reviewed by

Broadcast Standards editors and every violent action within
the script is carefully evaluated.

The portrayal of violence

must be reaaonably related to p)'t development or to character
delineation.

Gratuitous or excessive violence is to be

avoided and the unique or detailed depictions of violent
actions which might be copied or emulated are required to be
modified or eN.itinated.

2 .r) 6

&A,
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One of the tools the Broadcast,Standards and Practices editors use An evaluating program content is the Inci..

dent Classification and Analysis Form (ICAF) system.
system

The ICAF'

was developed by the Broadcast Standards and Practices

epartment in conjunction with s cial,,scientists from the ABCSocial Atssarch Unit.

It enables every editor to system-

atically categorize, quantify, and weigh every violent inci-

dent wibliya programd-provides editors. with a qualitative

and quantitative measure of a giveogram's yiolence
content.

The ICAF system is,especillly usefUT.'bepause it not

only counts incidents of violence but differentiates erm,

severity of the violence and considers the overall context
within which the violence is portrayed.

The ICAF system

enables the Brbadcast Standards and Practices editor to 2
identify those elements within a program which may be exces-

sive and gratuitous and is an important aspectof the overall'
evaluation of program content.
The ICAF system is continuously monitored and
reviewed by the ABC Social Research Unit.

This procedure

maintains its high levels of reliability and validity and

ensures tat the ICAF system remains a sensitive and accurate
instrument for the identification and categorization of
'violent program content.

Used in conjunction with the.

editor's professional judgment, the ICAF system is a highly
effective tool for maintaining ABC's standards of accept]
ability and appropriateness.
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In conclusion, the issue of television and violence
.

is a complex question for which there are no simple answers.
Ours analysis of the research relied upon by NIMH to reach itd
colitclusions demonstrates,that there is no Aliable sutistan.

t! Lion for the ultimate NIMH position.

In fact, we believe

that there are still more unanswered questions than there are
'

definitively settled issues.
Research is' clearly a valuable means by which we can

.

understand more eboutathe Medium of'television and its social
impact. 'But research is only useful after we have assessed

and evaluated each study's strengths and weaknesses and placed
it into its proper perspective.
posedly

The NIMH conclUsions are sup-

based entirely upon scientific evidence and, there-

fore, must withstand the rigor of scier ific analysis and
review.' oUr careful examination of the research indicates
that the conclusions which the\NIMH reached are unsubstan-

tiated and unwarranted when they are subjected to scientific
analysis.

Thank you for affording me the opportunity to share
our evaluation of the research with you today.
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don der ulicdthere are no duple answers.
After one than thirty years of sdentifle Inwrodgation, the

handled reoponslbleAn append%
research infeemation, a summary of the
major f4/4/1 studies, and a list of references
and sources is included for further study.
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fliktil report and ether research regarding
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Issues hnolving research dn tele
violence. The Irdonnation is presented tri a
stralilithirwwd numnor so that we can reach
beyond the ocientifk and academic community and communicate with the general public.
of ABC Broadcast
Included lea
and proStandards a Practices
are the gwidelines employed by
cedures
to ensure that when violence Is
the

SCWXCE VS. MUMS
The issue of television violence can be
addressed oe two different levels: as an objective
xienfiticiliestion and as a subjective values issue.
In dealing with subjective values, divergent opinions
and viewpoints are unavoidable because conclusion's.
are based upon reasoning which.% both rational and
emotional. Despite the ability to develop strong positions on either side of an issue, there (so definitive
way to prove tint any one position is absolutely and
unequivocally correct.
By contrast, scientific study requires
1401, objectivity, and the adherence to a predetermined set of rules and procedures. Conclusi6ns niust
be based solely on empirical evidence and must be
judged by analyzing the assumptions which ubderly
the study and the methods which are employed in the

reward..
The NIMH conclusions are based entirely
upon scientific evidence. Therefore, they must withstand the rigor of scientific analysis and review. Our
careful examination of the research indicates that the
conclusions which the NIMH reiche,5 are unsubson.
dated when subjected to scientifio analysis.
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SACKONOUND OF 110E REPORT
The 1982 NIMil report television and
kv is a follow -up to the 1972 Suwon Csnesuk.
Rem on Television alk; Violence, a study which was
initiated after a series of Congressional hearings on
the impact of television violence on behavior. This

2

0

.

behavior.

relevant technical Moral* eathack-

the

leaxial sPielo uodettakings on recent history.
$1 million was allocated to spout Original
search directly addressing the relationship betelevision violence and subseguent
herbal violenee. The result of this elaborkte
imestiption, documented in the Surgeon GerteraA
report, was inconclusive with no direct causal relationship established between television and violent
Ten years after the publication of the
Surgeon General's report a follow-up review was Mitt.
ated. This update was conducted under the auspices
of the NIMH by establishing a sevenmember
Advisory Board; of the seven participants, tout had
contributed to the Surgeon General's original study.
The NIMH Advisory Board commissioned researchers

to review and mute all of the research to-dare
concerning television and behavior. Inclucied in t
review was some oldie same research which had
been sponsored by the Surgeon General III lAl2.
,
Despite the Impression that the 1982 NIMH report
contains new research, in fact, only one new violence
study Is actually reported.

The NiMH report, likvision and &toio4 13 essentially a review of existing research whkh
has already appeared in the literature and which has
been previously assessed and evaluated. Thus, the
NIMH is not a new addition to social science literature; it is simply a reiteration of information which

has already been made &ails*.
Nvertheissa, the 10111 Advisory Panel
arrived at tour major couchisiori coirerning the reLi.
tionship between television violence and aggressive,
behavior and social attitudes.

)

'

SOW TO NO
CONCLUVONS
ON TV AND
VIOLENCE

.

NOM CO

ION NO.

, -

i

.

The research findings support the conclusion of a causal relationship between teltrAn violence and
aggressive befinior.
ABC 11:1SPONSE:

.

.

The research does pot support the conclusion of a causal relationship.

-

a

.

.

-

.

r

Oita CONCLUSION NO. 2
.
The re is a clear consensus among most researchers that television violence leads to aggressive behavior.

ABC RESPONSE:
'
There exists a significant debate within the research community over the relationship between television
violence arid aggressive behavior.

.

Y.
NI/401 CONCUSION NO. S
.

Despite slight variations gm the past decade, the amodnt of violence on television has remained at
consistently high levels.
.

.

ABC RESPONSE:
There has been a decrease in the overall afoot of violence In recent years.

..

ed

N..--

NOAH CONCLUSION NO. 4
Television has been shown to cultivate televisioninfluenced attitudes among viewers. Heavy viewers are more
Rely to be more fearful and less trusting of other people than are light viewers as a result of their exposure
to television.
.

i1

Si

ABC RESPONSE:
The resea:ch does not support the conclusion that television significantly cultivates viewer attitudes and
perceptions of social reality.

0I9
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Following are detailed analyses and evaluations of each of the four NIMH conclusions.
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UMW to the issue of the Impact of
television viewing on violent behavior is the very definition of the term violence. When we talk about the
need for a definition, we must consider two separate
issues: (I) the definition of violent actions or depk-

.W0 within television programs, and (2) the
definition and measurement of violence and/or
aggressive behavior.

411eIng %%Net
The problems inv

In the technical report chapter on Television and Violence, the ado elites and evaluates 14
studies which lead him to the conclusion that "vier.whetrair4 evidence" exists to establish a
relationship between viewing television violence and
subsequent violent behavior. Despite the NI/411 Panel's assertion that some 2500 studies were conducted
on the subject oPtelevision and behavior, only 14 are

used to
effect.

ndSe the claim of direct cause and

Before we analyze these studies in detail.
we rust discuss three key aspects regarding all television violence research:

1. The definition and reasueestent of
blidence eras aggression.
The on of correlation to haply causation.

3. The use of converieneetheof to reach
conchnioe.

wi

arriving at ar..11

definition of violence are MO heewfe violence is
not always obvious and cleared. Inc circumstances
under which an action occurs, the acceptability of dr
Action by a culture's norms and mores, and the use 6.
an action as self-protection are all examples which
can radically alter whether or not an action is considered violent.
Nevertheless, we can arrive at a useful
practical definition: "Violence is the purposeful, antisocial infliction of pain for personal gain or traffic:is intended to harm the victim and Is
acc

*lied inOte of societal sanctions against

IL" (firatterunaker and Pave). OtMods is this definidon might be, there are a number of researchers
who would strongly disagree. Some, for example,
would insist upon calling any actip in which pain is

inlbcted, even in self defense, Men Others would
want to expand the definition to Include unintentional
violence such is accidents, slapstick comedy, or even
acts of nature lb a hurricane or tornado.

Scientils have been arguing over defu
tion fax years and we won't resolve the disagreement
here. The point, however, is that thelay in which
violence is defined will play a large part in detennin-

irg the amountof violence which is found in program
content. So it's Important to keep In mind the specific
definition of violence employed In any particular
study. It Is also important to recognize that wheidifferent studies use different definitions of violence,
we can't romparetheir findings.
.

pill

aad Massada; tided

Controversy over the definition of violent
content Is only one aspect of the debate.' Of equal

84
laboratory experiments by requesting a subject to
ostensibly inflict electric shacks on others.
We might assume that the violence which
6
the studies refer to is antlsocW, harmful violence
but in reality it isn't. The research doesn't address
the crucial question with which we are all concerned:
"Does exposure to television violence cause people
to commit actual violence?" As two critics of the current violence research have stated, "The social
'science research to date simply hat not left this
question onanswered; it has left it unasked." (Mat.
tenmaker and Powe)

importance raid equally controversialis the way
in which scientists attempt to meassre violent or
aggressive behavior. In order to address the question
of -television's impact on behavior, we must first be
able to define, kle'ntify, and measure violent behav
tor. Otherwise how can we know that there has been
any cdect at all?
The crucial question, of course, is
whether.or not exposure to television violence
causes its occurrence in real life. The concern which
everyone has is over mat violence: the purposeful,
anti-social infliction of pall which is intended to harm
a victim or destroy property. Of course, it is simply
impossible to obsi ve this kind of behavior in
tesharch subject in a systematic basis. Come.
quently, researchas have substituted other
measures which can be observed and analysed. But
these measures are not violent behaviors as we
commonly define the term. For example, research

studies have measured lokrice with per and pencil tests; by asking children to rate their classmates
as to who is most aggressive during play, by observ
ifig children playing in r sohoolyard; and during
.6 31.4.111e Slt.

21.1
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OSE OF COMPLUOUN

TO SKY CA115I110,1
The NIMH report concludes that valiseand
effect relsrionship between televisionifeiv
d.
aggressive behavior has been clearif euab
This assumption is based on a variety o( studies
which Make "correlational" technic/ties.
Few research techniques create as much
confusion and are subject to as much misinterpreta-

tions, correlation. A coffeLtion is simply a statishol
measure of the interrelationship or association
between two different variables. The problem with a
correlation is that while it can tell us the degree to
which two things are related, it can not tell us which
came first nor whether one caused the other. In fact,
it is often the case that despite a high correlation
betweeetwo things, the assocation isactually,being
caused by a third condition which affects the other ,
two.

For example, consider the fact that there
is a high correlation between sales of bathing suits
s of ice cream. Thus, it would appear that the
and
.` bathing suits and the sale of Ice cram are

tD
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related since as one goes up, so does the other.
However, we can never say that bathing suit sales_
causes ice cream consumgion to rise. nor can we say
that the increase in Ice cream sales causes people to
buy more bathing suits. It is.more than likely that netther really has much to do with the other despite the
Pact that they are highly correlated Rather, it is
because both bathing suit sales and ice cream sales
are affected by a third condition: hot weather during
the summer months, It is this external third condition which actually causes both the sale of bat
suits and the sale of ice cream to rise (Agnew
Pyte).
The point is, correlation in never tell us
anything about causation. Thus, when we talk about
correlation between television viewing and suresshe behavior, all we are really saying is that there
seems to be some relationship between the two. And
when a causal relationship does exist (determined by
'other methods) a correlation does not necessarily
indicate which of the two variables Is the cause and,
which is the effect.
A correlation between viewing television
violence and aggressive behavior could be produced
byany of the following: (1) viewing violence leads to
aggression, (2) aggressive tendencies lead to viewing
violence: (3) both viewing violence and aggressive
behavior are the products of a third condition or set
I conditions such as age. sex, income, or family
onomic level.
In those correlational field studies which
do control for tttese third factors, the extremely
small levels of asociation between television and
behavior virtually disappear. This Indicates that the
"vele ionshir' between television viewing and subsea
quent behavior Is more likely the result of a variety
of external conditions which have absolutely nothing
to do with television itself. Some of these third vari-

shies include the level of eggressivity among peers,
piantal behavior (aggressivity, anger, etc.), parent
child interaction (ways'children are punished, nurtured, etc.), demographic factors, and intelligence.
Another
nt to remember
about correlation is the stre
of the association
and the amount of behavior
h it can "explain."
Correlations of 1.0 are "perfect" in that they indicate
that thertis a direct relationship between two variables. A correlation of wig indicates absolutely no
relationship. Correlations which run from zero to .20
dicate very weak relationships; those which run'
Ira .20 to .60 indicate moderate relationships and
those running from .60 to I:0 indicate strong
relationships.
Virtually every study cited by the NIMH
found correlations of less than .20 in associatinj television viewing with behavior. This weak
correlation combined with the inability of correlation
ttsdetermine causality indicates that the NIMWssdnclusion is unwarranted,

THOSE OF CONVEIMENCE THEORY
The NIMH report acknowledges that no
single study conclusively links viewing television with
violent behavior. However, the Advisory Panel insists
that because there is a "convergence" of scientific
evidence their conclusion Is justified. In social science,.convergence the analysis of many different
studies which point in the same basic direction is
sometimes used when no defiftitive evidence can be
found to clearly support a position. The problem,
however, is that
use of convergence can perpetuate unintended biases, flaws, or illogical assumptions
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widespread belief amok
only type of raeardt methods which can moon
approach which led t
such a causal claim) were reviewed.'01 the four, one
the scientific coon y of the the that the wotid
was ftM, and that tie sun revolved Woad the earth.
B y relying ono similar approach and W re
to
challenge bas k assurnodons, varie of scle
made the same mistake *spitae the ftyact that CM- s
vergence them would sweat that they were all
correct.

found no relationship between tel
viewing and
egresshe beha riot (litilgram and
fld); one
found no lontterm effects (Parte, et. al): one fond
no differences in the level of ailresshe behavior
between viewers and non-viewers (log, a at); the
one which did find an Effect used deiern Belgian
adolescents who were expogd to unedited theatrical
motion pictures and not television programroing

111111M OF WAN WANES
The NIMH technical chapter on violence
and aggression in Volume 11 dtes M studies which the
author suggests proves a posithe re
the NIMH
between television end violence andlaw6laildtishigi
report relies upon to reach Ws @Inclusion of a MNeffect relationship.
Of these it studies, half were conducted
in foreign countries with &hulas, norms, and proramming m
'fferent than those found In the
United States.
mately one-third of the studies
were
and consequently were never sub1ected to scientific peer review and evaluation. like
studies were not even cited as research investigations buquere reported as "personal communication" betWeen the researcher and the NIMH author.
The lack of scientific docubentation in s number of
cited studies makes a thorough analytis and evaluation of the work impossible. Further, a number of
significant studies which the autSor uses to substantiate his case for causality were, in fact, either
written by the author himself or by his colleagues.
Despite the assertion of Ctlistinct cause-

(Leyens, a et). Further, elements in the design of.
the Leons sttidy preclude a valid causal Weeverstion. (For a thorough evaluation of ads of these.
studies the reader is referred to the eppendix.)
!The remaining studies are not able to
adequately address the question of causality. In
these field
the relationship between television and aggression itiVs quite smalL Few, if any,
statistical controls were employed to take Into
account third variables which could affect the We-

*Whip. However, when statisticalcontroa were
used, the relationship between television and aggression was reduced to insignificance. For example, in
one
the results showeta small
positive-relation
between television and sagessive behavior. Fu
analysis revealed th-,1 thff
relationship was spurious once third variables such
as sex and grades in school were
en into account.

The TV and aggression rektionshro reduced to
zero. The technical report chapter only cites the 'first
part pf this analysis, however, and it fails to mention
that the relationship between television and aggression was not established in subsequent analyses.
There are two other studies cited by the
NIMH which merit a brief mention. The first was conducted by &Lon and imettlg,ated the relationship

1.
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between television and aggresshe behavior among
adolescent bop in London. Although the NIMH
report states that Belson found a relationship
between television and aggression, hi fact, the rela
tionshirewas not straightforitard. Those boys who
viewed a great deal of television and those who viewed (ink television tended to Whet less aggressively
than did moderate viewers. This findjng not
reported by the NIMH runt count to the reppoorrtt ' s
conclusion that there is a positive and direct re
ship between the amount of television viewed and
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subsequent agresshe behavior.
The only new research report on television and violence in the NIMH report is a study
conducted by NBC (Milaysky, et. et). The study was
conducted tar
U.S. cities over a three sear period
and e
sophisticated
resets( technigues de
to eliminate any of
the technical criticisms which have invalidated pre.vious research efforts. The NBC findings do not

support the NIMH conclusipn of auusaillatioa
betweekte
lad aggresiive hihrrior../a
the study
ars In Its, own chapter in the NIMH
report, it not discussed in the chapter on violence
wnlch the
is,* Panel relied on in drawing its
conclusion.

.The NIMH panel arrives at this conclusion
based upon two points: first, that a maiority of academic researchers believe that a causal relationship
exists between television and aggressive behavior;
and second, that the sheer number of scientific

studies jri.the literature suppos the contention as
opposed to the number of stadies which do not.

..-

In sum, a review of the studies and their
findings strongly indicates that the NIMH Advisory
Panel's conclusion of a causal relationship between
television and violence is ill-founded and untupported by any of the research data which is currently
available.

THEIPINION

or itsomoon

In fact, there is no consensus among
researchers regarding the relationship benvelen
television and aggression, and a spirited debate
continues within the scientific community. In a
recent stbdy ("bee), 486 academic researchers
were asked the r professional opinion of the influ-
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ence of teleyLsIon on aggressive behavior. Only 1%

reported that television was "tfie cause" of agres.
sive behavior. Further, the Majority did not feel that
television Was an important contfibutory cause of
eopesdetshavior. Clzarly this is not a consieisus.

.

4
SCIENTIFIC STUDIES

academic scientists than those who participated in
the NIMH study. Although many have concludett that
the researcb evidence does not support the cohclu
sion that television violence causes aggressive
behavior, (Lesser, Nobip. Kaplan & Singer, Howitt &
Curnberbatch, Stile, Armour, and Kniveton) their
work was ignored byethe NIMH panel.

*.

While it is true thjf there are more studies published in the literature -which have found some
effect between television viewing aietaggressive
behavior, this says taste about the academic
research process and thecriteria employed for publication in scientific fournals than it does about the
television violence issue. It is an acknowledged fact
(Krattenmaker and Puive) that research studies

o

A

0."

which report an effect are far more like& be

"4.

.14,

accepted for pubikatihn that those studies which do
not rind an effect. Since editors naturally prefer to
report results, publicitioe policies can result in a
distortion of the sclehtifk, evidence which actually
exists. In the academic research Fkl, where an
individual's professional standing is based largely
on published wk. there Is a real incentive for
researchers to produce studies which do demonstrate an effect.

,41'

RESEARCII REVIEWS OF NO TELEVISION
EFFECT

2 S
9

The research literature r,n television and
violence has been reviewed and evaluatedby other
111111-
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The other major content analysis study
included in the NIMH report is conducted annually by
the CBS Office of So al Research. The CBS study and
the Gerbner study utilize radically different defini
dons of violence and consequently arrive at very
different conclusions. While Gerbner maintains that
violenceis at a consistently high level, the CBS data
indicates that the level of violence has decreased
over the past decade. Since the NIMli relies so heavily upon the work of Dr. Gerbner and his colleagues,
we will first analyze their content analysis and then
compare It with the CBS study.

THE GERONER CONTENT ANUSES

The only way to address the question of
how much violince is on television is to systematically analyze a representative sample of television
programming by conducting a "content analysis." To
accurately identify content trends, these analyses
must be performed over a period of years. Only two
such content analyses were included in the HIMH

report. Of these two analyses only oneby Dr.

10

George Gerbner and his colleagues at the University
of Pennsylvania is used by the N1MH to support its
view that violent content has remained at a consis
tently high level.
Since 1967, Gerbner and his associates
have produced the yearly Violence Profilean
analysis of the violent content of network television
programming research that has been supported by
NIMH funding. An additional conflict is the fact that
Dr. Crbner is a member of the NIMH Advisory Panel
whi is responsible for the report and for its
sions.
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The Gerbner content analyses have IIerated a great deal of controversy within the res ar
community (Newcomb, Coffin and Ilichman. B nit).
Criticisms focus on three major issues:

1. The definition of violence which Gerbner

Mt

2. The Index which Gerbner constructs and
uses to report the amounts of violence in
programndng.
.
3. The sample which Is analyzed and used to

generalize to a Miley season.

Definition of Violence In Frogramining
The way in which violence in program
content is defined is crucial because more than
anything else. it affects the study's findings and
conclusions. Earlier we discussed the difficulty in
arriving at a commonly agreedupon definition of
violence. Gerbner defines violence as: The overt
expression of physical force against self or other,

conipeltedictiOn against one's will on
of Whig
hurt or
or actually hurting or
What
makes die Gerbner definidon unique is t
this
definition is oppbed not only to serious and realistic
depictions of violence, but Is expanded to indrale
comedy and slapsdck, accidents, and acts of nature
such u floods, earthquakes, and hurricanes.
By empleting such a definition, the
Gerbner analyses arrive at violence figures which
distort the mount of realistic violence actually on
television. For example, in a nuntber of Gerbner
content studies, over one-third of all the violence
counted did not result from human action but was
caused by accidents Wads of nature. Without an
understanding of the violence definition, we would
incorrectly attribute far more violence to priigramming than actually exists.

.
adding together the research equiv.
akin of '
and oranges," the Index provides a
biased
rate picture of television content.
As one noted researcher commented, "One Is always
free to add apples and oranges If one wishes, but it
Isn't at all clear rhat the rest it meas, and some
people may take it seriously" (Owen).

Semple
Gerbner and his colleagues utilize'a oneweek sample of prime-time network programming to
generalize about the entire yearly television season.
The use of one week's worth of programming to
represent the total content of a 52 week seasonis
clearly inadequate.

6-4

The Wales a Index

Oa

Gerbner uses a Violence Index to mea-

sure the annt of violence on network television. A
number of researchers (Krattenmaker and Powe,
Blank, Owen) have concluded that the Violence Index
is an arbitrary and idiosyncratic measure which does
not accurately reflect program content. Rather than
simply count the number of violent incidents per program, Gerbper combines various numerical scores,
some of which are weighted to reflect his own theories and controversial assumptions.for example, the
Violence Index arbitrarily doubles the"rate of viohmt
episodes per program," doubles the "rate of violent
episodes per hour of prOgums," altd combines
together percentages with straightforward numerical

sums. In response to this oveelinirig criticism of
the Index. Gerbner replies, "The rates are doubled
in order to raise their relatively low numerical values
to the importance that the concepts...deserve."

.;

DIE COS CONTENT ANALYSIS
The CBS study uses a 13 week sample of

prime time network programming to represent a full
year, clearly a more adequate, representative sam
than °edifier's. CBS also employs a more r
definitirn of violence: "The use of physical force
against arsons or animals, or the articulated,
e
threat of physical force to compel particular
be
k r on the pail of a person." This definition
attempts to analyse only realistic violence and rouse
quently excludes from the analysis accklents, acts of
nature, and comedy or slapstick.
The CBS findings have shown a measured
downward trend in the amount of violent program

content among the three networks from lin through
1901, the last year for which datare available.
the CBS study ellen& much different picture of violent content than does the Gerbner study,
the tilkiff report dismisses their findings without
comment.

Other Content ihsabele Stedies

CB

Only the Gerhner and CBS studies measure television content ewer a long enough period of
time to permit any sort of trends to be identified and
measured. The NIMH report does mention a number
of one -time content analysis studies but they are of
little value in addressing the primary question. For
example, one study cited by the NIMH utilized the
capsule program descriptions in TV Guide as the
method of analyzing the violence which appeared in
programming.
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The cultivation theory suggests that viewers absorb a unique and biased "social reality' from
watching television. According to the theory, which
has been put forth by Dr. George Gerbner, television
presents a distorted reflection of the world which
does not accurately represent what exists in real life.
Consequently, people who watch television will perteive the world from a "television perspective" and
not as it really is.
Although the NIMH Advisory Panel indi-

cates thit the case for this cultivation theory has
been clearly established, the authors of the technical
report chapter reach a different conclusion. They
stare, The evidence concerning the causal direction
of televisoris impact on social reality is not sufficient
for strong conclusions" (Hawkins and Pingree).

12
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As In the case of the content issue, the
NIMH relies almost exclusively on the research of Dr.
Gertner and his associates to substantiate their
claim that the cultivation theory Is true. Although a
number of other researchers have conducted work in
this area, over half of an the studies reviewed by the
N1MH were either conducted by Gerbner himself or
by his associates. Thut his methods and conclusions
are clearly central to the issue of culthstion.
A number of independent researchers
have been strongly critical of the cultivation hypothesis and of the research that supports it. Their
criticisms address three key issues:

found at an. In most cases, only 3% of a person's
social attitudes are related to television viewing.
In other words, 97% of a person's attitudes and
perceptions are related to factors other than
exposure to television.
What is especially significant Is that tele
vision's miniscule relations* to social perceptions
decreases even further when we consider such
important external conditions as the individual's age,
sex, race, and place of residence. Once these variables are taken Into account, the cultivation effect of
television on social attitudes and behaviors is virtually non-existent.

1. The use of corrdation to haply causation.

r

2. The methods by which attitudes axe meastwed.

3, The application of certain research techniques in attempting to answer the research
question.

a

USE OF COORELATION TO IMPLY
CAUSSTION

lb

The cultivation hypothesis states that
television viewing causes distorted social attitudes
and perceptions. Although the cultivation research
utilizes correlational techniques, the theory's proponents interpret the findings to suggest causality.
As we have demonstrated earlier, correlation can
not indicate cause and effect. Further, in every
cultivation study reported by the NIMH report, the
correlation between television viewing and an individell's attitudes are extrmely small, when they are

MEASURING ATTT1UDES
The second area of criticism regarding
cultivation research concerns the way in which view
er's attitudes and perceptions are measured.
Individuals are asked a series of questions: one pos.
sible answer being the "TV answer," which the .
researchers say reflects how the world is shown on
television, and the other response, a "real world"
answer, which the researchers say reflects how the
world really is: For example. a respondent might tie
asked to estimate how likely they are to be a victim of
mime. Overestimating their chances of victimization
is considered the "TV answer" since the researchers
believe that exposure to violence on television cultivates fear and mistrust. Critics of the cultivation
theory suggest the questions which are asked are
highly selective, and Items which do not support the
cultiiation theory are simply omitted. In addition, the
"TV answer" is often arbitrarily determined by the
researchers (Hirsch). Further, it has been found that
on occasion; of the two responses from-which an

individual must choose, both were incorrect. Thus,
the respondent is placed in the situation of having to
select an answer when the only alternatives available
are both wrong (Krattenmaker and Powe).

RESEARCH TECHNIQUES
One of the major crib,
of the cultivation theory involves the various procedures which are
used to investigate the hypothesis. A number of
researchers have attempted to replicate the Cowlings
of Gerbner and his colleagues and were unable to
had the effects which were predicted by the cuitiva.
lion theory (Hughes, Poch and MacDonald, Wober).
Other researchers have been highly critical of specific methods. For example, a number of
studies used a sliding baseline In segmenting individuals Into the crucial "heavy" and "light' viewing
-categories which, according to the theory, deter.
mines how they will perceive the world. Instead of
establishing a strict definition of "heavy" and "light"
viewers, these categories are frequently determined
by the idiosyncracies of each sample. hirther,
although the categories are not consistent from study
to study findings are compared as though they were
identical. For example, in one study school children
who watched three hours of televi don were classified as "heavy" viewers; in another, children who
watched three hours were classified as light" viewers (Hirsch).
Another point of criticism is that cultiva
tion researchers group together viewers who fall into
differing categories. When these groups are analyzed
separately, the findings do not support the cultivation
theory. For example, cultivation researchers group

"non viewers" who don't watch television with "light"
viewers who watch les than average. When non,
viewers are analysed independently of light viewers,
their fear and mistrust scores are actuallyhigher than
Tight viewers. Similarly, "extremely heavy viewers'
are grouped with "heavy viewers." When extremely
heavy viewers who view eight or more hours of
television daily - are analyzed independently, they
are found to be less fearful and mistrusting than
heavy viewers (Hirsch). In both of these instances,
when unlike groups were analyzed separately, the
findings were in direct opposition to what the cultiva
tion theory predicts.
Overall when the cultivation theory is
examined closet , it is found to be far less compelling
than the NIMH report indicates. Consequently, there

is no justification for the strong a lumps which
the Advisory Panel reached.
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All entertainment series and specials
are produced under the scrutiny of the Broadcast
Standards and Practices Department (BS&P). Each
program'script Is carefully reviewed by Broadcast
Standards and Practices editors and every violent
action within the script is carefully evaluated. Each
violent action must have a thematic justification
and the depiction should portray only the minimum
necessary to maintain the integrity of the storyline.
15

Gratuitous or excessive violence Is eliminated-ind
unique and detailed depictions of violent actions
which might be copied or emulated are either,thodified or eliminated.
a
in addition to reviewing all scripts,
every program is screened and approved In a
rot4h-cut and final form by the Broadcast Sooclards.and Practices atilt* staff before the
program Is consred acceptable for broadcast on

1

ABC.

One of the tools which the Broadcast
Standards and Practices editors use in evaluating
program content Is the Incident Classification and
Analysis Form (ICAF) system. The ICAF
ith
optd by the SUP Department In conjunctio
social scientists from the ABC Social Research
Unit. The 1CAF enables every editor to systematically categorize, quantify, and we:gh every violent
incident within a prognm and provides editors
with a qualitative and quantitative measure of a
given program's violent content.
The ICAF system is especially useful
because it not only counts incidents of violence but
differentiates the severity of the violence and considers the overall context within which the violence
is portrayed. The 1CAF system enables the BS&P
editor to Identify those elements within a program
which may be excessive and gratuitous and is an
important aspect in the overall evaluation of program content.
The ICAF system is continuously moni
toted and reviewed by the ABC Social Research
Unit. This procedure maintains its high levels of
reliability and validity and ensures that the ICAF
remains a sensitive and accurate Instrument for the
identification and categorisation of violent program
content. Used in conjunction with the editor's professional judgement, the ICAF is a highly effective

r

tool for mahitaining ABC's standards of accept.
ability and appropnateness.

approach is frequently used and has proven to be
an excellent method In increasing and refining the

abilities of the Broadcast Standards eats. In

ANC SOCIAL IIISEANCH UNIT
The Social Research Unit is a part of the
ABC Marketing and Research Services Department.
One of its functions is to provide support services

16

to Broadcast Standards andractices. In addition
to the administration of the !CAP System, the Social
Research Unit provides BS&P with relevant
research information to ensure that all policies and
guidelines reflect the most curreht data available.
Contemporary social science research is reviewed
on a continuing basis and plays an important role in
maintaining appropriate standards for the portrayal
of violence In programming. In addition to reviewing research whir*. appears in the scientific
literature, the Social Research Unit conducts a
:umber of proprietary studies which are designed
to assess the impact onurprogramming.on view.
err and to survey audience attitudes toward
depictions of sensitive program material.
Another related activity of the Social
Research Unit is to conduct workshops and semi
nars for the Broadcast Standards editing staff.
Training workshops are an Important element in
professional growth and are held on a regular
basis. This service ensures that established policy
guidelines are consiatently and accurately applied
to the evaluation of all ABC programming.
At a typical training workshop, representatives from the Social Research Unit, as well as
-.aide expert consultants, discuss and evaluate
edking policies and procedures. The case study

225

addition, ICARprocedures are regularly reviewed
to retain the high reliability levels of the coding and
to refine and Improve thi ....trail !CAP system.
The goal of tK workshops and seminars is to Increase the capability of the Broadcast
Standards and Practices editors-by improving their
editing skills and by broadening their perspective
and understanding of the viewing audience.
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Although scientific research is
often sephisdcated and eempiss, there are
three key dements which slieuM be con-.
Wised stun evaluating any study. These
Include:
1. The study sample.
3. The research approach which Is used.

3 The eke of the effects under knestigation.

SAMPLJNO

.1

18

A sample 4 a swift* selected subgrotp wtidh
researchers use to repriseet a much 4rger group. A sample can
be made op of individuals foe emote television viewers
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the eqtrimeetal samba (TV program) ad *MR aultka

aid Ian caw* die Mad s balmier wader ail waded
well tem This permits Aram )rest Inferno el a causal
realm* between the cadent el the tat moon and
strbsigalit Maim One must ply fee dis coetra however.
by using an eitadalaatiparrircament lad by degas with
Mammy logistical afinalts laded sal
eereequesnly

moss edam Ideated lobo tal mid ids enen
heis r ectioas re
observed The researched midst a Odd who is kely to

Male the camel behavlet by pima' the Bobo doll a
bbledel weakly. Homier, the fact tat the Mil VW
designed

ay to be wad in this manner renders this

Ineamtement Walton guestimate.

la eqvieseeto tea Med* few wpm ma gate often the
mblects ve selected for Melt Netymaladity lo the madame/in (het notes Medan emokd to a haste what/
course d date* or adds eta are irotituticemited a a aka

koala el pram/ This an lad Manion afficades is oty
invite Inapt from the tat
tea Ismer, mama
popalaion bi addition, attics
eataments thugs
MI prognau add the sutacts view are rat represmu
the of the link el programenq which me broadcast on
cdionacial teleriaton, nisking the tests vrealabc and the
results highly septet.
A terious saltines of the laboratory wrath

inolun the my sandal attempt to mum violent Whaler
lace it is cbtiomsly insposuble teak a subject to actually ante
amber lands, some researchers him asked subjects to
control which would admitste electric shads to a
paten who Is ostensibly in noble room. The Intenay. Ire
wancA end thwacks of the Mods am acceded and form the

basis foe mum* sprays barna. The question, of

A field at*, as its mane supests, ri conducted in
a subacth mural emireereent as opposed a the bberetdry.
study. which usually takes aux in a molded ad winamitalmt-

ting held soaks typically use mat lager masher of

'

subleas than do most aperimeatal sadist Since all passible
wangles ran not be controlled as in a laboratory apatite's,
held studies do not permit the researches to determine a direct

case effect relationship tato Wet some very squill or
curnstances utak we will *cuss in the following action.
stades frequently employ one of three pos.

side *work .s:idfie
comment

f Amex At pawl homy, at a field

IMO RAD' Ina fa sing. respondents are

coarse, is whether adraleimerbig kris under the KlOril'
skie ad tecourapmera of a reword scientist fa the same as
MAMA; dokaty In the real meld. Fbrtarmore, the
are Mee
ail the chorale shwa in not may harm blvd

asked to cooragete a written question:Wm. The questionnaires
frequently meant* the amours and We of programming which

that the
ether pe

the level d eareanity as measured with a pencil and paper

kettle. but amass. Vats voli "help" the
to WA
eillenmemal late
Another

aspect of Me laboratory

y mvy state MOO of the immureefteds. occurred celY when wads were initially Named
le 1)4

W

Add Stadkot

vin

away eared a series of 'astral, by to interviewer or are

Is tardiest. we mare other sods ai dwactensties such
ten Using swami methods. the scientist Nampo to correlate, at relate certain eliaractenstics (such as esposure to
television violence) wick some Minimal variable (such as MO

altresarlY).

. _ .,, _11=1111g11...M.M11.111110=111111.111.11MMIPIIIIIIMEMMMMIMMEM.
jumuluui
Sometirrits re
measure behavior by
, everirnettal manieuislion fin this use, a to 'Woo program

obsetvliq Individuals in heir natural surroundings. A commas
merited of measirrine levesskity among school children Is to
wryly aw* them at pirgedwin WU Vaal is crucial howtrier, is that the observers
kept "band" or uninformed u to

the nature of the Kudy. In alter words, Ming observers to led

.

specifically for violent behavior can produce unintended "find
mgt" because the .observers might conscloarely or uacoodously,
be biased to fled aggress re behavior. While Ws may seem to be
a rewards problem which can tasty be accounted tor, in reality,

elleatchers

with violence and the other to the coring stuatiorr.(such as a
neutral television show without any violence). The researcher
mates the gasps equal and identical at the start of the
experiment el randomly assigning the subyect to one of the
experimental grouee. With ail essentis aspects uf the two
grout/ being as equal upossible. behavioral changes can be
ettribded 10 the one tNrig which was different! exposure to the
different television programs Hawser. when an experimental
group is comprised solely of individuals from the sense intact

a number of researchers hem ahem that this usittendeel
group, then third variables are not controbed. The exeenmental
-demand- effect can seriously bias research findingsanif subseequal and
quent analysts (flosenthal and Jacobson). Of course, bger
LT/ behavioral
tlillerotcifr amalyhecest re c't fol. h(el) e=erli.
question is whether or not observing cfeldren at play is an
differences in the group, or (2) differences in the erperimentst
appropriate
thole for the measurement of actual violence
inardixilebon (W programs). For example, when an Intact school
l Et SURVEY A paretittoly is very similar to a
class is used in a violence study It ISO:Orbit that the differ
field survey e
pi that the same respondents are surveyed at
cotes in children's aggressive behavior raw, be due to dif
two or more points in tune In order to permit the researcher to
(flexes la the way the tei..:.ier Controls chat-tame; some
Infer some aspects of carne- effect.- However. cause-effect 'els
teachers are more strict than others. if . researcher uses two
noriships under any Sort or survey 'preach are nighty goes
intact groups and assigns one group (teacher very s,41.- does
wobble and sutlers to a great deal o misinterpretation because
not allow any rough play) to the ''vlolent TV show." and 1,... -con .
so may external variables remain 4 Ircounted foe
trot" group (teacher very lenient- allows a lot of tough play,
The special "crosalag.,, if analysis which Is
...therionevolent TV show." a misleadirigeenCkiSiOn concerning
.
emplo)et tyi two of the studies cited in the NIMH reportigronthe impact of television could result The differences in behenor
& Hutment). and Sicepr & Singer) etch the NIMH suggests
could be due to either the deferent program content or to the
can be used to infer carnality hate. In lid, been down to be
origual inference of the intact groups - -the degree of the
invalid to (raging such causal eonnections (Bohnutedt, Duncan.
teacher's disaylose.
Crioli and Campbell. Bogota, Kessler and Greenberg). Appropn

ate tectexpres we mita* to make such causal InfereOces.
hOnrever, and were employed by the NBC study (Hilersty)
FIELD EVER/Mete A field experiment isan
attempt to d.)tadt the best of both research worlds: the natural
erraronrrent of the field study combined with the expenmental
approach's bitty to infer causality. Of course in any compromise
there 1% always a Trade intl. In this case. it is the ability to estab
lish a definitive cause-effect relationship. No matter how

rigorously the researcher attempts to control for external van
antes. it is simply inipossible to account foe every external
circumstance in a neural setting as opposed to the unnatural,
Mrs completely controlled, laboratory situstiom
A 'emus problem which in frequently encoun

20

tered in field experiments is the use of "intact groups;an
newt group is simply a group of individeals (such as all children
in a partnuntschool class) who are selected as one of the
espenreestal groups is a field experiment A true experiment
uses two (or more) equal and vientun er, ps, one is subtect to
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Clinical Studies
The clinical case method is less commonly used in

social science research because the ample sue is often
extremely small which makes generalnation to the population at
Urge difficult and unreliable. Nonetheless, clown studies bee
valuable when researchers are interested in peobrrig in-depth to

dean motifs/ion and similar underlying reasons foe attitudes
and behaviors. Chnical stocks are alsd very useful when speaal
papolanons such as *homiest adolescents. exceptionsl did
then, or other non-nonnative subteen are of interest

..

Whet researchen tei dee' *effect'," titer are

reftrdi4 to the stay le aphis et *edict bar/Woe adinsies
as a resdi of previous wore toe *Muhl variable, b Ws
use. tele,tion. Therefore, when we refer to tit she of the
effect el a puticsier en* we are ubist bow *silica* a reign,* elute between lelevitica and behavior or attitedet
Despite the micas contlisions and resulting
ispicenorts Aid) NIMII Pcklaery Panel Wades to the
research scathes they wined, the dee of the effects reported
are meet* wail even V ors were to accept the varkws
roetbodclopical rd tielvdcal Ikea rhereet to may of the stud-

ies, the atom* of beisateal or Yifsdtstl doge uterus, be
attributed directly to lelerteice is lestoulicant

The we in wWdi essearchets estivate the anus
of core/Aldan which television wakes as belie/toe or attitudes

Is to squareof askiptv by itself the cerrelation coefficient

fore nerd Is mortedit tie Nutlet Pot ewe*, assume we

i.e a seedy telft. Modes that there Is startled* of .11

I

between viewing telewielcs and a

are no controls imbed for

eslM helm* edien there

etatl third varishies, and

retains* lb when such *Moles es les, rate, am &ea of
mildews are takes Into atoned Ily squaring these limes (.1I

a II w Maid .0Ia

w .104) we see that television accounts
lot 1. per coot of egressise Wiwi* without
leu
than VI of one percent of euressta barrios when
rots are
applied *other words. ewe 90 percast of the
behind

the iniividuals awes e behavW nut be attributed to factors
other thin teievistoo.
The effects sae to a wry Important coeukleration
when evaluating research since it is often possible to find mil
tionslups which. In fact, are virtually meaningless when the true
magnitude of the relationshap is assessed
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REVIEW Of
RESEARCH
Following are brief reviews and analyses of the fourteen studies cited In the NUM

ilbtholell Paper en Violence and Mslon to support the relationship between television
subsequent hassles Also
is a review tithe
et.
NBC Study. Although
it was not included in the NM technical chapter en
Ice It Is the only new study on the
subject, and was reported at length Ina section of Ni own to the NOAH report,

111.1.60.11. W littetssroa Ptoktri
and ute Adolescent Soy London.
Saxon House. 1171

Field Surrey

SUIJECTS

NUMMEN

ISO Intscloti kg I th the age

Television violence exposure

range 11 17 years. This was a

was measured by 1131114 the

pvWdity sample

boss about their vseetini a rep

reserlabre simple of all
programs broadcast between
1919 aed 1971 Fifty judges then
rated the programs for 2$ thf
ferenr looms of violence A
boss vioience score 1141 a sum
of the products of exposure rn
each show and the tioleoce rat
log for each show
!rhyme ore nt m violent behavior
Met measured bs asking the
nuns it they had committed any
of 31 violent acts m the lest 6
months

EVALVATION

Controls for third smithies
were performed to to snot
thodot manner dewloped by
the author imitatins!. stmut
layman controls for unpor

lint third vittbbiel were not
perkxmed Instead. post hoe
matching of high and low sues

ors 103 attempted one mum

of third %ambles Makin*
procedures are wOM to causal
ift1171111

Foreign siro
Hugh viewers of !dom.() sio
knee were about at awe &the
as ions viewers of lekistsed

'drat

Apprommalely hill of the
sample did not engage m any

violent acts
the author ictimortedges
that despite his rnitchmg goo
['dotes, his research does not
eliminate the possibility that
the creme causal hypothesis
aggressor boss like to watch
s Intent programs - u true
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5.

IT lift

OMAN ,

UM L D l

Panel Survey of 3 years

linell

HLIES3Ur1/44. 1.11

adolescent Atgressio and
itlevssion. knoll of ilet Neu

Si

111111111ENUT

799 first and Thud grade tint
diet in a Chicago suburb

Television violence was own.
sureil, by asking children how
1remtently they viewed their

This was ano*Frolmbilay

MIALISATIO0

,t

...,,,

nib. roost vdicIted 71/stows
Two psycholoy students then
rated these s Kris for their

sample.

t

leo* Arm:Vero/ Screw** 1980.
, 341. 319 331

amount n1 t malty portrayed
pit smcal duressron A child's
Waving, SOU! was the $1.1M

ul the vslknue ratings for their
eight nurse frequently witched
shows. weighted by the In

.

fluency with which they

Theiflattuns p between
television viol ce and dggres
She behavior aged )ram 11

to ti

Simultaneous

.0

cui of

important ttu
ants let
which * number are *chided in
the study) visa not performed
III Detaiis stout which agaves

roe behavior Admire (seg.
report or peer Ruminated) was
analysed in Ilse correlations is
not evident

watched the pentium
Agge*sene behavior lees me*

lured by peer nominated
ratings and tell ratings ist
aggression The latter included
items in *duck the child rand
how soda( they were to Iv

i

--

T

FRAC7h11, a ?mints* Commis

Panel Survey

/37 if...adieu

mu) children described as
enure,* in specific aggiessin
behavior

--,
.0.1offaff114110f1 provided

nication. February 1900

a Foreign tufty,.
'to publicly available

'Mini:lawn
No simultaneous cottrols ul
important thud variables

e
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GRANZBERG. G (
STEIYBRING. I Teievismn and
the Canadian Indite, Technical

Panel Survey user 5 years

kepoc Depa.tment of
Anthropology. Unwersa I of

*inmost IOU

Eleme Mos school a(e. Cana
than Indian buss living on
reserves. Small samples in
each commumi s (about SO)
These were non pcobabihrs
samples

IIKASAMitlittla

[VALUATION

Espusure to television was nor
measured. Instead comma

The abut> has not been sub
tented Iti peer review or
punished in a mumal The
technical report ones not pro
vtd^ enough information to
fully understand and evaluate
exactly what the researchers
did and what they found Stalls
Mat test s are not stithae nits
reported
The sample isvnot repre ten

nines nth and withalt
tries imp were Compared both
before and alter TV was intro
din ed into one of the
communities
These communities were tom

pared on two stables.
i II Fear ol swarm/Ai:on

.

whether or not the subperis

ompleied a In putheactl

1:,

f
i PF OUR,. 8

Ftrid 'nurses

lir doh t Add, tt and N-Irs lira,
v...1,1,) e &Nu in' n.. (Mc"
re ,n 1375 to 5)1 4l

manner

(1 distgiession

runes tould *lee to a

responses to
Shuns about what the sub
is would do in hypothetical
situations. (What would you do
if someone called you a rume'l
If they .41,1 they would retaliate
in hind they were scored as
aggressive
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multitude of other balms
besides television
The introduction of tele', is.
did not anent the mean !eve is

of aggressive behavior ealt
tied in the communities
Simultaneous controls of
important thud variables were
not employed

soled by a listing of a,0 programs

The relationship between
exposure 14) Mien,' a Id

en VIUnni,r, This Is a WI

(unrolls or 'mend) aired in

ovie sloe attitudes was 15 to

prottasiiirs sample

tomtun Violent program rate
guties iprograms in which acts
of soutane were common)
included ( II westerns. ill

17 However the relationship
between exposure to non cut
tense and aggressor attitudes

Chd ad,C.CtUIr 13) scene"

cal U televismn stotence is
supposed to cause aggressne
heliostat it does not follow that
non vmlent programming it

726. Airmen in the 9 I: MI IS

Teteosion espooire was met

was IT lo It almost 'demi

rented to aggressne attitude

measured 111 percessed [floe

al almost the SAME lire)
Simultaneous controls for
third sortable s were not ern

usei.st of using SvIente to

phord in this study

sots? ptobtems. and IT)
personal warmness to use le to

e
in
The amount of
the programs WAS AO rePOrted

Aggressive plitiuder weir
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seer old age groups Idled out

fiction. rut 141 mined shows
Respondents t betted II rises
oar' h each 4110. KWh nee* or
aftmid every noir it i$ on

.

film and comes :tom unit her
eew
country and culture. it
different programs than we
The study design is we
because any differences
observed among the comma

situation described b., the
researchers as one that ended
in a dangerous and cogent

!encl. he WaVe own problems

MeV

APPUICSI

HARTNAGEI, T P . TEEVAN,

field Survey

kJ Jr.. 4 MeINTYlte. J.J.
Television Viokme and Violent

-

-,----...,
pat*
A

lay simple of fl$

poke MO school and serifs
hir mixer Marytand students

Behavior Social AKA lin,

roweled to a questiorusue

SS. 541 551.

TeMe14 too moue was men-

sued by mkt. respondents
if the): (1) et leto a serious
het with a Relent M school;
(2) Um someone badly'
for Ian to need bandages:

(3) loot pan En a Iiikt

re

a roop of Kw Needs wee

aulasi another troop The ire
quency of Mew batmen was
recorded art] summed to form
an index.

II The rektionship between
violent television exposure and
violent behmtoe Only wit 12

When IN:aunt thlrearubles
Ike sex. trade. race. lather's
occupalioa. educational tepeetattoos. 4114 structure and
ghoul trades were controlled.
tins relationshio was redaced

to stir wry
0 The outlaws concluded tele,'

WA does lot carte awesome
behevior

LAGELSKTE K

Panel Survey

returns'', Communication.

.

?20 &Wren

ho udotrnation padded

Mose 197(
Y ENS, 1 P. PARKE. 111

.AMINO. L 4 ITERIOVitn L
Otters of mon. Trek& . on
ItSreiSion in a held vetting as
1 rlinCtion of group dont.nance
and cohesion Avumei OP.,
1 u0d011 trad Soya! Ptsvtace
1975 11 346 360

Esperimenial Fiehl Study

115 delinquent. seconder)
sr hoot tors ro a &gran 01.1110

bon Pus is aeon probabeirly
sample

'

Television violence was not
measured instead ten at
edited commercial manes
stone in. English. others not all
English were shown to the
burs

Aggtesswe behmtor was men

sued by observing the bait
behmtne am a neriott of

time Ma ar. es of awrIsion
'nagged phyisem threats.

ptylitAl atimi verbal agates
lion. damavr.g nbtests, loud
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Foreign culture
No publicly evadable
itliotn111101

a No evidence was reported J11
long teem physical awe sent

effects
6 Any PflerenceS reported in
this study may be due to the
inlay groups that were used as
much as the kind of films they
mewed Sebyetis mete not ran
don't) assigned to expenoenial
conditions Therefore the
groups were not eltal at the
start of she study Differences
obsersed tea not be attributed

outbursts no: deft-WI it nth

to the mermen:al =AKA&
lion* I In ill.* cat. If movies

en sell antessual

the .111rnetts saw I

MN

WNW

LOVE. 0 GOONEY. R £
STEELE. G Ellects of Trim
woo- An eveninenial field
titter Journal ol Comolsoirro
i ports 1917.1113). 2% 216

Eapenmentai Field Study
.

il.

MUMS

SIMONS'S
nom a pool of 725 husband

Sobecets were assigned one of

indwife couples recruited
thlOvihilhotrententeril user
Theta Ca* television in Lot
Asereles.7f9 cooks were
induced to particpate II

hopper of spomeirrito (I)
high in mock) or helpful

content (V0,313. (1) high in
I wileol or' hurtful content
(N 45); (3) neuUal or hilu
entertainment cement

months tree al* service)
Thihis i nonVeotioluilly

(N.. (9). 3) shed- both

sample

Pimlico,' and violent content
Cris. 251: and (5) ham& COW.

tent - vitt. *hum, they
wished (N 43)
Behavior wan assessed by has

me vines record all Instances

c. husbands -helpful- (bus
hand toot son for a Moth on the
beach) and hurtful (husband

lest temper while driving cat)
behavior

Thirty petterd 01 the subjects
did not complete The study
Therefore the results are
based on the behavior o1 1R3

ewers Ns. ten are WI recite
sentame They were pnedornin

antlY Gutsily'. also more
ellitem *Whetter educated
than the *cm
in all litekhood Wirt! thew
what programs their husbands
were sawn% and Therefore
may bate been influenced by
demand chasacterivhcs of

sind,
a No indicants of the allure of
The hurtful behavior the wives
reported was presented. II los

art temper riele derini was
the most serious form of hun

ful ban**. one Mutt questio
the level of violence alatried
here
Differences in mean Ittels of
borstal behavior were not ob
served among the (we groups

/

4 ',tenant watchers
a ResearchersJuid no real won
trot over wbich'proersals
viewers eattelly watched Thus

their five dins of TV ow hare

been tinted
Sobjeetr were nol randomly
assigned to the daft:neat teteot

moo *ci hay differences

v
i 4

among these y. 40 CM Ad be
attributed to the telension pro
ciacis they viewed because
they were not equal an all other

.

respects Kim other thud van
ables could be responsible for

at differences casserwil
These important third rambles

weft not (wooded

.
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NM,

mum*
,

MCCARTHY. ED.. LAKONE.A.
T S, GEJtS1EN, J.C., EISENBERG, 2 O., & OBZECK. L.

Violence all behavioral disor

den :owed! of
Camaseruestux 1315, 25 (O.

It IS.

Nil field Surrey

Utttr
of ch
Boast

number of mothers
en aged i to 11 kiting la
N.Y.C. between
mid 125th Streets.

Telerition 'vogue wws measured by askilthe mothers
what were tie r children's four
tmonte N shows. Three

TAisre

aeon-probobilay

researchers assigned each ;metals it violence rating winch
ranged from Hs 3. AN News
programming was assigned a

+Wit 112 childree were the
arm old /alma_

The relgImulups betwein
tine

violence viewing awl fi
was .OS and betwces r
viewing and de hog

I.S; shows Me kwdy bac*

cols for
re not

employed.

received a I; ins
moues and
pons (Isle
tennis sod hue ) received a
2; shows kkeNYPQ Ma Strad
and some sports Ode wregling

were

and hockey) received a 3.

from her perceptions of one

A weighted violence scan WAS

calculated by fatal she squery
root of the sum of the violeree

w The

from the mothers
abet of mothers
is not re
led

u of any singe mother

Id hest be wed over

/

child Is mother children she
may tuns answered liwsiionl

the child.

about
The weighted violence index
is u contrived and artificial
measure.
While the authors report this
IS a panel serwh,nn Mugu orb
Gal data are prose tea

Cbadren's liklisvfor was men
cured by
mothers 63t
questions
their children's
behavior.
se items were
reduced to 44 dents These

are not reported. The validity
of the procedures used in the
violence ratings must he ques
tioned lace tennis and

arms Made up ?different sal
es Of interesr here are two

baseball were rated as a 2
The sample was atypical tim-

sr.#0 (1) righbry (teases

ing been derived entirely from
Warthatun

scores of the Oafs four low
ore TV shows This figure was
Men multiplied by the Further_
of hours of TY watched dady by

other children does not get
Mons with other children at
'chug). and (2) delinquency
(does rash and antenna

Magi m trouble with police)
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Stallaltant011

third tangles

is Children re never *seed a
mete q
tun AN the data

trell Dews o( *woe

1

nee
was

SIM

Ittlisankty estimates for lio
knce strata of the proyams

ga.

;e

bIllAYSKT. It. KESSLER. Ili

&TWA., 6 IUDS, WA.

itasvoisiort

1/MINC11

f1fiN21CN

heel Sentry coverings heat

2,210 elementary and second-

period

Television violence exposure

in school children In
ligareapoks and Ft Worth.

sou mulatto by eskinp tha

Television end egg ession:

Results of a unit study. to D.

aged 7 through &

Fend L. Ileetlik, aid J. _sat

MU). fekwitio al A em
me It* yew ci *media
Petkreta cad tryficatiou fa
theft (Vol. 2). Washlegtoo,;
MC. U S. Dovernmehi Mule/

VAL1141011

children how frequently they
viewed a reutsentattm sample
of tekeisioe programs. These
scores went then weighted by
the amount of violence con

raked li each mane
Agreeing totemic.' wee mensued by thi peer acentnation
procedure for elementary

Office. 1112.

I

school children. Fps teenagers,

selftputs weri wed These
Included a number of different
measures of egressive belief-

tor: alturcal *yaw (trytai
to lust someone by paging

and shoviq. Ming or pond.

lath urfOal ofrania (trying
tO hurt others by saying mean

thing, or lying to get some

one in irouNe);tirolini end
damegumproptery. dainsauercy

outman (unto criminal
behaviors like teiCe fights,
niugpng car theft or pang

Teal. and gammon agairol a
teocAtr funruiness Of rude.
twee toward a teacher)

.

RL

reicrouin eta wahlutial

netarsof Fold nyrnmrnti
*sew YoM Academic Press.

PM

*Awl iffectori subierest owes*. behialor.

The results Of till study are
very compete. because of the
greater validtty. consisteocy
and relevancy of the musitrinp
Instrumeits employed.
,
nth, SWF le of further

.

Importance because the
authors were able to replicate
the small correlate* between
exposure to televised violence
and appressive betemlor masired at the,ssenespoint In
time. Keweser, when other
third vulaibles were tags intc
accaint, this relationship was
reduced to near zero.
When these data were ana-

bled over time, no support for
the causal reknonsidp was

found. ,
riopriftenee wan reported
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Mr. HUGHES [presiding]. Thank you, Mr. Wurti..31.

Mr. Harding, we have your statement which, as I indicated previously, will be made a part of the record in full. You may proceed as
you see fit.
Mr. HARDING. Thank you.

My name is Philip Harding, and I am director, special projects

research, in the CBS/Broadcast Group.

I would like to say at the outset that we at CBS appreciate the

opportunity, to present our views on the possible social consequenc-

es of crime and violence in the media. We are pleased that this
hearing has been conceived not as adversarial in nature but as a
more scholarly forum for the presentation of information and
points of view on this complex ,question. To approach the topic in
that way offers far greater promise of bringing into precise focus
the spec ific issues involved.

Questions of this sort can be addressed at two levels. The first is
are spared the need to deal with
the level of opinion, wherein
facts. So long as debate is mai fined at that level, each side's position is unassailableand, of c uite, usually immune to change.
There is, however, a second level from Which to examine and try
to resolve such questions. At this level facts, by which I mean ob-

servable events and processes, are the very bedrock. And when
such facts are insufficiently available, we say so and get on with
the business of seeking them out through disciplined research inquiry.

Most of us, I suspect, would agree that the issue before us today,
Whether depictions of crime and violence on television are likely to
produce crime and violence in real life, is more appropriately addressed at this second, scientific level.
It should be recognized that questions as to the relationship between media content and crime are by no means new. Half a cen-

tury ago, the Payne Fund was supporting research on whether
movies influenced their teenaged viewers to engage in criminal be-

havior. In the intervening years, comic books and even radio
became focuses of similar inquiries. As regards television, CBS has

been represented at some half-dozen House or Senate hearings
since 1964, as well as at a hearing of the Eisenhower Commission
on the Causes and Prevention of Violence. Indeed, only this past

December, some 4 months ago, the NIMH report was the topic of a
formal evaluation by the National Academy of Sciences, undertaken at the request of the National Institute of Justice, to assess the
need for research into the possible contribution of television violence to crime.
So there is, then, a considerable history to the issues confronting
us today. Television, like the earlier media which were the subject
of similar concerns, does, of course, seal with crime and violence.
But scientific discussion of the social consequences 0f such depic-

tions must, I submit, be brief, because there are few facts to
present.
Let me elaborate. In Volume 1 of the NI H Report, the summa-

ry volume, the chapter coming closest to 'hat we are discussing
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today is titled "Violence and Aggression" and refers, of course, to
television violence and viewer aggression. The pertinent sectiqn
of,
volume 2, the one composed of technical reviews of the research,-is.
similarly titled, as are both of the two studies which have become
the particular focus of critical discussionthe Huesmann and Milaysky studies.
The conclusions drawn by those studies and by the
relate
primarily to "aggressivon." It: short, the word which hasreport
been
adopted for this discussion by the scientific community is "aggression"
and not "violence." It is aggression And not violence that the great
mass of the studies have sought to measure. The reason for this is
a pragmatic one. As Krattenmaker and Po eve observed several
years ago in the Virginia Law Reviewand here I am quoting:

A normative definition of violence agreeable to all and fairly objectively
able can be derived: The purposeful, illegal infliction of pain for personaldetermingain or
gratification that is intended to harm the victim and is accomplished in spite
of
social sanctions against it. Whether viewing s4ch uehavior simulated on television
tends to cause its occurrence in real life seems to be the question about which
researchers, regulators, and the public care. Such violence, however, is precisely the
sort of behavior that no researcher in a laboratory may seek to cause, and that no
"real world observer" can hope to witness systematically.

1'

The fact that the NIMH Report and the underlying research
bear on aggression rather than violence has been emphasized by us
a . by other observers who have questiohed the social importance
of th behaviors studied. Some critics of the research, including
ourselv , go further and ask whether many of these: behaviors are
even "ag. essive" in any destructive or hurtful sense.
By way sf example, one of the studies has as its subjects nursery
oolc dren whose behavior was observed and rated during freeplay periods. To the extent that this study turned up airy behaviors
its authors considered aggressive, these were limited very largely
to instances in which a child may have carelessly knocked into
other children's toys or disrupted games. Another study considers
it aggressive for third-grade children to stick their tongues out and
give. people dirty looks. One of the witnesses here today, Dr.
Thomas Cook, in a soon-to-be-published evaluation of the NIMH
Report, has suggested that many Of the aggression measures are
not clearly related to my antisocial behavior. He notes:
Many readers understand."aggression" in terms of physical violence with intent'

to harm or as criminal behavior and not as the "incivility" that the majority of past
measures of aggression mostly tap into.

Now, I have no wish to review all the behaviors rheasured in all
of the studies. But I think we can agree that while some of these
behaviors do represent some form cf aggression, we must always
recognize that very few of them could be meaningfully characterized as violent.
And if so little of the available eseNch has dealt with violence,
still less has focused on real-life crirn,In short, then, the types of
behavior discussed in the NIMII Report and the research on which
it is based simply do not afford the basis for a scholarly conclusion
as to whether violence on television leads to crime or violence in
the streets.
Let me close with a few gtl cqal observations. While the causes of
crime are complex, we may al. agree that among the major contrib.
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uting factors are a variety of deeply rooted Focial conditions. Those
conditions, however, are notoriously difficult to eradicate. It, there-

fore, becomes all too easy to point the finger of blame elsewhere
frequently at the media, and particularly at television. CBS believes, however, that after years of hearings and official Government reports, there is still no convincing evidence that television
violence creates criminals or increases crime in our society.
It, therefore, becomes all the more important that we not allow
our concern about crime to lead us into actions inconsistent with
the first amendment. Crime and violence appear in the media, both
in the form of cramatic entertainment and in our daily newspapers
and news broadcasts, for the simple reason that they are part of
the world in which we live. It is difficult to imagine any role for
the Government in this area which would not be fundamentally at
odds with our traditions of free speech and a free press.
Those are issues, however, which can be better discussed by
others. What I have tried to suggest to you today is that this is a
terribly complex area, and we are still very far from understanding
the facts concerning it.
Thank you.
[Mr. Harding's statement follows:)
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my name is Philip Harding. and I an Director. Special Projects
'witch in the CBS/Broadcast Group.

1 would like to say at the outset that we at CBS appreciate the
opportunity to present our viewe on the possible social
consequences of crime and violence is the media.' Ne its
pleased that this hearing has been conceived not as adversarial
in nature but as a more scholarly forum for the presentation of
information and points of view on this complex question.

To

approach the topic in that way offers fat greater promise of
bringing into precise focus the specific issues involved.
Questions of this sort can be addressed at twat levels.

The

first is the level of opinion, wherein we are spared the need
to deal with facts.

So long as debate is maintained at that

level, each side's position is unassailable -- and, of course.
usually imosuns to change.
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There is. however, a second level from which to examine and try
to resolve such questions.

At this level. facts -- by which I

mean observable events and processes -- are the very bedrock.
And when such facts are insufficiently available. we say so and

get on with the business of seeking them out through
disciplined research inquiry.
Most of us. I suspect. would agree that the issue before us

today -- whether depictions of crime and violence on television
are likely to produce crime and violence in real life --

is

more appropriately addressed at this second, scientific level.

It should be recognized that questions as V the relationship
between media content and crime are by no means new.

Half a

century ago, the Payne Fund was supporting' research on whether

movies influenced their teenaged viewers to engage in criminal
behavior.

In the intervening years, comic books and even radio

became focuses of similar inquiries.

As regards television.

CBS has been represented at some halt -dozen House or Senate

hearings since 1964, as well as at a hearing of the Eisenhower
Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence.

Indeed.

only this past December. four months ago, the NIMH report was
the topic of a formal evaluation by the National Academy of
Sciences, undertaken at the request of the National Institute
of Justice, to assess the need for research into the possible
contribution of television violence to crime.
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There ,is. then. a considerable history to the issues
confronting us today.

Television. like the earlier media which

were the subject of similar concerns. doss of course deal with
crime and violence.

But scientific discussion of the social

consequences of such depictions must, I submit. be brief
because tr,.re are few facts to present.

Let me elaborate.

In Volume 1 of the NI/1111 report, the summary

volume. the chapter coming closest to what we are discussing
today is titled "Violence and Aggression" and refers of course
to television violence and viewer aggression.

The pertinent

section of Volume 2. the one composed of technical reviews of
the research. is similarly titled. as are both of the two

studies which have become the particular focus of critical
discussion -- the Husemann and Mtlaysky studies.

The

conclusions drawn by those studies and by the report relate
primarily to "aggression."

In short. the word which has been

adopted for this discussion by the scientific community is
"aggression" and not "violence.4

And it is aggression. not

violence, that the great mass of the studies have sought to
measure.

The reason for this is pragmatic.

As Krattenmaker

and Powe observed several years ago in the mg. AK Law Review:

A normative definition of violence agreeable to all
and fairly objectively determinable can be derived:
the purposeful, illegal infliction of pain for
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personal gain or gratification that is intended to
harm the victim and is accomplished in spite of social
sanctions against it.' Whether viewing such behavior
simulated on television tends to cause tta occurrence
in real life seems tpabe the question about which
researchers, regulators, and the public care. Such
violence, however, is precisely the sort of behavior
that no researcher in a. laboratory may seek to cause
and that no "real World observer" can hope to witness
systematically.
The tact that the NIMH report. and the underlying research,

bear on aggression rather than violence has been emphasized by
us and by other observers who have questioned the socia.
...importance of the behiViors studied.

Some critics of the

research. including ourselves. go further and ask whether many
of these behaviors are even "aggressive" in any destructive or
hurtful sense.

By way of example. one of the studies has as

its subjects nursery-school children whose behavior was
observed and rated during free-play periods.

To the extent

that this study turned up mil behaviors its authors considered

agressive. these were limited very largely to instances in
which a child may have carelessly knocked into other children's
toys or disrupted games.

Another study considers it aggressive

for third grade children to stick their tongues out and give
people dirty looks.

One of the witnesses here today. Dr.

Thomas Cook, in a soon to be published evaluationsof the NIMH
report, has suggested that many of the aggression measures are
not clearly related to any anti-social behavior.

He 'noteS that

"(miany readers understand 'aggression' in terms of physical
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violence with intent to harm or as criminal behavior and not as
the 'incivility' that the majority of past iseasures of

aggression mostly tap into."
I have no wish to review'all the behaviors measured in all of
the studies.

But I th4nk we can .)4ree that, while some of

these behaviors do represent some form of aggression

we must

,always recognize that very few of them could be meaningfully
characterized as violent.

And if so little of the available research has dealt with
violence, still less has focused on real-life crime.

to short.

then, the types of behavior discussed in the NINA report and
the research on which it is based simply do not afford the
basis for a scholarly conclusion as to whether violence on
.television leads to crime or violence in the streets.
dr

Let me close with a few general observations.

While the causes

of crime are complex, we may all agree that:among the

jor

contributing factors are a variety of deeply-rooted social
conditions.

Those conditions, hpwever, are notoriously

'difficult to eradrcate.

It therefore becomes all too easy to

point the finger of blame elsewhere -- frequently at the media
and particularly at television.

CBS believes, however, that

after years of htarings and official government reports, there
is still no convincing evidence that television violence
creates criminals or increases crime in our society.
-5-
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It therefore becomes all the more important that we not allow
our concern about crime to lead us into actions inconsistent
with the First Amendment.

Crime and violence appear in the

media -- both in the form of dramatic entertainment and £n our
daily newspapers and news broadcasts -- for the simple reason
that they are part of the world in which we live.

It is

difficult to imagine any role for the government in this area
which would not be fundamentally at odds with our traditions of
free speech and a free press.
Those are Joplin'. however, which can be better discussed by
others.

What I have tried to suggest to you today is that this

is a terribly complex area, and we are'still very far from
4,

understanding the facts concerning it.

.

Mr. HUGHES. Thank you very much, Mr. Harding.
First, would any of the panelists like to comment on any of the

other statements made by panelists? You're pretty much all in
accord with what has been said by each panelist?

Mr. HARDING. Yes.
Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Harding, in your statement you emphasize the
distinction between aggression and violence. Professor Eron, in his
research, seems to make a connection and seems to go even further
and relate it to violent criminal acts.

What would your response be to his research?
Mn HARDING. I have not seen that research. I have not seen any
research which sought to extrapolate from measures of these more,
I would say, harmless acts of aggression, to the more serious kinds
of things that happen inlater life.
I was interested in listening to that because I have never seen
that kind of information in the research literature, and I certainly
would want to look very closely at those relationships.

Mr. HUGHES. I am sure that Professor Eron would be very happy
to make that data available.

In your closing statement you make the observation that "CBS
believes, however, that after many years of hearings and official
Government reports, there is still no convincing evidence that television violence creates criminals or increases crime in our society."

That sounds to me like a request for a "smoking gun" type ,of
evidence, and I doubt that we will ever find Cha. kind of evidence
and I think you would agree with that. I am not 30 sure you could
ever prove beyond a reasonable doubt since we just can't take a
picture of a person's mind.

What, in your judgment, would be the kind of evidence that
would be persuasive?
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Mr. Hmtimi. To me, the mostand other people have said
thisthe most, persuasive
kind of study is the laboratory experi-

ment done in the field under naturalistic conditions. I do not like
the labpratory study that
is done in the
because so
many of the conditions are controlled and itlaboratory
is
simply
unrealistic.
So I think you start with that.

Some years,

Mr. HUGHES. Is CBS doing anything to acquire that kind of data?
Mr. 'mimic. Yes. Several
ago, going back to 1969, I believeand this was in responseyears
to the

concerns about violence that
had then come to the forefront in societywe
convened a conference of social scientists to address this very question.
In fact, in the
context of that conference we solicited proposals for that
very type
of study.
We stipulated, however, that if we were to provide grant moneys

for research in this field, there were a couple of ground rules. that
had to be observed. One was this
kind of Ailing that I am talking
about. The research had to be addressrl to television
violence
which' was observed under natural viewing conditions and
not in
the laboratory, and the behaviors in question had to be observed
and measured in the real world and not in the laboratory. There
were other things, but after a rather extensive peer review process,
we did indeed fund certain studies which met those criteria on an
unrestricted grant basis, which meant that'CBS had no right of interpositionanything to say about the findings.
But that comes closest, I think, to the kinds of studies that we
feel offer the most promiseMr. HUGHES. Were any such
dies commissioned?

-

Mr. HARDING. Yes. There
hesitate because CBS 'commis

e three or four commissioned. I
ned 'some by itself and others in

connection with a committee an indltry committee, called the

Joint Committee for Re'sear on Television and Children.
Mr. HUGHES. Have those studies been completed?
Mr. HARDING. Yes, they were completed. The authors of one of
them were Stanley Milgram and Lance Shotland, and that study
is
in the literature. Another one is the Belson study with which you
may be familiar. A third was by Feshback and Singer, done in the
late sixties, and a fourth was a'replication of Feshback and Singer
by Williams Wells.
These were essentially laboratory field experiments in the sense
that they were laboratory designs applied to a field setting, where
you have these kinds of naturalistic-Mr. HUGHES. Those' studies were taken into account by the

-

NINTH?

Mr. HARDING. The NINTH report dealt with only those studies
that came out, I think, since 1972 or so, so Feshback and Singer
perhaps may not have fallen in that. But yes, they did refer to

Belson and they do refer to the Milgram and Shotland research.
Mr. HUGHES. So you are saying, aside from the conclusions thdt
might be arrived at in the field, no other studies done4in the laboratory would be sufficient, no matter how conclusive the sociologists or the researchers were in their findings?
ti
Mr. HARDING. It depends on the level at which you wish to observe these things. If you look at a laboratory study done in a labo-
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ratory, you can demonstrL',te that certain things can happen, it is
possible for them to happen. It is possible to show a child a film of
another child hitting a Bobo doll, for example. A child may learn
from that film that one can 41it a Bobo doll and that is, indeed,
whilt Bobo dolls are for.

But, on the other hand, I don't think you can besatisfied with

that. As I say, both the stimulus for the aggression and the aggression itself were so contrived that, I would not be satisfied with
making basic social policy or any other kind of decisions based on
that kind
Mr. HUGHES. Some of the studies I am aware of, the study by
Professor Cook and certainly by Professor Eron, a lot of that work
was done in the field, was it not?
Mr. HARDING. Yes, Professor Eron's was done in the field.
Mr. HUGHES. How would you distinguish between those studies
arid the studies you envision'?
I mean, obviously, the dota .was collected, and I gather you have
no quarrel with the techniques that were used by these sociologists
and scientists.
Mr. HARDING. My quarrel is twofold: one, as I indicated in the

statement, is with the nature of the dependent variable, the criterion variable, what is called aggression in these studies. That-is one
thing that I do take issue with, I haven't teen Professor Eron's
most recent work, but I would be terribly interested in any study
which related aggression at one time, ors revision viewing many.
years before, to aggression at a much later time. But I will reserve
judgment on that. I just. haven't seen it.
The. other concern I have is with the analysis techniques. What
we are dealing with here is essentially correlational data, the kind
of thing Dr. Wurtzel was talking about. We can never truly measure cause and effect, I don't believe, except in a laboratory kind of
situation. Professors Eron's and Heusmann's work, since it used
multiple regression analysis to arrive at its conclusions, must
therefore have relied on correlational analysis rather than analyses which permit causal inference. Those are the two objections I
have.
Mr. SAWYER. Would the chairman yield for a minute?
Mr. HUGHES. I would be happy to yield.

Mr. SAWYER. I don't like to interrupt, but I have a question. I
meant to ask the prior panel about this but then I got diverted and
missed the opportunity.
I am puzzled by what is meant by the word "aggression." You
know, aggression isn't necessarily bad. I hear parents complain
that their child isn't aggressive enough. It depends on what you
mean. What do you mean by aggression? Everybody' is using that
word and I'm not quite clear on what you mean. Do you. mean

punching somebody in the nose or being a little pushy to get
ahead?
Mr. HUGHES. That was the point of part of the testimony.
Mr. SAWYER. Oh. I missed it, unfortuantely.
Dr. W6RTZEL. That is one .of the key issues in terms of this entire
question; that is, many of the measures that are being used such as
aggression are never really well defined, vary tremendously from

study to study, and, in fact, can be as abstract as asking a child if
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he would be iwterested in seeing a balloon pricked with a pin. Yet
those are assumed to be aggressive and, even beyond that, violent
behavior.
Similarly, there are very frequently inconsistencies in the way in
which violence is defined. Of course, what all these studies attempt
to do is to get a menu of programs which the researcher claims to
be violent, see whether the child watched that show, and then see
if there is an association with whatever measure of aggreision the
researcher happens to be using.
Mr. SAWYER. I suppose that the average kid in high school going
out for the wr tling team is probably basically aggressive, and

maybe the
e thing for a football player. That's why I was'
having trouble in trying to distinguish-Mr. HUGHES. Professor Eron's study, which I think has to give
you some difficulty, perhaps would fly in the face of your suggestilln that the definition of aggression really is a little ambiguous
and therefore it challenges the results. Professor Eron was much
more specific. He was talking about acts of violence. His study
dealt with criminal activity, drunken driving and other activities.
So that study was much more specific than the other studies.
What do you have to say about his study? Do you challenge the

-

methodology that he used.

Mr. HARDING. If I understand the study that you're talking
about, when it was first done it measured aggression at the age of
9. Then they went back 10 years later and measured it at the age
of 19. I think it was 1 year after graduation from high school.
It is my understanding that the methodology was a little peculiar
because they had measured aggression at the earlier age and then
they went back and talked to as many of these same subjects as
they could find. But instead of asking about these people's aggression at their present age, they tried to find out who "used to be,"
whatever the aggression variable was. Who used to be. So you had
neJ way of interpreting what point in time the answer referred. to.
If I am thinking of the same study, it was who used to be doing
hese things. You had no sense of what time the respondent had.in
end when he answered the question. So you don't truly' have a
easure of aggression at time one and a measure of aggression at
me two. The second is a measure of the subject's aggression somehere in between the ages of 9 and 19. It is not clear exactly when.
t is simply methodologically flawed on that basis.
Mr. HUGHES. How else could you accomplish that, if.you did not
lo
at it at different periods?

Mr. HARDINGG. You would want to getI suspect if your objective

is to n asure the effect of television on aggression at time one and
at a la r time, you would want to measure the aggression as it actually xists at that later time. In other words, get some kind of
aggression description of the individual at the second point in time,
which is exactly what they failed to do, as I understand it. Mr. HUGHES. How would you do that unless you were at the

scene of the act of violence? Obviously you have got to pick some
arbitrary period of time and determine at that point what type of
behavior took place in the intervening years.
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Mr. HARDING. Exactly. I don't think the idea was to do it for the
intervening years. But I think it was to measure aggression .at that
second time, at
Mr. HUGHES. OK. But to try to get it at the exact time, that an

act of aggression or an act of violence took place, would be most
difficult.
Dr. Milaysky.
Dr. MILAVSKY. I w,uld just like to add to that. I think both Pro-

fessors Eron and Phi Harding are right on this, in different ways.
As I understand it, fr mm having read Professor Eron's longer state-

menthe excerpted som that this morninghe has got another

measurement 10 year.; after the one that Phil knows aboutand
Phil would not have any way of knowing about it, not haying read
the later statement. In that he does have measures of serious
criminal behavior. He reports, although we haven't seen the data,
that there is a 'little bit of a relationship between that measure'
that they took when the children were in the third grade and this
measure 20 years later. .
Mr. HUGHES. Well, there is enough of a conclusion to that effect
that he concludes there is a causal relationship.
' Dr. MILAVSKY. Yes, but what we have not seenand he doesn't

say that he did that in his extended statement, eitherbut we

have not seen yet the relationship between the earlier television
exposure measure and that later behavior. He has got that data
but we hgve not seen that yet, nor has he talked about it.

Mr. HUGHES. Have you requested that, Dr. Milaysky?
Dr. MILAVSKY. No. He is not here in the room. As a matter of

fact, during the intermission I was going to ask him-Mr. HUGHES. I can't imagine that that would not be available
upon request.
Dr. MILAVSKY. No, no. I am not saying that he is hiding any- .
thing.
Mr. HUGHES. Well, here we have obviously four very respected
scientists, I am sure nobody quarrels with their credentials there.
They are very reputable and they have no reason whatsoever to
color their testimony or their conclusions. They have done exhaustive studies and independently they have come to the same essential conclusion.
Is it possible that your conclusions art ..ing?
Dr. MILAVSKY. I don't think so. I thin', it is possible that their
conclusions are wrong.
Mr.-HUGHES. I expected you to say that.
IVrAHARDING. No, I think it is true that, as I said before, a lot
depends on the level at which you are willing to accept data of this
kind.
Mr. HUGHES. You see, I have the impression that television has

arrived at this conclusion, and "don't confuse me with facts; my
- mind is made up." That's the impression I get.
Dr. MIIAVSKY. I would like to comment on that. I think we
should be very clear, at least as far as NBC is concernedand I
think this feeling is shared by the other networksthat we are discussing some very complicated sets of evidence on theissue of longterm effects here. Most of the discussion today was on that subject.

"
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As far as imitation is concerned, we are not evena4 far as

we're concerned, we are not arguing the point. We are not even
looking for data on that subject any more. We are looking at our
programs and saying let's not get into that. Any program cannot
possibly have anything in it that might lead to the harmful imitation of acts by even a deranged person, insofar as that can be hu-

manly foreseen by human beings looking at these things and
making judgments. So that is not an issue here. I don't want you to
get the impression that we are stonewalling and we are acting as

though we can show anything we want to on television. We do not
take that kind of position.
Mr. HUGHES. I appreciate that, and I appreciate your candor. I

think that is a very

approach and I am delighted to
learn that that is the policy of the networks.
You know, Dr. Wurtzel, I was a little intrigued by your use of

the survey that was completed with some 400 researchers by
aw'

Bybee. As I understand it, you asked 400 researchers whether they
believed violence on television was "the cause"and I emphasize

thatof aggressive behavior,

Now, "the cause" is sort of all-inclusive, isn't it?
Dr. WURTZEL. Congressman, this is-Mr. HUGHES. That s like to the exclusion of everything else.
Dr. WURTZEL. We did not conduct that study. This is a study that
was conducted by Bybee, Robinson, and,Turow.
Mr. HUGHES. I'm not quarreling ,With the study. I am quarreling

with your testimony. You lead us to believe that the study found
that 400 researchers concluded that there was no causal relationship by the questions that were asked. The one question that you
point to as showing a de minimus responser think 0.8 of 1 per-

cent, which is de minimuswas the question of wh,ther it was

"the cause." I Tian, that is to the exclusion of all other causes.
Now, do you think that is a fair representation of that survey?
Dr. WURTZEL. I think it is a fair representation on a number of
levels. First of all, I think we have to recognize that 18 areas of
interest in terms of the academic community were questioned to
these 400 researchers, and in terms of interest and importance, violence or television and aggressiop came up 13th. So it clearly is not
on the minds of many, many of the researchers who are working in

the field. There is something of significant importance, for
number of reasons.

a

Second, I think the point we are trying to bring out here is that
the NIMH came out ,with an awfully significant global statement
suggesting that there is a cause-effect relationship between television and behavior and that there is a consensus within the scientific community that this has been proven beyond a shadow of a

doubt.

First of all, that survey indicates that that is not, indeed, the
case, and secondly--

Nt. HUGHES. Let me just stop you there. There was more than
one question asked. You came in here and you testified about one
question, "the cause". question.
How about the response when the survey asked these scholars
their perception. of whether aggressive behavior was an important

cause?

,f
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Dr. WURTZEL. Yees, and then some 20 percent suggested that that
was the case.
Mr. HUGHES. 21.2 percent.

How about a "somewhat important cause"?

Dr. WURTZOk. Forty-three percent.
Mr. HUGHES. 43.8. percent. Then there was a total of 65 percent. I

would consider that a pretty- significant number of those 400 re-

searchers, wouldn't you'?
Dr. :WURTZEL. I am not suggesting that this study is in any way

definitive. First of all, from a survey methodological standpoint,
the questions are skewed toward one end. In other words, we don't
see a question here that says "a somewhat unimportant cause." So,
No. 1, there were certain methodological problems in the questions.

I am using this as an illustration of the factand I think this
addresses a comment that you asked a moment earlierand that
At

is, how can we have four distinguished social scientists up here on
the panel previously and they all come out with these statements
reflecting such different viewpoints? It seems as thoughagain, as

the NIMH suggeststhe academic scientific community simply
feels that the book has been closed on this case. That is not, indeed,

the ease, not at all. In fact, there is a very, very vigorous debate
within the scientific community. I think you saw some of it this
morning when you saw Professor Eron talking about the way in
which he interprets the data and when you see Dr. Milaysky and
his colleagues talk about the way in which data is interpreted: And
when you also discussed the fact that there h'as been no consistent
definition of the very thing .that we are being asked to measure.

In fact, Krattenmaker and Powe, who wrote an article in the

Virginia Law Review, which Mr. Harding mentioned earlier, indi-

cated that it is not so much that we haven't been able to answer
this question about the effects of television on violent behavior.
The social science community hasn't even asked that question. So
what I am trying to suggest is that there is a great deal of debate'
and that by no means is the conclusion of a causal relationship one
that ri:-..flects the entire research community.

Mr. HUGHES. Let me just tell you as a lay personI am not a
scientist, I'm not a sociologist; I'm the guy who has four kids who
watch TV. Television is a dynamite media. I mean, to try to convince our kids they don't need Captain Crunch, for instance, was a
tremendous job. And around Christmastime, you guys had us going
bananzis with new toys on TV. We encouraged them to stay away
from the television around Christmastime because their desires
change by the 1- .;ur, depending upon what commercial they were
seeing. People are so influenced by' TV. It is probably the most dynamic media, and you do have a short time to get a message across,
and it has to be a very important message, and I understand the
constraints involved.
But having said that, having said I am not a scientist, I am persuaded that there is a relationship as the NIMH report indicates. I
can't see how you would disagree. Obviously you have modified
your policy somewhat. There is a relationship. The question is to
what degree. What is the contribution? Where, in this complex
series of influences that goes into shaping an individual, does TV
fit. in that overall c. ,mplex situation? That is perhaps the question.
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I can't believe that anybody would come in here and say that the
violence on TV doesn't have an impact. You can bring all the scientific studies in the world in, but I can tell you I would have a hard

time believing that because just common sense tells me that if, in
fact, it has that profound an impact on my kids on commercials, it
has got to have an impact on violence. Kids are great mimickers.
They become very impressionable at the ages of 5, 6, 7, and they
try to mimmick the things that they think are in the real world
and are important to tlieir peer groups.
I remember one of the cases I tried as a prosecutor was' a case

where a guy shot his wife because she turned off "Hogan's
Heroes." He shot her. It is not scientific what I'm going to tell you,

but there were a number of instances of violence that followed
that, where a spouse fooled around With the TV set. Copycat type
of offenses. In my little community I saw it. The copycat type of
pers_inality is after all, all kinds of things. Perhaps the publicity,.
trying to get their name in the paper. Who can comprehend and

fathom, really, all the motives.
The point is, they are influenced by things that they see around
them, and TV is that pervasive, TV i., a day in and day out influence and makes suggestions of normal behavior that I think gives
all of us concern.
I am just delighted to hear that the media is iooking at this, that
there are ongoing studies, and policies are being modified. I think
you fellows are being overly humble today in. submitting to us that
TV does not have a large influence on the American public. It's a
profound influence.
Mr. HARDING. Mr. Chairman, I just want to say something. You

were talking about the impact, the social impact of these violent

portrayals.
The three of us are researchers and have been looking for many

years at this issue. The body of research has simply not demon-

strated a causal relationship between viewing of television violence
and the more serious kinds of things with which your committee is
concerned, crime, and the serious fornth of violence. In all candor, I
just have not seen that demonstrated in the research. That may be

a fault of the research. It may be that that effect could be out
there. But given the state of the art of the research methodology

developed to this point, given what that research shows, I don't---\
Mr. fluGuEs. How do you explain away the copycat offenses, the

sk %jack ings?

HARDING. I think you have a certain level. of-pathology out
there, and these are people who would get the idea from television
or from motion pictures, or from books, or from newspapers. It happened to be television in one case and it happened to be something
else in another. But something trl- gered that for them.
Mr. litmi-ms. Most of those people don't read books and newspapers. many of. them don't. They do watch television in many cases.
Mr. HA.RDING. But I wonder what you do. Even if you say that,
that came from television, what do you doI mean, if you're a
programmerbecause you cannot foresee what is going to set one
of these people off. Some of it just. makes no sense at all, and yet
they react to it. It can be purely prosocial programming. it could be
-Romeo and Juliet."
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Mr. IluGHEs. I agree. You can never prevent it entirely. All you
can do is endeavor to develop a reasonable set of guidelines and
policies, where the industry polices itself as part of its responsibility to the public good, recognizing the tremendous power you have.
That's all we ask.
I have taken much more time than I should havo. I am going to
recognize the gentleman from Michigan.
Mr. SAWYER. Thank you. I just want to make an observation.

I think it is a question of degree, the degree of influence and on
how many people, and the degree of alteration or deprivation of
the rest of the public of the progra.ns that they feel are worthwhile.

Obviously, some people grossly misuse an automobile, and I don't
think you could say, therefore, none of the rest of us ought to have
automobiles or the same thing with guns or whatever. So I think
you have got to balance the amount of the restriction against the
credit, or the good, or the entertainment, if you will, to balance it
the other way.
It doesn't personally appeal to me that I can't watch a program
because 1 person out of 10 million out there might be impacted by
it, rightly or wrongly, to do some .nutty thing, sometimes, as you
say, with no relationship tq,the programs.
I am very persuaded that the news media coverage is an inducement to certain deranged people to do deranged things. I have in-.
vestigated that to my own satisfaction, even in hearings with the

people. that did it. You can almost see that same pattern with

Hinckley. He wanted to use the media to prove to this gal Fester,
whoever it was,, that he was some kind of a big figure. Lee Harvey

Oswald, I know from our own assassination hearings, it really
wasn't that he didn't like Kennedy or that he had anyting against
anybody. He really was just one of these frustrated people who
couldn't get any recognition. He tried distributing Cuban literature. He got arrested, but no publicity. He defected from the
United States and went to, the Soviet Union after serving in the
Marine Corps, and he didn't getother than being put on a .watch
list or two, nobody paid any attention to him. I think finally, just
out of some sort of twisted drive to get recognition, he ended up
killing the President of the United States.
It really beats me how you overcome that. But you do have to
recognize it, even outside of criminal areas. I know some outside of

the criminal areas who view any publicity as good publicity.

Whether it is good or bad, I would say the average one of us would

shrink from any unfavorable publicity and would much rather
prefer none. but that doesn't go across the board. A number of'
public Figures around the country are perfectly willing to do outrageous things, just because they view any publicity as good publicity. Of course, then you get the demented variety or twisted variety
and that becomes an object in and of itself.
I guess, other than hoping for normal restraint and good judg-

ment, at least attempts to prevail in the news portrayals, and in
the -programming, balancing good against the potential is about
really all you can expect, in my judgment. Until we get the public
to where they don't want to watch the notorious or this and that
which occasionally they have reacted to, and very effectively, on
4
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programming and that sort of thing, where the complaints are
enough from the public that the media responds. But I guess, unfortunately, the thing that makes news is racial accusations in Chicago and mental insanity accusations and the things we saw with a
Vice Presidential nominee here a few campaigns back, where it developed he had some kind of a mental institution backgrouni.
Those kinds of things, I guess the media does them because unfortunately, the rest of us tolerate them and seem to want to listen to
them.

I know the chairman and I and our subcommittee are very concerned with drugs here as one of our major things,. aod I suppose,
other than holding it down as best we can, you are never going to
cure it until the market goes away, until people don't want it. I

guess we have all proved that with prostitution for as long as
memory goes.

.

So I suppose the problem, as somebody here made an observation, that the problem is kind of with the bad news selection or the
things that make news, I guess a par of the problem is with ourselves in general, although I do think the media's selectivity of

what makes news on the news side of the thing also promotes
people to doing outrageous things to get some news recognition
when they think it is valuable to thetn.

But I just think we have restrained pretty well, as near as I

know, all programs depicting crime, where we always end up with
tthe criminal being found wrong and punished awl the good always
prevails unfortunately, maybe more so than in real life. But other
than doing that kind of thing, it is hard to say how you stop the
entertainment.
One other thing I wanted to observeMr. Iluul-txs. If the gentleman would yield to me first, I wonder
if the gentleman would, conclude this hearing. I have to go to the
cap;tol.

I just want to thank the panel for their testimony. It has been
very helpful. I know you came a long distance, from an ongoing
convention in Las Vegas, and we really appreciate your corning in
today Thank you.
M. SAWYER {presiding]. Just one more observation.

Or these crime statistics that are used, we have been holding
hearings on that. First of all, there is kind of a shocking fact that

only about one-third of all crimes are reported to the police, so that
stibtisticAlly you have got a tremendous margin of error in there.
When only a third of them are reported, it is hard to even perceive
fluctuations up and down when such a big bulk of them aren't reported.

They have also tound that when an anticrime drive is undertaken in an area h. the police or other forces, the amount of reported
crime goes way up, and not necessarily because there is any more
crime because they are cracking down on it, but because the public
made more aware and more conscientious about reporting it. So
it appears to have a totally reverse effect when they have big law

enforcement crackdowns
knov.. I spent some time as a prosecutor in an urban area. It

was kind of shocking to see how distorted these crime figures poN when we used to pay a lot of attention to them. They
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are almost counterproductive when you get crackdowns, in that
almost axiomatically pushes up the amount of reported crime in
the area you are cracking down in. With only a third of them going

reportedand that is not just crimes like rape, which you can

figure there may be understandable reasons for thatbut all, serious crimes, they say a total like two-thirds are not reported. So I
just think you are dealing in an area that is hard to get your teeth
into, and then you are coping with the problem of trying to decide
when a kid watched a television program when he was 7 years old,
what impact does that have on his pulling an armed robbery when
he is 17.

I am not a researcher, but I would look askance at you if you
were very positive about the conclusions, one way or the other
and I don't draw any particular conclusions. But I would fret about
the research methodology if somebody was very satisfied with the
fact that watching a couple of awful violent films at age 7 resulted
in an armed robbery or a murder at age 17.
Well,

I want to express the chairman's appreciation for your

coming, and I appreciate it, too. Thank you very much.
We will stand adjourned.
Whereupon, at 1:20 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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ADDITIONAL MATERIAL

BOYS TOWN,

Boys Town, NE, October 24, 1988.
Hon. WILLIAM J. HUGHES,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency, House of Representatives, Washington, DC.

DRAM MR. HUGHES: I am writing to express my interest in two issues which are
likely to be considered by your Subcommittee in forthcoming hearings: The Impact
of Television Violence and the Reauthorization of the JJDP Act.
In this regard, I am enclosing two recent reports from Boys Town that might be of

interest to members of your Subcommittee: Television & Youth: 25 Years of Re-

search and Controversy and Status Offenders: A Sourcebook. Also, I have appended a
copy of a recent speech on television violence.

Thank you for your continuing interest in these issues. Please let me know if I

can provide any additional information.
Sincerely yours,

JOHN P. MURRAY, Ph.D.,

Director, Youth & Family Policy.
Enclosures.
VIOLENCE DONE TO TV ,OLENCE RESEARCH: A RESPONSE TO THE CRITICS

(John P. Murray, the Boys Town Center)
The history of research on the topic of television's impact on children is largely
the history of research on the impact of televised violence. Indeed, almost 1,000 of
the more than 3,000 reports published during the past 30 years have been addressed
to the violence issue.
Clearly, we know much more about television's impact now than we did 30 years
ago, but the controversies surrounding televised violence are as prominent and pervasive in 1983 as they were in 1953.

Recently, several organizations such as the National Institute of Mental Health
and the Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry have undertaken scholarly re-

views of the impact of television (see, Pearl, Bouthilet, & Lazar, 1982; Group for the
Advancement of Psychiatry, 1982) but a great deal of criticism has been leveled at
these and other reports which draw conclusions about the impact of televised vice
lence te.g., American Broadcasting Companies, Inc., 1983).
The critics worry that scientists have not amassed sufficient evidence to support
the claim that viewing televised violence can lead to aggressive behavior in children
and adolescents who view such programming. Those who doubt the validity of this
conclusionand largely have been responsible for much of the "violence done to TV
violence research"have voiced seven main criticisms:
Studies which show that TV violence can cause aggressive behavior are laboratory experiments which bear little resemblence to real life;
1

2. titudies dealing with real-life experiences which show a relationship between violence viewing and aggressive behavior are only correlational and are
not relevant to issues of cause and effect;
:I All research results may be dismissed because no individual study is perfect in all respects;
4 There are many ways of defining "!.levision violence" and "aggression"
and the results of studies using various definitions cannot be compared,
The "convergence" of research findings showing that TV violence causes
aggression is questionable because the empirical methods used are similar in
many studies.
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ti Simi 'fay, the "convergence" of researcher opinion about the impact of TV
violence is questionable baause these researchers share a common empirical
approach to the study of these issues; and, finally.
7. We should not waste time studying the harmful effects of televised violence
because if we found such harmful effects. we would not know what remedial
action should be taken.
I would like to respond to some of this violence-done-to-TV-violence research because I believe that these criticisms are ill-conceived, occasionally self- serving, and
frequently wrong-headed.
The first contention that the causal link between violence viewing and aggressive
behavior is limited to laboratory based experimental studies is simply not true. In
addition to laboratory studies, there are field experiments, and longitudinal/panel
studies which support the notion that there are some long-term, cumulative effects
of viewing violence on aggressive behavior (see, Berkowitz, 1983; Murray, 1980).
Even the highly touted NBC study by Ronald Mi laysky and his colleagues (Milaysky, Kessler, Stipp, & Rubens, 1982) which claims to find "no effect" does in fact
demonstrate a smal but important causal influence. Furthermore, Thomas Cook
and his associates have pointed out. that these causal effects in the NBC study
appear to become stronger over longer periods of time (see,' Cook. Kendzierski, &
Thomas, 1983). And, this causal influence of violence viewing on aggressive behavior
is even more'tlearly demcnstrated in longitudinal studies of American, Australian
and Finnish school -aye youngsters conducted by Leonard Eron and his colleagues
(Eron, 1982: Huesma n, Langerspetz, & Eran, in press; Sheehan, 1983) So, I believe

that we do have evidencefrom more than laboratory studiesthat TV...violence

can cause aggression.

The second proposition that correlational studies are meaningless for discussions

of causality, is ..rnply without merit. While it is true that standard correlational

studies of', for example, the amount of television viewing and ratings of aggressive
behavior do not tell us which is cause and which is effect; still, these studies provide
evidence of an ecologically valid link between violence viewing and aggressive behavior From these studies we know that these two events, TV violence and aggression, co-relate or go together 1n the real world and the results from experimental
studies clarify the process by which this real world relationship is formed.
In addition to this central role of correlational studies supporting the causal findings from experimental' research, there are forms of correlational studies which
themselves lend credence to a causal interpretation. Indeed, recent correlational
studies are far more impressive in their demonstration of causal processes. For example, William Belson 's (1978) study, conducted for CBS, found a causal-correlational relationship between long-term 'Violence viewing and real-life aggressive behavior
in teenage boys.

But. perhaps more impressive are the recent studies showing a relationship between media violence and indicator-'d societal violence conducted by David Phillips
at the University of California. San Diego i1983; 1982; 1980; 1979; 1978; 1977). In
them studies, Phillips demonstrates clear causal-inference relationships between assaults and deaths portrayed on television in such varied fare as boxing matches and
soap operas, and the unexpected but significant increases in suicides and homocides
in the American public. For example, in the case of boxing matches, the rate of ha
mocide clearly increased following mass media reports on the match and, more im-

portant, the victims of the homocidal attacks were likely to be similar in age and

race to the loser of the boxing match (Phillips, 1983).
It seems clear to me that correlational studies can help us to understand the ways
in which televised violence may cause aggressive behavicti.

The third contention that individua studies are not perfect is, of course, self-evident But. it does not follow that minor imperfectionswhich are randomly distributed and riot systematic in these studies are grounds for dismissing this vast body
of

« mclosist. evidence

The fourth, ottrepeated criticism is that there are many ways of defining the

terms -tele.ision violence- and "kiggression- and, therefore, it is impossible to generalit from these various individual studies. 1 believe that this criticism is faulty
on two grounds First. while there is some variation in the definitions of TV vio-

lence and aggressive behavior across studies, there is in fact only a limited range of

variation in these definitions; and second, to the extent that there is variation in

approach and definitio from one study to another, this should be seen as a strenght
rather than a wo3kriess of the vast body of accumulated research. Thus. this fourth
criticism of TV violence research to fact points out the strength and vitality of this
hods ut ,:cientdic e.idence and enhances our ability to generalize the results derived
from amus research projects.
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The fifth criticism suggests that the "convergence. of research findings is not relevant to our understanding of the impact of televised violence because many of the
researchers use similar scientific methods in conducting their research. I believe
that to accept such a proposition is to deny the ex1stence of culture, 81. scientific
methods. indeed of human thought and experience. We come to understand the
world and to function as organized societies through the growth of knowledge based
upon
-cu,nulative observations. If one observatiOn or experience is felt to'be
unrelate
Ea next, if one finding contradicts another, if we cannot reflect upon
individual inquiries and find some genets! theme or coherence, then there is no
meaning to research and scholarly investigations. Fortunately, despite the critics'
nihilistic approach to the validity of empirical studies of televised violence, I believe
that there are some clear themes, that there is a covergence of evidence, and that
the results of metaanalyses s well as informed reviews show that television violence can influence the attitudes, values, and behavior of viewers (see, Berkowitz,
1983; Cook. Kendzierski, & Thomas, 1983; Hearold, 1979; Murray, 1980; Murray &
Kippax, 1979; Pearl, Bouthilet, & Lazar, 1982; Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory
Committee on Television and Social Behavior, 1972).
The sixth, and somewhat related attack is the suggestion that the convergence of
researchers' intern-led opinion on the impact of TV violence is worthless because
these researchers share a common frame of reference. I agree that there is a certain
amount of risk in accepting the weight of professional opinion on research findings
if these researchers are all from a narrowly-defined discipline of science. However,
recent studies have shown that a broad base of social sei-.7.tists and communication
professionals do agree shat TV violence is causally rc'ated to aggressive behavior m
children. For example, a survey of 468 widely divergent communication professionals (Bybee, Robinson, & Turow, 1982) and another study of and 109
chologists,
sociologists, and communication researchers (Murray, 1983) show the the overwhelming professional opinion is that television violence is one of th factors involved in producing aggressive behavior. As can be seer. in Table 1, th strength of
these professional opinions varies according to the field of academic
cialization.
But, by and large. these results suggest that knowledgeable and rea onable scientists, drawn from differihg fields and. research perspectives, do ogre that violence
on television does lead to aggressive behavior by children and teens rs who watch
such programs.

TABLE 1. DEGREE OF SUPPORT FOR THE PRINCIPAL CONCLUSIONS OF THE NIMH REPORT
CONCERNING THE IMPACT OF TELEVISED VI6LENCE ON CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS
Professtnal membersttv
. APA

ASA

NM

ICA

Toil(

Number to sample

43

10

21

35

Number responding

109

31

5

13

Response rale (percent)

19

68

72

50

62

54

62

1

10

12

47

1

4

9

1

1

6

1

2

1

1

4

85

84

82

Type of response (number)

Strong:y wee
Moder ee'y Wee

'

24
4

Slron0 dsapee

ir

.

3

1

Moderately disagree

1

No opin,on

.

Duple to decide

,

1

Percent agreement on the impact of TV violence

90

1

20

..,.

Ire sVorltrt

aesttco s one of Me polc.p31 CenCIUSICPS C01111.ned in a recent report from the National lost:lute of Heltal health (NIMH)
CO"Sk".S IMPR most cf the research corruhrol, .s tnal vicrience on teleulsen does lead to aggressive team Dv Children and
te.-acers reho
ire programs Iii cot ciuson is Used a' laboratory experiments and on trefd studies Not au children become i/gressnre of
co,.,se but ire correiabons benvetn ',vete And aggression are positive
In magnitude telrosnan violence is as qtrOngly Weiner:I with aggressnie
(rna),0.
ar.r eI^e, fiehavore, r3,,Are trial NS been measured The research Question as weed from /slung whether or not there is an effect
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The seventh and final criticism suggests that we should not waste time studying
the harmful effects of television violence because if we found such harmfu! effects
we would not know what remedial action should be taken. This ostrich-like approail, to the study of social issuesbury your head in the computer printouts and

.
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THE NETWORKS SHRUG OFF VIOLENCE

(By John Corry)

e

Granted that the television networks are an easy target, that violence has many
causes, and that when it first was argued that television contributed to the rise in
violence the argument was made more from instinct than from data. Grant all these
things: it is still depressing when the networks now insist that a viewer who has
seen, say, Is,000 simulated murders by the time he is 17 has not had his psyche
altered
A recent report from NBC, packaged as a 505-page harddover book finds no evidence that television is "causally implicated in the development of aggressive behavior patterns among children and adolescents." The conclusion, in fact, is the last
sentence in the book, most of it written in the language of social science, and most
of it incomprehensible to lay readers. It is likely, however, that the conclusion will

be quoted again and again in what is now a ritualized argumentthe networks on

one side, almost everyone else on the other.
Still, there is a difference in the argument now; the networks, once conciliatory,
now seem implacable. They are enlisting their own social and behavioral scientists
t' make their case.
The argument over television and violence seemed to be moving toward a resolution in 1969, when the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Vio-

lence found that watching violent programs made it more likely that a viewer

would behave violently. It seemed to be settled in 1972, when the Surgeon General's
Scientific Advisory Committee on Television a.id Social Behavior reached a "tentalive conclusion of a causal relationship" between television violence and aggressive
behavior
In fact, the S.irgedn General's com:nittee had worded its conclusion so c:v..iiious'y
it nearly lost it. The television industry had veto power, which it exercised, over
appointments to the committee. In addition. NBC and CBS employees were members of the committee The comrcittee's report was scarcely an attempt to indict the
television industry, and in the Cohgressional hearings that followed its release there
seemed to he goccneelings and understanding all around.
Now that we are reasonably certain that televised violence can increase aggressive tendencies in some children,' Elton H Rule, the president of ABC. said, "we
will have to manage our program planning accordingly.'
Nonetheless. not much seemed to change. Violence remained a staple. Then, in
1975, Congress prodded the Federal Communications Commission, and the F.C.

prodded the networks What emerged was an informal policy called the "family

viewing hours In theory. the networks would refrain from showing violence, of at
least excessive violence, before the kids were put to bed. Whether television violenc
really did decline when the policy was in effect is arguable. Many 'people have sug-

gested, however, that if violence did go out, sex came in to replace it The middle
nod late l'irs brought jiggle, innuendo, and soap "Burette may have folded.
"Three's Company.. and "Charlie's Angels' picked up the slack.
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4,

We believe that the most reasonable summary of our knowledge is that: ". . violence on television does lead to aggressive belevior by, children and teenagers whio
watch the programs. This conclusion is based on laboratory experiementa and on
field studies. Not all children become aggressive of course, but the correlations between violence and aggression are positive. In magnitude, television violence, is as
strongly correlated.with aggressive behavior as any other behavioral 'variable that
has been measured. The research question has moved from asking whether or not
there is an effect to seeking explorations for that effect." (p. 6, National Institute of
Mental Health, Television and.Behavior: Ten Years of Scientific Progress and Implications for the Eighties, 1982)
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THE NETWORKS SHRUG OFF VIOLENCE

(By John Corry)

Granted that the television networks are an easy target, that violence has many
causes, and that when it First was argued that television contributed to the rise in
violence the argument was made more from instinct than from data. Grant all these
things; it is still depressing when the networks now insist that a viewer who has
seen, say, Im,000 simulated murders by the time he is 17 has not had his psyche

altered
A recent report from NBC, packaged as a 505-page harddover book finds no evidence that television is "causally implicated in the de'velopment of aggressive behav-

ior patterns among children and adolescents.- The conclusion, in fact, is the last
sentence in the book, most of it written in the language of social science, and most
of it incomprehensible to lay readers. It is likely, however, that the conclusion will
be quoted again and again in what is now a ritualized argumentthe networks on
one side, almost everyone else on the other.
Still, there is a difference in tile argument now: the networks, once conciliatory,
now seem implacable. They are enlisting their own social and behavioral scientists
to make their case.
The argument over television and violence seemed to be moving toward a resolution in 19(19, when the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Vio-

lence found that watching violent programs made it more likely that a viewer

would behave violently. It seemed to be settled in 1972, when the Surgeon General's
Scientific Advisory Committee on Television aad Social Behavior reached a "tentative conclusion of a causal relationship- between television violence and aggressive
behavior
In fact, the S Argeon General's committee had worded its conclusion so outiously

it nearly lost it. The television industry had veto power, which it exercised, over
appointments to the committee. In addition, NBC and CBS employees were members of the committee The comNittee's report was scarcely an attempt to indict the
television industrl and in the Cohgressional hearings that followed its release there

seemed to be g000rteelings and understanding all around.
--Now that we are reasonably certain that televised violence can increase aggressive tendencies in some children," Elton H Rule, the 'president of ABC, said, "we
will have to manage our program planning accordingly.
Nonetheless, not much seemed to change. Violence remained-a. staple. Then, 'in
1975, Congress prodded the Federal Communications Commission, and the F.e.c.

prodded the networks What emerged was an informal policy called the "family
viewing hours In theory. the networks would refrain from showing violence, or at
least excessive violence. before the kids were put to bed. Whether television violenc
really did decline when the policy was in effect is arguable. Many 'people have sug-

gested, however, that if violence did go out, sex came in to replace it. The midole
and late 70's hrought jiggle. innuendo, and soap "Baretta may have folded.
-Three s Company- and "Charlie's Angels'. picked up the slack.
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Meanwhile, in the years after the Surgeon General's report, the amount of research on television increased enormously. A 1980 bibliography of television research le-as some 300' titles published before 1970 and some 2,500 titles published
after that Last year, the National Institute of Mental Health, summarizing the
studies, reported that "the consensus fuming most of the research community is that
violence un television does lead to aggressive behavior by children and teenagers
who watch the programs."

The National Institute of Mental Health also reported some "consistent results"
in the studies: "People who are heavy viewers of television are more apt to think
the world is violent than are light viewers They also trust other people less and
believe that the world is a 'mean and scary' place."
In other words, the conclusions that a few researchers reached in the late GO's
were upheld by many more researchers in the 70's and early 80's. The argument,
one supposed, was now closed.

It was not, of course; it seems to be starting from scratch again. ABC. which was
complaisant about the Surgeon General's report in 1972, recently put out a glossy
booklet entitled "A Research Perspective on Television and Violence." It said that
"after more than 30 years of scientific investigation, the issue of television violence
remains open to debate."
Meanwhile, the director of research for CBS said in Congressional hearings in
April that there is "still no convincing evidence" that television violence contributed to crime. Atthe same hearing, the ("rector of research for ABC,cti llenged the
National Institute of Mental Health report for its use of correlations-1 e statistical
measure of the relationship between two things.
said that "correlation can never
be used to tell anything about cause and effect."
The heaviest gup of all. however, has been bro ht up by NBC. Its report, "Television and Aggression,- is bused on a -audy of 3,20 children and adolescents in Fort
Worth. -Tex , and Minneapolis. Between May 19 0 and December 1973, they were

interyleedsome of them as often as six timesin an attempt to determine of

watching television made them aggressive. There is no evidence, the report says,
it did.
The report does find, however, that boys in "low socioeconomic circumstances,"
who are "socially insecure, have other emotional problems and are not accepted by
their parents,- tend to become aggressive. On the other hand, the NBC researchers
say they can't be sure that these characteristics are "causes of aggression." As ABC
said at the Congressional hearings, correlations don't mean a thing. The methodolo0. in the NBC study seems to have made it unlikely that the researchers could
identify anything, much less television, as a cause of aggression.

study in fact, buttresses the- idea that television has no effect on viewers at
all At the recent Congressional hearing, ABC pointed out that a survel of 400 researche
eound that only 1 percent of the researchers thought that television was
"the cause" of aggressive behavior. ABC was missing the point. Hardly anyone
thinks television is "the cause" o:anythin3.: it is, instead, one of many causes. Television's special contribution is that it reinforces violent values, weaving them more
lasely into the social fabric.
The National Coalition on Television Violence, an umbrena group of organizations that monitor television, says that violence in prime time now seems to be at
higher level than ever before. Dr. Thomas Radecki, the chairman of the coalit. n.
.sa); the increase in prime-time violence has not been "dramatic,- but that over the
years it has been "definite There has also been a "definite" increase, he sugirts,
in the violence of movies, cartoons. comic books and even toys_

The popular culture reinforces itself this waN. and at the very least the poptilar
cult,ire clesensaires us to %iolence. It makes violence a more acceptable form of behavior, it biun:s the fact that it causes fear and pain. Television is a formidable part
of ,he popular culture' Television changes our attitudes If the networks decline to
recogrize this. it N unlikely the will recognize anything pertinent about violence.
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Representative William J. Hughes
Chairmen
daboomoittee on Crime
0. 3. House of Representatives
Ccraittee on the Judiciary
Washinaton, D. C. 20515
Dear Chairman Ragbags

At the suggestion of 'Dr. David hurl, Chief, Behavioral Mimosa
Brooch of VIM, I as submitting a copy of our letter to the Surgeon
General and the accompanying oritique of the tic statement to
inclusion in the public record of your recent hearing.
The latter and
critique represent the %minimise judessent of the seven itotentitiO
advisors to the NIMM report on Selavtvtla tad 15shaw1Or
It you have any auditions or need for further information, 'Jaime
call es or Dr.
Pearl.

Sincerely yours,

George Oerbner
Professor of Coaaunloation,
and Dean

CC:

Dr.
Mr.
Dr.
Dr.

Hayden Gregory
SO O'Connell
David Pearl
Eli kuranstelo
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Dr. C. Everett Koop
Surgeon General
U.S. Publio Health Service
Room 716 0
200 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, D.C.
20201

Dear Dr. Koop:

The undersigns were senior soientifio advisors in a project of
the National Instit
of Mental Health that resulted in the 1982
publication of
behavior: un Years af Scientific
Progress ing Implications l'ar Ito Eighties. We arg writing you to
express our strong support for the conolusiona and soientific integrity.
of that NIMH publication.' As you know, that two volume report was
prepared as a ten-year update to the 1972 Report to the then Surgeon
Gensral,Dr. Jesse Steinfeld.
The new NINE report has recently come
under public attack by Boma members of the television industry. The
substance of that criticism, whioh we believe to be unfounded, calls
for an informed response.

s't

This letter is,apecifically intended as an open reply to a newly
published 32 pegs pamphlet, widely distributed by the American
Broadcasting Companies, Inc.
The pamphlet, "A Researoh Perspective on
Television and Violence," purports to be a rigorous and objective
refutation of the NIMH report.
However, the ABC statement is neither
rigorous nor objective.
Instead,.it is a shallow attempt, ostensibly
for public consumption, to focus on only one portion of the NUN
review, rehash industry attacks on independent research of the past on
years, ignore or distort both the evidence presented in the NIMH report ;
and the consensus of the field, and present conclusions that obscure
the issues and deceive the readers.
It would be no exaggeration to
compare this attempt by the television industry to the stubborn public /
position taken by the tobacco industry on the scientific evidence about]
smoking and health.

;

The ABC statement concentrates on four research issues, We deal
with each of these in a critique of the ABC charges. Our critique is
attached to this letter.
We invite your attention to that analysis and
request that you transmit it to the NIMH and others who may be
concerned, for their information.
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A telling indictment of the ABC positloreis inherent in findings
on the effects of television that were ignored in theieostatement.
Research has long since gonebeyond th;:, issue of violence. The summary
(Velum* 1) of the NIHH report. devotee only nine out of 91 pages to that
Similarly, only 72 out of 362 pages of teoh4ical reports in.
topic.
Volume 2 deal with violence 'and aggression. Some _other topios
include: health-promoting possibilities; effects.on-cognitive and
emotional .funCtioning; effects on imagination, creativitei-end
prosocial behavior; and effects on education and'learning. These are
all parts of a relateebody of data which only confirms the obvious
conclusion that, television is an influential teacher of children and
It is ironic that the netwOrks.themselves have pursued and
adulte.
used the concept of positive programming in detinse of some" of their
children's productions. The research on positive effects .is no better
or' worse than that on violence and aggression. Yet the-industry, by
some convenient logic, acreepte the former and disputee:the latter.

What is especially distressing about BC's effort to discredit a
carefully developed assessment of research is that it only serves to
conruse and deter the considerable opportunity for constructive change.
It is now mom, 'than a decade since the original Surgeon General's
In testimony before Senator Pastore in Maroh 1972, all three
Report.
network presidents acknowledged, with acme qualification, the findings
on televised violence and pledged te.improve television for children.
(It is noteworthy that the most forthright and responsive statement was
Daft by Elton Rule, President of ABC.) Surely the creativity, talent,,
and considerable resources of the television industry could have been
p.at to butter use than the renewed campaign of obfuscation and evasion
after ten yearn of significant scientific progress. Indeed, instead of
a positive response to that evidence, quality programming for children
on commercial televisionlat become increasingly rare.
As our appended c-itique indicates, the ABC ar ument is
ich it was
scientifically indefensible. By the very mender in
constructed, it is only the latest example of unwary rated resistance to
the clear policy implications of overwhelming scientific evidence. The
reneaed attempt to evade, undermine, and discredit the work of hundreds
of scientists summarized in the HIMH volumes and to shape the course of
public dizsul;ion by selective attention and misrepresentation, is
unworthy of an industry that professes -- and is licensed -- to serve
the public interest.
While we realize that the Department of Health and Human
Services has no direct regulatory respons:t'ity for television, we did,
want to briLK to your attention our confi ..ce in the validity and
integrity of the N11411 report, and our con-iction that the-research
summarized in the report documents both toe dangers of certain program
content and the potential for positive change.
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We believe ABC should reexamine its stance on this lieut. We
believe all broadcasters should exert thsi
considerable influence to
serve viewers more effectively and to use
esearoble that end.
We
hope you will lend your good offices to th 5
goal,'in any fashion you
doom 'appropriate.
1

Reapectf lly,

Stove

H. Chaffee

..--Dir °tor,.

Ins itute for Communication
iesearch
Stafford University

BeatAxA. Hamburg
Pregessor of Clinical Psychiatry
And Pediatrics
Mt; Sinai School of Medicine
He York

George Oerbner
Professor of Communications
tid Dean
Annenberg School of .
Communications
University of Pennsylvania

Chester M. Pierce
Professor of Psychiatry
Harvard Medical School

a

Eli A. Rubinstein
Adjunct Researoh Professor
in Mass Communications
University of HOth Carolina

Alberta E. Siegel
Profesior of Psychology
Stanford University School
of Medicine

Jerome L. Singer
Professor of Esyohology.
Yale Univeristy
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A RESEARCH PERSPECTIVE ON TELEVISION AND VIOLENCE
published by the American Broadcasting Companies, Ina., 1983.

By

Committee of Solentitio Advisors to
the National Institute of Mental Health
pelhavior
report on Television A

The 32 page pamphlet, prepared by the Sooial Research Unit of
ABC, is intended as a response tothe 1982 NUB publ cation, Television
saIlsoz
2E2SXMAA
AMA Penailler: Inn Yeara
111=a2. Tho booklet identit es itself as an analysis dedicated 4o
"rigor, objectivity, and the dherenod to a predetermined set of rules
It reads
and'prooedures." (Page 1) I fails on all three counts.
instead like a slick brief or the defense replete with carefully
worded misinterprotationS, omission of large bodies of.relevant
evidence, and sheer mitst temente or fact.

The pamphlet beg ns (Page 2) by calling into Auestion the entire
body of research revie ed in the NIMH report as "simply a'reiteration
of information which has already been made available." ABC sees this
as a fatal flaw, despite the fact that the foreword to the NIMB report
and most of the press coverage made clear that the report was not based
on new research, but was a comprehensive and integrative review of
The ABC interpretation suggests that once
existing research.
published, research findings quickly go stale and lose their validity
accumulate With
or relevance. On the eontrarl, of course, findings
later studies testing, confirming, and extending thOse published
earlier.
What is especially lacking in rigor or objectivity is t,he
premise by ABC that research on violence stands in isolation from the
Perhaps the most
larger body of research reviewed by the HIM}! report.
telling confirmatory evidence on the effects of televised violence is
that It is now only one part cf a massive body of research, all of
which clearly roints to the obvious; television entertainment is a
all this evidence. It
teacher. A pattern of effects has euerged from
violence
and aggression
would be indeed anomalous if the findinga un
uid not fit into this larger pattern.
Ignoring that crucial issue, the AFC pamphlet -isolates four
specific cohelusiens lima what Is actually a midor part of the NIMH
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report.
In this dritique we shall address only some of the many
violations of ,Ltd principles to which that booklet claims to be

dedicated.

We shall begin by citing the ABC summary of and response to eac
of the four NM conclusions addressed in the pamphlet, and follow,t at
with our critique, citing ABC further as needed to illustrate our"
examples.

"NIMH CONCLUSION NO. 1
The research findings support the conclusion
of a ealal relationship between television'
violence and aggressive behavior.
"ADC RfSPONZE:
The research does not support the conclusion
of a educe' relationship."

The attribution of causality is a complex w y of defining
relationships, even in the physical sciences.
The ueation is not how
Lhc causal conclusion may be, especiall in the social
sciences, bait rather can it be Lnveked at all. In 1 7?, the Surgeon
General's Scientific Advisor Committee, on which tw dintinguished
wembers were full-time scie!itista for NBC and CBS res actively, and on
which three other members had been part-time
naultai to to the
'
industry, come to Lne unanimbus conclusion that there is "sem
::reliminary indication of a causal relationship,
good deal of
research remains to be done before one con have confidence in these
conclusions."
The ten year update provided much additional research to add
"confidence" to thp concluaiona.

blanisa;
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Most research in thalfield has concerned itself with the linkage
betwven "telcvsed violtncel' and "aLlgressive behavior." Rarely have
attemptcd to observe, let Alone induce, "violent behavior."
in Af;C statetA.nt urea a uubterfuee in equating aggressiim behavior
with violent behavior and then asking if televised violence eau:Jos
violent behavior.
'while few studies. for obvious reasons, can
leilitia,atfAy explore that connect ion, dne notable inseanee does exist
Viid}
That !study did find such a causal connection between
Culevined vloienee and aaual antin.ci41 behavior, Lespite the fact
that the :tudy wan fundd by CBLI, Wiun it was independently pdbli.,bed
In book f. L1, It wan diall:%sed by the Induntry as merely ucorreltiwal." '"at.ell,ivgt. is now leveled by ABC dy,ainat the NINE report's
con,luslon9.
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Although even the stimulation of harmf4 tendencies in millions
of children is of no small consequence, I,BC obfuscates the issue. ,It
state+, baldly that The point la, correlation can never till us
anything about causation.* (Page 6) Even theoratically,let alone in a'
practical way, this is simply not true. Correlation is a necessary but
not sufficient condition in a causal relationship. To argue that a
study is *correlational* as the industry did with the Belson study, is
not legitimately to dismiss its significance. If there had been xla
correlation, the question of causation would have been settled long
ago.
Instead, study after study by independent investigators found
significant correlations.

:

Ito ilia at taant&O442 nagm
.

The ABC pamphlet next develops something called Convergence
Theory to argue that scientists eon'be led. o accept any "widespread
'belief" on which many different atudiva seem to codeverge. If there is
Tani substance to that curious criticism, it must be .in the basic
assumption behind the operation of the televisAn industry itself. Ten
billion dollars annually are expended on the "widespread belief" that
Adeertinate iedepes peoplP to buy products.
'here is no rore
definitive causal relationship between advertising on television and
,subsequent buying behavior thaththere is between televised violence anc
°

lateaggressive behavior.

-?",

re

To put it in simple statistical terns', let us assume that
finding a significant potitiim colelationi no matter how small, was
equivalent to a penny falling "he a." Assume further that finding no
such -Correlation is a case of "ta la." What would one infer if the
penny fell "heads" ninety-three t es out of a hundred? The
kdvurtisers, and those of Us doing research on television effectt
(where a vast majority of studies comes up "heads") are quite convinced
that betting on "heads" is ho correct we, to go.

Of course, no researcher cited by NIMH argues that television
violence is the only.or 'even. necessarily the main factor in aggression.
The conclusion on which there is a significant " convergence" is that it
is a contributing factor. Having set up a straw-man relationship
betleen causation, correlation, and convergence, AbC nem: argues tha
only a handful of studies support the NIMH conclusions.
RevICM Af WEB ktaAtita

7

41

The Alf; statement twins: "The NIMH technical chapter on
violence 4mq,aLgres:Aon4.1 Voltaic! 2 cites 14 htudiee.l which the aiiitOor

suggests prcve.:1 a positiv.re lationsbip between television and violence
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and which the NIMN Report relies upon to reach its conclusion of a
eauseoffect relationship." (Page 7)
The chapter referred to LA a rather Comprehensive review not
:just of 14 studiea'but of the larm penumbra.of research.;
televised
violence which further illuminates this body of findings. 'In fact, 95
publications are referenced .in this chapter, most of'WhiCh support the
major argument.

The ABC Aatemont points outthst this chapter does not discuss'
a study by NBC researcherMilaysky, one that dismissed televisionis
effect on aggression as negligible, "although the NBC study appears in
its own chapter in the NIMB. report." Of course, it is predisely
because another chapter was devoted to the NKstudy that it wonld.have
been superfluous to incorporate its findings in the chapter under
A
discussion. Ingeed, it was NIMN and our committee that
invited the NBC
researchers and requested the inclusion of thNBC study as a separate
chOter of Volume 2. What ABC implies was an omission twin fact the
result of a conscientious effort on the part of BINH and our Committee
to include all relevant rihoarch. The ooncl,esions of the NBC study
were carefully considered LA the final evaluation (Ind summary published
in Volume 1.
.

In sum, ABC has not refuted the NIMN conclusion of a causal
4 relationship between television violence and aggression, and has
mlostatedboth the convergence and weight of evidence bearing on.tht
issue.
4

.

Nom coNrimIoN No. 2
:There is a clear consensus among moat researchers
.thakt television violence leado to aggressive behavior.
"ABC\BEgPONSE:
There\exists a significant clebato.within
the reb,carch community over the relationship between
,teluvisIkm and aggressive behavior."

ABC found one (unpub).ished) study (Bybee, eti7.)
that it could
construe an suggesting that there' is no consensus it viz a^ demie
researchers. The problem is that ABC misrepresented even
t study.
To be precise, the sample polled was not all "academic researchers," as
ABC states (Page 6) but members of professional societies in speech and
journalism, an unkflown proportion of whici; are researchers.
Mere
imiartarAly, researchers in the field of television include many
pnyeholi.0:t, sociolor,ists, and other social scientists who were also
,

absent from the sansi.le.

ven more deceptive is ALC's interpretation of the results of
that survey.

The issue is not whether television is Itig cause of
t

,
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As we have already noted, no responsible researcher makes
aggression.
What'the research
All complex behavior has teeny causes.
that claim.
results showed, as HIHH reported, is that television is a significant
contributor to such behavior.' On that.poi 1 the Bybee study cited by
ABC actually showed a clear consensus. A ut two-thirds of those
polled agrees that television increased c gil,Idrents aggressive behavior.
Had wore scientists from other fields been included, th..t consensus
would probably have been even higher. Tue authors of the Bybee study
are thempelvos distressed at the ABC misrepresentation.of their
findings.

f

Attempting to neutralize the great preponderance of published
studies that find the linkage, pc claims that studies which findan
effect are more likely to be published than studios with no findings.
That seeming anomaly would hive disappeared if ABC had oorrectl4, stated
that well-designed studies,, wilh clearly developed hypotheses, and
careful statistical analyses,. eading to scientifically defensible
conclusions, are more likely to be published in reputable soientific
journals than poor studies with inchnolusive,results.
It 'is an insult to the researoh community to stateas ABC does
that "Since editors naturally
-- baldly and without qualification
prefer to report results, publicatioh policies can resultin a
distortion of tne scientific evidence which actually exists.", (Pep O).
In that sentence, the ABC statement attempts to diaoredit the entire
formal process of scientific publication.
Finally, ABC cites seven references to claim that many academic
scientists have concluded that the research evidence does not support
thd causal linkage. In fact, that lisb.of seven'a1,1 but exhausts the
In the context of the previous example of 93 "heads"
'.ist of "many."
coming up in the penny toss, these are'the seven."tails."e

In sum, the ABC has not refuted the NOM conclus,e' that there
is a clear consensus among t.esearch scientists on this issue.

"NIMH CONCLUSION NO. 3
Despite, alight variations over the past decade, the
amount of violence on television has remained at
consistently high levels.
"ADC RESPONSE:
Thera has been a dcoreaL.,! in ',he overall amount
of violence in recent years.'
ABC's contention tt,at "there has been a decrease in the overall
amount of violence in r.!eel.t yearn" is based on an in-house CDS report
and IL not supported by independent studies. In any case, it does,not

27S

neeetaarilY contradict the N1M11 coneluaion that lithe amount of violence
con television has remained at,00nsiotently high level."
.

Singled mat for special attention by ABC is an extensive ald
long-standing reowaroh project called Cultural Indicators,' conduotei
at
the University of Pennsylvania's
Annenberg School of ComMUnicatimes
since the late 1960's. The project began
as a study for the National
Commission on the Causes and
Preventien Of Violence (the "Eisenhower
Commission") and,continued.unddr
various foundation and medical
Auspices to investigate many *netts of television content
and viewer,
conception of 24{10.4,1 reality,
Ignoring its proper name, broad
scope, many publications, and
asesesiment by RUH and othersthe ABC pamphlet:x*400
back siX years
Ito claim that "The Oerbner
content- enalyses have generated
great deal
Of controversy within the research community (Kowa),
Coffin and
Tuehman, Blenk
Of the authors cited
ashcans responsible for the
mcontroversy",Coffin, Tuchnan, and Blank were network employee°
and
Newcombe humanistic scholar whose dielogUe with the Cultural
Indicators team was as supportive as critical of the effort.
Of course, all
complex research relevant to*soGiel policy does and should
be debated.
But ABC eoceais the actual debate from the readers or
its pamphlet; it
does not acntion the rebuttals published in the-same journals
and
usually in the very same issues
-- es t!lt works cited.

..

TholdIC pamiOlet vepekte perennial network objections
as if they
had never been addressed and dealt with botdain the
literature
and in
.the NIBB report. In fact, at leant three chapters
of Volume 2 of the
N/MHveport provide critical overviews and au:mos:wants Of all
aapectt
of the content analyses ABC insiste
are *controversial.* 'One of these,
en overview of LeasureAof violence in television content,
compares
several measures including that of Cultural Indicators and the CM
study.
It\finds "no detectable trend," and observes (on Page 117):
*Begardless of veacure, changes that within the scope or 2
or
would appear to constitute an upward or downward shift become, 3 years
in the
long run, oscillations." That and other
reviews of the
research evidence by independent,scholars 1
NINH and our Committee to
concl'Idc that despite variations
over the years, violence on television
"remained at eonsistently 'high aevels."

Jait
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The ADC pamphlet supports its contention of a decrease
in the
amount of s.iolcnce by reference to a-CDS study not-LUbject
to peer
review or other scientific scrutiny and not regularly published.
However, it was i,trudisecd into the 1981 Congressional hearings
en
"Socidl/hcqdviera/ Lfects of Violence on Television" as tbG industry's
aiitenit to counter evidenee
presented by re:.earvhcs at the hearing.
Rn mu: nation otthe 1981 hearing record (e.g.
page 10) shows that
CJS :tleceud...-d in "reducing" the amount of violence reported
by simply
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excluding a significant (and unreported) amount of violent representation, (The violence monitoring effort announced by. ABC itself with
much fanfare a new years ago did not zees to yield results suitable for
its own pamphlet.)
The ABC pamphlet argues (on Page 10) that "The CBS study and the
Gorbner study utiliza radically different definitions ofviolence and.
connequently arrive at very different conclusions." The. CBS study
definition of violence (not cited by ABC) is "The use of physical' force
against percone or animals or the artidulLted, exp.icit threat of
physical fordo to oompel particular behavior un the part of a person."
The AIX pamphlet states that "Gerbner defines violence as: 'The overt
expression of physical force against. self or otheeompelling action
against one's will on pain of being hurt or killed, or actually hurting
or killing.'" The two definitigna are in practice virtually identical.
Aug argues that - "What makes the fierbner definition unitfue i3 that this
definition is applied not only to serious and realistic depictions of
violence, but is expanded to include comedy and slapotik, accidents,
and acts of nature suet+ as floods, earthquakes, and hurricanes."
Actually, both definitions include the use of physical 'force in any
It is, in
context, 'Thu difference is /Al in definition, as ABC claims.
what CBS chose not to :clude in its report.

Thn ountn rns eYcluded frnm its report wore thnen it nlaimed:
-without evidence, to be "harmless" aotn of "accidental" and "humorous"
The cvidence reviewed by NI!-}I J;licatee that violence in Any
vi' :erica.
con60:A way teacn powerful lessons and can be harmful in its effects.
But even with such manipulation, the CBS study was able to reduce its
violence %score !Tors 138 iocidento.a week in 1972-73 to 105 a week in
That in ;All murc violence in one week of prime time
1980-8t.
It
Watching alone than most loople experience otherwise in a lifetime.
can hi,!dly b. see:, as contradicting the NMI finding that "violence on
television remained at consistently high levels."

.

How much of all that mayhem is "accidental" and "humorous"
violence Lndt tr.. netwbks claim is "harmless?" Here again, Aug is
wide of tbe task. On Page 11 the pamphlet claims that "in a number of
Gerbar studies, ever one-third of all the v'llence counted did not
result :from buLan actaou but wan caused by accidents or acts of
(4pba:14, in the'griginal.) Nuat are the facts?
nature."
The
'fee ARC pamphlet deals with prime time programs alone.
to e
bb-evatiun
on
"human
action"
is
the
original
heport
la-Jurue of
AL('

Ysilopz..1 ,

ThoLe figures
P41:u 40 and Table b7 on Page V?.
time but to the combined result of prime time and
r.:Fer'not to
hildrcni (mostly cartoon) programs. In cartoonweui.clA daytiro
aninal:, rather tkan,ruman-, strictly defined, commit most
Thoterore, the "over one-third of all the violence counted"
violubLe.
"e,u,-d by ace:dents or acts of nature" but mostly by cartoon
or,0

//
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(ABC uses cartoon
Ilanimalsw'eblmitting anthropomorphio mayhem.
violence only to obfuscate tho facts but not to express concern over

the most violent and expAitive.part of programling, what the trade
calls the "kidvid ghetto.") 0

.

.

A uureful look at the same Table 67 Would have revealed that
when only regular programs (rather than cartuons) 're considered. as is
prime time, nine out of ten acts of violence'are perpetrated by human
agents.
Table 69 in the same series also shows that or Zheseacto of
hurting and killing people only one-fifth appear in a "light" or
"Ilumorous0 context, with consequences that, according to available
evidence, cannot bo blii.hely dismissed.
,

Where does that muddle leave those real "acts of nature such as
floods, arthquekes, and hurricanes" that according to ABC "distort"
the amount of violence reported? In light of the facts they also
--shrink into innignificance.
An analysis of Cultural Indicators data
for 15 sample periods since 1969 shows a gfand totalof only 13
fictional "acts of nature" hurting and killing. The viewer bbmbarded
with violence every hour of prime time has to watch an average of three
and a half weeks to encounter ore act of "accidental" violence.
The
-social pattern of such victimization (i.e. what types of characters
tend to g t hurt or killed "accidentally") may be far from incensequential. But the rarity of the,00curence sakes the ABC claim
groundloa
Air,The argument that an "exp:
d" definition "distorts" even one
sot of violence figureg used in lacjiIMil report is thus both deceptive
and trivial.

TAR 1191.evs:o
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One of the oldest claims of notvlrk publicists, renewed here
despite ample clarification through thb years, is that the Violence
Index
an arbitrary and idiosyncratic measure which doeenot
accurately reflect program content. huther that' simply count the
pumber of violent incidents per program, Oerbner combines various
LAmerical scores, some of which are weighted to reflect his own
theoretical and controversial assumption:I."
(Page 11)
.

This reitcration'ignores responses published sinee 1972 and the"
annual publi.15tion of the Violence lnd.
in which the "simple count of
tNc number of violent incidents per program" is separately tabulated
for the convenience of those who
ever that :Ample measure to also
consiaelvg
pcm.:avenoss of :silence in all programming and lethal
nun-lt.thal com.,quences.
An extensive review of tests in Volume 2
of the ULM rtpurt feen.d thilt tl.0 Violence Index "meets the critical
.

;

L.tatistio41 and empirical requirments of an index: unidimonsionality
and internal homok,eneity." (raves 167-8)

aaa
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ABC's quibble with the sample employed in the Violence Index is
similarly misdirected.
Without citing any support, the ABC pamphlet
states that "The use of one week's worth of programming to represent
the total content of a 52 week season is clearly inadequate." (Page"
it) As explained many times, and reviewed in at least two technical
chapters of the NIPH Report, but
by ABC, experiments with
to
7. weeks of programming have not produced notably different results
(e.g. see Volume 2 Page 113). Inc NUM review concluded: .'These
studies thus 'indiAiate that while a larger sample might increase
precision, given the operational definitions and multidimensional
measures that are sensitive to a variety of significant aspeAti of
television violence, the 1-week sample yields stable reeulta with higl"
cost efficiency." (Volume 2, Page 165) Certainly,the coqbistenoy of;
violence and other measures of fictional demography and Power from yqar
to year would bk hard to explain with a sample that is inaslequate-tel
the task for which it was designed.

The extensive research evidence supporting the definition of
violence and its measurement in sample's of television content has not
been examined by ABC; it this been ignored.
The ABC olaims appear to be
designed for the uninitiated; repeating contentions network publicists
have boon propagating for over a decade. In sum, the ABC statement did
not rofuto the NIMY conclusion that violence on television remains at
oonpiatentUy
lovela.

"NUR CONCLUSION NO. 4
'Television has been shown to cultivate
television-influenced attitudes among
viewers. Heavy°viowers are more likely
to be more fearfuland less trusting of
other people than are light viewers as a
result of their exposure to television.
"ABC RESPONSE:
The research does not support the
t,nclusion that television significantly
cultivates viewer attitudes and perceptions of social reality."

ABC moves on to challenge the extensive Cody of research
findings on television's cultivation of viewer attitudes and
conceptions of reality.
The ABC pamphlet claims that even though the
NIMB report acceptc' many of the findings of the cultivation analysis,
"the authors of the technical report chapter reach a different
conclu:Itun.
They state, 'The evidence concerning tha causal direction
of
ir.pdct. on social reality is not sufficient for strong
conclusions' (Hawkins and Pingree)."

V},
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The feet is that the chlipter by Hawkins and ingree suovert, the
"Causal
cultivation theory and -confirms findings bited by HIMH.
direction" is not an issue in cultivation theory which ho144 that the
pervasive' and repetitive patterns of television cultive0 rather than
only create attitudes and perceptions. After the passage cited by ABC,
Hawkins and Pingree observe that the rplationship between viewing and
.soeiel reality may be reciprocal." (Page 239)eiln their review of many
studios, inoluding the ir own,,Hawkips and Pingree oonoludo;
0

"Is there a relationship between television viewing and social
ra4lity? Moat Studies show evidence for u link, regardlees of the
kind of social reality studied. These studies cover a diverse
range of areas including prevalence of violence, family structures,
interpersonal mietruet, fear of vietimization, traditional sex'
roles, family values, images of older people, attitudes about
doctors, and concern about racial problema....Relatiobehips between.
viewing end demographic measures of social reality °lonely linked
to television content appear to hold despite.oentrols." (Page 237)
Another example of the cllticiams cited oy ABC is the statement
(Cluitivatien esparchers group 'non-viewers' who don't
watch television with 'light' viewers who watch less then average.
Whet, trap-vie!;:re re analyzed indepandently of kohl, viewers, their
fear and mistreat scores are actually higher than light viewers.
Similarly, "extremely heavy viewers" are grouped with ' heavy viewers.'
0 When extremly heavy viWers --: who view eight or more hoe s of
television daily -- are analyze0 independently, they are fo nd to be
Isjel fearful and mistrusting than heavy viceove."
(Page 14)
that ".

The niece were reported inian article in,the same Jo rnal fron
Which UCsolected its infortiaLlon, but they were Atted f
the ALC
pamphlet.

What ere these facts?

Non-yiywern and "extremely heavy viewers" are very small and
atypical group
(about 5 percent of the popolLtion each.
Their chviant
c.:1..on:.,s arc trivial in :size and nooslgnifieant statistically.
In any
the inelw.ion of these deviant pyoups mans that the HIMH
atont.cuLlvdt.ion ere ujOyr00mat.c.0; when they are e;:cludtd, the
r.att.orn.. are even stronger
the vopui:.tion.

o., the reriiinive 50 percc.ut of

A series of additlynal repytitions of eritieims already oealt
lit(aLuve and it viewed In the NIMq report further
strai_ th, creoibilit) of the ALr crition." Clearly its authors are

-with in thy r.

swoe or tho ! 1.olarly eichanges that have taio.n place; thy), seem not
to hive Mq:..-d 4 sinE1,. nt-,:ative.comment, no mutter how far-fetched. Yet they ;.,,r to
CAiiVIOUL to tn much mor nu..eroos extensions and
cooirmntloi... of fiociihr,s by ind,Ipendent scholar:, in the United States
t.t.:

..lid at,r6Ad.
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In sum, the ABC pamphlet deceives the reader not familiar with
sthe research literature. It is thus ahe ABC pamphlet and not the HIMH
report that distorts, in its general design as well as its details, the
evidence on television and violence that it, purports to place in
perspective.
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207 E. Canton tuildiet

Washington. D. C.

20315

Uses Kr.

'When I spoke to you enlist today, 1 mestiond that I had shown
Mr. Gregory copy of a rung survey conducted by Dr. John Murray
on researcher views so the NM thidete Project conclusions' regarding
televised violence and behavior. Mr. Gregory indicated he would like
so to send m Leavy to the *mitts* is that it could be pot .on record.
Aceordi117. top it enclosed, Sr. Hurray is wining for this to
be published in the record or ire 10 used In aniry that the Committee

12;

e

wishes.

_

you will note that the survey found, overall, th..t 52 vett:ant of the
active researchers queried agreed with the SUM statement on the
et pact of IV violence.
I appreciated the opportunity of testifies before the Committee and
will be pleased if I can be of further service,

C

,!

.

Since sly yours.

\
/
pearl. ph.D. -----"---_----,
Chief, behavioral Sciences
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RESULTS OF AN.T NFORMAL POLL OF KNOWLEDGEABLE PERSONS
'CONCERNING THE IMPACT OF TELEVISION VIOLENCE
.

ws.!

Mr"
. -.Bacgreulnd

The attached questionnaire was distributed to a sample of
researchers and kncwledgeatae observers of children and television
in order to assess the extent of agreement. with a recent statement
'abcut the.impact of television violence.
-e.

The statement in question is one of the principal conclusions
contained in a recent report from the National Institute of Mental
Health (NP t): "...the consensus among most of the research'
community is that violence on television does lead to aggressive
behavior by childrenand teenagers who watch the programs. This
conclusion is basedbn laboratory experiments and on field
studies. Not all children become aggressive, of course, but the
In
correlations between violence and aggression are positive.
magnitude, television violence Islas strongly correlated with
aggressive behavior as any other behavioral variable that.has been
measured. The research question has moved from asking whether or
not there is an effect to seekln3,explanations for the effect."
.

Survey

0

The participants in this survey do not comprise a random sample of
all experts in this area, but they do represent a broad spectrum
of available expertise and professional opinion.
These professionals can claim exper"ise in the area of children
and television by virtue of the :yd. that each person has written
articles or' reports on this topic. In fact the 116 participants
ware'the sole or senior authors of 597 books andiartioles and were
Moreover, those
contributing authors to many additional reports.
surveyed were drawn from several 'professional fields (i.e.,
'psychology, sociology, and communications) and are employed in
universities, research institutes, consumer organizations and the
television industry.
The ballots were distributed during the period March 1-10, 1983..
The results presented below are based upon a count conducted at
the end of Parch.

1

A iotr, o'n Professional Fxpertine: A recent biblioffraphy of the
past 2C years of research on children and television (Murray,
logn) included citations for 2,886 reports. These reports were
produced by 1,57(1 senior, individual, and corporate authors
indirating an average level of professional productivity of 1.8
However, the 116 participants in this survey have been
reve.tr..
the senior authors on an 4verage of 5.1 reports sillgesting that
professionals are anong the most prodoetIve and knowledge,.
th.
able r.ers.)ns concerned with the issues of childrev and television.
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TV VIOLENCE SURVEY
%1.11.....r.

Results

The ballots were sent to 116 persons who were identified as'
members of the American Psychblogical Association (APA), the
American Sociological Association (ASA), the International
Communication Association (ICA), or persons who aPe not.'affiliated
with one of these professional associations (NPA).
Of the 1n9.experts surveyed (7 questiOnnaires were undeliverable
at the stated address) 68 were completed and retdrned yielding a
'response rate of 62%. The table below contains a description. of
professionel opinions on the impact of Ittlevised violence offered
by the experts who responded to this survey,

%

?

Professional Memberships
.APA

ASA

ICA

NPA

10

21

35

109

5

13

19

68

.50%

62%

54%

62%

10

12

47

1

4

9

1

1

6

1

* 2

TOTAL

0

0 in sample

43

0 responding

a 31

aos

Response rate

;

72%

Type of Response (0):

Strongly Wee

24

1

Moderately Agree

4

Strongly Disagree

1

3

Moderately Disagree

1

--

No OTInisn
Unable to Decide

Agrefnent on the impact
of TV violence

-1

1

90%

20%

1

'85%

1

4

84%

82%

ahP totnl

10C) included 43 psyehoiogi5ts (APA), 10
soflologHts (CA), 21 communilYation researchers (ICA), and.35
profe.nntonAln (NPA) Who were not affiliated with one of these
associations.

.4
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Dear Chn)stan 11119hoss

4

Ay I:.1:1f11,,r. riitor.tilr of the National Coalit%ori
on Television
like to inform you of my organizatIon's
to partiolote
desire
future hearings on violence,
rndia. r! :n tbtimcny
crime,
and the
presentof at th hearing pf April
13,
I

fent t:.ole is

eitl 13E11,44 need to have.NCTV's
testimony hc aro.
re-NI It) till On Television Violence is a non$rof
t.
nterst 9toult which views
tain by the commercial networks UM use of violence to Niteras
e,n
environmental
!:aserd
thre,itening the welfar43 of the public. We art not alone it
(*pinion: The foerican Madical
Ansrlat ion tins floe:sled
c^ :,1e,,isine if a (1 hazard 0.104tening
ttte
ou3 futurr Society.,' welfare "of you?.

.The

t5 nsrla I

ir

It

ar

.fs

;,..a:

: r r .,
Fi.c-10-f.

.

.t hat t!^t: use T:f violence to entertain
pre:bier. Aconrilir-11 wCTV wneld
ibefore the
;Tee on crime. I

,-;:tritnte

f.*:.:

'

v tt.it subcomitte( 'r

a ropy of rear most rerr.rt ter
'Jot r.q rehuIts of netwcyl... t c
further p/eabe .-:,,ntart -rmmonts, cr would it.e to
..

whtc'h aneil%
you haVo .trey

me.
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TV Violence At Record Levels
Action Demanded Durilig_National Children0111eli;114ion Week(Thirch I3-191,
For Re.leaso:

11

iirdnesday..March )6, 1983

.
.

Ca tscrivDr:.Tinesis 8...Jerk!, H,D. Chiirman. (217) 359-8/35
Karen ilubner,. Honitoririr Director, (217) 359-8235
Brian iIalloy, Washington Office, (202) 42:0515
The Nationel Ccalition 5n Selerkision Violenie(NCTV) released its mcist.recent monitoring
violence. It has 14,.3unr) that
tetwotk'
data 'today on prime-time and Saturday

prone -time violence is presently at its highest level on record averaging 11.7.acta of
y.l.nre per hour in the most receptly completed quarter (Sept. 27.,1982 -Der 26, l9k2).
Inifi 9iirelli.ned the prev Tu. record of. 8.0 arts pe. hour set in the tirst quarter of '".,
1962(c.opatahl a data available since 1914. Prom Univ. iv! Pennsylvania and/or NeT9).

%TV reports findings a record of 28 high violence progiams accounting. for mu of
11,i:rime-time television programming. Its preliminary data for January and February.
19E3 show even higher levels of vioLeilee averaginst well aye! 9 violent pets per hour.
*4twork TV's most. violent neeio) nreeding to NCTV is The _A Seat (Nitc) with 39 acts
violenr per hour(a pans of U.S.. -.101diers wanted by the U.S. military hal tone

:(round and works as loes.fen.rics tahini) on jobcthat the police can't or won't do).
is 1902's ost violent program, Ta11iIu1t SAC) at 3. acts/hr, , followed by Taies_of
Harraratr1mr23).
()old H, nksiI(ABC1 (310 . Voy.ger s(NAC)(30), Cavil an(NISC) (77) INS.,
,.i.2.-diesrAmertcan./Itrof(A1C)(22), T.J.'Hooker(ABC)(20). Simon I, Sioort(CBS)(20), Mkell!
1`...t.(CBS)(19)', itni&htr18rra(NBC)(18),
TV movies made up one-third of all TV.vtolence.

rart.on siolence,devased from recorldthighs but still averaged 25.6 violent acts

'

.

per hour with CBS isotri violent.
;,)
New high violence programs witbionly ccie or two episodes rated include: Renegader(ABC)(42),
Matriurs(C8S)(15). Several new 10m violence programs
RtgItPerfyimansi(ABL)(26), iiirayde
been inti...iuced but rake up loss than 1/3 of the new program time: condo(ABC)(0).
.

I
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\Bona'sAmiky(H1101(0). Teacher's Ottly(NAC)(0), and, pamily Tree(N8C)(2).
ABC reclaim theorosi violent network with 10.2 violent acts per hour fe4lowed by

88(8.)) and MOM.' HMV continue to 'mak its participating erganivtene to Print
We names And addresiem,of the heaviest spehtors of violent programs.

Philip Morris

'(Miller's Beer I Seven -up) is.the 11 violence-advertisekil2 inthe prigibes quarter).

f4 followed Ly Polaroidep&erai Motors;1101. and Magnavox.

It

Low violence advertisers

KrnPik and Hallmark Along with Ceneral.Bleciric. Noxell, and'American Home ProduetF were
protons:.

Neu, continues to encourage its'lecter;vriting premiere campaign.
.

Dr. Thomas Radecki, M.D.. psychiatele Director of the Chipaign County Mental health
Center in'ehanpaign. Illinois and Chairman of the coalition called the situation "shoCking."
He cold, "The National Institute of Mental' Heilthhas procliated the evidenceopf horlsfel
el,f&is on normal children Ana adult viewers tratte 'overwhelming.'

;Ise Aperican Medical

Aospsfation announced at its December. 1982 national board meeting the need for isnediatp

action. stating that TV and entertainment slolencei causing ah epidemic bfviolencet
amopiat the'young4eople of this country.
.re.poestbility.

It

ltis tire that Congress face up to its

is obvious theneteorke, broadcasters, movie indestryl% And Ray cable

TV charseln will continue tqldieregaril thelaiaeable,darage that they are doing to the
.

Anerican society with.qheir heavy promotion of violence."

-

%

Radecki wen. an to say. "The Isosi popular cable TV channel for children as well al
cdultn appears to he HID anti the Diller pay tails movie channels.

HUY has recently
.

nerupented the very high levels of r1.1-crafted wet, reverge, and horror movie violence
'

oft these chsencla.

Cn'bined with the high loge's of violenCe on prime-tine and SAWUrday

second generation is being welled to even nore.violunce than its first?'
The 'first TV generetion.hqe grouts up to be the moat violent generatiW of young adults

serf,

in Amer'ica's history,- murdering 3002, rapine,e002, and assaulting 500 more often per

eaptta ther their patents' generation at the name ages.
the

It is abundantly clear that

ation ci violence in TV asd movie entertainment is playing g.mait; role in

it., ep'inen...'.

taw).

'le have not heard of any action,ehatmlever coming from thU.S. Hellas

NecamounicationsiCfAir--Rep Tinoths girth. D-Colo.) since their seaviert
:n ,riober. lYbl.

I amHasking that.in today's Telecommunications hearings on children

Ant

Mqrch 16th, Pli0 a.m.),.that we Wc given aosurancea-that sone

nefinite ac14.ns on the problem ofrLroadcaet and cable TV vielenci, will be forthcoming.

has, ,,t_mented hundreds of thopsandi' of dollars of campaign contributions to,this
comn:ttee from the broadcast and table TN industry.

rte ask that this compittee not

forget the public's interest in today's hearings and on the issue of ioloncm.

I ask

A

that peop0 ;write their congressn4 to denand immetiate further hearings or. entertainment
violence and larodiate concrete 'action."

Rad 'it suggests a number

.01

actions that can and should be taken.

He states that

e.

$

.r.

230

.
fie

ea

28

a

I
thl

"tit:1'v has estimated that!almott one

important is that of etunAt,tadveetisine.

maser

bsilion dollars earth of air-time ;led print advertialiig is spent by the TV and *vie

induetriebyromating violent entertainment each year.

Oely/2 ofiRmericans adults ind

children realize that they.are harmfully affected by the violence they consume.

Viewers

ate literally brainwashed them* thin nassiv one -sided advertising into thinking that
entertainment violence could not have a harmful effect on them personally.

People

actually sometimes become angry at the suggeetion that they personally might be
Yet, the research suggests that probably anyone who consumes the Caticleal

,Ifected.

, average of 10.0 hours of violent entertainment per week ifs unconsciously affected in

a haimfulway

The war coesson effects are significant increases in anger, Irritability,

and lose of temper, a desensitization towards violence, and a greater fear and distrust
of the world armee; you." '

Radecki said additional needed congressloneleetioes include warnine! attached to
progeoms coetelning high levels of entertainment violence, better funding of PBS with

.

the establishitehtpf 3 to4 piss cable, channels Co deal more fully with consumer affairs.
science and documentaries, and public affairs and .rational aergee(Redecki neighed PBS
the best watched, low oloitOce alternative tviailable.

He called it tife least expensive

.

crime-stopper in the-V.S. today); and government regulatien that will promote broadcast
and cable TV's accountability to the public, encourage diversity of opinion, and guarantee

that the inteeests'm chi)dren and adult American: ait Served.

Radecki said Aura research

, lc needed on the hauls; effectS of TV sports viplence(boxing, t ofessional wrestling,
.

!..0 hockey), soap (iece emotional violence, and toy and games violence which ate heavily
am Ty.

4,fs

he committee to make research feeds available for these

alled on

n.

e.

areas.

/

Grace Beisener, ;.ant 'president of the NationALPTA, said, "I find this constantly
.ecalating violence deplorable and distressing,.
Ir

e.

We believe in the Surgeon General's 7.

is very impo.ranS to set this sonieenhe information to the American public.

the ,;ltimate goat isto teach children and adult...!

to turn cif the IV when violence is
1

t.u.ng used meteIr Sr entertain:excite,. or titillate the viewei."

Dr. Radecki praised.
,4

t

Ndttnd. P:/...sLtICI:ipl VIPS/1M Skills COUtbe:..
!he PTA,

-f

He said, however, "Unless the meeeave

tr.c. AMA, and the National Institute ci Mental leealth gets to the viewer with

! help of count.:noverttelng providing rune ad ,..-.rning against using violence to entertee
atse,if lot rve:y .w.e.premocing siulcare, their a,11 be little iopect from these efforts.
!..

TV and movie industry Is tngaglnf

In 'alga ahr deceptive advertising by promoting

th. .p violrnt Imgrams it:. good enteseainment.

Tore. Osborn, past presi4ent of toe Waehingtop Association foc,Teleyision and Children,
ire,

B.uees thlq tarn.rdihle tr

c4tutday rt11111 ,artonis are M
1

.nve.t,rnt for the 1",r,ty.

f

ass In- prime time violence, we have to reoekier that

Ielen/ still.

Children are an Important Song-term

Industry should he partners with Us, not adversaries.

t

a

re,
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)1Ch1)dren are not therm to be exploited.

(minds for Ahortterta econihic gain,

But the industry has chosen to sxploit vulnerable.

it doesn't make sense to me that..weare inducing,,

ithrough TV, values which go against the peace and security of out country."

Dr. Radebl called for continued pressure on advertisers as well as calling on the

(

- 4/34tworks to begiv serious diecumsions on the violence issue.

//

.

Dr. Radecki noted that

NCTV will also shortly submit a gotition tor counter-adNartieing to the FCC based on.

1.

the fairness Doctrine and with the FTC based An deceptiveand diahonest advertising
r

peace ic.C11.

1

ei.

Dr. R.rde:ki said, "TV and movie violence are At an all-time high.

Things are.bouud

to ge;stil.: wrne withihe ircrvr.ing sales of pay cable rrovie qliannels with Iarge

'arxo.nrLA-cf ;inclose murder and rape.

countriets

In addition we c-siort this problem to other

and. thereby, further increase' levels of violence in a world ready to explode.

fettertaiment violence fosters values hostile to democracy and toJodeo-Christian orbits.
a.

1

we are witnessing a breakdown of civilization in large part due to unrestrained gr. d
t

to khule money.

In a democracy it is the right of the people to take just and sensi !e

atti,n and It .s the duty of our elected representatives to see that that action is

(

taken.

't

Radecki deplored the image of glorified macho male violence with women ass' TO. .4
that he claim. in extremely common to TV.

Radecki pointedto etesearch showing the'

/1%

.

of AmeriCan men have said there was none chance they would raps a women if 'fissured 4

RadeIA esttFoted from Available survey data that over 10% of

getting away with it.

.

wives and girlfri.

American men Pave raped women with the'motst common victims bei
He noir.. ..,:ruse that

at

leas:

r

:Cit a kotC.ar couples: Oleic 'ly strike i'aeh other

r

at least once a

n
19.

with a high percentage of wrken chronjeilly.abused.

Radecki noted that hCTV has now accumulated Close tolgS0 studies done in'the V.S.

.1

.,slid

,

18 foleign countries documenting the harm of entertsinment vieleence--violence whesc

eurpt.e

4.1

to write, thr'iII. or titillatc

the viewer rathet thin tn educate the viewer
.,.

...

I.

about rho .:cagedy and harm :4 real-life violence.

%.

He notes studies sh$Oink major amounts

or's.Le; .v.dlen:e, vielenre in toe hu;se ntItitine focbo:b children and adults, and criminal
.

.

stri.et v:-:rrice cnsinF Arc tn. eftucti, c, 41trent prog:L-Ting.

He estillates

that

be:viten

-12:r: anc 5.::. of al! vtr Ali, i cocini, from niepromottoL of vielenee in etreuninment.

R. :rept -:.rny other CaLk,i 0: sIllenCO inclsetngsalcohulfelso promoted by TV), dreg

ab.s., .riertiorating sh ia

systems, heredrt: ,

However, no poirts out t:,tt bt. kiAllixsbels

s .
e

'

poor parentinge0 pter modeling. etc.
of

the Leedom School of_Economics found

.

that TV and movie violence was the PI cause of youth violence in a:large CBS-funded study
rhat looked at 227 possible cawieb of vitanbcc.
a

a

\

1

t

,1
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/From the Washingtonian, October 1981)

Go GET SOME MILK AND CIMIES AND %Tell THE MURDERS ON TELEVISION

.

(By Daniel Schorr)

John W.
.ckley jr: chuses me to reflectilaving recently turned 65, on what the
.e medi age , 4f4 wrought. Hinckley's unhappy lifetime of
of smite 2Q Years coincide'
roughly with my life in ,television. Whatever else made
want to shoot a Bresi,
dent, Hinckley epitomizes the perverse effects ofbour.violence-prone culture of entertainment.
Hinckley, weaves together strands of triadia-stimulated fantasy, fan frenzy, and the
urge to proclaim identity by starring in a televised event. His s ess is attested to;
by everything that has happened,
March 30,8when he Ina aged to 'disrupt the
regular *grams listed on his cony of TV Guide to bring on co mand perfprma....ms
by Dari Rather, Flank Reynoldsj /Roger Mudd, and the other news superstars. Since
November 22; 1963, these electronic special reportsthe modern equivalent of the
old newspaper eXtra---have been America's way of certifying a "historic event."
Much has been shown to Hinckley's generation to lower the threshold of resistanceto violent acts. When the time caffie for Hinckley to act.7to plug himself into
this continuum of talevision and movie violencethe screenplay was easily writtep
the roles nearly preassigned: The Media-conscious "ilublic"°President, Ronald
Reaggn, attracted the cameras, which attracted the crowds, whicheprovided both the

,

'

,

f:

arena and the cover fgr the assailant. The network cameras routinely assigned,
since the Kenaedy assassination, to "the presidentinl watch" recorded tile "actuality" and showed it in hypnotic, incessant replays -The audience tingled to the all -

too-familiar "special report" emblazoned acloss the screen. To nobody's surprise, the celebration of vio1'ace stirred would-be imitators. The
Secret Service-recorded an astonishing nurni!er of subsequent thfeats on the President's life. One of them came from Edweid Michapl Rebinion, 22, who had watched

O

the TV coverage and later told 13olice that Hinckley had appeared to him in a
dream, telling hilt to `'bring completion to Hinckley'd reality."

/

Psydhiatrist Walter Menninger examined Sara' Jane Moore, wh6 -trig to' kill.
President Ford in 1075, and found it no coincidence thdt two weeks earlier a wellpublicized attempt on Fo'rd's life had been made by Squeaky Fromtne.
"There is no doubt,'.' Dr. Menninger told me,,"of the effect of the broad, rapid,
and intense dissemination of such an event. The scene in front of the Washington
Hilton must have.been indelibly coded in everybody's mind with an immediacy that
does 'tot happen with the print media. We have learned from the studies of televif
'ion that-people do get influenced by what they experience on teleyision."
The broadcasting industry says it can't help it if occasionally a disturbed person
tried to act of tt depicted violencefictional or actual. In 1975,4: Vietnam veteran in
'Hyattsville, Maryland. who had told his wife, "1,watch television too much," began
sniping at passersby in a way he had noted during sin episode of S.W.A.T.,4-and, like
the fictional sniper, was killed by a police sharpshooter.'
The American Medical AssOciatioQyeported in 1977 that IThysicians were telling
of cases of injtfry from TV imitationihowing up in their offices and hospitals. One
doctor:treated twe children who, playing Batman, had jumped off a roof. Another
said a child who had set fire to a hoase was copying an arson incident viewed on

.

television.

,,
,

No court has 'yet held television legally culpable for the violence it is riccused of
Amulating. In Florida in 1978, fifteen-year-old Ronny Zam6ra ivas convictedafter
a televised trialof killing his elderly neighbor despite the novel 'plea of "involuntars subliminal television intoxication." The parents of a California girl who had
been se)cually assaulted in 1974 in a manner depicted three days earlier in an NBC
television drama lost' their suit against the network.
That's as it should be. I support the constitutional right of theinoadcasting indusCry to depict violence, just as I support'llusiler magazine's right to depict pornography- Atli distaste. As Jules 1'eiffer, the cartoonist and civil libertarian, has Wed,
one sometimes finds oneself in the position of defending people one wouldn't dine
with What troubles me, as I reflect on the case of John Hin
is the reluctance
of television to acknowledge its contribution'to fostering an E :rican culture of

nce, not only by the way it presems fantasy but by the v.., it conveys reality

and by the way it blurs the line between the two.
In 1974 Reg Murphy, then editor of the Atlanta Constitution.ihe is now publisher
of the Baltimore Sun), was kidnapped. He says his abductors immediately sped to an
apartment and turned on a TV set to see whether their act had made theevening
news.
t.
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In 1971 prisorlbrioters in Attica, New York, listed as h primary demand that their
grievances be aired on TV.
In 1977 in Indianapolis. Anthony George Kiritsis wired a sawed-off shotgun to the
neck el a mortgage company officer, led him out in front of the police and TV cam
eras, and yelled:. "Get those goddamm cameras on! I'm a goddamn national hero!"
In 1974 in Sprasote, Florida, an anchorwoman on teleVisionstatfon WXLT said on'
the air, "In keeping with Channel 40's1policy of bringing you the. latest in blood and

'

.

guts in living !color, you're going tor see another first an attempt at suicide.'
Whereupon she \ pulled a gun out of a shopping bag and shot herself fatally in the
head.

.s

Theie ineiden sth,o, list coul gp. on and onwere all aspects' of the phenomer"
of the mass
is 0 grand biter of identity, validator of existence. Descar
imght say today, "I appear on elevision, therefore I am."
One becomes accustpmed, after working a long time in the mRdium, to he!
,
. strangers/re/mirk, without elaborlition, "I saw you..on television!" One even gets
inured to being hauled over to meet somebody's relatives. It is as though the TV
,personality has an existence of its own. I experienceckthe other side of ,this phenomenon in 1976 when I stopped broadcasting for CBS. People asked, solicitously, i'
everything was right as though, being off the air, I had ceased to be in. some .;xis'Untie! sense.
"Getting on television". has become a preoccupation of people in government poll.
tics, and industry, not to meption all manner of single-issue advocates. Candicia..,s
/will fashion their campaigns around "photo opportunities." Senators will be drawn
by thepresence of cameras to legislative hearings they otherwise-would slip. .

.

Many people will do almost anything to get on TV. Some will even kill.
Anthony Quainton, former head of the State Department's Office for Combating
Terrorism, associates the increase in casualties during hijackings aud hostage-takings with the desire of terrorists to insure news -media attention. Deliberate acts of

,

horrorlike the tossing out of slain victimsare=planned as media events. On .the
other hand, the failure of the hijacking of a Turkish plane to Bulgaria in May was
at least partly due to the fact that'two of the terrorists had left the plane to give a

.
press conference.
0. i
Sometimes the aim is to hijack television itself: When the. radical BaaderMeinhof
gang in West Germany kidnai3ped a caoliticiari i,n 1975 es-liiistage.for the release of
five imprisoned comrades, it forced German television toshow each prisoner board-

,

ing a plane and to broadcast dictated propaganda statements. "For 72 hours we lost
control of our medium," a German television executive later said.
When Arab terrorists seized the Vienna'headquarters of OPEC iri 1975, killing
three persons and taking oil ministers hostage, the terrorists' plan called for them
to occupy the building until TV4ameras arrived.
. A central feature of the plan of, the San Francisco "Symbionese Liberation
Army," which kidnapped Patricia Hearst. was the exploitation of the mediaforcing radio andlielevision to play. its tapes and carry its messages..
The.Hanafi Muslim ' hostagetaking occupation of three locations inWashington
in 1976 was a Flas case of media-age terrorism. TA leader, Hamaas Abdul Khaais time giving interviews by telephone, while his wife checked on
lis, soffit muc
:
A
what vas be g broadcast.
hly contagious," warns Dr. Harold Visotsky, head of the de"These cri les are
ry at Northwestern University. "Deranged persons have a pas- .
partment of
I
sion for keeping up with the news and imitating it,'
It does not seem to matter .much if they are keeping up with the news' or with
"entertainment." for more and More the distkucyldn isethinly drawn. Areal attempt
on the President's life produces a rash of threi"..' A prime -time drama about a bomb
on an airplane produnes a rash cat reports of bombs on airplanes..
In all of this. television claims to be innocent-=a helpless eyewitness, sometimes
.
even a hostage. Its not that simple. To begin with, television has helped blur the
lines between reality and fantasy in the general consciousness.

Television news itselfobliged to coekist with its entertainment environment.
seeking to present facts with the tools of fantasyends up with a dramatized vet-

slim of life. Everything that goes into making a well-paced.'smoothly edited "prickage" subtly changes reality into a more exciting allegory of events. The confusion is
compounded by the use of "cinema realite" techniques in fictional dramas, and the
modern forms of factandfiction "docudromas" and Ireenactm6nts" of events.

It began to come home to me that audiences were blurring the distinctionbetween reality and entertaintnent wen I received telephone calls from several persons. during the 1973 Senate Watergate hearings that preempted soap operas.
'asking that the networks "cancel' a boring witness and "put back John Dean and
..
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his nice wife Moreover,
friends of mine praised a "docurftentary" show4 by
NBC, The Raid at Entebbe, and had to be reminded that it was a reenactment.
The gradual erosion of the line between fact and fantasy,tetween news and theater..can have serious consequences. People slow tokreact to accidents and muggings
may be experiencing the existential question of whether these things are really happening. A woman wrote columnist Abigail Van Buren of being bound and gagged by

a robber who told the victim's four-year-old boy to .watch television for a while
before calling for help.
child looked at TV for the next three hours, ignoring his
mother's desperatl
, to get his.attention. Perhaps, to the child, the show was
more real than his mothdr's muffled screams.
Having obscured the difference between fantasy and reality, television offers incentives to people who are seeking emphatic ways of getting recognition. Innocent
hand-waving, ps an attention-getting device, yields to demonstrations,. which in turn
yielcrto riots.
In my own experience, covering urban-unrest for CBS in the j960s, threatening
rhetoric tended to overpower moderate rhetori( and be selected for the,network's

Epetang Neu' because it made "better television." I have no doubt that television
helped to build up militant' blacks like Stokely Carmichael and H. Rap Brown
within the black community by giving them preferred exposure. Nonviolent leaders
found themselves' obliged.eto escalie,the militancy of their own rhetoric.. Whep
Martin Luther King, Jr.'eame to Washington in 196S to discuss plans for the "poor.
people's march" that he did not live to lead, he told me he had to allude to possibilities for disruptipn as a way of getting media attention.
At ti coirinunitY meeting after the first night of rioting in the Watts area of Los
Angeles in 1965, most of those who spoke appeiled for calm. But a teenager who
seized the microphone and called for "going after the whiteys't was featured on
evening TV news programs. A moderate commented, "Look to me like he [the white
Mani want us to riot. ' Another said, If that's the way they read it, that's the Way
we'll write the trOtc."
In recent years, television newel compelled to come to terms with its own potency,
has sought to enforce guidelines for coverage of group violence. Television tries to
guard against being an immediate instigator of violence, but its reaction is too little
and too late to overcomethe 'cumulative consequences of a generation of depicted
violence. It is like trying to Control proliferation of nuclear weapons after distributing nuclear reactors over a prolonged period. "
For three decades, einceithe time when there were 101Million'TV sets in America,
I have watched efforts to determine objectively the effects of televised violence while

3

the TV industry strove to sweep the issue under th'e carpet.
What television hated most of all to acknowledge was that violence on TVcwas not

incidental or accidental but a consciously fostered ,element in the ratings race. In
1976 David Rintels, president of the Writers Guild iri Los Angelgs, y:here most of
the blood-and-guts ,scripts are spawned, told a congressional committee: The networks no only approve violence on TV, they have been,known to request and inspire it.
"There is so much violence on television," he said, ','because the networks want it.
They want it because they think they can attract viewers by it. It attracts sponsors.
Affiliate stations welcome it."
A personal experience brought hometo me the industry's sensitivity to the subject. In January 1,969 my, report for an Evening News telecast, summarizing the interim findings of the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Viofence, was altered shortly before air time at the direction of Richard N. &dant,
president of CBS News, to eliminate a comment about television. The passage cited
the commission's view that while "most persons will not kill after seeing a. single
violent televisicn program, " it is possible that mary learn some of their attitudes about,violence from years pf TV exposure and may be likely to engage in violence.- Fon-management to override the news judgment of the "cronkite show" was
.

.

ext rernely :rare

Riots and assassinations would bring the issue pAriodically to the fore, but the re-

search'had been going on for a long time Fop, more than a quarter of a century
social scientists have studied the effects of violence-viewingespecially on children.
At Stanford University. Professcr Albert Bandura reported that children three to
six years of age whose toys were takea awoty after they had seen films showing ag-

gression would be more likely to pound...en inflated doll in their Wustration than
children who had not seen such films.

A Canadn study by R. S. Walters and E. lewellyr Thomas found that higt

school students who had viewed ai,gressive films were more likely than others to
administer strong electric shocks to students making errors on an exam.
..
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An experiment conducted. in Maryland

the 'National institute of .Mental

3

health found serious fights in school more common among high school students who
watched violent 'I'V. program's.
.
Plrlidley Greenberg and Joseph Dominick, studying Michigan public-school pupils,

found that "higher exposure tosteleCision violence in entertainment was associated
with greater approval of violende and greater' willingness to use it in real life."
Drs. Dorothy and Jerome Singer. of Yale University concluded from an echaustiVe
series of interviews that the children whd watched the most' elevision were likely to

i

.., ,

act most.aggressively in family situations. Although they could not produce a
"smoking gun" that -would influence the TV industry, they argued that they had
eliminated every other factor that could account for, the high correlation between
aggressive behavioreand viewing of "action-oriented" shows.
.
'

---

.

Dr. Leonard BerkoWitz of the Univ6rsity'of Wisconsin, in two experiments ten
years apart, found that third- graders watching a great many violent programs were
likely to be rated by other pupils as high in aggressive behaviorand that, at nineteen, most of them were still described as "agb.essive"-by\their peers. In fact, re- .if
ported Dr. Berkowitt, the amount of television viewed at the age of nine is "one of
the best predicto?s of whether a person will be found tO be aggressive in later lice."
Congress took an early, interest in the*question,of violence in TV programs. In.
1952 the House Commerce Committee held hearings on excessive sex and violence
on television. Senate hearings on TV violence oda d juvenile delinquency. conducted
.by Senators Estes Kefauver of Tennessee and Thomas Dodd of Connecticut, stirted
episodic public interest. The hearing transcripts make a tall stack, adding up to fifken veers of congressional alarm over television, and industry reassurance that. itwas addressing the problem.
The cqntroversy over television assumed a new dinlension of national concern in
the wake of.the urban riots and assassinations of the 1960s. In 1968, rafter the assassination of Robert Kennedy, President Johnson named 4 commission, headed by,Dr.
MiltontEisenhawer,,to inquire into thecauses of violence and how it might be pre-

, '.

,
1.

s

f
,

verited.

s
Between October and December 1968, the Eisenhower Co mmission held hearings
on television, questioning social scientists and industry executivqi about the extent
to which the medium might be the instigator or abettor of violent acts. One commis-

/

c,-

h

siert member. Leon Jaworski, later to be th Watergate prosecutor, expreSsed the
belief that television
might have "a tremendous responsibility" .for violence in
.

,

4
America.
.
The television networks acknowledged no such responsibility, W hen COmmission-

er Albert E. Jennqr asked whether "the depiction of violence has an effect upon the
viewer," Dr. Frank Stanton, prelident of CBS, replied: "It may or may. not have.
That is the quest* we don't have the answer to." .

.Nevertheless, the commission decided to formulate an answer. After a long

debatefrom whidh Lloyd N. Cutler, the executive director, disqualified himself be-

cause of his law Orm's TV-industry clientsthe panel declared in its final report
that it was "deep) troubled by television's copstant portray& of violence '. . . panderi:ig to a publi ,preoccupation with violence that televisiOn itself has helped to

`
,

,

.

1'

generate."
(...
The panel's report concluded: "A constantdiet of violence on TV has an adverse
effect on human character and attitudes. Violence on televisi
ncourages violent
forms of behavior and fosters I. 'ral and social yokes in daily ife which are unacceptable in a civilized society. We do not Suggest that television is a principal cause
of viole
'ii our society. We do suggest that it is a contributing factor.'
A
o-volame report of the .commissi6n's "Task Force on Mass Media and Viole ce." concluded that, as a short-range effect, those' efho see violent acts portrayed
earn to perform them and may imitate them in a similar situatior?, and that, as u
long-term effect. exposure to media violence "socializes audiences into the norms,
sotitudes, and values for violence."
The Eisenhower Commission sireport on television had little impactit was cversh'adoed in the news media by its more headline-making findings about.riots, civil
disobedience, and police brutality. The networks acted to reduce the violence in arm
mated cartoons for children and killings in adalt programs, and the motion-picture
industry quickly compensated by increasing the incidence and vividness of its bloodletting.
.
However. Congress. on the initiative of Rhode Island Senator John 0. Pastore: a
long-standing critic of television, moved to mandate a completely new investigation,
calling on tile US Surgeon General for a report on TV and violence that would, in

effect. parallel the report associating cigarette smoking with cancers
,
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Wo'rriedlitictut what might emerge ffoin- such a study, the television industry lobbled with President Nixon:it Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, Robert
ion. It successfully
Fuck to influence the organkation and conduct of the inv
opposed seven ctindidates for appointment' to the commiTirtincluding the bestknown researchers in the field. The-Surgeon General's Committee on Television and
SocAill Behavior, afsconstituted, comprised five experts affiliated with the broadcastini industry, and four behavioral scientists innocent of mass-media background.
Three years and $1.8 million litter, the commitlee produced its report, "Television

4

and Growilf .Up: The impact 'of Televrsed,Violehce, supported by five volumes.o(
technical st 'es. The full report, read by few, provided telling data on the role of
T 'violence instigator of aggression in young people, but the nineteen-Pripe sum-,
ary that would determine the f101ic perception emerged opaque and ambiguous,
,
.
after an intense struggle within the committee.
.
"Under the circumstances," it said, watthing violent fare on television could'
cause a young person to act itgressively, but "children imitate and learn from evh ervthing
they see." The research studieS, it said, indicated "a modest associatiokbe0
tweet' viewing of television and violence among at least some children.",but "television is only one of the many factors which in time may p5ecede aggressive behavior."
ii
The summary danced around the crucial issue o(causation: "Several findings of
the survey studied can re cited to sustain the hypthesis that viewing of violent tele-.
vision has a causal relation to aggressive behavior, though heither individually nor
cbllectively are the findings conclusive."

The ambiguity was mirrored in the pages of the New York Times. A fiont-page
story on Janus. i 12, 1972, based on a -leak, was headlined TV Violence Held Unsharniful to Yout't. But when the report was officially released a week later, the
Times story sdid, "The study shows for the first time a causal connection between

,

\ .'

,

.
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.c...

violence shown on television and subsequent behavior by children."
"It is clear to me," said Surgeon General Jesse Steinfeld, presenting his report at
K hearing conducted by Seriator Pastore, "that the causal relationship between televised violence.and antisocial behavior. is sufficient to warrant appropriate and reme,
dial acts. ..
The.e was no significant remedial action. As the decade of urban violence and assassinationa ebbed, the issue of televisjonitiolence faded, to cpme back another day.
And another day would' bring another report.
Even before the latest incidents of violence, a new inquiry had started. Dr. Eli A.'
Rubinstein had first come to the Surgeon General's committee as a vice chairman

,

.

fresh from the National Institute of Mental Health. His experience with the investi.
gation led him to make the study of the mass media his career.
In 1981,), Dr. Rubinstein, now professor of psyehology, at the University of North'
Carolina, persuaded President Carter's Surgeon, General, Dr. Julius Richmond, to
assemble an ad hoc committee to prepare an updated version of the 1972 Surgeon

..

)

General's 'report on its tenth anniversary. Two volumes of new techniCel studies
have already been compiled. The conclusions are yet to be written, but there is no
doubt that they will reinforce and expand the original timidly stated findings.
One thing the new report will do,.Dr. Rubinstein said, is to lay toyeest the theory
that depicted ,violence can actually decrease aggression by servinVds a "cathartic"the cleansinand purging of an audience's,-emotions that Ariitotle held to be
the highest test of tragedy. Advanced by some behavorial scientisp studying television. the theory v.ras examined during the 1972 study for the Surgeon General,
which concluded that there was "no evidenCe to support a catharsis interpretation."
The updated report, citing new empirical studies, will make that point more strongly.

.

.

"A tremendous amount of work has been done over the past tenyears, and the
volume of literature has probably tripled." Dr. Rubinstein says. "If any mistake was
made ten years ago, it was to be too qualified4tbout the relationship bbtween TV'
violenc and aggressiveness. We have a lot of new evidence aboutcausality, and
about what constitutes causality. We..linow much more about how .television produces aggressive behavior. We know more alrot how fantasy can crowd out reality,
and the specific influences of television on disturbed minds
.
"The fundamental scientific evidence indicates that television affects the viewer
in more ways than we realized initially, You will recall that thi original smokingandhealth study was l*mited to the lungs, and later it was learned how smoking
affpctN the heart and other parts "I' the body. In the same way, we now know. that
the original emphasis on TV vio,. :loe was too narrow. Television affects not only a
predisposition towards violence, but the whole range of social and psychological development of the younger generation.-
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TlIe new Surgepn General's report, scheduled for release by'the Reagan adininistratiori in 1482, is likely to be challenged by .the TV industry With all the Vigor dispki;,ed by the tobacco lobby when opposing the report on.smoking and cancer. Inevi-'
tat*, it will be read for clues to violent behavior of people like John Hinckley.
.What made iiincliley different, what made him shoot the President ate ultimately,
matthes for psychiatty and the 'eV/ to determine. But the "'media factor" played a

o

part.

. As Hinckley withdrew from school and family life, he retreated progressively into
n waiting world of violent fantasy, spending more and more time alone With televisionan exciting companiun that made no demands on him.
But television was'not the only part of 'the media working to merge fat and fantasy for Hinckley. Hewas,strongly influenced by Taxi-Driver, a motian picture about
a psychopath who found the answer to his anxieties through his obsession with violence. Like_the
taxi driver, Hintktey-osciltated between wanting to kill a .public.
sfigure to impress the object of his affections-, and wanting to "rescue" her from
"e
surroundings. Paul Schrader, author, of the screenplay, tells fre that the
mo nent he heard that President Reagan had Wed shot, his reaction was, "There
go another xi driver!'`
I inckley w 9 also affected by fan frenzy, a-special manifestation of,the media culwit. It focuse of only on ,Jodie Foster, the female lead in Taxi Driver, but al,so on
former Beetle John Lennun whose.music he played on the guitar. Last New.Year's
Eve, after Lennon's murder, Hinckley taped a monologue, in his motel room near
Denver: in which he mourned: "John and Jodie, and now one of 'em's dead.
"Sometimes," ' said, "I think I'd rather just see here not .
not on earth than
being with other guys. I wouldn't wanna stay on -earth without her on earth. It'd
have to be some kind of pact between Jodie'andme."
And the influences' working on Hincitley extended beyond the visual media. The
idea of a suicide pact was apparently drawn from ThTFan, a novel by Bob Randall

1

that Hinckley had borrowetPealong with books about the Kennedy family and
Gordon I.iddy,s Willfrom a public library in Evergreen, Colorado. In the book, the
-paninoid fan of a Broadway star, feeling rejected in his advances by mail, kills the
actress and. himself as she opensoin a theater production. arly last March, as

Foster was preparing to open in a New Haven stock-company play, Hinckley slipped
a letter under her door saying, "After tonight John Lennon, and I will- have a lot in
common."
\ The plan that finally congealed this welter of media - drawn inspirations and impelled the young misfit to action was a presidential assassination. Before setting
out, hefrlike the fictional fanleft behind a letter to, be'read posthumously. It was
to tell I.'oster that he intended, through ytis. historical-deed, to gain your respect
and love."
As though to document his place .in
media hall
fame, he dated and timed
the letter and left behind. in his roonyin the. Park Central Hotel, tapes of his guitar
playing, _his New Year's Eva soliloquy, and a telephone conversation with Foster.
A failure at most things, Hinckleiy was a spectacular media success vshO had survived to enjoy his celebrityhooda lesson that won't be lest bn other driven persons.
No one could doubt his importance or cballenge his 'identity as the news cameras
clustered around the federal courthouse when he arrived for his arraignment in a
presidential-size limousine heralded by police sirens.

In the great made-forTV drama, participants more "normal"- than Hinckley

.

.

seemed also to play assigned roles, as if cauzht up in some ineluctable scre.anplay.
The TV anchors were reviewed for smoothness, composure, and factual accuracy
under stress. Secretary of State Haig, making a gripping appearance in the WhiteHouse press room,. was panned for gasping and for misreleding his lines. President
Reagan. with considerable support from_y_....Vhite House aides and from the smoothly
reassuring Dr. Dennis O'Leary, himself an instant hit, won plaudits for a flawless
peeformance as the wisecracking. death-defying leader of the Free World.
The effect was to reinforce the pervasive sense of unreality engendered by a gen-

eration of television shoot-outsthe impression that being shot doesn't really hurt,
that everything will urn out all right in time for the final commercial.
Oee can understand the desire to assure the world that the government is functioning But Dr David Hamburg, the psychiatric: and former president of theeInstitate of Medicine of the National Academy of Sciences, bhlieves it'harmful to imply
that a shooting can be without apparent physical consequence.

-Getting shot is not like falling off a horse." Dr. Hamburg says. "To sanitize an

act of violence is a disservice It is unwise to minimize the fact that a President can
get hurt and that he can bleed."

't
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One* more contribution had been made to o souring the pain and reality of violence, to blurring the critical distinction between fiction and fact. The media President was, in his way. as much a product of dieage of unreality as was John Hinckley, the media freak. In the media age, reality had been the first casualty.
HOW MANY MURDERS CAN YOU KIDS WATCH?
11
The
Natianal Coalition on Television Violence says these are the most violent programs on national television. The data was compiled between February and May of
1981, and the scores for each program are in violent acts per hour.
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(National Institute of Mental Health. Vol I: Summary Report)

TELEVISION AND BEHAVIOR: TEN YEARS OF SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS AND IMPLICATIONS
.
FOR THE EIGHTIES
CHAPTER I.TEN YEARS OF SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS: AN OVERVVEW
THE.SURGEON GENERAL'S SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY COMMITTEE REPO T"-I972

Among the' great inventions in the electronic age, television is o ;of the most
beguiling. A sound-and-light show appealing to the prePOtent senses of vision and
hearing, it draws attentiod like a magnet. Infants as young as 6 months gaze at it:
little children sit in front of it for hours at a time; and millions of elderly, sick, and
institutionalized people keep contact with)he outside world mirmly through television. An integral part of everyday life, tt-4Telps to determine how people spend their
time, what they learn, what they think and talk about; it influences their opinions
and helps shape their behavior.Few ()alb!' inventions have so completely, enveloped
an entire population. More Americans have television than have refrigerators or
indoor plumbing.
It is no wonder. then, that students of human behavior have been attracted to
television as a field of research, as a yap arena for the study of behavior in today's
technological world. It is no less wonder that the American public is concerned
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about the effects of television on their lives and the lives of heir children. Some
people think it has a malignant influence; others praise it , a boon to society.

Turned to the scienWanting to know about the effects bl television, the' public
tific community for answers.
. Spurred on by both curiosity and a need to find answers to practical questions,
,scientists have been busy during the past decade at many kinds of television research. Such research did not arise suddenly. Investigations into the effects of television began in the late 19.10s, almost as goon as television began to appear in Americskp homes, continued at a relatively slow pace in the 1959s, and accelerated in the
1960s. ,
In 1.,96,9, the increase in research on television began with a request by &Motor
John G. Pastore to the Secretary of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. As Cbairman of the Senate Subconimittee on Communications of the Senate
Commerce Committee, Senator Pastore wrote,"1 am exceedingly troubled by the
lack of any definitive information which would help resolve the question of whether
there is a casual cqnnectiorf between televised crime and violence and antisocial behavior by individuals, especially children., . ." The Senator asked the Secretthlito
direct the Surgeon General of the U.S. Public Health Service to appoint a committee to "conduct a study to establish scientifically what "ffectithese kinds of programs have on children."
The /Apartment swung rapidly into action. The Surgeon General directed the National Institute of Mental Health to take.responsibility for the committee and to
provide necessary staff. The Scientific Advisory Committee on Television and Social
Behavior was appointed, and one million dollars were provccled for new research.
.Sete ists throughout the country submitted proposals; the host promising proposconduct the research. The
. allre ved approval; and their authors were funded to
,studies were completed within 2 years, unususl speed for the Rehavioral sciences. In
))ecember 1971, the committee sent its report to the Surgeon General. The report,
entitled Televsion and giroCving Up: The Impact of Televised Violence, summarized
the state of knowledge at that time. It was'accompanled by five technical volumes of
.
reports in which the contributing scientists described their studies in detail.
The report confipned the "pervasiveness of television in the United States," stating that almost everyone .watchecrsome television programs s-A 'hat many people
watched for nom hours a day. The report pointed out that little was known about
the reasons pea` le view so much televisionk or choose particular programs. The
report also confirmed that there was a ghat Oa] of violence orftelevision. On entertainment television dur:ing 1967 and 1968, there were about eight violent incidents
per hour.
The report's major conclusion, often quoted, was: "Thus, there is a convergence of
the fairly substantial experimentdl evidence for a short-run causation of aggression
among some children by viewing violence on the screen and much less certain evidence rfrom field studies that extensive violence viewing precedes some long-run
manifestations of aggressive behavior.,The convergence of the two types of evidence
constitute some preliminary indicatitm of a casual relationship, but a good deal of
research remains to be done before one can have confidence in these conclusions."
The committee itself wrote that these tentative and limited conclusions were not
entirely satisfactory but that they did represent much more knowledge than was
available wh the committee began its work.
TEN YEARS LATER

During the .1970s, much of the necessary research was done, and--to anticipate
findings that will be described laterit can be said that the evidence for a casual
ref, tionship between excessive violence viewing and aggression goes well beyond the
preliminary,level. Scientists in this decade have also broadened the research. They

have been trying to find the many interrelated and intricate, factors that operate in
television programing and viewingwho watches television and why, what children
see id hear on television, what people learn from television and how they learn it.
Amo g other topics. they analyze television's effects on social life and values.
result of the Surgeon General's committee effort, a new generation of scienA..
tists was spawned. Some of the scientists who undertook research projects in 4he
1960s are still working the field. Many of the younger people brought into (he
projects as assistants and a4sociates developed a continuing interest and are now
contributing their talents and efforts to television research. They include investiga
tors from all the behavioral sciences. notably psychology. psychiatry. and sociology.
as well as from public health and communications. They do their worh in many settings. including universities and the television industry itself. Nitich(of the research
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is supported by the government and privet° foundationsytali many of the smaller
projects have no major outside funding. During the jp,sedecade, at almost all conventions of .behavioral scientists; there have bean/kit taons on television research
which has become an established specialty.

'

Although the number of scientists doing television research has increased, it is
still small compared to the magnitude of the research problems. Many more investigators from all fields are needed if refparch is to find.answers to the questions con' corned citizens ask.
Because scientists from many fields have been at work, thek studios have taken
different 'approaches. Some, for example, doncentrate on analyses of program content, others observe children before and after they have looked at violent programs,
and still others observe children after they have looked at benign and prosocial programs. Malty of the projeCts are done in the laboratory under strict experimental
conditions,others are naturalistic field studies and observations. These two approaches complement one another. The laboratory studies tell whether or not some' thing can.happen, the possibility of occurrence. The field studies tell how commonly
something doesehappen, the likelihood of occurrence. When both kinds of studies
point in the same.direction, their conclusions are mutually reinfbrcing
-The amount of television research increased 'significantly during the 1970s. This
increase is documented in a bibliography published in1980; the bibliography covers
articles, books, and other materials in the field of research on television and youth
published,.primarily in English, between 1946 and 1980.1 Up to 1970 there were
about 300 titles, anc. from 1970 1 hrough 1980 there were another`2,590, of which
more than two-thirds were published in 1975 or later. Put anotiser way, 90 percent
of all the publications appeared in the last 10 years. No one knows whether this
acceleration will continue at such a rate, but television is as such a part of presentday human existei.ce that the amount of research will undoubtedly increase and
delve even more into all facets of the relationship between television and human

O

behavior.

Much of the research on effects of television has been concerned with its impact
on children. It is easier to gather data on young people, as most of them are in
schools or other settings that make thew accessible to the investigators. Also, it is
more important to learn about television's influjnce on the growing child. It's essen-

tial to know what the many hoars aday spat watching television arg4oing to
them at a time when they are developing and learning about the weld and the
people around them. Children are an audience qualitatively different from adults,
and they may be an audience more vulnerable to television s messages. It may also
be significant that there is now a generation of young adults who have grown up

with television and whose children.. are now secondgeneradon television viewers.
The effects on them probably are not the same as on previous generations who were
adults when they first became acquainted with television.
THE TELEVISION AUDIENCE

TiegN!eon General's committee asked who watches television, and its report-reeTh
plied. "almost everyone." That was true in the late 1960s and it is still true in the
early 1980s. Some people watch occasionally, for special events or at certain times,
but many Americans watch television everyday. Th
i
ing times range from an
hour of two to many hours daily, and some even eep the set on all day long. One k

survey showed that for large numbers of peo

television ranks third among all

activities latter sleep and work) in the number of ho4rs devoted to it.
One could go on citing figurep about the pervasiveness and ubiquity of television.
It should be remembered, hoWever, that these figures are estimates. If TV Guide
states that 85 million people. watched Roots, it does not mean that the roofs were
snatched off all the houses and apartments in the United States and the people in
front of television sets counted one by one. The figures dre projections from small

samples and are subject to all the errorsand the scientific accuracyfound in
such projections.

Most of the audience figure estimates come from. surveys. Surveys conducted by
telephone are much in use now, although mail and door-to-door surveys are still
used occasionally. Another technique is exemplified by the famous Nielsen ratings
which derive from television use in about 1,200 homes where the set is hooked up to
a computer indicating when the set is on and which channel it is turned to. Other
procedures Merely ask people if they look at television, how often, which programs,
and so on. This kind of questioning is sometimes done by interviewers and sometimes through written Iluestionnaires. People have alto been asked to keep television logs or diaries of their viewing. ,In a few instances, ordinarily in conjunction

11
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witlyother studies, direct observations of families or other groups, such as children
or institutionalized persons. have been made by visitors to the home or institution.
On the basis of these surveys and observatinns, quite a bit is 'known about who
looks at television. Because many different methods have been used and compared,
4 this information, as a whole, is probably accurate and reliable.
For research purposes, the audience is often categorized in terms of amount of
.

viewing. Some scientists use simple terms like "heavy" and "light" viewers or

"high" and "low" amount of viewing. In same situ...ons, a person'who looks at television more than 4 hours a day is called a "heavy" viewer. A "light". viewer might
be defined as a person who views about an hour a day or less. Where tqldraw additionallines in Between is sometimes a topic of scientific controversy. 'there are, of
course, the "constant" viewers who watch television almost all/their waking hours,
and there are some- confirmed "nonviewers." The definitions vary. depending on
who is doing the research and on the purpose of the research.
Surveys confirm what most people already suspect television appeals to all ages,
though not equally. Babies look at it for rather brief interval*; and, as they grow
°Wei, tend to look at it more and moye. By age 2 or 3, some children spend large
amounts of time before the set and apparently leave some understanding of what is
going on. The amount of viewing continues at a relativ;ly high level, then drops off
somewhat when children reach,their teens.,In young adulthood it increases again,
especially for parents Ath young children:Viewing time tends to drop in the busy
years of middle age, tiut later in,life television again becomes a major attraction and
may be watched for many hours a day. It is sometimes the principc/I recreation for
elderly people.

Amount of viewing seems to vary with other charaekristics of people. Minority
groups tend to watch more than others, on.the average, and'women more than men.
Some surveys show that people in lower socioeconomic groups, view somewhat more
than those in the middle class. People who watch a lot of television tend to e less'
educated than those who do not, watch as much, yet among collegb student television is a' favofite pastime. People in hospitaisesprisons, and other institutio often
look at television when they get the chance.
It appears.Sat, although almost everyone watches television those who do not
have much el to do watch it most often. Many people, for example the elderly and
the unemployed, use television to fill time, to do something instead of nothing. Some
researchers have concluded that these are people who do nqt choose to watch specific pretrams; they are not really selective in what they look at. They watch by the
clock, turning on the set at free times, no matter what is being shown. Television is
a ritualized or habitual activity.
In general, the surveys indicate that the television audience has not changed appreciably during the past 10 years. Americans' viewing habits seem to have been.,
established early in the history of television.
DOING RESEARCH ON TELEVISION AND BEHAVIOR

.

Like all scientists, behavioral -scientists who study television, draw their conclusions from evidence they have gathered /Ind organized to answer specific questions.
The kind of evidence they collect depends on the aspect of television rind behavior
they are studying and on which stage in a rather long process they are concerned
with. Some simple distinctions may help clarify the complexity of the overall process, which in turn explains why each researcher tries to simplify the problem by
limiting a study to a small portion of the total process.
The heart of the process includes a.television set showing a particular program
and a person sitting in front of it watching and listeiog to the program. Supposedly. the researcher then tries to study the effect of the program on this viewer. But
the effects of television cannot be understood in such simple terms. Because the program on television is sometimes selected by the viewer the researcher must also
consider the role of the viewer in any possible causal relationships. Moreover, the
typical audience often consists of ;1 number of persons who must somehow agree on
the program they will watch. Th, v interact with one another about the program
and about other things as well. All 'hese social relationships in the iminediate viewing situation have been called the -social context" of viewing and must be taken
into account. The researcher may also want to look beyond the television presentation and its audience in the imme'diare social context to the longer teym behavioral
outcomes Television's interrelations vith the viewer's psychological processes may
also be a focus of inquiry In any eft.... the context in which behavior occurs is important.
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Television presentations themselli became a prime target of research almost
since television began Virtaallyany topic on television which is suspected of ha4tir
behavioral effects is likeiy to be examined. For example, there have been content
analyses -of the incideQce of violent .portrayals,depictions of minorities, prosocial
acts. 'families, sexual references. people in various professions,. and so forth. In many

of these areas, research has not progressed beyond the analyses of the cnntent
'there are good reasons for this limitation; some of the suspected effects are very
difficult to measure satisfactorily as, for example, the impact of sexually oriented
programs. But in other areas,the research community has moved well along in ex
--mining the effects of television's content on the viewer.
Two different approaches have been followed in the study of televisions influence
on the bettivior of the viewing audience. One group of researchers, grounded mostly
in laboratory psychology, is conducting aperitnental studies in which an audience
is temporarily brought together to view programs selected for research purposes.1
This approach leads to strong conclusions about the immediate impact on behavior
that the researcher subsequently observes. As a rule, social context is eliminated
from consideration by holding it constant within the experimental session so that it
does not affect the results. A second group of researchers approached the study of
television's uses and effects in natural field settings. Field studies attempt to take
social context factors into account by Measuring them and making their interne:.
tions with the television e#perience a part of what is studied. This approach usually
tales the form of field surveys, which produce evidence of correlation between vari
ous factors but which are not scientifically as tatisfactory
the controlled experiment in trying to isolate the specific effect of any single factor.
Two intermettiate approaches have occasionally been used by researchers who
hope to couple some of the precision of the experimental study with the greater generaliability and breadth of the field study. One is the field experiment, sfich as,
systematically exposing audiences to different television programs while they
remain-in their normal viewi
situations at home. T The other is the panel study in
which Ore same individuals a

terviewed, tested, or atherwise observed over time.

The panel study examines nat al variation over time $rather than at a specific
1. time, as in the field survey)
t e assumption that changes occur both in .the perf" son's exposure to television presentations and in a pattern of behavior that /flight be
affected by those presentations.

Field experiments Lind panel studies are relatively rar iii ,research oh television
atkd behavior. They tend to arouse controversy among cientists; there are those
who prefer the greater certainty of cause-effect evidence rovided by the laboratory
experiment and those who seek greater generality in fie research. Field experiments are practicable on only a nkrrow range of topics, an often the experimental
procedures seem to effect more change in the person's life than just that which the
person is shown on television. Panel studies run the risk of "contamination" of the
person who is repeatedly interviewed on the same topic. Because the subjects in the

research are interviewed or tested repeatedly, they may not represent the larger
population that has not.been asked the same questions.

Disagreement amongireenrcbers is often the product of disagreement about the
kind of evidenctethaz is require to draw a conclusion. Such evidence in turn grows

out of the aspect of the overall process that they are 'attempting to study and the
spei-itic type of television presentation or behavior that is at stake. Some students of
behavioral effects. for example. may find the research detailing various imbalancesoverrepresentation or underrepresentationin the demographic makeup of
the total' cast of characters on television to be of little import. They say that, because there is nn evidence that there are socially deleterious behavioral outcomes
associated with these televisi,..1 portrayals, the portrayals and imbalances can be
shrugged off. On the. other hand, some observers, including those in one. of the offended demographic groupsminorities, women. the elderly, yhe_disdbled,:and so
on may see the imbalances in content as sufficient grounds- or action and reform,
regardless Of the demonstrability of the effects.
One task of developing a theory is to tie together the many areas of content analysisiCth the rather fewer areas where learning and other effects have been demon

strafed experimentally or tested for their generality in field studied. For example,
can a laboratory 'hiding that young people imitate a; gressive acts they have seen
on television he e :tended either to social behavior in the real world or to the unmeasured impact on behavior of televised presehtations of, say, prostitution or bigot.
rv' As the total scope of research has broadened, some researchers have been willing to accept these generalizations.

While the research on television and behavior is by no means complete. it is ex-

panding at an accelerating. pace. tires applications and versions of research 'methods

.
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are being used, and scientists an now draw 'conclusions. more confidently than they
could from theimuch inure limited . research of 10 years ago.
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. HIGHLIGHTS OF TEN YPAES OF ResEARCIf

Television's health - promoting possibilities
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In its programs, television contains many messages about health. messages that
may be imporfant to promotion of health and prevention of illness. Television seems
to be doing a rather poor job of helping its agdience to attain better health a better
understanding of health practices. This is, of course, not a goal of commercial televisipn; nevertheless,-incidental learning from television stories and portrayals may be
contributing to lifestyles and habits that are not conducive to good health. Protrayal
of mental illness on television is nob frequent, but when it does appear, it is related
as
to both violence,and victimization; compared 'witirnormal" characters, twice
others'
televisidli
are
violent
or
are
the
vktims
of
many mentally ill characters on
violence. Even though very few characters on television are ill, may more doctors
are evident than are in real lifer Much of television's.content seems.to foster poor
.ntacition, especially in commercials for sweets and snack foods. Children who watch
a lot of television have poorer nutritional habits than children who do\ not watch as
much. Alcohol consumption is common; it is condoned and is presented as tkpart of
the social milieu. Wh n peopt6 drive cars, which 'occurs often on television, they
t belts. Correlational studies suggest that people's attitudes
almost never wear
are influenced by th s e portrayals. One study, ftir example, indicated that television
ranked second to physicians and dentists as a source of health inforniation.
h it is
There has been almost no "research 91,1 people in institutions, even
knOwn that they often -watch television. One study in a psychiatric sting 'found
that staff believed television had a beneficial effect on patients, especially the chronic and elderly. Increilsed use,of television for therapeutic purpose should be considered; for example, films and videotape have been used successfully to help people
learn to cppe tsith fears and phobias..Anillexperitnental study of emotionally disturbed children{ reported that, for some of the 'children, prosocial programS increased their altruistic behavior and decreased their aggressive behavior. More retelevision.
search is needed to explore the therapeutic potential ofbe
assumed that campaigns to
With the pervasiveness of television viewing, it can
promote better health would be effective. There heyebeen campaigns on community
for seat-belt wearing, for dental
mental health, against drug abuse and smoking, alcoholism.,
An example of a suchealth, and against cancer, venereandisease, and
cessful campaign to reduce risk of cardibfascular disease in California had programs
in both English and Spanish and face-to race instruction, in addition to the television messages, for some of the groups. After 2 years, communities exposed to the
campaign, even without the 'personal instruction, had significantly reduced the like-'
lihood olheart attack and stroke, while in a "control" community where there was
no campaign risk levels remained high. Carefully planned and evaluated campaigns
built on an understanding of the ways in which messages are conveyed and incorporated into people's lives hold great promise.
.
Cognitive and emotional functioning
,,-2Research on cognitive processes has 'diked such questions as: What are the factors
involved in paying attention to television? What is remembered? Hove_ much is unto
derstood? The research shows that duration of paying attention is directly related
visually
sporadically;
little
children
graduallyiay
more
attention
age. Infants watch
until, at about age 4. they look at television about iiri percent of the time, even when
there are many. other distractions in the room. Auditory cues are very important in
cannot
attracting and holding attention. Up to the second and third grades, children
report much of 'whet they see and hear on television, but they probably remember
more than they can report, and memory improves with growing up Young children
remember spec4fic scenes better than relationships, and they often do not understand plot or narrative. Making inferences and differentiating between central and
peripheral content are difficult for young children, but these skills also improve
with age. The changes may be partlydevelopmeptal and partly the result of experience with television.
Much of
The "medal . the message" came to be studied again in the 1970s.
They
learn
the
n
is
not
only
the
contents
what children, r thers, see on televis
techniques, sound effects, and
meaning of televisio 's forms and codes ts camera
organization of programs. Some of the effec s of television can be traced to its forms,
such as fast or slow action, loud or soft music, camera angles, and so on. Some re.
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searchers suggest .that fast actitin, loud,music, and stimulating camera tricks may
account for changes in behavior following televised Violence.
Although television producersAsIlid viewers alike agree that television can aro,ise
the emotions, there has been vei15, little research on television's effects on emotional

,

development and fun ioning..It is known that some people have strong emotional
attachments to televi
characters and personalities anal that children usually
prefer characters most like themselves. Research op television and the emotions
should be given a top priority.
Violent and aggression
The report of the-Surgeon General's committee states that there was a high level
of violence on television in the 1960s. Although in the 1970s there was considerable
controversy over definitions and measurement of violence; the amount of violence
has not decreased. Violence on television seems to be cyclical, up a little one year,
down a little the next, but thapercentage_oLprograms co4aining violence has remi.lined essentially the same over the past dRrade.
Senate', Pastore 's question can be asked again: What is the effect of all this violence? After 10 more years of research, the' consensus among most of the research
community is that violence on television does lead to aggressive behavior behavior
by children and teenagers who ?atch the programs. This conclusipn is based on lab-

ratory experiments and On field studies. Not all children become aggressive, of
urse, but thetorrelatiOns between Violence and aggressiort are positive. In magnit de, "television violence is ak,strongly correlated with aggressive behavior tiS. any
o her behavioral variable thafhas been measured: The research question has Moved
-frprn asking whether or not there is art effect-to seeking explanations or the effect.

AccordingAo observational learning theory, when children observe television charaetersqwho behave violently, they learn to be violent or aggressive themselves. Observational learning from television has been demonstrated'many times under strict
laboratory conditions, and there is now research on when and how it occurs in real
life. Television is also said to mold children'l attitudes which later may be translated into behavior. Children who watch a lot of violence on television may 'come to
pccept violence as normal behavidr.
Although a. causal link between televised violence and aggressive, behavicie now

seems obvious, a recent panel study by researchers at the Nationallifoadcakting

Company found no evidence for a long-term enduring relation between viewing 'olent television programs and aggressive behavior. Others doing television resear

will no doubt examine this new study to try to learn .why it does not agree with
many other findings.
Imaginative play and prnsocial behavior
Since children spend many hours watching the fantasy world of television i

n

er it
be asked whether television enriches their imaginative capacities and w
leads to a distortion of reality. Evidence thus far is that television does not provide
material for imaginative play and that watching violent programs and cartoons is

tied to aggressive behavior and to less imaginative play. Most young childrerCdo not
know the difference between reality and fantasy on television, and, of course, they
do not understand how television works or how the characters appear on the screen.
Television,-however can be used to enhance children's imaginative play if an adult
watches with the child and interprets what is happening.
During the past 10 years research on television's influence on.prosocial behavior

has burgeoned. As a result evidence is persuasivechildren can learn to be altruistic. friendly and self-controlled by looking at television programs depicting such behavior patterns. It- appears that they also learn to be less aggressive.
.Soctalizatin and conceptions of social reality
Most studies on socialization have been in the form of content analyses concerned

with' sex, race. occupation, age and consumer roles. There are more men than

women on entertainment tekevision. and the men on the average awe older. The men
are pestlY strong and manly, the women usually passive and feminine. Both, accerding to some analysts are stereotyped but the women are even more stereotyped

the men. Lately there has been more sexual reference, more innuendo, and
'more seductive actions and dress. Both parents and behavioral scientists consider
television to be en important sex educator not only in depictions specifically related
to sex but in the relationships between men and women throughout all programs.
For a while. after organized protest removed degrading stereotyped, portrayals,
from the air. there were almost no blacks to be seen on television. About 12 yea's;
ago. they emerged again. and now about 10 percent of television characters ,are
black. There are not many Hispanics, Native Americans or Asian Americans.
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Television chararterm usually have higher status jobs than ayeragepeople in real
lift?. A large proixakion of them are professionals or managers, and relatively. few
are blue-collar workers.
I
The elderly are underrepresented on television, `end, as with the younger adults)
there are more old men than old women.
Research shows that consumer roles are learned from. television. Children _are
taught to be avid consumers; they watch the'commercialsthey asltheir parents to.
- .buy the products, and they use or consume the products.Not much research has?
been done With teenagers, but they seem to be more skeptical about advertisements.
In general, researchers seem to concur that television has become a major social.t izing agent of American children,
.
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In addition to socialization, television influences how people think about the

world around them or what is sometimes called their c
eptionsof "social reality."
Studies have been carried out on the amount of fear nd, mistrust of other people,
and on the prevalence ef violence, sexism, family valu s, racial attitudes, illness in '
the population, criminal justice, and affluestce. On th wholq it seems that television leads its 'Viewers to have television-influenced atti udes.'The studies on prevalence of violence and mistrust havi consistent results: People who are heavy vievers..
of television are more apt to think the world is violent than are light viewers. They
also trust other people less and believe that the world is a "rhean and scary" place.
,.
The family anquinterpersonal relations
There are many television familiesabout 50 families can be seen weekly and
most of them resemble wha people like to think of as the typical American family.
The husbands tend to /tee panions to their wives and friends to their children;
many of the wives stay ho e and take care of thhouse and children. Recently,

however, on entertainment television(there have. been more divorces, morersingle-

parent families. and more unmarried couples living together. In black families,.
there are more single parents and more conflict than in white families. The actual
effects of these portrayals on family life have been the subject of practically no research.

Television, of course,. takes place in the context of social relations, mainly In the
family. Parents do not seem to restrict the amount of time their chiriren spend in
front of the television set, nor do they usually prevent them from loAing at certain
programs. They 'seldom discuss programs- with their children except perhaps to
make a few favorable comments now and then. Many families look attelevision together, which brings up the question of who decides what to look at. Usually the
most ,powerful member of the family decides--father first, then mother, then older
children. But, 'surprisingly often, parents defer to the wishes of their young children.

,.

Teleriston to Anieritan society
.
Television seems to have brought about changes iii society and its institutions.
Television's effects on laws and norms have been the subject of discussion, but no

firm conclusions have been reathed. Television, acco -ding to some observers, reinforces the status quo and contributes to a homogeni....2tion of society and a promotion of middle-class values, Televisio'n's ubiquity in bringing eventsespecially yid-

lent and spectacular eventsthroughout the world to millions of people may mean
that television itself is a significant factor in determining the events. Television
broadcasts of reliWioas services bring religion to those Who cannot get out, but they
also may reduce attendance at churches and thus, opportunities for social interactions. Television has certainly changed leisure time activities. For many people, lei-

sure time means just about the same as television time; their off-duty hours are
spent mainly in front of the television set. Many of these effects of television, howeN..er, are still speculative and need further research to provide more accurate and
reliable information.
'
I.:duration anti learnIng ((bout telettsion
Parents, 'teachers, and others blame television for lovi grades and low scores on
scholastic aptitude tests. but causal relationships are complex. as in television and
violence, and they need careful analysis. Among adults, television viewing and edu-

cation are inversely related: the less schooling, the more television viewing. Although children with low 1Qs watch television more than others, it is not knownif
heavy viewing loWersIQ scores or if those with low IQ choose to watch more television. There have been no experimental studies on these questions. Research on television and educational achievement-has mixed findings. Some studies found higher
achievement with more television viewing, while others found lower, and still others

found no relation There seems to be a difference at different ages. At the lower
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grades, children who watch a moderate amount of television get higher reading
scores than those who watch either a great deal or very little. But at the high school
level to time when heavy viewing tends to be less common), reading scores are inversely rellited to amount of viewing, with the better readeis watching less television.
In terms of educational aspiration, it appears that heavy viewers want high status
jobs but cif.) not intend to spend maw years in school. For girls, there is even more
potential for conflict between aspirations and plans; the girls who aeileavy viewers
-usually want to get married, have children, L id stay at home yo take care of them,

but at the same time they plan to remain in school and to have exciting careers.
Flintily, one of the most significant developments of the decade is the rise of inter-'
est in teleilrior. literacy, critical viewing skills, and intervention .procedures. "Television literacy" is a way to counteract the pbssible deleterious effects of television
and also to enhance its many benefits. Several curricula and television teaching

guides have been prepared, containing lessons on all facets of television technology
and programing-rcainera techniques.,format, narratives, commercials, differences
between reality and fantasy, televisiqn s, effect on onb's life and so on. Use of these
educational and intt'rvention procedures has demonstrated than parents, children,
and teachers can achieve much greater understanding of television and its effects,
but whether this understanding changes their social behavior is not yet known.
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